
From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
Eillll 
FW: Iowa Open Records Law Request 
Thursday, February 6, 2020 3:50:20 PM 
Iowa Sec of State Reauest- Februarx 6 2020.odf 

From: Paul Orfanedes <POrfanedes@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Sent: Thursday, February 6, 2020 3:28PM 

To: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Iowa Open Records Law Request 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

An Iowa Open Records Law request to Secretary of State Pate and the Office of the Secretary of 

State is attached. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter 

Sincerely, 

Paul J. Orfanedes 

Judicial Watch, Inc . 

......................................................................................................................................................... , 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Dawson. Emily rSOSl on behalf of Iowa Secretarv of State Paul p. Pate 
FOIA 
PN: Iowa Open Records Law Request 
Thursday, February 6, 2020 3:49:00 PM 
Iowa Sec of State Request~ February 6. 2020.pdf 

From: Paul Orfanedes <POrfanedes@JUDICIALWATCH.ORG> 

Sent: Thursday, February 6, 2020 3:28PM 

To: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Iowa Open Records Law Request 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

An Iowa Open Records Law request to Secretary of State Pate and the Office of the Secretary of 

State is attached. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter 

Sincerely, 

Paul J. Orfanedes 

Judicial Watch, Inc. 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

PQul Orfanedes 
Iowa Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate 
Hall. Kevin rsos1 
Iowa Open Records Law Request 
Thursday, February 6, 2020 3:28:27 PM 
Iowa Sec of State Request- February 6 2020.pdf 

An Iowa Open Records Law request to Secretary of State Pate and the Office of the Secretary of 

State is attached. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter 

Sincerely, 

Paul J. Orfanedes 

I 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Iowa Secretary of State pay! D. Pate 
Voter roll clean up 
Thursday, February 6, 2020 2:51;36 PM 

Dear, mr. Secretary of State. 
I just viewed my second video from Judicial Watch in as many days regarding Iowa's 
out-of-date voter rolls. 
Mr. Fenton contends you are not doing your job. Is this true? 
I look forward to your explanation. 

~ours, 

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S7 active, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Paul D. Pate 

Pate. Paul fSOSl 
"Paul Patejj 

Fwd: Thursday clips 
Thursday, February 6, 2020 2:38:29 PM 
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Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 6, 2020 1:26:15 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [505] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] 

<Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov>; Gookin, Eric [505] <Eric.Gookin@sos.iowa.gov>; Hicok, Wes [SOS] 

<Wes.Hicok@sos.iowa.gov>; Livingood, Heather [SOS] <Heather.Uvingood@sos.iowa.gov>; Merrick 

Joel [SOS] <Joei.Merrick@sos.iowa.goV>; Kramer, Lance [SOS) <Lance.Kramer@sos.iowa.gov>; Cole, 

Dale ISOS) <Dale.Cole@sos.iowa.gov>; Antle, Kendall [SOS] <Kendaii.Antle@sos.iowa.gov>; Phillips, 

Kyle [SOS) <Kyle.Phillips(<j)sos.iowa.gov>; Franklin, Jeff [SOS] <Jeff.Franklin@sos.iowa.gov>; 

mbenson@sso.org <mbenson@sso.org> 

Subject: Thursday clips 

Iowa Caucus Calamity 

NY Times: ~ed to tabulate votes is said to have been inadequately tested 

KWQCTV in Quad Cities: 96% of precincts reporting caucus results· Butti;,:ie;,: and Sanders neck and 

neck (includes SOS quote) 

NPR: Lessons learned from the Iowa Caucuses and danger signs ahE'ad 

Politico: Why 2020 could be a year of election malfunctions 

State Scoop: ,1\fj;fr Iowa Dems' caucus app mess election officials distance themselves (SOS quote) 

Computer World: Iowa Caucus c~aos likely to set back mobile voting 

Daily lowegian in Centerville: Iowa Caucuses worked fine, results no to much 

KTIV-TV in Sioux City: Noon news 
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WHO-TV in Des Moines: Noon news 

WOWT-TV in Omaha: Spm news 

KWQC-TV in Quad Cities: 6pm news 

Cox National Radio: As votes trickle in from Iowa Dems throw shade in New Hampshire {SOS quote) 

ABC News: 

,A ABC News "" 
.. @ABC 

NEW: Iowa Sec. of State Paul Pate: 
"I sup pod IDP while they take their 
time and conduct checks and 
balances to ensure the accuracy 
and integrity of the votes." 
abcn.ws/384G6fi 
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1·1:27am . 4 Feb "2020. Sm:iaiFiow 

14 Replie< 16 Retweeto 63 like> 

Judicial Watch 

Real Clear Politics: Wash Post tries to stop Fake News. becomes part of the problem 

Wonkette: Judicial Watch just making llp Iowa 'voter fratJd' numbers, as if Iowa needed their sh*t 

WIRED: Iowa misinformation spreads online, despite new policies 

The Epoch Times: Iowa Secretary of State Judicial Watch spar over claim of voter over-registration 

Media Matters; How Tom Fitton and conservative media spread debunked "voter fraud" 

misinformation about the Iowa caucuses 
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CN N Reporter: 

fil Jim Sciutto .!% 

• @jlmsciutto 

"It's unfortunate this organization 
continues to put out inaccurate 
data regarding voter 
registmtion ... They should stop this 
misinformation campaign 
immediately and quit trying to 
disenfranchise Iowa voters," says 
Iowa's Secretary of State Paul Pate, 
a Republican. 

Judicial Watch P ~ @JudiciaiWatch 
BREAKING: Judicial Watch announced that 8 
Iowa counties have more voter regisirations 
than their eligible voting-age population 
(1/3). 
jwatch.us/dw22MC 
Show this thread 

3:41pm , 3 feb 2020 · Twitter for iPhone 

129 Replies 1,4H Retweets 3,585 likes 

Politico reporter: 

•

·-· ,, Erh: Gcllt~r$ Q'1Vt!t"gel!cr, FN14 

_ " C!l1rn, m~a!>Ur~d·statement l;ly fQw~·~ !Wpub!ic.an s~rel.;~ry of s'Me. 

1 :,;. IowA Secret4try olState Pa1.1f p~·te@ @'le"WilSO:; · Feh •t 
! :Offlc1al5Wernefl! fe_gardll\g lhe-~tlo~~ac.avcm:IJi': 
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!·'The IOWa secret(Jry of Stnte.t.s Office and county auditors have not 
;eaucuses. Thi!:Y ere run byth@ politic-al partieS. Although the c-auc:.u· 
pr~sidentlal nominating pror:es.s1 they ar~ ·not e-lections. lowa·ns do 

1

the candidate$ and 1 congr·~wlete the hms of thou~nds or titiz~n$: 
:caucu•· night arid made their voices hOard. 
' n-h• accuracy ol1helowa o.mo<ral!< Party's.ote totals Is much mi 
~~rn~lim!ss 9f relea510g the' r{mJil5. I om :glad to h@artheY ~ve a 'pa 
just as Wi! uw pap~r b~Uot.~ lri 3U cffict.al ~lectlonslra 1h~· State Of Jo: 
'thoy ta~e !11«1< time and conduct <ll.e<lts an<:! bo!Oncoslo onsurolil1 
:of the votest' 
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SOS/ Auditor op-ed 

Hudson Herald: Working together to protect your vote 

Fast Track Filing 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Fast Track Filing for biennial reports launched 

Election cybersecurity 

Iowa City Press Citizen: {AP national) Election threats not extinguished 

Politico: Battleground states lack web security safeguards 

Other states 

Ohio: On heels of Iowa Caucus mess Secretary of State says Ohio well prepared for March primary 

Arkansas: Secretary of State confident in Arkansas primary election after Iowa Caucus delays 

California: Secretary of State releases statement on state primary following Iowa caucus confusion 

Illinois: Quad City Times: Thumbs down {AVR error letting non-citizens vote) 

Alabama: No Iowa voting problems for Alabama 

California: Tens of thousands of votes not counted in last election 

Connecticut: Merrill: Connecticut better equipped to handle elections than Iowa 

Florida: Supervisor of Elections says Iowa caucus disaster could not happen in Palm Beach County 

Florida: South Florida has history of election screwups. Could Iowa chaos happen here? 

Minnesota: MN Sec of State: MN will not see Iowa-style chaos with primary voting 

New Hampshire: Secretary of State: Iowa chaos 'not going to happen here' 

New York: After Iowa delays here's a look at how official will tally your votes in New York 
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Oregon: As Iowa pieces results together. Oregon officials tout election securicy work 

Pennsylvania: ~urmoil. Pa. preps millions of voters for new machines 

South Carolina: After Iowa debacle SC election officials assure primary on trac~ 

Texas:..[owa's m:pblems with new voting system not expected here in Central Texas 

Virginia: Virginia is unlikely to repeat Iowa's mistakes 

Washington: Local elections officials try to ease concerns over security after 'owa res!Jits delay 

Kansas: After Kobach's 2018 bid. Kansas lawmakers weigh making secretary of state non·partisan 

Washington: ~f State candidates comment on Iowa Cauws disarray 

National 

USA Today: 'Overwhelm the system' to thwa.rt voter suppression Stacey Abrams counsels blacks 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of!owa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Uall@sos.iowa I:OY 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

r.a~~ .. ~a· IIIIIIUWJ~ m 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Antle Kendall fSOSl 
Hall. Kevin CSOSI 
RE: Thursday clips 
Thursday, February 6, 2020 1:54:00 PM 
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Hang in there, Kevin! You're doing great! 

Kendall Antle 
Project Manager 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-1012 
Kendall.Antle@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IU:JimSD~ 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Thursday, February 6, 2020 1:26 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] 

<Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov>; Gookin, Eric [SOS] <Eric.Gookin@sos.iowa.gov>; Hicok, Wes [SOS] 

<Wes.Hicok@sos.iowa.gov>; Livingood, Heather [SOS] <Heather.Livingood@sos.iowa.gov>; Merrick 

Joel [SOS] <Joei.Merrick@sos.iowa.gov>; Kramer, Lance [SOS] <Lance.Kramer@sos.iowa.gov>; Cole, 

Dale [SOS] <Dale.Cole@sos.iowa.gov>; Antle, Kendall [SOS] <Kendaii.Antle@sos.iowa.gov>; Phillips, 

Kyle [SOS] <Kyle.Phillips@sos.iowa.gov>; Franklin, Jeff [SOS] <Jeff.Franklin@sos.iowa.gov>; 

mbenson@sso.org 

Subject: Thursday clips 

Iowa Caucus Calamity 

NY Times: Arm used to tabulate votes is said to have been inadequately tested 

KWQC-TV in Quad Cities: 96% of precincts reporting caucus results: Buttigieg and Sanders neck and 

neck (includes SOS quote) 

NPR: Lessons learned from the Iowa Caucuses and danger signs ahead 

Politico: Why 2020 could be a year of election malfunctions 
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State Scoop: After Iowa Dems' catJcus app mess election officials distance themselves (SOS quote) 

Computer World: Iowa Caucus chaos likely to set back mobile voting 

Daily lowegian in Centerville: Iowa Caucuses worked fine results no to m11ch 

KTIV-TV in Sioux City: Noon news 

WHO-TV in Des Moines: Noon news 

WOWT-TV in Omaha: Spm news 

KWQC-TV in Quad Cities: 6pm news 

Cox National Radio: As votes trickle in from Iowa Dems throw shade in New Hampshire (SOS quote) 

ABC News: 

a ABC News"'' 
.. @ABC 

NEW: Iowa Sec. of State Paul Pate: 
"I suppoti IDP while they take their 
time and conduct checks and 
balances to ensure the accuracy 
and integrity of the votes." 
abcn.ws/384G6fi 
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14 Replies 16 Retweets 63 likes 

Judicial Watch 

Real Clear Politics: Wash Post tries to stop Fake News becomes part of the problem 

Wonkette: Judicial Watch just making up Iowa 'voter fraud' n11mbers as if Iowa needed their sh*t 
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WIRED: Iowa misinformation spreads online desoite new policies 

The Epoch rimes: li2.11@5ecretary of State, Judicial Watch spar over claim of voter over ~re€istratjoo 

Media Matters; How Tom Fitton and conservative media spread debunked "voter fraud" 

1Ili.£iDformation about the Iowa caucuses 

CNN Reporter: 

.fl Jim Sciutto !'l!l. 

8 t~tmsdutto 

"It's unf01tunate this organization 
continues to put out inaccurate 
data regarding voter 
registration ... They should stop this 
misinformation campaign 
immediately and quit trying to 
disenfranchise Iowa vote1-s," says 
Iowa's Secretary of State Paul Pate, 
a Republican. 

~ Judicial Watch P $ @JudiciaiWatch 
BREAl<ING: Judicial Watch announced that 8 
Iowa counties have more voter registrations 
than their elrgible voting-age population 
(1/3). 

, jwatch.us;dw22MC 
Show this thread 

3:41pm · 3 Feb 2020 ·Twitter for iPhone 

129 Replic; 1,433 Retweels 3,585 like; 

Politico reporter: 
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i i,it·Jowi!l SecretJry of.S1ll.tt p..,\.11 p~·tll! 0 ·@1~1•'-'JJSO$ Fe-h ·I 

! :OIIiclal s.t3tcmeril tc-g3idin.g thfr triO;\·aC.'iUC~I5~:s:: ' . 
i 
;'1N.~ Iowa secretary of state's Offite .and county auditors have no' 
-;c-aucUst!s. Th~ ~ro run by the politic-al partJ~. Although th!! c-aucu~ 
presld1:mtlal nomlnatfng process, they are ·nol elections:. towa·ns do' 

'the candl~ates ono 1 <ongrotula!e the tens of thousonds of Citizens 
:caucu.r night ar'ld made their voices heard. 

'n,. atcumcy of thelowo Democrat!< Party's vote total< ts much mi 
:umclJn.I'!S5 of rc:lcaSlrlg the.' r·i!:51Jits. r urn gla~ to hear they have. a pa 
just as we u,ro p-ap-er ballo~ In all official eleC\fJons hi the' s'tate of lo· 
:they t-!:lke th~lr time and eonduet clu~c~s and balaot~-ta ensure thi 
;or the votes!' 
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SOS/ Auditor op-ed 

Hudson Herald: Working together to protect your vote 

Fast Track Filing 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Fast Track Filing for biennial reports launched 

Election cybersecurity 

Iowa City Press Citizen: (AP national) Election threats not extinguished 

Politico: Battleground states lack web security safeguards 

Other states 

Ohio: On heels of Iowa Caucus mess Secretary of State says Ohio well prepared for March primary 

Arkansas: Secretary of State confident in Arkansas primary election after Iowa Caucus delays 

California: Secretary of State releases statement on state primary following Iowa cauctJS confusion 

Illinois: Quad City Times: Th11mbs down (AVR error letting non-citizens vote) 
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Alabama: No Iowa voting problems for Alabama 

California: Tens of thousands of v~tlm!.OJ;ed in last electioQ 

Connecticut: Merrill· Connecticut better equipped to handle elections than Iowa 

Florida: Supervisor of Elections says Iowa caucus disaster could not happen in Palm Beach County 

Florida: South Florida bas history of election screwups. Could Iowa chaos 'lappeD here? 

Minnesota: MN .... S!CJ;..QLS!iJte.:..Mtl:,yjjl not see Iowa-style chaos with primary voting 

New Hampshire: ~e!ili)Ul[~owa cbao~oiog to happen here' 

Oregon: ~esults togelher. Oregon officials tout election Sc'curity work 

Pennsylvania: l.oJt;£als~wa turmoil. Pa preps mii!ioos of voters for new.lillldli= 

South Carolina: After I own debacle. SC election officials assur~ primary on track 

Texas: Iowa's problems with new voting system not expected here in Central Texas 

Virginia: ~unlikely to repeat Iowa's mistakes 

Washington: Local elections officials try to ease concerns over security after Iowa results delay 

Kansas: After Kobach's 2018 bid K~wmakers weigh making secretarv of state non-partisan 

Washington: Sec. of State candidates comment on Iowa Caucus disarray 

National 

USA I oday: ~helm the systeJ:!LWJhwart voter su ~iilll,.Sta~..illll.S.Qlunsels blacks 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.llall@sos.iowa,gQY 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rJ~rm•a~ 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Merrick Joel fSOSl 

tml!...~SJ; f'ate Paul [SQSJ; Ross Michael [SQSJ 
BurhaM He!dj fSQS]; ~Jl..l1Qltx.ISQSli ~ander Kristina fSQSJ; Gookln, Eric fSQSJ 
Social Media Response to IA SOS Request<; - Homeland Security 

Date: Thursday, February 6, 2020 1:49:05 PM 
Attachments: image001 png 
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Hey everyone, 

One of our Department of Homeland Security Cybersecurity Advisors for Region 7, (J.D. Henry), has 

requested that we put together a sort of After Action Report for Monday's events. Specifically, he 

said it would be useful to comment on our interactions with social media companies in regards to 

Judicial Watch. 

Before we send a reply to J.D., we wanted to have a little more office Input. Feel free to comment, 

highlight, or change anything yoa see as relevant. J.D. told me he doesn't need an official, formal 

response to the events (at least initially). 

Topics to include; 

• How do we feel they (social media companies) handled the events? 

• How was our input received? 

• Do we think appropriate action was taken? 

• What changes and/or differences would we expect/like to see moving towards the rest of the 

elections this year? 

What happened? 

Judicial Watch put out a Tweet that said, "BREAKING: (ruJudjdaiWatch: Eight Iowa Counties Have 

Total Registration Rates larger than Eligible Voter Population .... at Least 18,658 Extra Names on Iowa 

Voting Roll. .. " 

One of our responses on Twitter, "A D.C.-based organization made false claims today regarding voter 

registration information in eight Iowa counties. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of 

State's Office, as well as the @uscensusbureau shows this information is false." 

Notes from Communications; 

• Facebook was responsive, labeled posts as, "False information," (or something similar}. 

o Label was on there within an hour or so. 

o Included a breakdown of everyWhere that information had appeared. 

• Twitter was completely unresponsive (no official reply was given to our office}. 

Thanks, 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Joel Merrick 

Elections Cybersecurity Advisor 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

(515) 242-5071 

ioel.merrick@sos.jowa.gov sos.iowa.gov 

SERVICE · PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin fSOSl 

Ross Michael CSOSJ; Burhans Heidi [5051; Aleksander Kristina fSOSJ 
Pate Paul [5051; Widen. Molly f50SJ; Gookin Eric fSOSJ; Hicok Wes [5051; Livingood Heather [5051; Merrick 
Joel fSOSl; Kramer Lance f5051; Cole. pale f50Sl; Antle Kendall fS051; Phillips Kyle f505l; Franklin Jeff 
f5051; mbenson@sso.ora 

Thursday clips 

Thursday, February 6, 2020 1:26:17 PM 
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Iowa Caucus Calamity 

NY Times: App used to tabulate votes is said to have been inadequately tested 

KWQC-TV in Quad Cities: 96% of precincts reporting caucus results: Buttigieg and Sanders neck and 

neck (includes SOS quote) 

NPR: Lessons learned from the Iowa Caucuses and danger signs ahead 

Politico: Why 2020 could be a year of election malfunctions 

State Scoop: After Iowa Dems' caucus app mess election officials distance themselves (SOS quote) 

Computer World: Iowa Caucus chaos likely to set back mobile voting 

Daily lowegian in Centerville: Iowa Caucuses worked fine results no to much 

KTIV-TV in Sioux City: Noon news 

WHO-TV in Des Moines: Noon news 

WOWT-TV in Omaha: Spm news 

KWQC-TV in Quad Cities: 6pm news 

Cox National Radio: As votes trickle in from Iowa. Dems throw shade in New Hampshire (SOS quote) 

ABC News: 
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6 ABC News l'> 

-@ABC 

NEW: Iowa Sec. of State Paul Pate: 
"I support lOP while they take their 
time and conduct checks and 
balances to ensure the accuracy 
and integrity of the votes." 
abcn.ws/384G6fi 
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Judicial Watch 

Real Clear Politics: llll:iill!Post tries to stop Fake News. becomes part of the problem 

Wonkette: Judicial Watch just making u~> Iowa 'voter fraud' numbers as if Iowa needed their sh*t 

WIRED: Iowa misinformation smeads online, despite new policies 

The Epoch Times: Iowa Secretary of State Judicial Watch spar over claim of voter over-registration 

Media Matters; How Tom tittoo and conservative media spread debunked "voter fraud" 

misinformation aboutJ;heJQwa caucus~ 

CNN Reporter: 
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~ Jim Sciutto <'~> 
U @jimsciutto 

"It's unfortunate this organization 
continues to put out inaccurate 
data regarding voter 
registration ... They should stop this 
misinformation campaign 
immediately and quit trying to 
disenfranchise Iowa voters," says 
Iowa's Secretary of State Paul Pate, 
a Republican. 

Judicial Watch P ~ @JudiciaiWatch 
BREAKING: Judicial Watch announced that 8 
Iowa counties have more voter registrations 
than their eligible voting-age population 
(1/3). 
jwatch.us/dw22tv1C 
Show this thread 

3:4 ·1 pm , 3 Feb 202.0 ·Twitter fur iPhone 

129 Replies 1.433 Retweets 3,585 likes 

Politico reporter: 

! r7i tow~.Secreuuy o-f ~U:t~ Polllll p~·te@ ®.Jc.wa$(}5 Feb •t 
i ·otlicla.1-~!.Jott-n'!ent ~t~-'!dii"\{J th~ t~:fov .. a(_al~eu.Hl'S 
~"The IOwa socret.i'uy of Statets Office and county· auditorS have no 1 

:commes. Thl!:Y ar@ run by th@ politic-al parties. A1though thl! rnUctf 
'presldentlal n-omlnating prm:ess1 they iir~ not elections. IoWans do· 
the ~ncildates ~nd 1 eongr~tulotethe tens of thousands of ertlzens 
,c•ucu;·nrght and mode their voices heord. 

Jlle accuracy of lhelowo D<mocrallt Party's vote totals'' muo~ mi 
:timfllini!Ss of rel€!aSJog'the_re5ults. I ailfgla~ to t1ear fhOy have a pa' 
just a$ Wl! u~f! pa~r b.;dtot:SJn aU offic:Jdl ~lfl'tUms In th@ S\am··of 10 
,lh'W toke !~•lr lime and eonduet <he<l<> ond balonceslo en.sure th1 
.oft~evotes,• 

t1 13 
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505/ Auditor op-ed 

Hudson Herald: Working together to protect your vote 

Fast Track Filing 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Fast Track Filing for biennial reports launched 

Election cybersecurity 

Iowa City Press Citizen: (AP national) Election threats not extinguished 

Politico: Battleground states lack web security safeguards 

Other states 

Ohio: On heels of Iowa Caucus mess Secretary of State says Ohio well prepared for March primary 

Arkansas: Secretary of State confident in Arkansas primary election after Iowa Cauc11s delays 

California: Secretary of State releases statement on state primary following Iowa cauc11s confusion 

Illinois: Quad City Times· Thumbs down (AVR error letting non-citizens vote) 

Alabama: No Iowa voting problems for Alabama 

California: Tens of thousands of votes not counted in last election 

Connecticut: Merrill: Connecticut better equipped to handle elections than Iowa 

Florida: Supervisor of Elections says Iowa caucus disaster could not happen in Palm Beach County 

Florida: SotJth Florida has history of election screwups. Could Iowa chaos happen here? 

Minnesota: MN Sec of State: MN will not see Iowa-style chaos with primary voting 

New Hampshire: Secretary of State: Iowa chaos 'not going to happen here' 

New York: After Iowa delays here's a look at how official will tally your votes in New York 

Oregon: As Iowa pieces results together Oregon officials tout election security work 
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Pennsylvania: In wake of Iowa turmoil Pa. preps millions of voters for new machines 

South Carolina: After Iowa debacle. SC election officials assure primary on track 

Texas: Iowa's problems with new voting system not expected here in Central Texas 

Virginia: Virginia is unlikely to repeat Iowa's mistakes 

Washington: Local elections officials try to ease concerns over seCI!rity after Iowa results delay 

Kansas: After Kobach's 2018 bid Kansas lawmakers weigh making secretary of state non-partisan 

Washington: Sec. of State candidates comment on Iowa Caucus disarray 

National 

USA Today: 'Overwhelm the system' to thwart voter suppression Stacey Abrams counsels blacks 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11'!lftf~SD~ 
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From: Gooqle Alerts 
!:@.IL Kevin fSOSJ To: 

Subject: Google Alert - iowa secretary of state 
Thursday, February 6, 2020 12:31:48 PI~ Date: 

iowa secretary of state 
As~it-happens update February 6, 2020 

NEWS 

Wash Post Tries to Stop Fake News, Becomes Part of the Problem 
ReaiCiearPolitics 

They contacted Iowa's Republican secretary of state who disputed the claim by pointing to updated 

voter registration data on the state's website. 

[] 0 Flag as irrelevant 

Texas entity pays $60.8 million for site of Amazon fulfillment center 
Business Record 

Grant Street Project LLC, which Iowa Secretary of State reconds show is based in Dallas, Texas, on 

Jan. 22 bought land in Bondurant owned by Ryan . 

[] 0 Flag as irrelevant 

See more results Edit this alert 

You have received this email because you have subscribed to Google Alerts. 
Unsubscribe 1 Vr;;w all your alerts 

[I] Receive this alert as RSS feed 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

s 
More Iowa voter registrations than eligible votes in 8 Counties 
Thursday, February 6, 2020 12:07:30 PM 

It is being repotted that Judicial Watch has suggested that in 8 Iowa Counties, the number of 
registered voters exceeds the number of eligible voters. It is also being reported that the Iowa 
Secretary of State denies that is the case, but WON'T RELEASE THE RECORDS. 

With the Iowa Democrat Caucus DEBACLE, don't you think it would be advisable to NOT 
COMPOUND the DISGRACE by HIDING the FACTS? 

Voter Fraud "doesn't exist", claim the Democrats, yet indications of circumstances that would 
facilitate VOTER FRAUD ABOUND across the country. The problem is futther 
exacerbated, demanding MORE government TRANSPARENCY, NOT LESS, is the 
widespread belief that if the government is involved, CORRUPTION IS INEVITABLE. 

OPEN THE RECORDS to AUDIT! 
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'"" To' 
SUbje<tl 

Dote: 
Atto<hmont;l 

-!~>un<[<> (r!<tnol5Q51 

~o; '"'""' Couru><• • F><<-R<port:ing 011!Ul<l 
J'~td!><>d•~ F<bN•rt s, :~ono Ma:so m -

No worries at a!!, I hope you're feeling betler. What a w~ek il's been! ljmt wanled to make surey'all ~"Tlewwe were here to assist the uiwlc time if needed_ Feel better! 

Rachelllollnnd I fnccbook 
U.S. Politics & Government Outreach 
E: Rache!Hnlland@fh com 

On Feb 5, 2020, at 12:48 PM, Alellander, Kristina [SOS] <KristinaAieksnndel@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

HI Rachel, 

Thanks forlndud!ng me !nail the emails the pas! few days, and coordinating with Kevin on the f•lse Info l><ue. I've been out skk With thel!u the past few days, but will be more responsWefrom now 

'" 
Kris Aleksander 
Communications Specialist 
Office of Iowa SccrctaryofS\a\e Paul 0. Pate 

[515) 281-70<11 
krisJina akhanderf<il<o< Iowa gov 

<inmgcOOl.png> 

SERVICE· PART!dPATION • INTEGRITY 

From; Rachel Holland <r.~chelhollantl@!l>.com~ 

Sent: Mor.day, February 3, 2020 10;02 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS) <KevlnJiall@sos.lowa.gOII> 
Cc: Ale~ar;:ler, Kristina [SOS) <Kr!s!lna.A.Ie~ander@sos.iowa.go.,.,_ 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caunrses-Facebook Reporting Channel 

HI Kevin, 

1 w•nt to s\>Jre thefollowlll!l3'd P•rty fact Checkers' stories that have Jilted tiJe content false this evening. The Le•d Stories art ide is the one attached to content reported via the False Information 

filter: 

·~ ·'"' 
We h•ve atso applied the filter on similar news stories [a few examples below): 

o httm·lfwvm facehoo% cgmiSeqpllannitWrm<t</J0!635W?J53703AA? XI< (Ol fJ! AR030gi@991Qfrffi, OC!ITFO!flnDDHOwhH-bBf?ipyYyl lo65 yO!lmC3MI

G GflArm?NjdA1X7hXrKrnS6hV!jdl !KaGqdfi[(9vc?hllAh?mNn1{A'fl)! Svllrlhdrrw4xA[<NMG6tnBV!NiqOGp25GYo-Qfl(\x?wi5!C 15!17lEpt!O-

Qv?q ~nbt9WOV AxB\(ffiqpOta! IC[ FI710!zM7dw] eh4Pvl BHYt 115-I?Q'B. 

o httns·!AwNJ focehpqk mmmatQW>ymmdit{pq<l<I]OJ 5776919952)575? 
XI' 10Hi8 MBXmmFVtmOMGX 7ln1 no:, !vZJlp9kbS3FXFnJEFOq5x'jD[Q" aol M IV tOMPqCfnwQb•PI Hzif>QSmX<;rYe 1IHIICqSp06pyl !30UoO[dEBhlq ha88MtP\I ycRsbl!C[nfiNhOwjl57Cqi[N5o6· 

alNTd51NII7MQb! l9aRf9hKYns4CJSfr3W9Qmy70o502liliRUQDUJmd ld!Nhln31 PWGb] I¥C45fen56Y"r3n IWW\Iq69qopQQ4QfiN7117enllmg4fl'l tnV·91 !mpj7! WWI· 

tm@ ctJArDQxD'wf'5DIHQKIVeG!r]ppgjkqDF9Wil[fH AokWvNXV'lH& to --B 

httr<·Mwm filcehpql mmlthriOWo<tandard/pp<l<lzfl736f!l 25079817? 
>IS [0). 68 hftBTrYNg 1 pot JrGO'KGnWMfoNoQxpX,,IYn KM1nafXteE8!1DeOcrniNihefpnngjl!lwAt6yW9_3655GI6[u!ll kZw!J Xa91JOy0! 0 lm)(\1 4PY£!r! llvBc?a! 1>;-!ZAfiWrjiy ?llgrwi4F!41 oC-

1 [Kp h!rlONQVImVGtnliW{-!!rcJl<,z5£hKHnn3e-7E5[X•X!W[e3Cp 7 -ZmnamJ747yhndMJ?HGOflAhOZQZf!WuCApl Nl Crl Rhyj >IC9Qoa%561 rl·< 1•rj rsall[l· 
RKtll!lMWpfcmlbMWW![ckK!mfdl B!zh7pjR2BQ,.h! !yllyfurll!izbrSfrGal CGeOwl Hoxi"5KYObQtckl\ to -R 

httns·!A!flwl fucebnq% rpm/pnochlimeslnbotm/a 135429r11<@5/10J58151332?14266Rjype Jljtheatpr 
h!tn<•l/ymw fqcebook mmlfmyhJ!me\Jrendjppfpqstsl2fil 66fJ24552f,fBR) 

httnyljwww fucebpqk cgrn/Qm);!lfiTrumrv!Pw<Hlenrlnm!:;/13884933918239%7 In -R 
btlod/w,wr fumhqok cnmiNTDNews/msts'?92151m71 255!!24 

Mdl!lonally, the Judicial Watch Poge's most reeent jiOSt about the same subject that you reported 
(bHm·llwww (;,reboot mm'Iudj(n!Wotcb/nhnjq<l" I ()]5342R8722519431!01575R3457'i9fi943I?IJ!pe--3&Jhpatrr) has been enqueued for our third party fact checkers to r»view as well. 

Not related to the above run tent, lam seeing this news: hnm•l/www ''"i mmlarticl~s/dems-lgwHauws-yqj'ng-opn·slirs.<KrnHI!-fO!Iterm-11 ~80061221 and wonted to get your r»ad on it. Are 

you familiar with !heapp ar.d does your offjc_e have any thoughts/concerns? 

We will continue to monitor the above, but please feel free to reoch out at anytime -again byemaillng reoorts@mnteotfucrhgok rom and copying me, In ease I am asleep. We h~"" fu\lteams 

monitoring that em•ll•roundthe dock. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

From: Rachel Holland <@chelhplland®fb com> 

Dale: Monday, r~bruary 3, 2020 at 7:59PM 
To: "Hall, Kevin ]SOS]"<Keyjn Haii®SQ< tqwa goy> 

Cc: "fll~ksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kri<lina AlehaodN®<o< lm'Jil pqy> 

Subject: Re; Iowa Caucuses· Facebook Reporting Channel 

Thanks for flagging - we've go! a full te~rn with eyes on this now and are app~lng the false filter to similar article< as well.l'll send you an addition• I update shortly! 

Rachel Holland ! fa(ebook 

U.S. Politics & Government Outreach. 

E: RacbeJHolland@fb mm 

On Feb3, 2020, at 7:57PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS) d)£yio Hall®sm low" gQY> wrote: 

Than~ you! They have new posts Up, doubling dowo on thefal,.,dalms. 

Get 0 rllpgk fpr !OS 

From: Rachel Hollond qarhelhollanfl®[h com> 
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Sent: Monday, Febtu~IY 3, 20206:11:21 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin (SOS) <Kryjn Hol!@lO:; lffi''" oov>; Alebander, Kristina (SOS] <Kri<llno Alefsander@sm Iowa gmp 

Subject: Re: Iowa C.ucuses- fa(ebook Reporting Channel 

HiKe1•iu, 
Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our third-pnrty fuel checkers ha1·e mled this c01llen1 false, III!d we ha1·e applied a filterol'er the 
content warning users before tile)' dick to see itlhallhe content hus been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Plell'le continue to report l'iolnting content to us by emailing wporls'ii'cpnlenl Carebook com, and copying me fRnchcl!!ollnnd@fb com), 1151 11i!l be on an aiJJllanc for !he 
ne.~t couple hoUTS. Let me know ifyonha1•e any questions or concerns regarding !his or ;my other mat1crs. 

Thooks, 
Rachel 

From: ''Hall, Kevin [SOS)"<Keyfu Hal/@sm kw@ .wp 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 
To: Rachel Holland <ocbelho!!;md®fh com-,., "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kr'stlna lllrbander®sm i0"0 pny> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses· Facebook Reporting Channel 

Rachel, 

We've been J>laying whad·a·mole with thl< fal<e story oil day.!< there anything you can do to heiJl: https-1/wy&r facehnpk romflr tdicla!W;ltch/npstsi!OJ 57582364851943? 

xts (DJ 6f! I\R(!!80fscWOri9BAo! !o1fl f9Yxhlfi1 p?nQIITR887RFBw6jpHMyVkFIDIIQT91Bol pPEaScqiNnOfivMlQ;P!jn1 j(GG

jGKNb9NnnlmAeaarvWv!K4SpyFMfimq2270019cp9!5D3@9ktllBTh'fM0ef!GQh.mo tAT• mrl ldl JVXfljPRWpamc\lfll w3Im3wlpepQOJ·nyN274-

SyQl/Bamyx3AchwnjrJ4tl !Ehd'JXISdMFOOadpSJQKjl CdvRxsScshd!?AZWNkFFrl\dOI 

M5xp!IPAV!J hf75qfx!5 q3hJ!hEK a!cllYIIPilwfln9!JjwvGI!Wtyj07 sktmpctAFZw& to -R 

We've told them Is fake. They hove II PINNED to the top of their Jlage. 

Here's our rebuttal: https·lls9) Iowa roy/news/2020 02 m htm( 

KCI"ill Hall 
Comm~llicntioru Director 
Offioo of !own Secrdruy of Stnto Paul D. Pnte 
(515)715-29~2 
l(evin Hnii'G'sos jpwu gpy 
SF:RVICl: • PAl(flCIPATION · INTt:GRilY 

<jm•gefl02 pnp-

<:jmgge!l03 nug> 

<:jmngcf!!4 nnp 

<jmngcl!O'i pnp 

<jmogcll06 nne> 

From: Racb~l f!olland <rarhelhpl!aod®!h mm> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 20203:51 PM 
To: AJc~ander, Kristina [SOS] <Kri<tloa hJebandrr®<m Iowa goy> 

Cc: Hal~ Kevin [505] <Knjn Hall®m< !qw' gmp 
Subject: Re: Iowa C.ucU5eS- Face book Reporting Channel 

HI Krls- Resen<liog thi< to make sure it i< on the top of your lnbox, and cofl'tlng In Kevin too.lhi< channel Is managed 24/hoursa doy and your email addres<es have beeowhltel!sted for 
acce<S- feel free to flag content for us th15 way if convenient for your office. 

Thanl:s, 
Rachel 

From: Rathel Holland <(i!cbe]hplland@fb rom> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020at 10;19 AM 
To; "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS)" <:Krj1tjoa Aleksandrr®<m jowa goy;> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

HI Krl< - ju<t wanted to give you a heads lip that w~ started our !01'13 election escalatiom roam yesterday with dozen< of people watching dosely for any content esc~tatlons thrnugh 

the caucmes. Just a remiOOer, to report any content that you believa violates Facebool<s yoler interference ppl"ry please: 
1. Email rnmrts®mntent [arehook cnm and cc me (RarhRIHql);,nd®fh mm), with a link to the content you are reporting. 

a. PJ~as~ send in as much information as you haVQ about the con lent (link to content, screenshol, link of the p~ge or profile that posted the content, etc.)-· but 
the llnk Js the best way lor us to be able to quickly identify something. 

And !will be on call tfyou h""e a!>/ otherquestiomorconcerns throughoutthlstlme. 

Thanl:s, 

<!magei!OJ.gif> 
Rachel Holland 
U.S. Politics & Go\"ernment Olll~och 
E: Em·he!!!olbnrl@O, rom 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Stanley-Becker Isaac 
Hall Kevin fSOSJ 
Re: Responding to you call 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 3:53:37 PM 
imaqe001.pna 
imaqe002.pnq 
imaqe003.onq 
imaqe004.pnq 
imaqeOOS.pnq 
imaqe006.pnq 

Hey Kevin, might you be able to give me a quick call at 773-480-2423? Many thanks. 

From: Stanley-Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:22 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Responding to you call 

Does Secretary Pate want to say any more about how dangerous this is? The false tweets have 

more than 100,000 interactions. And the platform seems to be letting them be. His 

perspective would be much appreciated. 

From: Stanley-Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:04 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Responding to you call 

Many thanks. 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:02 AM 

To: Stanley-Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 

Subject: Responding to you call 

jCAUTION: EXTERNAL SENDER 

Isaac, 

Regarding the Twitter post: 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

https://sos.iowa.gov/elections/voterreg/county.html [sos.iowa.gov] 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Let me know if you need more info. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

11 [facebook.coml&:J~Im 
[ljnkedio.com] tlj [instagrqm.coroJ a [youtube.comj 

~.[goo.gll 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin [$051 
MW Hemingway 
Re; lnteiView regarding voter registration claims? 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 3;48;25 PM 
jmaqeOOl.png 
imaqe002.png 
imaqe003.png 
imaqe004.png 
imaqeOOS.png 
imaqe006.png 
Statuses and Status Reasons.docx 

You might find the attached usefu I. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:58:38 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Weird. They weren't working for me all day yesterday and even a shmt while ago ... and now 
they're working. Thank you for clearing that up. 

Best, 

Mark 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at 3:46PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin,Hall@sos iowa.gov> wrote: 
I just looked tlu·u every month on my phone & they work fine for me. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:42:24 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin final question-- if you go to your page for county registration data-- the links for last 
year are all broken and don't come up with anything. Is there a reason for that? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:49 PM MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> wrote: 
OK, thanks. 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the 
most current data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, 
that is the most conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. 
We are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before 
cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is the final stop before a voter's registration 
is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

m~.·""-, ,..~a· .. . IIIII u I.W IJilJ . WI 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfi·ont discrepancy! I'm asking you point
blank, what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[~[~][~~][ gJ[~l 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Snbject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI 
Judicial Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties-- they're saying the number 
of counties is 5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't 
relying on. They use their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the 
use of professional demographers -- both Califomia and Kentucky settled federal 
lawsuits with them last year over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their 
numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false
,claims-voter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucJJsl?itid=hp_rhp-bignews3_voter
fraud-155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https://www.wasbingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watcbs-voter-fraud
fear-mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-official! 
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And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the 
number. Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 
8 here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need 
to address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at I: 12 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we 
put out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. 
They're still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
registration or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period 
of time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in 
voter reg. totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. 
appears to have slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the 
most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% 
for Trump in 2016). 
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OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims rega•·diug Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in 
a news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. 
Judicial Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger 
than the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of 
State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfmtunate tbis organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding 
voter registration, and it's especially disconce1ting they chose the day of the Iowa 
Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and 
others who have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply 
flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop 
this misinfonnation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 
voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that tbe ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the 
organization's claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according 
to actual data from the U.S Census Bureau. 
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The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the 
methods they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

Clii]~]r~l[~J[~][~J 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I left a message already-- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter 
registration controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 

······------·······------------------------······--------···········-------······---------····------------·······---------········----~ . . . . . . . . 
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From: 
To: 

MW Hemingway 
J:jgjj,_Keyiq fS0$.1 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:59:03 PM 
imaaeOOl.png 

Date: 
Attachments: 

jmaoe002:.png 
image003.oog 
fmage004.ong 
~ 
!maue006.png 

Weird. They weren't working for me all day yesterday and even a shmt while ago ... and now 
they're working. Thank you for clearing that up. 

Best, 

Mark 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at 3:46PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <.K..sl.Y.in..Hall@.sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 
I just looked thru every month on my phone & they work fine for me. 

Get Q:utlook for iOS 
---·---- ----·-----------------
From: MW Hemingway <mwhemjngway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:42:24 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjn.Hall@sos.iowa.€oV> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

j Kevin fmal question-- if you go to your page for county registration data-- the links for last 
year are all broken and don't come up with anything. Is there a reason for that? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:49PM MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.mm> wrote: 
J OK, thanks. 

I On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin,Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

.,. l Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the 
most current data fi'om the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, 

1 

that is the most conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

i But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa, 
We are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before 
cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is the tina! stop before a voter's registration 

i ' is cancelled. 

I I 
ll 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n~:JEmtsae! 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point
blank, what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Ha1l@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~~~~~~~][~ ]~] 
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From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 2:55 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI 
Judicial Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties --they're saying the number 
of counties is 5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't 
relying on. They use their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the 
use of professional demographers -- both California and Kentucky settled federal 
lawsuits with them last year over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their 
numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

https ://www.washingtonpost com/po litics/2020/02/03/consetyatiyes-push-fa! se
c !aims-voter-fi·aud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?iti d=hp rhp-bignews3 voter
fraud-155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fi·aud
fear-mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-officiall 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the 
number. Stmting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 
8 here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need 
to address? 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 1:12PM Hall, Kevin (SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we 
put out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. 
They're still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
registration or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period 
of time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in 
voter reg. totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. 
appears to have slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the 
most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% 
for Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in 
a news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. 
Judicial Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger 
than the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of 
State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding 
voter registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa 
Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and 
others who have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply 
flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop 
this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 
voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretmy of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the 
organization's claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according 
to actual data fi·om the U S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the 
methods they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[~][~~~[~][~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Interview regm~ding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I left a message already-- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter 
registration contmversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 
......................................................................................................................................... , 

...................................................................................................................................... c 
·-----------···········---------------···················--------------··············-------------·················-----------------------· . . . . . . . . . . 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hall Kevin fSOSl 
MW Hemingway 

Date: 
Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:46:05 PM 
lmageOOt.pnq Attachments: 
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I just looked thru every month on my phone & they work fine for me. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:42:24 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin final question-- if you go to your page for county registration data-- the links for last 
year are all broken and don't come up with anything. Is there a reason for that? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:49PM MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail com> wrote: 
OK, thanks. 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most 
current data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is 
the most conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. 
We are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling 
their voter registration. Inactive is the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point
blank, what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[~~[~]~[~~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
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Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI 
Judicial Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties-- they're saying the number of 
counties is 5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying 
on. They use their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of 
professional demographers -- both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with 
them last year over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

https://www.washjngtonpost.cQJ:ll/pQ!~02.QLQ2/03/conservatives-push-false-claims
voter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepm·e-caucus/?itid=hp rhp-bigllilwalvoter-f1·aud-
155pm%3Ahomepageo/o2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

htlp£;~.wasbingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fraud-fear
mon~ring-finds-new-opporum.t:p~r-id-iowa-offi.ci.a!L 

I And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the 
!number. Stru.ting to see the problem here? 

l 

Aud if you're a Jaw and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

I On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at I :12 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.jowa.goy> wrote: 

1 Mark, 

I I I I We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put 
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out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're 
still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
registration or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter 
reg. totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears 
to have slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most 
Republican county in the entire state, and one ofthe top in the country (81% for 
Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 
eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's 
Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus 
to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who 
have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their 
false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinfonnation 
campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 
fi·om the lJ S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 
they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~~J~Jl~J[i]~ 
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:From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS) <Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I left a message already -- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter 
registration controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

; Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealCiearPolitics 

202-321-2229 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hall, Kevin [505] 
MW Hemingway 

Date: 
Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:45:03 PM 
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Get Outlook for iOS 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:42:24 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin final question-- if you go to your page for county registration data-- the links for last 
year are all broken and don't come up with anything. Is there a reason for that? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:49PM MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> wrote: 
OK, thanks. 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most 
current data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is 
the most conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. 
We are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling 
their voter registration. Inactive is the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IJLlfmeiD~ 
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From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point
blank, what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa,gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~~]~[~[~] 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:5 5 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
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Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI 
Judicial Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties-- they're saying the number of 
counties is 5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying 
on. They use their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of 

! professional demographers-- both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with 
! them last year over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

~www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03konseryatiyes-push-false-claims

votcr-fraud-twitter-i owans-prepare-caucust':llii.d::hp rhp-bi gnews3 voter- fi·aud
l5_5jl!I!%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

, https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/:;).!1WL!l2/03{judicial-watchs-yoter-fmud-fear
! mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-official/ 

And you guys bave issued a press release where you're not actually specifying tbe 
number. Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

I On Tue,Feb 4, 2020 at 1:12PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <~iowa.goy>wrote: 
I 
I 

II 
I 
i 

I I 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put 
out yesterday. 
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(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're 
still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
registration or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter 
reg. totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears 
to have slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most 
Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% for 
Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
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j news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
' Wateh claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 

eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's 
Office shows this infonnation is false. 

I 
"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus 
to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who 
have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and theit' 
false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinfotmation 
campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 
from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's OfTice stands with its county auditors and the methods 
they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[i]~J[~][ri][_~][~] 
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i From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingwav@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I I left a message already-- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter 
' registration controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

, Thanks, 
I 

Mark Hemingway 

ReaiC!earPolitics 

202-321-2229 
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From: MW HemingwaY 
Hall Kevin [5051 To: 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:42:52 PM 
imaqeOOl.onq 

Date: 
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Kevin final question-- if you go to your page for county registration data-- the links for last 
year are all broken and don't come up with anything. Is there a reason for that? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:49PM MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> wrote: 
OK, thanks. 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most 
cunent data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is 
the most conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. 
We are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling 
their voter registration. Inactive is the fmal stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n LJil'tn•a~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
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Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point
blank, what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.l-Iall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding I7-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(5 I 5) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~~[~r~]~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI 
Judicial Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties-- they're saying the number of 
counties is 5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying 
on. They use their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of 
professional demographers-- both Califomia and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with 
them last year over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 
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Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-claims
voter-fraud-twitter-i owans-prepare-caucus/?itid=hp rhp-bignews3 voter-fraud-
155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

htt;ps://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03{judicial-watchs-voter-fraud-fear
mongering-finds-new-opponcnt-pro-voter-id-iowa-official/ 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the 
number. Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at I: 12 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa gov> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put 
out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 
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-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're 
still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that !7-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
registration or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter 
reg. totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears 
to have slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most 
Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% for 
Trump in 20!6). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration infmmation in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 
eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's 
Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
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! I 

I 

!registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus 

I
' to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who 

have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their 
' false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 

campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly availab\!l on the Secretary of State's 
website.Tbey are updated monthly. Ihese numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

II Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 

. fi·mn the U,S. CenS!l!iBureau. 

I 
j The Iowa Secretary of State's OfTice stands with its county auditors and tl1e methods I they use to provide clean and accurate voter ro lis. 

I 

### 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kmdn.Jiall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

I ~J[~J~f~[• J~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemin~gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 

! To: Ball, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
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Kevin, 

I left a message already -- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter 
registration controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

Rea!ClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Petr SVab 
Hat! Kevin [5051 

Re: Voter registration - update 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:39:08 PM 
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Thank you Kevin. 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at 3:06PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 
Petr, 

Their report is full of inconsistencies, mislee~ding & old figures be~ sed on vmying timelines the~t no ste~tistician 
would ever use to create an accumte measure, and was timed for release on caucus day to gamer attention. 

There are list maintenance procedures that we are required by Iowa & federal law to follow. I have attached 
some useful infonnation for you. 

We would like to remove inactives in a more expedited fashion but we are bound to follow the law. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr svab®epochtjmes nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 1:57:59 PM 

To: Halt Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall®sos.iowa.goy> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

To your points: 
1) It seems to me they didn't claim it was for 2020. Headlines are usually in present tense, but the first 
paragraph of their release says it was data released in 2019. I give you that they didn't specifY it was 2018 data. 
2) They used the 2017 Census. Got it. Again, would you have any complaint if they used the 2018 Census 
data? As far as I see, that's the last appropriate data set. 
3) Another point of contention I see, is that you are focused on the number of counties over 100. Is that 8, 5, or 
1? They seem to basicaily say it doesn't matter (except it makes for a headline). It's just an indicator that Iowa 
needs to do more to clean up their rolls. So, does it matter in substance if its 100%, 105%, or 95%? Why? 
4) I get it the~t you need to keep inactives on for some time. JW, on the other hand, states reasons to include 
them and the inactives are, technically, still on the rolls. So I see your point, but is it "false" to include the 
inactives? It seems JW has successfully sued other states to cut inactives that have been kept on the rolls too 
long. 
5) I get the 17-year-olds, but the EAC asked you to exclude them and JW used EAC data. So did you give 
EAC correct data? 
6) We still have the discrepancy between the SOS website and EAC data. Is there a reason for it? 

I'd be glad to move on from this with nothing left on the table. I appreciate your getting back to me. 

Thanks. 

Petr 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at 1:22PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 
Additionally, the voter reg totals (total, active and inactive) were all pulled before our 2019list maintenance 
season (NCOA, no activity, multistate). 
Inactive voters are in the pipeline to be cancelled. If a voter is inactive for two successive general election 
cycles, they are sent a final mailing and cancelled. 
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Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr syab®epochtjmes nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 
1) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registration' program. 11 So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW1s pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (2017). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
impmiant to measure if Iowa is doing that. 
5) There1s a significant mismatch between Iowa1s reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS overreacted in its response by calling JW's numbers 11patently false" and 
saying JW's population counts were "greatly underestimated11? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even if I tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over I 03 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If I used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

httpS'Udata census gov!cedscj/table? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~0500000US 19119&tid~ACSDPSY2018 DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https·/Jwww.census goy/search-
resJJ]ts htm]?searchType:=web&cssp=SERP&q=iowa%20pop1Ilation 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

fi~lm~jD~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most cmrent Census data? This? bttps:Uwww census goy/programs-snryeys/decennial
census/about/yoting-rights/cvap.2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: https·l/www census gov/quickfacts/fact/table!IA/PST0452 I 8 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show lD and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and fed era] law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

m r'"~ flllllll ~a~ llllldUUUlltJ ~ 
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From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 1:48PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent of Iowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in comt. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people tmst? 

- The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a threshold seems arbitra1y since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 
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Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81%forTrump in2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Commuuications Director 
Office oflowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hal1@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

fi~:umt~Ja~ 

Fmm: Petr Svab <petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Voter registration - update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https:Uwww.theepochtirnes com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

l) Voter registration numbers - JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https:!/pl!hlic.tableau com/profi le/u.s.election assistance commission#!/yizhome!EAVS20 l8DataViz
Lahe1d _11_25/EACDataVizToo1 

https:/lsos.iowa.govlelectionslvoterreg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers - JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
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last year: https:Uwww.census.gov!programs-surveys/decennial-census/about/voting
rights/cyap 2019 html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https·Uwww census goy/programs-smyeys/decennial
census/ahmJtlvoting-rights/cyap 2020 htrnl 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling J\V Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census datft JW used only differ from the new Census datft by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inftctive voters- JW argues that inftctive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the Nationftl Voter Registmtion Act. 

Do you ftgree? 

Does SOS believe inftctive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: htt:ps:Uwww.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/derno!voting-and-registrationlp20-583 html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registrfttion Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr syah@epochtirnes nyc 

www tbeepochtimes.cotn 
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Their report is full of inconsistencies, misleading & old figures based on vmying time lines that no statistician 
would ever use to create an accurate measure, and was timed for release on caucus day to garner attention. 

There are list maintenance procedures that we are required by Iowa & federal law to follow. I have attached 
some useful information for you. 

We would like to remove inactives in a more expedited fashion but we are bound to follow the law. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 1:57:59 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

To your points: 
I) It seems to me they didn't claim it was for 2020. Headlines are usually in present tense, but the first 
paragraph of their release says it was data released in 2019. I give you that they didn't specify it was 2018 data. 
2) They used the 2017 Census. Got it. Again, would you have any complaint if they used the 2018 Census 
data? As far as I see, that's the last appropriate data set. 
3) Another point of contention I see, is that you are focused on the number of counties over 100. Is that 8, 5, or 
I? They seem to basically say it doesn't matter (except it makes for a headline). It's just an indicator that Iowa 
needs to do more to clean up their rolls. So, does it matter in substance if its 100%, 105%, or 95%? Why? 
4) I get it that you need to keep inactives on for some time. JW, on the other hand, states reasons to include 
them and the inactives are, technically, still on the rolls. So I see your point, but is it 11false 11 to include the 
inactives? Jt seems JW has successfully sued other states to cut inactives that have been kept on the rolls too 
long. 
5) I get the 17-year-olds, but the EAC asked you to exclude them and JW used EAC data. So did you give 
EAC correct data? 
6) We still have the disc•·epancy between the SOS website and EAC data. Is there a reason for it? 

I'd be glad to move on from this with nothing left on the table. I appreciate your getting back to me. 

Thanks. 

Petr 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at I :22 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 
Additionally, the voter reg totals (total, active and inactive) were all pulled before our 2019 list maintenance 
season (NCOA, no activity, multistate). 
Inactive voters are in the pipeline to be cancelled. If a voter is inactive for two successive general election 
cycles, they are sent a final mailing and cancelled. 

Get Outlook for iOS 
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From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtjmes nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [505) <Kevjn Hall@sos jowa.gov> 

Subject: R~: Voter registration - update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 
I) EAC asks states to exclude ''persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registration' program. 11 So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as theEAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (2017). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should he counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure if Iowa is doing that. 
5) There's a significaut mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS overreacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW's population counts were "greatly underestimated"? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even if I tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If! used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov> wrote: 

https:/ /data.census goy/cedsci/ta b le? 
q~Iyon%20county%20iowa&g~OSOOOOOUSI9119&tid~ACSDP5Y201 8 DP05 

This chmt shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https:Uwww census.goy/search-
results html?searchType=web&cssp=SERP&q=iowa%20population 
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From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration - update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https:Uwww.census goylprograms-surveys/decennial
census/aboutlvoting-rights/cyap.2020.htm1 For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: httpS'//www census goyiquickfactslfact/table!IAIPST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

nl:Jrmsa• 
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From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtjmes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa. goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

-How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

-The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbitrmy since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 
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Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period oftime. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n~mJtlja~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr syah@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 II: 18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

T write for The Epoch Times (https://www.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I} Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. T see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https· Upu b lic.tab leau.com/profi le/u s.election.assistance.comm ission#!/vizhome/EA VS20 1 8DataViz
Labeld_11 _25/EACDataYizTool 

https :Usos. iowa.govlelections/yoterreg/cminty.htm} 

Why the discrepancy? 
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2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https·Uwww census govlprograms-surveys/decennial-census/almutlvoting-
rightslcvap 2019 hun! 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https-1/www census govLprograms-surveys/decennial
census/abmJtlvoting-rights/cyap 2020 html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ fi·om the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters - JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https·Uwww census.goy/data/tables/time-series/demo/yoting-and-registrationlp20-583 btml 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 
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petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc 

www theepochtjmes com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 
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Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 917 362 2560 
petr synh@epochtimes nyc 
www theepochtimes corn 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+1 917 362 2560 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 917 362 2560 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

I see. 

To your points: 

-Hall Kevjn rsoSJ 

Re: Voter registration - update 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 1:58:17 PM 
lmage001 ong 
image002 png 
jmagefl03 ong 
!mage004 png 
jmage005 png 
jmage005 png 

1) It seems to me they didn't claim it was for 2020. Headlines are usually in present tense, but the ftrst 
paragraph of their release says it was data released in 2019. I give you that they didn't specify it was 2018 data. 
2) They used the 2017 Census. Got it. Again, would you have any complaint if they used the 2018 Census 
data? As far as I see, that's the last appropriate data set. 
3) Another point of contention I see, is that you are focused on the number of counties over 100. Is that 8, 5, or 
I? They seem to basically say it doesn't matter (except it makes for a headline).lt'sjust an indicator that Iowa 
needs to do more to clean up their rolls. So, does it matter in substauce if its 100%, 105%, or 95%? Why? 
4) I get it that you need to keep inactives on for some time. JW, on the other hand, states reasons to include 
them and the inactives are, technically, still on the rolls. So I see your point, but is it nfalsen to include the 
inactives? It seems JW has successfully sued other states to cut inactives that have been kept on the rolls too 
long. 
5) I get the 17-year-olds, but the EAC asked you to exclude them and JW used EAC data. So did you give 
EAC correct data? 
6) We still have the discrepancy between the SOS website and EAC data. Is there a reason for it? 

I'd be glad to move on from this with nothing left on the table. I appreciate your getting back to me. 

Thanks. 

Petr 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at 1:22PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> wrote: 
Additionally, the voter reg totals (total, active and inactive) were all pulled before our 2019 list maintenance 
season (NCOA, no activity, multistate). 
Inactive voters are in the pipeline to be cancelled. If a voter is inactive for two successive general election 
cycles, they are sent a final mailing and cancelled. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 
1) EAC asks states to exclude 11 persons under the age of 18 registered under a 1pre-registration1 program. 11 So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election. 11 The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa aliows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the I 7-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (2017). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
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4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure if Iowa is doing that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS overreacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW's population counts were 11 greatly underestimated11 ? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtimes.nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even if! tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If! used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feh 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> wrote: 

https·//data census gov/cedsci/tahle? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~0500000l JS 19119&tid~ACSDP 5Y2018.DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Daiias Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https-1/www census gov/search
results.html?searchType~web&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secreta1y of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Ha11@sos.jowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:umttjal! 

From: Petr Svab <petr syah@epochtimes nyc> 
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Sent: Tuesday, February 4. 2020 3:43 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration - update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https·//www cens11S goyLprograms-SJJ!'Yeys/decennial
censuslahOlJtlvoting-rigbts/cyap 2020 html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: https://www.census goy!quickfacts/fact/table/IA/PST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin 1-Tall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

Based on ou1· numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru::nmlja~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 1:48PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent ofiowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 
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- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they tty 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn1t this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS) <Kevin Hall@sos iowa.goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyjn Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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Fl'om: Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtjmes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 II: 18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https·Uwww theepochtimes com/aboutRns) in New York. 

rm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2, I 93,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https·!Lpublic tableau com{profile/u selection assistance commission#llvjzhome/EAVS2018DataViz-
Labeld 11 25/EACDataYizTool ' 

https·Usos iowa goy/electionslvoterreg/county html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https:Uwww.census.gov/prograrns-surveys/decennial-census/about/yoting
rights/cyap.2019 html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https://www.census.goy/programs-surveys/decennial
census/about/voting-rights/cvap.2020.html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have Febrmny 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
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underestimated 11 when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau smvey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https·//www census goy/data/tables!time-seriesldemo!voting-and-registration/p20-58J btml 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr syab@fq]ochtjmes nyc 

www .theepochtimes.com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin rsos1 
Fichera Angelo 
Fwd: lnquiry1 re: Inactive voters in Iowa 
Wednesday/ February 51 2020 12:44:21 PM 
Statuses and Status Reasons.docx 

Also see the attached. And wmth noting, by their own admission, they used old data, and from 
different time periods. Population data from 2017, voter reg data from 2018 and tried applying 
it to 2020. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Fichera, Angelo <angelo.fichera@factcheck.org> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:07:50 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.jowa.gov> 

Subject: Inquiry, re: inactive voters in Iowa 

Hi Kevin, 

I'm a reporter over at FactCheck.org and I'm writing about the recent Judicial Watch analysis 

regarding Iowa voter registration rates. Had a quick question: 

Is my understanding correct that Iowa= mailed notices to determine "inactive records" (which 

may apply to voters who move, die, or don't respond to the notices)? And that, under state law, if a 

voter's record has been inactive for "two successive general elections," that registration is canceled? 

Just want to make sure I'm clear on that. 

Thanks, 

Angelo 

Angelo Fichera 

Staff Writer, FactCheck.org 

202 S. 36th St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215-898-7605 I @AJFichera 

angelo.fichera@factcheck.org 

-----------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------·---------------------------------·-------- ...................... . 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hall, Kevin [SOS] 
Fichera Angelo 
Re: Inquiry, re: inactive voters in Iowa 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 12:40:07 PM 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Fichera, Angelo <angelo. fichera@factcheck.org> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:07:50 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Inquiry, re: inactive voters in Iowa 

Hi Kevin, 

I'm a reporter over at FactCheck.org and I'm writing about the recent Judicial Watch analysis 

regarding Iowa voter registration rates. Had a quick question: 

Is my understanding correct that Iowa 11ses mailed notices to determine "inactive records" (which 

may apply to voters who move, die, or don't respond to the notices)? And that, under state law, if a 

voter's record has been inactive for "two successive general elections," that registration is canceled? 

Just want to make sure I'm clear on that. 

Thanks, 

Angelo 

Angelo Fichera 

Staff Writer, FactCheck.org 

202 S. 36th St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215-898-7605 I @AJFichera 

angelo. fich era @factch eck. o rg 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hall, Kevin [SOS] 
Fichera Angelo 
Re: Inquiry, re: inactive voters in Iowa 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 12:40:07 PM 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Fichera, Angelo <angelo.fichera@factcheck.org> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:07:50 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Inquiry, re: inactive voters in Iowa 

Hi Kevin, 

I'm a reporter over at FactCheck.org and I'm writing aboutthe recent Judicial Watch analysis 

regarding Iowa voter registration rates. Had a quick question: 

Is my understanding correct that Iowa uses mailed notices to determine "inactive records" (which 

may apply to voters who move, die, or don't respond to the notices)? And that, under state law, if a 

voter's record has been inactive for "two successive general elections," that registration is canceled? 

Just want to make sure I'm clear on that. 

Thanks, 

Angelo 

Angelo Fichera 

Staff Writer, FactCheck.org 

202 S. 36th St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215-898-7605 I @AJFichera 

angelo. fich era @factcheck.org 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hall Kevin [SQSJ 
Fichera Angelo 
Re: Inquiry, re: inactive voters in Iowa 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 12:22:20 PM 

The voter reg totals (total, active and inactive) were all pulled before our 2019list 
maintenance season (NCO A, no activity, multistate). 
Inactive voters are in the pipeline to be cancelled. If a voter is inactive for two successive 
general election cycles, they are sent a final mailing and cancelled. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Fichera, Angelo <angelo.fichera@factcheck.org> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:07:50 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Inquiry, re: inactive voters in Iowa 

Hi Kevin, 

I'm a reporter over at FactCheck.org and I'm writing about the recent Judicial Watch analysis 

regarding Iowa voter registration rates. Had a quick question: 

Is my understanding correct that Iowa= mailed notices to determine "inactive records" (which 

may apply to voters who move, die, or don't respond to the notices)? And that, under state law, if a 

voter's record has been inactive for "two successive general elections," that registration is canceled? 

Just want to make sure I'm clear on that. 

Thanks, 

Angelo 

Angelo Fichera 

Staff Writer, FactCheck.org 

202 S. 36th St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215-898-7605 I @AJFichera 

angelo.fichera@factcheck.org 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevjo fSOSl 

Petr Svab 

Re: Voter registration - update 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 12:22:00 PM 
Jmaqe001 onq 
Jmaqe002 pnq 
Jmaqe003 pnq 
Jmaqe004 pnq 
JmaqeOOS pnq 
Jmaqe006 onq 

Additionally, the voter reg totals (total, active and inactive) were all pulled before our 2019 list maintenance 
season (NCOA, no activity, multistate). 
Inactive voters are in the pipeline to be cancelled. If a voter is inactive for two successive general election 
cycles, they are sent a final mailing and cancelled. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrapup: 
1) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registration' program." So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of"individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (2017). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure if!owa is doing that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS overreacted in its response by calling JWs numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW's population counts were "greatly underestimated"? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr.syab@epochtimes nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even if I tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows regish·ation rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. Ifl used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 
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Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> wrote: 

https:lldata.census.goy/cedsci/table? 
q~iyon%20county%20iowa&g~OSQQOQ01 IS 19119&tid~ACSDP5Y20 18 DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https://www.census.goy/search-
results html?searchType~web&cssp~SERP&q~jowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rn::nmlja~ 

From: Pen· Svab <petr syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter regisn·ation - update 

What is the most cun·ent Census data? This? https://www census.goy/programs-surveys/decennial
censns/about/yoting-rights/cyap 2020 hhnl For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: https Hwww censns.goyfqyickfacts/fact/table/JA/PST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show 1D and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
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and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos iowa. goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rn::umlja~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr.syab@<:pochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 1:48PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any ofthe monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people bust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbitraty since their point is they lly 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as requh·ed by NVRA? 

Thank you! 
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Pett· 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period oftime. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one ofthe top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IU~ImtED~ 

From: Petr Svab <peh· syab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (httpS"i/www tbeepochtimes com/about-us) in New York 
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I'm looking into Sec. Pate1s response to the Judicial Watch1s claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers - JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretmy data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that yem·. 

bttps·//puhlic tableau comlprofile/u selection assistance commission#l/yjzhome/EAVS2018DataViz
Labeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https·Usos.iowa.govlelections/voterrcg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https://www census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/aboutlvoting-
rights/cyap 2019 html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https://www census govlprograms-suryeys/decennial
census/aboutlvoting-rights/cvap 2020 html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn1t the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Iuactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters ai'e still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa regish·ation rate is less than 70 
percent: https·/iwww.census.gov/dataltables/time-seriesldemo/yoting-and-registration/p20-583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 
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I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochthnes nyc 

www theepochtjmes com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr.syab@epochtimes nyc 

www theepochtimes com 
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Petr· Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr syab@epochtimes nyc 
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Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 9173622560 
petr.svab@epochtimes nye 
www.theepochtimes.com 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 917 362 2560 
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No. By their own admission, after the fact, they used old data for both registration and population. And they 
used it fi·om 2 different time periods. Data that is 14 months old regarding registration and data from 2017 
regarding population. They acted like their data was cunent. It's not. Ours, the official data, is current. 

You can't use population data fi·om 2017, voter registration data fi·om 2018 and proclaim it matches what's 
going on in 2020. That's skewing the numbers and creating a false impression. 

Population data has changed dramatically since 2017, particularly in Dallas County, the fastest growing 
county in the Midwest. It also changes fi·equently in Johnson and Poweshiek counties, which are homes to 
college towns. In Johnson County's case, the University of Iowa. Their population is 7,000 people higher 
than what Judicial Watch claims & Dallas County is 10,000 higher. 

You keep talking about statewide population. Look at the population of the counties being talked about. 

17 year olds are eligible to vote in primaries and caucuses in Iowa if they will be 18 by Election Day in 
November. 

Part!... 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 
I) EAC asks states to exclude 11persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registration' program. 11 So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voterregisu·ation so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (20 1 7). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure if Iowa is doing that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS overreacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW's population counts were "greatly underestimated"? · 

Thank you! 
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Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtimes.nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even if! tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows regish·ation rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If! used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Peh· 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

https-(/data census goy/cedsci/table? 
q~Jyon%20coun!;y%20iowa&g~0500000US 19119&tid~ACSDP5Y20 18.DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https:Uwww.census.govlsearch-
res11lts hhnl?searchTypecweb&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20poplllation 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

1r.1 ~~~IF'~ niiiiiJJII!II. .. a ~ ••uuullfj ~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaty 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
Snbjcct: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https·Uwww census goy/programs-surveysldecennia1-
census/about/yoting-rights/cyap.2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
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Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: hltpS'!/www census govlquickfaets/faet/table/lAIPST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before eaneelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's regisn·ation is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:Jtmtlja~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epoebtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's aetive registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in comi. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 20 I 7. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
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released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people bust? 

- The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they tty 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Pett· 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 couuties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registt·atiou or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rU:JimllD~ 
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From: Petr Svab <petr syah@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa1y 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (bttps"ilwww theepochtimes com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

.https://publ ic tableau.com/profile/u.s.election assistance.commission# !/vizhom eiEA VS20 18DataYiz

.l ,a held_! I_ 251EACDataVizTool 

.https:Usos.iowa gov/elections/voterreg/county html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: htt;ps·Uwww census goy/programs-sJnyeys/decennial-censJJs/abmJt/yoting
rights/cyap.20 19.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https·//www censqs goy/programs-smyeys/decennial
:census/ abo ut/yoting -rights/ cvap .2 02 0. htm! 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you ah·eady have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ fi·mn the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Iuactive voters - JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
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maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has regish·ation rate of about l 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa regish·ation rate is less than 70 
percent: https·//www cens1JS goy/data/tab]es/time-series/demolvoting-and-registration/p20-583 html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Peh· Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 3622560 

petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc 

www theepochtirnes com 

Peh· Svab 

Reporter 
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The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

petr.svab@epochtimes nyc 

www theepochtimes com 

Pen· Svab 

Repmter 

The Epoch Times 

+1 917 362 2560 

petr.syab@epochtimes nyc 

www theepochtimes emu 
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Pel:r Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+19173622560 
petr.svab@epochtimes nyc 
www theepochtimes com 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+1917 3622560 
pen· syab@epochtimes nyc 
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Thank you Kevin. 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at 3:06PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 
Petr, 

Their report is full of inconsistencies, misleading & old figures based on vatying timelines that no statistician 
would ever use to create an accurate measure, and was timed for release on caucus day to garner attention. 

There are list maintenance procedures that we are required by Iowa & federal law to follow. I have attached 
some useful inforn1ation for you. 

We would like to remove inactives in a more expedited fashion but we are bound to follow the law. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtjmes nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 1:57:59 PM 
To: Hal!, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

To your points: 
1) It seems to me they didn't claim it was for 2020. Headlines are usually in present tense, but the first 
paragraph oftheir release says it was data released in 2019. I give you that they didn't specifY it was 2018 data. 
2) They used the 2017 Census. Got it. Again, would you have any complaint ifthey used the 2018 Census 
data? As far as I see, that's the last appropriate data set. 
3) Another point of contention I see, is that you m·e focused on the number of counties over 100. Is that 8, 5, or 
1? They seem to basically say it doesn't matter (except it makes for a headline). It's just an indicator that Iowa 
needs to do more to clean up their rolls. So, does it matter in substance if its I 00%, I 05%, or 95%? Why? 
4) I get it that you need to keep inactives on for some time. JW, on the other hand, states reasons to include 
them and the inactives are, technically, still on the rolls. So I see your point, but is it "false" to include the 
inactives? It seems JW has successfully sued other states to cut inactives that have been kept on the rolls too 
long. 
5) I get the 17-year-olds, but the EAC asked you to exclude them and JW used EAC data. So did you give 
EAC correct data? 
6) We still have the discrepancy between the SOS website and EAC data. Is there a reason for it? 

I'd be glad to move on from this with nothing left on the table. I appreciate your getting back to me. 

Thanks. 

Petr 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at 1:22PM Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Keyin.Hall@sos iowa. goy> wrote: 
Additionally, the voter reg totals (total, active and inactive) were all pulled before our 2019 list maintenance 
season (NCOA, no activity, multistate). 
Inactive voters are in the pipeline to be cancelled. If a voter is inactive for two successive general election 
cycles, they are sent a final mailing and cancelled. 
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From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtjmes nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS} <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 
1) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registration' program." So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-yeer-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (2017). Ifthey used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure if Iowa is doing that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS oveneacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW's population counts were "greatly underestimated"? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48 PM Petr Svab <petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even if I tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If I used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

bttps·ljdata census goy/cedsci/table? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~0500000US19119&tid~ACSDP5Y20 18.DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Jolmson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https://www census govlsearch-
results html?searchType=weh&cssp=SERP&q=jowa%20poplJ]ation 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr SvClb <petr syab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https://www.census.gov/programs-smyeys/decennial
census/ahoutlvotjng-rights/cvap.2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: httpsFwww census gov!quickfacts/fact/table/IAIPST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IJ~ImijD(t 
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From: Petr Svab <petr svah@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaty 4, 2020 1:48PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

-The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they tty 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. "\Vhen that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 
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Additionally, we're required by law to keep ine~ctive voters on tbe rolls for a period oftime. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
popule~tion. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

I'U:JimfED~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtirnes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyjn Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject~ Voter registration - update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (httpsPwww.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicie~l Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretaty data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https:/Lpublic.tableau.corn/profile/u s.election assistance.commission#!lvizhome/EAVS20 l8DataYiz
Laheld_J 1_25/EACDataYizTool 

https:Usos iowa.gov/elections/yoterreg/connty.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers - JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
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last year: hHps:/ /www .census.gov /programswsuryeys/decennialwcensus/about/votingw 
ri ghts/cyap 20 12 htm I 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https·Uwww census gov/programswsmyeys/decennialw 
census/abmJt!voting-rights/cyap 2020 html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have Februaty 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers 11greatly 
underestimated11 when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https·Uwww census.govldataltables/time-series/demolvoting-and-registrationlp20-583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registmtion Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1 917 362 2560 

petr syab@epochtimes nyc 

www thecpochtimes.com 
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I. By their own admission they used old data. From 16 months ago. 

2. 17 year olds are eligible to vote in primary elections in Iowa (and caucuses). 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 
1) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registration' program." So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (20 17). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure iflowa is doing that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS oveneacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW 1s population counts were ngreatly trnderestimated11 ? 

Thank you! 

Peu· 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr.syab@epochtirnes nyc> wrote: 
Ole I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 20 19. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 20 I 0-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even ifl u·ied to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population nmnber for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 regisu·ation data. Ifl used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 
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On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin,Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

https:/ldata census.gov/cedsci/table? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~05000001 JS 19119&tid~ACSDPSY20 18 DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https:Uwww,census gov/search
results.html?searchType~web&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Dit·ector 
Office oflowa Secretruy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:umt~Ja~ 

From: Peh· Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter regish·ation - update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial
census/about!voting-rights/cyap 2020 html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: https-//www census gov/quickfacts/fact/table/IAIPST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Tmmp in2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's regish·ation is cancelled. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rn~rmlja~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaty 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people h"USt? 

- The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a threshold seems at-bitrmy since their point is they liy 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 I 7-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 
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On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-l'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in regish·ation or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
coun!iy (81% for Tmmp in 20 16). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~rm~a~ 

From: Peh· Svab <petr syab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Febmmy 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
Subject: Voter registi·ation- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https'Uwww theepochthnes com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-regish·ation. 
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JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretmy data, tl1e state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https://public. tableau.com/profi Je/u.s.election .assistance.commission#! /vizhome/EA VS20 18DataViz
Labeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https:Usos.iowa.gov/elections/voterreg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https://www .census.gov/program s-surveys/decennia !-census/a boutlvoting-
rights!cvap 2019 html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https://www.census.gov/programs-suryeys/decennial
census/about!voting-rights/cvap.2020 hbnl 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ fi·mn the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters - JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the pmposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registr·ation rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https · Uwww census.gov/data/tables/time-series/ demo/volin g-and-registration/p20-583 .h1:Jn I 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Regis1:J·ation Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 
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Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Repmter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr.syab@epocbtjmes nyc 

www theepochtjmes com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

petr.svab@epochtbnes nyc 

www.theepochtimes com 
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Can you help with this? 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 
I) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registration' program." So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of"individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on yom website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (2017). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts hmctives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some thne. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
hnportant to measure if Iowa is doh1g that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS oveJTeacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW1s population counts were 11greatly underestimated 11? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Pet:r Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas Cmmty, but even ifl tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over I 03 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If I used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 
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On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov> wrote: 

hu-ps·//data.census govlcedsci/tahle? 
q~Jyon%20county%20iowa&g~0500000US 19119&tid~ACSDP5Y20 18.DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: hllps:Uwww.census.gov/search
results.html?searchType~web&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20popttlation 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:nm~a~ 

From: Pett· Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaty 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registt·ation - update 

What is the most current Census data? This? httpS'IIwww.census goy/programs-suryeys/decennial
census/about/voting-rights/cyap.2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
20 I 9: https:Uwww.census.gov/quickfacls/fact/table!IA/PST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most cunent 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for T!ump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 
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Kevin Hall 
Commtmications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa. goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ncrmf:la~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registTation- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent of Iowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

-How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they tly 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bmeau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean np its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 
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On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.goy> wrote: 

JW admitted !bey used old data. 

-First !bey claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're requh·ed by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including tbem in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also tbe most Republican county in the entire state, and one ofthe top in the 
coun!Iy (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of iowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rn:umlja~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr syab@epocbth11es nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa1y 4, 2020 II: 18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Voter registration - update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Thnes (https·//www.thegpochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to tbe Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 
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JW has respondedto the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

l) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretmy data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

bttps://public.tableau.com{profile/u.s.election.assistance commission#!/vizhome/EA VS20 l8DataViz
I.abeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

bttps·//sos.iowa.gov/elections/yoterreg/county html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers - JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https·/fwww census govlprograms-suryeys/decennial-censtJS!abouUvotjng
rightslcvap.20 19.hbnl 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: httpS'Uwww.census gov/programs-suryeys/decennial
census/abouUvoting-rights/cyap.2020.htm1 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have Februmy 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters - JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: httpS'//www census govldata/tables/time-series/demo/yoting-and-registration{p20-583 html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clem1 up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Regisn·ation Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 
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Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc 

www thee_pochtimes com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr syab@epochtimes.nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 
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Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

petr.syab@epochtimes nyc 

www.theepochtimes com 
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Petr Svab 
Repmter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 917 362 2560 
petr syab@epochtimes nyc 
www theepochtimes com 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+1917 362 2560 
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fro"" -"' .~ •• ,., .. ""'""'%' 
SubJo<t= Re; '"'"' c:.u"""' ·F«<bocllR<~<h>nn<l 

W<dotld>y,F<Ixu..-yS,2C>l:t>6:U;SliPH , .... 
Alla<hm<hllt """""" 
ND worries at all, I hope you'w fcdiug beltcr. What a week it's been! !just wanted to make sure y'all knew we were here to =istthc 11ho!c time ifncclcd. Feel better! 

Rachelllolland I facebook 
U.S. Politics & Government Outreach 
E: Bache!! lolland@fh com 

On Feb 5, 2020, at 12;48 PM, Alcksandcr, Kristina [SOS] <Krist!naAieksm~der@sos.iowagoy> wrote: 

lliRachel, 

Th~nks for lncltidlng me In oil the email> the pa>tfewdays, and coordinating with Kevin on the false Info lss11e. I've been out sick with the nu the past few days, but will be more responsive from now 

on. 

KrisA!eksander 

Communications SJ>"clallst 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Pat! I D. Pate 

(515)281-7041 

<imageOOI.png> 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRnY 

from: Rachel Holland <rcchelholland@lb.wm> 

Sent: Mor.day, Febwary 3, 202010:02 PM 

To: II all, Kevin \50S] <Kevin.llall@sos.IOW3.gOV> 

Cc: Alel:sander, Kristina (SOSJ <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.lowa.gaV> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses Face book RepO!tlng Chonnel 

Ill Kevin, 

I want to share the following 3'd Party Fact Checkers' stories \hot have ra!ed the content false this evening. The U.ad Stories article Is the one a\! ached to content reported via the False Information 

fllter: . ""-'
'"'"""" •ll£ 

We have also applied the niter on similar news stories (a few e;oamples below): 
o http<·llwww f.JrehPR~ mrnfseanHaonjtv/nost<IIOI fi35Q<!?35J?OlAA? d< !0)"61\ ABD3Qg!QRq9JOFpfG! O(!ITFOiflpQ73HOwhB-E-hflE7!nyYytlgfi) YOdmOMT. 

G GBAzm?N'dlltv7bXrXm56hYiidlJKa(}odfit9yr2h!!Ah?mNnVAYnt SV!Idbdrrw4vr\lsNMGfitqfW!NW()(ig25GVn-Q!lAx2wi5JC [51 I 72Ept!O

Qv2a~[!h!SwQI' Av!l\l!i9('!nOtolJ(! m!Q!zM?dw1 eb4pyt BH\1! !fS-I?OiB. 

Q! 11oZ\mKxEflAXd<;Tg3rXXX!)(79131Kyjnn7thtl IMyfikEVZ?H 13whr\ 'i!PqewD!Rdl (}oKaGAHafiyj1BySQI YaMifiXyQ811W to -.R 

• h!lpflbttl'fl'l facehnok mm/qatewaym ndttloost</J0157Wll9'N5575? 

!15 !Ol r-!\ ~RAXmmflftmOM(jX 7!DlBQ51y78o9kh$3FXFutFFOq5X'illiO'ioO I M !'(roMpoC[owObap! llzJMSmX<e'll' 1TH!fCqSp06pyt 13QjtoO]dFBhlo h288MIPY vrRshl tCip@hQvO$ZCqj(N5g6-

nWf45jNIIZMDbtl9allf9Af:Yn<4[Y5fr'lW9Qmv70n5021U873DQft:J"VIIrHNhlg~ I pWfjb! JlrKASfuoSfiYir3n !W\WQ69qnQ(l01p@Zit7enpmg4fYmV-<'Jl lmP'ZI Wjx71-

tro!!TJ cNArRDxDiwe)DlHQkT\IpGirlfgniffiQF91f11i1fPi! AnkWvNXI?lij& tn -R 

httn<·lfwww furebonk cpmlthe!om<faodautfug<t<l7873fi81 25W9J!d7? 

>!< [OJ @ ARBTryNg 1 Pg!lrGOjKGnWMfnNoQxnXwVo Kb41qofX!rF8R[)eOrmJN !heEonnoj!BwAtfiyW93655Gifi! thJ f?wi!Xa9VQy01 O!mXV 1Pvdrl llvRf9a!Jx-1786WnTx2HflQ'Mf 141 rC-

1 !Kp bidONQ7IbnVGkn\lkYf-qecRQ~FhKHgn3e-ZfS!XxXrW!eJCn 7 -ZmnamJ74ZybodjV[)2!1GQ0Ah07QZPtWttCAPJ NlCrl Rhyl x IC9[)oak511l rkr1wl r<a!H'· 

BKttiDMWpfqn?bMWWflrktjmfrllllizb?oUPRQ;-b!lyHyfivHfi>hr5frG"I CGeQwl HoxljSKVQhOtck& to --B 

httpyl/y,n•ny lacebgqk com/cpcxh!!me<l >hptosfa 13542961!9?65/J Ql $81 S433221426Wtvpe-3&theatrr 

h!tpj·l/wr'll'l facehqqk mmlfpochljme<frpodjngfumt<f26166071652603!! I 

httnyllwww lacrbpnk mmffinooldi!I!rnt>4pre<I!Jeot/pq:;tsi138849B91!l?J99fi? In -.R 

h!tp<•/lwww facebpqk mmlmQNpw<lnnq<I292J5403712)5!\74 

AddillonaHy, the Judkla! Watch PaEe's most recent post ab<>UI the same subject that you reported 

(bttm·lfwww {;,rpbqnk rnm/!tod!d"IWatrhlnhqtm/a 1D1)342887?251 'lBilOJ 5758~4)7'i9fi9410!v!l!' 3&thf;ter) has been enqueued for our third party fact checkers to review ~S well. 

Not related to the above content, I am seeing thl< news: httm·/Awrw wd mmlarfc!e<ldem<-iqwa-raucto<·YQtlng-~rn-<!lrs-<tcur!ty-morem<-11580Q6U2 1 and wanted to get yottr read on It, Are 

you familiar with the app ar.d does your office have any thoughts/o:mcems? 

We will continue to monitor the above, but pleose feel free to reach out at anytime -again by em ailing moort,®mn!J>nt {;,reboot mm and copying me, In cose I am asleep. We have full teams 

moni!Dring that email around the ckxk. 

Thanl:s, 

R~che! 

From: Rachnl Holland <rarbe!hqllaod®fb com> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020at 7:59PM 

To: "Hall, Kevin ]SOS]" <Keyjo HaH®ws !qwa gov> 

Cc: "fllel:sandm, Kristina [SOS]" <Krj,tjm Alekwoder@sm IRWq poy> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Thanks for flogging - we've got a full team with eyes on this now and are appfying the false filter Jo similar articles as well. rll send you an addition~! update shortly! 

Rachel Holland I facebook 
U.S. Po\itks & Government Outreach 
E: Racbr]HqBand@fb com 

On Feb3, 2020,at7:S7 PM, Hall, Kevin jSOS! <Kevin llall®<m jmoli! gny> wrote: 

Thank you! They hove new po<ts up, doubling down on the false claims. 

Geto rtklqk lnrjOS 

From; Rachel Holland <whelbnlbnd®lh mm> 
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Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 
To; Hall, Kevin [SOSJ d>eyjn Hall®sm jmora om<>; llleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristiaa Aleksander@sm lgwo gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses· fambook Reporting Channel 

HiKel'in, 
Cirding b~ck with oo update rcg~rding the con ten! posted by Judicial Watch_ Our third-party fact checkers h~ve mted this content false, Md Ill: have applied a filter over the 
content warning usefli bilfore lhey click t() see it that the contool has been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Pleao;e continue to report violating content to us by emailing rrnprls'ilgmtrnt f"rc!mo1- com .. and copying me (BorheJHpUonMfO> rom), as I will be on an ai~plane for the 
next couple hours. Let me know ifyauhal'e MY questions or concems regarding this or any ()!hcrmaltcrs -

11laoks, 
Rnche! 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Krvin rrallfiil<QS iowa gmp 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:J9 PM 

To: Rachel Holland <rprhplholland®!h com>, "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krjltjoa Aleksander®sp5 iowa wy> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Rachel, 

We've l>een playing whack-a-mole with this false story all day. Is them anything you con do to help: bttm ·lfwww lacebqpk mml!pdkjaiW;,Irblnost s!J 015JSB23fi4!!51943i' 

xt< !ill-68 ARCu!lO[seWOrJ9BAo! lull f?yxh !61 glnO!xpliRRrRFBI•!lilpi!MVVkFfOt IQI9>Ro1 pPEa$frWqOQyAs9Q,pii0< tCGfi

jGKNk9NOqh!)AeaaryWyiK4SgyfM6mq22700 !9cP9J'}D3td~9kWRThYMOe!!Gpb-DS,t@ tort Jd! JYXAjpRWDamcy&! w3Tro3vejpepQ05-nrl:lll4.: 

5ygyRamVX3ArbwplrJ41t JFhd9XI$f!MFOOadpSIQKjl q[yRxs5fshcRi'AZWNkffrAdm

MSxpliDAV!J hl75qfxiS n3hl!bFK alc!JYHPiJwBo9pjwv6!1WjyJ07 sktJ!l!?rtAf!w& tn -.!! 

We've told them !s fake, They have It PINNED to the top of their page. 

HNe's our rebuttal: h!Jps·l/sos jqwa rpyhwwsf7n2n 02 02 html 

Kc.-in llall 
Communications Dir...,tor 
Offico or Iowa Sccn:la<)' or State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 715-29~2 
Key(n Holl'ifsos jowo gm• 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRllY 
<jmoge!lOJ pnp 

<jrnuge002 nng> 

<jmug,;)Q3 png> 

<jmao,.QQ.\pno> 

<(mopcOQ5 pne> 

<(magc006 pn;> 

From: Rachel Holland qacbelhgllapd@!h mm> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 20203:51 PM 
To: Alel«onder, Kristina (SOSJ <Kri:;t!na lllghamier@sm Iowa mr> 
Cc: Hall, Kevin (SOS] <Kpyln flall®<m lqW;) gol(-> 

Subject; Re; Iowa Caucuses- Face book Reporting Channel 

HI Krls- Resendlng this to mal;e sure it Is on the top ofyourinbox, and <:aJIYing In Kcl'ln too. This chan nell< managed 24/hours a day and your email addresses have beenwbltelisted for 

access- feel free to flag content for us this way if convenient for your office. 

Thanks, 

Roche I 

From: Rachel flolland qarl!r!l!olland@fb com> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020at 10;19 AM 

To: "Aleksandcr, Kristina [SOS]" <Krj<ljna Al?k<anrler®sm jnw~ goy> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

HI Krl<- jmt wanted to give you a heads up that we started our Iowa election esc.>latlons room yesterday with dozens of people wotchlnc closely for any content escalations throlJI;h 

the caucuses. Just a reminder,\() r<'p()rt any content that you believe violates Facebook"s voter jnterference po!jcy please: 

1. Email mpmts®qmtept farelmg~ mm and cc me (Racbe!Holland®fb mml, with a link to the content you are reporting. 

a. Please send In as much Information as you have about the rontent(link to content, SCJ<'<;"nshot, link()/ the page or profile that posted the content, etc.)- but 

the link is the best way for 11s to be able to qulck!y identify something. 

And !will be on call if you haveanyotherquest!ons or concerns throughout this time. 

Th"nks, 

<lmage007.glr> 
Rncl!cl Hol!nnd 
U.S. Poli1ics & GO\'Cmntcnt Outreach 
E; Eochcl!!q1lnnd>!j10, mm 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevjo [SOSJ 
Wjdeo Molly rSOSJ; Burhans Heidi rSOSJ 

Fwd: Voter registration- u~ate 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:42:01 AM 
imaqe001.pnq 
image002.pnq 
image003.poq 
image004.pog 
imageOOS.pnq 
image006.pnq 

Can y'all help with this? 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrapup: 
1) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registr·ation' program." So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (20 17). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
impmiant to measure iflowa is doing that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fan· to say that SOS overreacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JWs population counts were 11greatly underestimated"? 

Thank you! 

Petr· 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtimes.nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 20 I 0-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growih in Dallas County, but even if! tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registTation data. If! used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 
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On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

httpS'//data census goy/cedsciltable? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~0500000US l9119&tid~ACSDP5Y20 18.DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https:llwww.census.gov/search
results.html?searchType~web&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20pop••iation 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11rJfmijD~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@<qlochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most cuncnt Census data? This? https-ljwww census govfprograms-surve.ys/decennia]
censuslaboutlvoting-rightslcvap.2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: httpS'I/www.census.gov/quickfactslfactltable/IAIPST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data fi·om the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Tmmp in 20 16). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the fmal stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:umella~ 

From: Peh· Svab <petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 1:48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent of Iowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17 -year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Peh· 
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On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican cmmty in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
counlly (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Pell· Svab <pen· svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februruy 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov> 
Subject: Voter registration - update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https:Uwww.the<qJochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-regisn·ation. 
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JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numhers - JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretmy data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https:Upubl ic. tableau.com/profilelu.s.election.assistance.commission#l lvizhome/EAVS20 18DataViz
J.abeld II 25/EACDalllVizTool 

https·//sos iowa.govlelectionslvoterreglcounty.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https·Uwww census goy/programs-surveys/decennia1-census/about/yoting
rights/cyap.2019 html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: httpS'//www census govfprograms-surveys/decennial
censuslaboutlvoting-rights/cyap.2020.html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, aod 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as requh·ed by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have Febmary 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: httpS'I/www census goy/dataltablesltime-seriesldemo/yoting-and-registrationlp20-583 htrnl 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 
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Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1 917 362 2560 

petr syab@epochtjmes nyc 

www.theepochtjmes com 

Pen· Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochtjmes nyc 

www.theepochtimes com 
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Petr· Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

petr svah@epochtimes.nyc 

www .theepochtimes.com 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+1 917 362 2560 
petr·.syah@<qJochtimes nyc 
www theepochtimes com 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hall. Kevin fSOSl 
Widen. Molly fSOSJ 
Fwd: Inquiry, re: inactive voters In Iowa 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:38:48 AM 

See below. Is this accurate? 

Get Outlook fol' iOS 

From: Fichera, Angelo <angelo.fichera@factcheck.org> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:07:50 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Inquiry, re: inactive voters in Iowa 

Hi Kevin, 

I'm a reporter over at FactCheck.org and I'm writing about the recent Judicial Watch analysis 

regarding Iowa voter registration rates. Had a quick question: 

Is my understanding correct that Iowa= mailed notices to determine "inactive records" (which 

may apply to voters who move, die, or don't respond to the notices)? And that, under state law, if a 

voter's record has been inactive for "two successive general elections," that registration is canceled? 

Just want to make sure I'm clear on that. 

Thanks, 

Angelo 

Angelo Fichera 

Staff Writer, FactCheck.org 

202 S. 36th St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215-898-7605 I @AJFichera 

angelo.fichera@factcheck org 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hi Kevin, 

Fichera Angelo 
Han Kevin rsos1 
Inquiry, re: Inactive voters in Iowa 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 11:07:56 AM 

I'm a reporter over at FactCheck.org and I'm writing about the recent Judicial Watch analysis 

regarding Iowa voter registration rates. Had a quick question: 

Is my understanding correct that Iowa uses mailed notices to determine "inactive records" (which 

may apply to voters who move, die, or don't respond to the notices)? And that, under state law, if a 

voter's record has been inactive for "two successive general elections," that registration is canceled? 

Just want to make sure I'm clear on that. 

Thanks, 

Angelo 

Angelo Fichera 

Staff Writer, FactCheck.org 

202 S. 36th St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215-898-7605 [ @AJFichera 

angelo. fich era @factch eck.o rg 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 

Hall Kevin rsosJ 
Re: Voter registration - update 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:03:12 AM 
jmage001.nng 
jmage002.png 
jmage003.png 
jmgqe004.png 
jrugqeOOS.png 
jmgge006.png 

I) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registTation' program." So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly tmderestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (20 17). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure ifiowa is doing that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS overreacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW1s population cotmts were 11greatly tmderestimated 11? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtimes nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even ifi tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. Ifi used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> wrote: 

https·//data census govleedsci/table? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~0500000US 19 J J 9&tid~ACSDP5Y20 J 8 DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: httpS'//www census goy/search-
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results.html?searchType~web&csswSERP&q~iowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

fi[~fmtijD~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos,iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most CUITent Census data? This? httpS'IIwww census goy/programs-smveys/decennial
census/aboutlvoting-rights/cyap 2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: https·Uwww.census goy/quickfactslfact/tableaA/PST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most cunent 
data from the U.S. Census Bw·eau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the fmal stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11r:Jtmt~Ja~ 
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From: Pen· Svab <petr svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaty 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

-Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active regisn·ants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbin·ary since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Pen· 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa.goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 connties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 
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-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registt·ation or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.l-lall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Pett· Svab <petr syab@tl)lochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Keyin.Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Voter registt·ation - update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https:/lwww.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number !hat year. 
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https:/lpublic.tableau com/profile/u.s.election assistance.commission#l/yizhome/EAVS2018DataViz
Laheld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https:Usos.iowa gov/elections/voteneg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
lflst year: https·//www cens!IS gov/programs-suryeys/decennial-census/about/voting-

.rights/cvap 2019 htm] 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https-//www census gov/programs-suryeys/decennial
census/abmJt/voting-rights/cvap.2020.html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn1t the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Regisb·ation Act? 

How come you already have Februmy 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ fi·om the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes ofvoterroll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https·//www censJJs govldataltahles/time-series/demo/yotjng-and-registration/p20-583 hbnl 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

rm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 
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Reporter 

The Epoch Times 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevjn fSOSJ 

Widen Molly rsos1 
Fwd: Voter registration- update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 6:03:34 PM 
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Can u make sense of this? 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 4:48:14 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even ifi tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If! used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

https-1/data census goy/cedsci/tahle? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~0500000US 19119&tid~ACSDP5Y2018.DP05 

This chmt shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https-1/www census goy/search-
res11lts html?searchType~web&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretm·y of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaty 4, 2020 3:43 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most cmrent Census data? This? https://www.census goylpmgrams-smyeys/decennial
census/about/voting-rights/cvap.2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 20I 8 and 
20 I 9: https ://www.census. govlquickfacts/fact/table/IA/PST0452 I 8 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are aetual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 20I6). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show 10 and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(5I5) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 
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I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfi.Jlly used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a tlu·eshold seems arbitrary since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period oftime. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
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population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
coun!Jy (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 I I :18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https-Uwww.theepochtimes com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter regis!J·ation numbers - JW used 20 18 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretaty data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https :1/pt tblic. tableau.com/profile/u s election.assistance.commission# I lvizhome/EAVS20 I 8DataViz
Labeld _11_ 25/EACDataVizTool 

https://sos.iowa.goy/elections/yoterreg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population mnnbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
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last year: https:Uwww census.gov!programs-suryeys/decennial-census/about/voting
rights/cvap.20 19.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https:Uwww.census.gov/programs-surveysldccennial
census/abmJUvoting-rights/cyap 2020.html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have Februaty 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too fm in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https·/(www.census.goy/data/tables/time-seriesldemolvoting-and-registrationlp20-583 html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Repmier 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 
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Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Petr Svab 
Hall Kevin rsos1 
Re: Voter registration- update 

Tuesday, February 4, 2020 4:48:30 PM 
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Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even if! tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If! used SOS's July 20I9 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

https-Udata census gov!cedsciltable? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~05000001 JS 19119&tid~ACSDP5Y2018.DP05 

This chmt shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https://www.census goy/search-
results html?searchType~web&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin,Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
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Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https:Uwww.census.gov/programs-surveysldecennial
census/aboutlvoting-rightslcvap.2020 html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: https:Uwww.census.gov/quickfactslfactltable/IAIPST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most cunent 
data fi·mn the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keviu.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr syah@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point Ijle to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 
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- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 20 18. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa. goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period oftime. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa goy 
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From: Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 ll: 18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https://www.theepochtimes com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

l) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https://public tableau com/profile/u.s election assistance commission#!/yizhome/EAVS20 18DataViz
Labeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https:Usos iowa govlelections/yoterreglconnty html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https:Uwww.census.goy/programs-surveys/decennial-census/about/yoting
rights/cvap.2019.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https:Uwww.censtts goyiprograms-suryeys/decennial
census/aboutlvothlg-rights/cyap.2020 html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 
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How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding iuactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https:/ /www.census. gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/yoting-and-registrationlp20-583 .html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

petr.syah@epochtjmes nyc 

www theepochtimes.com 

···-------·-················----------------------···-······················-------------------·-·-·····················-----------------------················1 
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Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr syab@epochtimes nyc 

www .theepochtimes com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr.syab@epochtimes nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 

L------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··-···········------------------------------------········-----------------------J 

Petr Svab 
Repmter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 917 362 2560 
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OMG, that is the longest list ever. .. ! 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250:7021 Mobile 

heidi.burhans@sos.iowa.gov 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 
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From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 4:28PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] 

<Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] 

<Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov>; Gookin, Eric [SOS] <Eric.Gookin@sos.iowa.gov>; Hicok, Wes [SOS] 

<Wes.Hicok@sos.iowa.gov>; Livingood, Heather [SOS] <Heather.Livingood @sos.iowa.gov>; Merrick 

Joel [SOS] <Joei.Merrick@sos.iowa.gov>; Kramer, Lance [SOS] <Lance.Kramer@sos.iowa.gov>; Cole, 

Dale [SOS] <Dale.Cole@sos.iowa.gov>; Antle, Kendall [SOS] <Kendaii.Antle@sos.iowa.gov>; Phillips, 

Kyle [SOS] <Kyle.Phillips@sos.iowa.gov>; mbenson@sso.org 

Subject: Tuesday clips 

Hawkeye Cauceye delayed results (with SOS quotes) 

NPR: What we know about the app that delayed Iowa's caucus results 

KTIV-TV in Sioux City: Technical glitches delay Iowa CauctJs results results expected Tuesday 
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afternoon 

AP: Iowa's coveted status in doubt following results delay 

Daily lowegian: Voters: Caucuses worked fine. results not so much 

ProPublica: Iowa's lesson: Political parties are not as good as government officials at counting votes 

Fox Business: Sec. Pate interview with Neil Cavuto 

Judicial Watch 

Wall Street Journal: Iowa Caucuses live coverage 

KGAN TV in Cedar Rapids: Official data shows claims made regarding Iowa voter registration were 

false 

The Hill: Iowa secretary of state disputes viral misinformation about voter registration 

Gateway Pundit: 8 Iowa counties have total population rates larger than eligible population· 

UPDATE: lA Secretary of State refutes report 

The Verge: Iowa conspiracy theories are testing Face book's misinformation policy 

AlterNet: Republican state official rebukes a conservative group for spreading lies ahead of Iowa 

caucuses 

NBC: Debunked claims abollt Iowa voter fraud pushed by conservative activists 

Des Moines Business Record: D.C.-based organization making false claims regarding Iowa voter 

registration, secretary of state's office says 
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NEWS BRIEFS 

D.C.-based organization making false claims regarding Iowa voter registration, s•[ 
of state's office says 
A Washington D.C.-based organization is making false claims about Iowa's voter regis! 
data. Iowa Secretary of Slate Paul Pate said in a critical statement this afternoon. Judie 
is falsely claiming that total registration numbers in eight Iowa counties is larger than th 
voter population, Pate said, adding that the organization's data underestimated Iowa's; 
population according to the U.S. Census Bureau. "My office has told this organization. ; 
who have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply fiawed and theil 
claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation camp< 
immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters," Pate said. Voter registration 
are available online and updated monthly. 

Business Insider: Top Trump allies are spreading baseless voter-fraud conspiracies about Iowa 

caucuses and even a top state GOP official is telling them to stop 

Wa Po: Iowa caucus delays test tech companies' policies on falsehoods; 

Interesting Engineering: Chaotic Iowa Caucuses: Twitter's part in enabling the spread of election 

disinformation 

Common Dreams: Iowa Caucus debacle highlights need for caution with new technologies: 

Relatedly, Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate was right to quickly and clearly counter false claims of 
voter fraud asserted by the far right. As president of the National Association of Secretaries of State, 
Pate's clear and quick response as the state's chief election official serves as a model for secretaries 
nationwide. 

DMR/USA Today: Confusion over who can caucus and where, 'patently false' claims reporting delays 

equal a night of problems in Iowa (Also touches on some felons whose rights weren't restored 

because they aren't on payment plan for restitution, including one of DM R's poster felons) 

News Max: Phone app issues voter fraud claims at Iowa Caucuses 

Mother Jones: Republicans are spreading voter fraud disinformation in an election they're not even 

running in 

AP: Misinformation campaign in full swing as 2020 vote kicks off 

The Guardian: Rightwing groups spread false information about voter rolls hours before Iowa 

caucuses 

Wa Po: Judicial Watch's voter fraud fear-mongering finds a new opponent: a pro-voter ID Iowa 

official 

Epoch Times: Iowa Secretary of State disputes claim by group about voter registration 
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Reuters: Iowa official slams viral claim of suspicious voter registration activity as false 

Gizmodo: Twitter admits it knowingly helped spread election disinformation during Iowa Caucuses 

WOI-TV in West Des Moines: Iowa Sec. of State: Claims of voter registration exceeding eligible 

population are false 

Media from NASS w/ Sec. Pate 

KCRG-TV in Cedar Rapids: Iowa Secretary of State warns against misinformation ahead of Monday 

catJcuses 

WOWT-IV in Omaha: Iowa Sec. of State talks election security before Iowa Caucuses 

Washington Post: Election officials confident about cybersecurity ahead of first contests 

AP: Election officials get training before 2020 voting begins 

VoteShield 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Iowa partners with VoteShield to protect integrity of elections 

Onawa Sentinel: Iowa's first-in-the-nation partnership with VoteShield helps protect integrity of 

elections 

Rockwell Pioneer Enterprise: Iowa's partnership with VoteShield helps protect integrity of elections 

SOS/ Auditors guest editorial 

N'West Iowa Review: Protecting our elections 

USMCA 

Farm Progress: Trtlmp signs USMCA· What's next? (nice pic of Sec. Pate/Naig) 

Youth Straw Poll 

Perry, West Central Valley, ACGC vote in Iowa Youth Straw Poll 

Knoxville Journal Express: Local schools participating in Youth Straw Poll 
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Marshalltown Times Republican: Iowa Youth Straw Poll conducted on Jan. 28 

South Hamilton Record-News: Secretary Pate to conduct Iowa Youth Straw Poll on January 28 

Amb. Quinn NASS Award 

Discover Muscatine: Sen. Mark Lofgren honors Ambassador Quinn 

Felons 

DMR: Iowa governor clears voting rights restoration backlog in final hours before the caucuses 

Voter reg 

New London Journal: Iowa registers 350 000 new voters in five years 

Ida County Courier: Iowa registers 350 000 voters in five years 

Safe at Home 

South Hamilton Record-News: Secretary Pate launches digital outreach to help survivors of human 

trafficking 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Digital outreach to help survivors of human trafficking launched 

Election Cybersecurity 

NBC: Behind the scenes states race to shore up 2020 elections 

StateScoop: DHS creates 'tabletop in a box' for local election seCllrity drills 

Roll Call: Majority of election sites in battleground states lack validation, McAfee finds 

Other states 
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The Hill: Ohio to ramp up election security with new federal funds 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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Hawkeye Cauceye delayed results (with SOS quotes) 

NPR: What we know about the app that delayed Iowa's caucus results 

KTIV-TV in Sioux City: Technical glitches delay Iowa Caucus results results expected Tuesday 

afternoon 

AP: Iowa's coveted status in do11bt following results delay 

Daily lowegian: Voters· Caucuses worked fine. results not so much 

ProPublica: Iowa's lesson: Political parties are not as good as government officials at counting votes 

Fox Business: Sec. Pate interview with Neil Cavuto 

Judicial Watch 

Wall Street Journal: Iowa Caucuses live coverage 

KGAN TV in Cedar Rapids: Official data shows claims made regarding Iowa voter registration were 

false 

The Hill: Iowa secretary of state disputes viral misinformation abo!Jt voter registration 

Gateway Pundit: 8 Iowa counties have total population rates larger than eligible population: 

UPDATE: lA Secretary of State reftJtes report 

The Verge: Iowa conspiracy theories are testing Facebook's misinformation policy 

Alter Net: Republican state official rebukes a conservative group for spreading lies ahead of Iowa 

caucuses 

NBC: Debunked claims about Iowa voter fraud pushed by conservative activists 
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Des Moines Business Record: D. C.-based organization making false claims regarding Iowa voter 

registration, secretary of state's office says 

NEWS BRIEFS 

D.C.-based organization making false claims regarding Iowa voter registration, s1[ 
of state's office says 
A Washington D.C.-based organization is making false claims about Iowa's voter regis1 
data, Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate said in a critical statement this a1temoon. Judie 
is falsely claiming that total registration numbers in eight Iowa counties is larger than th 
voter population, Pate said, adding that the organization's data underestimated Iowa's; 
population according to the u_s_ Census Bureau_ "My office has told this organization, ; 
who have made similar claims. that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their 
claims erode voter confidence in elections_ They should stop this misinfonmation campi 
immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters," Pate said. Voter registration 
are available online and updated monthly. 

Business Insider: Top Trump allies are spreading baseless voter-fraud conspiracies about Iowa 

cauc11ses and even a top state GOP official is telling them to stop 

Wa Po: Iowa caucus delays test tech companies' policies on falsehoods; 

Interesting Engineering: Chaotic Iowa Caucuses: Twitter's part in enabling the spread of election 

disinformation 

Common Dreams: Iowa Caucus debacle highlights need for caution with new technologies: 

Re/ated/y, Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate was right to quickly and clearly counter false claims of 
voter fraud asserted by the far right. As president of the National Association of Secretaries of State, 
Pate's clear and quick response as the state's chief election officio/serves as a model for secretaries 
nationwide. 

DMR/USA Today: Confusion over who can caucus and where 'patently false' claims reporting delays 

equal a night of problems in Iowa (Also touches on some felons whose rights weren't restored 

because they aren't on payment plan for restitution, including one of DMR's poster felons) 

News Max: Phone app issues voter fratJd claims at Iowa Caucuses 

Mother Jones: Republicans are spreading voter fraud disinformation in an election they're not even 

running in 

AP: Misinformation campaign in full swing as 2020 vote kicks off 

The Guardian: Rightwing groups spread false information about voter rolls hours before Iowa 

caucuses 

Wa Po: Judicial Watch's voter fraud fear-mongering finds a new opponent: a pro-voter ID Iowa 
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Epoch Times: Iowa Secretary of State disputes claim by group about voter registration 

Reuters: Iowa official slams viral claim of suspicious voter registration activity as false 

Gizmodo: Twitter admits it knowingly helped spread election disinformation during Iowa Caucuses 

WOI-TV in West Des Moines: Iowa Sec. of State: Claims of voter registration exceeding eligible 

population are false 

Media from NASS w/ Sec. Pate 

KCRG-TV in Cedar Rapids: Iowa Secretary of St·ate warns against misinformation ahead of Monday 

caucuses 
WOWT-TV in Omaha: Iowa Sec. of State talks election security before Iowa Ca11cuses 

Washington Post: Election officials confident about cybersec11rity ahead of first contests 

AP: Election officials get training before 2020 voting begins 

VoteShield 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Iowa partners with VoteShield to protect integrity of elections 

Onawa Sentinel: Iowa's first-in the nation partnership with VoteSbield helps protect integrity of 

elections 

Rockwell Pioneer Enterprise: Iowa's partnership with VoteShield helps protect integrity of elections 

SOS/ Auditors guest editorial 

N'West Iowa Review: Protecting our elections 

USMCA 

Farm Progress: Tr11mp signs USMCA: What's next? (nice pic of Sec. Pate/Naig) 

Youth Straw Poll 
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Perry, West Central Valley, ACGC vote in Iowa Youth Straw Poll 

Knoxville Journal Express: Local schools participating in Youth Straw Poll 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Iowa Youth Straw Poll conducted on Jan. 28 

South Hamilton Record-News: Secretary Pate to conduct Iowa Youth Straw Poll on January 28 

Am b. Quinn NASS Award 

Discover Muscatine: Sen. Mark Lofgren honors Ambassador Quinn 

Felons 

DMR: Iowa governor clears voting rights restoration backlog in final hours before the caucuses 

Voter reg 

New London Journal: Iowa registers 350 000 new voters in five years 

Ida County Courier: Iowa registers 350 000 voters in five years 

Safe at Home 

South Hamilton Record-News: Secretary Pate launches digital outreach to help survivors of human 

trafficking 

Marshalltown Times Republican: Digital outreach to help survivors of human trafficking launched 

Election Cybersecurity 

NBC: Behind the scenes states race to shore up 2020 elections 

StateScoop: DHS creates 'tabletop in a box' for local election security drills 

Roll Call: Majority of election sites in battleground states lack validation McAfee finds 
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Other states 

The Hill: Ohio to ramp up election security with new federal funds 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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Great, thank you! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 1:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

It's linked here: https://sos.iowa.gov/news/2020 02 03.html 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:nmsa~ 

From: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa goy> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:56 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa. goy> 
Subject: FW: media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 

From: Ethan Baron <ebaron@bayareanewsgroup.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:57 PM 
To: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 

Hello Iowa SOS, 
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I hope this message finds you well... Could you please send me the statement from Secretary 
of State Pate concerning the claims by Judicial Watch that eight Iowa counties have more 
registered voters than eligible voters? Thanks! 

Ethan 

Ethan Baron Business repotter I Editorial 
ebaron@bayareancwsgroup com 
408-920-5011 Direct 
@ethan baron 

bavareanewsgrour com 

Over 5 million engaged readers weekly 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· -·---------------, 

·····-···----------------------------·-····---------------------------------·--··-··-·---------------------------·-·--------·----··----··----··----···--·' 

Ethan Baron Business reporter j Editorial 

ebaron@bayareanewsgroup com 
408-920-5011 Direct 
@ethanbaron 

bayareanewsgroup.com 

Over 5 million engaged readers weekly 
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Great, thank you! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 1:59 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

It's linked here: https://sos.iowa.goy/news/2020 02 03.html 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:umsa!! 

From: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.goy> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:56PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: FW: media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 

From: Ethan Baron <ebaron@bayareanewsgroup.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:57PM 
To: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa gov> 
Subject: media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 

Hello Iowa SOS, 
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I hope this message finds you well... Could you please send me the statement from Secretary 
of State Pate concerning the claims by Judicial Watch that eight Iowa counties have more 
registered voters than eligible voters? Thanks! 

Ethan 

Ethan Baron Business reporter J Editorial 
ebaron@bayareanewsgroup.com 
408-920-50 II Direct 
@ethanbaron 

bayarcanewsi!Toup.com 

Over 5 million engaged readers weekly 

Ethan Baron Business reporter 1 Editorial 

ebaron©bayareanewsgro11p com 

408-920-5011 Direct 

~-- g bayareanewsgroup.com 

@ethlllllJ!JrDH __ 

1 L __ _____________ Over 5 million engaged readers weekly 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
Hall Kevin rsoSJ 
FW: media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:56:26 PM 

From: Ethan Baron <ebaron@bayareanewsgroup.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:57PM 

To: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 

Hello Iowa SOS, 

I hope this message finds you well ... Could you please send me the statement from Secretary of 

State Pate concerning the claims by Judicial Watch that eight Iowa counties have more registered 

voters than eligible voters? Thanks! 

Ethan 

Ethan Baron Business repmter I Editorial 
ebaron@bayareanewsgroup.com 
408-920-5011 Direct 
@ethanbaron 

bayareanewsgroup.com 

Over 5 million engaged readers weekly 

______ .... ., ________________ , ______________ , _____________________ , ____ , ____ , _____ .... , .... __________________________________________________________ : 

-- ------ -- -------- ------ -- ---------- -- ---------- -- -- -------- -- -- -- -- -- ------ ----- .... --- .... -- -.... ---- ... -- --- ---- ---- -- ------ ---- -- ------ ------------ __ , 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Dawson. Emily rsosl on behalf of Iowa Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate 
Hall. Kevin fSOSJ 
FW: media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:56:00 PM 

From: Ethan Baron <ebaron@bayareanewsgroup.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:57PM 

To: Iowa Secretary of State Paul 0. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 

Hello Iowa SOS, 

I hope this message finds you well. .. Could you please send me the statement from Secretary of 

State Pate concerning the claims by Judicial Watch that eight Iowa counties have more registered 

voters than eligible voters? Thanks! 

Ethan 

Ethan Baron Business reporter I Editorial 
ebaron@bayareanewsgroup.com 
408-920-5011 Direct 
@ethanbaron 

bayarcancwsi!Toup.com 

Over 5 million engaged readers weekly 
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Re: Voter registration - update 
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Their report is full of inconsistencies, misleading & old figures based on vatying timelines that no statistician 
would ever use to create an accurate measure, and was timed for release on caucus day to gamer attention. 

There are list maintenance procedures that we are required by Iowa & federal law to follow. I have attached 
some useful information for you. 

We would like to remove inactives in a more expedited fashion but we are bound to follow the law. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 1:57:59 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS[ <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

To your points: 
1) It seems to me they didn't claim it was for 2020. Headlines are usually in present tense, but the first 
paragraph of their release says it was data released in 2019. I give you that they didn't specifY it was 2018 data. 
2) They used the 2017 Census. Got it. Again, would you have any complaint if they used the 2018 Census 
data? As far as I see, that's the last appropriate data set. 
3) Another point of contention I see, is that you are focused on the number of counties over I 00. Is that 8, 5, or 
1? They seem to basically say it doesn't matter (except it makes for a headline). It's just an indicator that Iowa 
needs to do more to clean up their rolls. So, does it matter in substance if its I 00%, 105%, or 95%? Why? 
4) I get it that you need to keep inactives on for some time. JW, on the other hand, states reasons to include 
them and the inactives are, technically, still on the rolls. So I see your point, but is it 11false 11 to include the 
inactives? It seems JW has successfully sued other states to cut inactives that have been kept on the rolls too 
long. 
5) I get the 17-year-olds, but the EAC asked you to exclude them and JW used EAC data. So did you give 
EAC correct data? 
6) We still have the discrepancy between the SOS website and EAC data. Is there a reason for it? 

I'd be glad to move on from this with nothing left on the table. I appreciate your getting back to me. 

Thanks. 

Petr 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at 1:22PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos iowa.gov> wrote: 
Additionally, the voter reg totals (total, active and inactive) were all pulled before our 2019 list maintenance 
season (NCOA, no activity, multistate). 
Inactive voters are in the pipeline to be cancelled. If a voter is inactive for two successive general election 
cycles, they are sent a final mailing and cancelled. 

Get Outlook for jOS 
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From: Petr 5vab <petr svab@epochtjmes nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevjn.Ha!!@sos jowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration - update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 
I) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 1pre-registration1 program. 11 So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election. 11 The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-o1ds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don1t match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (20 17). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it1s 
important to measure if Iowa is doing that. 
5) There1s a significant mismatch between lowa1s reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS overreacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW1s population counts were 11great1y underestimated 11? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48 PM Petr Svab <petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc> wrote: 
Ole I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even ifi tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feh. 2020 registration data. If! used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS) <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

https · Udata.census,govlcedsci/table? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~0500000US191 1 9&tid~ACSDP5Y2018 DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https:Uwww.census.gov/search-
results html?searchType=web&cssp=SERP&q=jowa%20population 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of! ow a Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos iowa. goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, FebruaJY 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https'//www.census govlprograms-surveys/decennial
census/ahouUyotjng-rights/cvap.2020 html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: httpS"ilwww census govlquickfacts/fact/table/IAIPST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cance11ed. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa SecretaJY of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration - update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 I 7-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 20I8. It's actually for 20I 7. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 20I 7. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

-The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a threshold seems arbitraty since their point is they tty 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 I 7-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:I 7 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 
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Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when yon do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: TUesday, February 4, 2020 II: 18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https:Uwww.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

rm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers - JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretmy data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https://p••h lie. tableau.com/profi le/u s.election.assistance.commission#l/vizhome/EAVS20 18DataViz
Labeld_l1_25/EACDataVizTool 

https·Usos.iowa.gov/elections/voterreg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 
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2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
Jast year; https·Uwww census govlprograms-surveys/decennial-censJJs/abmJt!voting
rightslcvap.2019.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released; https-//WW\V census govLpmgrams-surveys/decennjal
census/about/yoting-rights/cyap 2020 html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent; https·Uwww census govfdata/tahles/time-series/demolvotjng-and-registrationLp20-583 html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epocb Times 

+I 917 362 2560 
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-------------------------------------------------------------·---·------------------·---·----·--------------------·----·-·------------··--------------··--------------

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+19173622560 
petr svab@epochtimes nyc 
www theepochtjmes com 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+1 917 362 2560 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+19173622560 
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OK, thanks. 

MW Hemjnqway 
Hall. Keyjn fSOSJ 
Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
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On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most 
current data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the 
most conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We 
are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their 
voter registration. Inactive is the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rJr,:J£mlja~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point-blank, 
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what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~~~~~]~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI Judicial 
Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties-- they're saying the number of counties is 
5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying on. They use 
their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of professional 
demographers -- both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with them last year 
over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo stoty saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-claims
voter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid=hp rhp-bignews3 voter-fraud-
155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-yoter-fraud-fear
mo ngering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa -official! 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the 
number. Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at I: 12 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put 
out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're 
still using old population data. 
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-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
registration or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. 
totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have 
slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican 
county in the entire state, and one of the top in the countty (8I% for Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 
eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 
shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 
do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 
made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 
claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 
campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 
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Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretmy of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from 
the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretmy of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 
they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~[i]~l ~]~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 I 0:03AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I left a message already --was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration 
controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 
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Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

ReaJClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 

············································································································································· 
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To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Wjdeo Molly [SQSJ 

Hall Kevin rsOSJ 

RE: Judicial Watch pre.ss release DRAFT 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:48:01 PM 
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For population? I used 2018 estimates: https·//data.census.gov/cedsd/table? 

q-warren%20coJroty%20iowa&g-OSOOOOOI JS19181 &tjd-ACSDP5V2018 QPOS&Iayer-cotJoty&cid-ppos 0001 E&vintage-2018 

I used the estimate under the US Citizens who are 18+. 

Molly M. Widen 
Legal Counsel 
Office of the Iowa Secretary of State 
Office: (515) 281-5864 
Mobile: (515) 210-4634 
Email: molly widen@sos iowa gov 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:47PM 

To: Widen, Molly [505] <Mol!y.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

Can you send me the link for Lyon County that you're using for that? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGlliTY 

ru:Jtmt'la~t 

From: Widen, Molly [SOS] <Mollv Hammer@sos jowa gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:16 PM 

To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Hejdj BJ!rhaos@sos jqwa gnv>; Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Ha!!@sos jowa gov>; Ross, Michael [SOS] 

<Michael Ross@sos.iowa gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paul pate@sos jowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

The issue is that they are using numbers that include inactive voters. Many list maintenance procedures require a voter to 

move from active ~ inactive ~ to cancelled. 
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2018EAVS 
Total 

County 
2018EAVS 2018 EAVS 

Active and 
Active Inactive 

Inactive 

Voters 

Dallas I 
.. ---~~~~~ 43051 ...... 628011 

Johnson I i7i651 1142971 

!YE~--- I llos!lJ 4721 8530 
Madison I iiii:il 713 11826 

P_<>;veshiek I ~:~iii 1514 14680 
Dickinson 758 13770 

!scott I ii6i641 m441 128308 

JIJJarren I 34:m1 20621 36394 

Molly M. Widen 
Legal Counsel 
Office of the Iowa Secretary of State 
Office: (515) 281-5864 
Mobile: (515) 210-4634 
Email: molly widen@sos iowa gov 

Total Active 

Voters as of 

2/3/20 

- 5959?1 
966551 

81141 
1os481 

_12~_11_ 
12')')71 

1152491 
336101 

From: Burhans, Heidi [505] <Heidi B[)rhans@sos.jowa gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:43 AM 

Public 
% CVAPto % CVAPto 

CVAP EAVS Active Total Active 
Interest 

Voters as of 2/3/20 
Percentage 

Assumptions 

615451 9s.Os%i 96.97%1 114.8 
loa2301- 89.75%1 89.31%1 107.9 

8:l16j 96,90%1 
..... :~~~~~~ 102.5 

117071 94.93%1 102.5 
14587 90.26% 88.03%1 102.1 
13656 95.28% 95.i7%1 100.9 

128480 90.41% 89.70',.

1 

100.8 
36787 93.32%1 91.36% loo.51 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevjn Hall®sos jowa goy>; Ross, Michael [505] <Michael Ross@sos iowa goy>; Widen, Molly [505] 

<Mollv.Hammer®sos jowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [505] <Pal!! Pate@sos jowa goy> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

In addition to noting that our VR numbers are updated monlllly to the website, should we point out that their population count is wrong as 
well and direct people to census numbers? 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D, Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi burbaos@sos.iowa gov 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

1'1':1~~ 

··~~' 
From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Keyjn Hafl@sos.iowa gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:34 AM 

To: Burhans, Heidi [505] <Heidi.Burhaos@sos iowa goy>; Ross, Michael [505] <Michael Ross@sos.iowa gov>; Widen, Molly 

[505] <Mo!!y Hammer@sos jowa goy> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [505] <Paui.Pate@sos jowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

Here's what I have so far. Michael and Paul have approved: 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRErARY OF STATE 
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. FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CONTACT: Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C. organization made false claims today in a news release regarding voter registration 

information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than 

the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, and it's especially 

disconcerting they chose the day ofthe Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, 

and others who have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter 

confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's' voter registration statistics are publicly aVQilah/e on the Secretary of State's website. They are updated monthly. 

These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of Stale Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PAR'I1CIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

IU':Jim~jD~ 

From: Burhans, Heidi [SOSJ <Heidi Burhaos@sos iowa.e-ov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 202011:01 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [50S} <Kevin Ha!!@sos iowa gov>; Ross, Michael [SOS] <Mjcbaei.Ross@sos.iowa gov>; Widen, Molly [50SJ 
<Molly Hammer@sos jowa gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [S05] <Paul Pate@sos.jowa gov> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release 

We need to alert these counties immediately. Please crafi what you want me to tell them. 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi burham®sqs iowa gov 

SERVICE · PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [S05] <Kevjn.Hall®sos.iowa.gov> 
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Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:54 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michael Ross@sos.jowa gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Hejdi.Burhans@sos.iowa.goy>; Widen, Molly 

[SOS] <Molly Hammer@sos jowagoy> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Pqql Pate@sos.iowa goy> 

Subject: Judicial Watch press release 

Importance: High 

https://www judjdqlwatch org/press-releasesbudjdal-watch-ejght-jowa-counties-have totql-registratjon rqtes-larger-than

eljgible-voter population-at leqst-18658-extra nqmes-on-jowa voting-rolls-2/? 

11tm SD!J[Ce-tacebook&!Jtm medj!Jm-sodal&utm camnaigo-press release&fbc!jd-lwAR2 

GopmNzfDljYdPCZ8TEp0rrofpXD B9jkHmOyKpnbmvnHz75c BjoiAO 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pale 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin I-Ial!@sos jowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevjn [SQSJ 
Wjden Molly [SO$} 

RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:46:00 PM 
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Can you send me the link for Lyon County that you're using for that? 

Kevin H~ll 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11':11 ~"'~ niiiii!JIIII a ~ DIIUWJ~ ~~ 

From: Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 202012:16 PM 

To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Ross, Michael 

[SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

The issue is that they are using numbers that include inactive voters. Many list maintenance procedures require a voter 

to move from active -7 inactive 7 to cancelled. 

Public 
2018 EAVS 

2018EAVS 
Total Total Active 
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Molly M. Widen 
Legal Counsel 
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Office of the Iowa Secretary of State 
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From: Burhans, Heldi {SOSJ <HeidLB_~Jrhans@s.o? iowa.go~> 

Sent: Monday, Febmary 3, 202011:43 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin {SOSJ <Kf.tl_Q,Hall@sos .. iowa gov>; Ross, Michael [SOSJ <Michael Rp;;s@sos jowa.gov>; Widen, Molly 

[SOS] <Mllll;;J:Ia~os iowa goy> 
Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paul.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

In addition to noting that our VR numbers are updated monthly to the website, should we point out that their population count is 
wrong as well and direct people to census numbers? 

Heidi L. Burllans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

hejdl burhans~@sos.iowQJJ.QY 

SEflVICE · PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 
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From: Hall, Kevin [SOSj <Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.am::> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 202011:34 AM 
To: Burhans, Heidi {SOS} <Heidl.Burhans@sos iowa gov>; Ross, Michael [SOSJ <Mjc~aeLRoss@sos.iQ~>; Widen, 

Molly [SOS] <.MQ!Jy Hammec@so> iOWilJSQ.~> 
Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <£.aul..fate@sos io~> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

Here's what I have so far. Mi:hael and Paul have approved: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CONTACT: Kevin Hail 
Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C. organization made false daims today in a news release regarding voter registration 

information in elght Iowa counties. Judlclal Watch claims that total reg:stration numbers ir these counties are larger 

than the eligible voter population. Official data complied by the Iowa Secretary of Sta~e's Office shows this information 

is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organlzaticn continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, and it's especially 

disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said, "My office has told this 

organization, and others who have made similar claims] that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and thelr false 

claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop th1s misinformation campaign immediately and qu1t trytng 

to disenfranchise Iowa voters.11 
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Iowa's' voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are updated monthly. 

These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Kevin HHII 
Communications Dh·ector 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725·2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11rcllmSD~ 

From: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi Burhaos@sos.jowa goy> 

Sent: Monday, february 3, 2020 11:01 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa gov>; Widen, Molly 
[SOS] <Mollv.Hammer@sos.jowa.gov> 
Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paul pate@sos.jowa gov> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release 

We need to alert these counties immediately. Please craft what you want me to tell them. 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi.btJrhans®sos.iowa.qov 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION • INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, february 3, 2020 10:54 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michael Ross®sos jowa gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Hejdj Burhans@sos iowa gov>; Widen, 
Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.jowa.gov> 
Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Judicial Watch press release 
Importance: High 

htt ps : //www. judi ci alw atch. org/p ress reI eases/j u d i cia I watch-eight i ow a-counties-have-tot a I-re€ istratjon-rates-1 a rg er
than-e li€}ble-voter -1-'201JUiatjon-at -least 18658-extra names-on-iowa yoting-rolls-2/? 
utm soqrce facebook&qtm medium sodal&utm campai€n press release&fbdjd !wAR2-

GoPmNzfD1jYdPCZ8TEp0rrOfPXD B9jkHmOyKPnbmvnHz75c BjoiAO 

Kevin H::.ll 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
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Keyin.Hall@.sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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Date: 
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Hall Kevin fSOSJ 
Re: Voter registration - update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43:36 PM 
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What is the most current Census data? This? https-(/www census.gov/programs-surveys/decennia1-
census/about/yoting-rights/cvap.2020.btm1 For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: https ·//www cen:ms.govlquickfactslfactltable/IAIPST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (8I% for Trump in20I6). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

r.II~JJIIIII~a ~ IIIII U LW I:JJ.j . ~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Febmmy 4, 2020 1:48PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.ioW!l goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 
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- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in comt. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

JW admitted tbey used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account tbat 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including tbem in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 2016). 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Dit·ector 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

11~HrH:IjD~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr syah@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https://www theepochtimes com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the mguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https:Upuhlic tableau comlprofile/u selection assistance commission#l/vizhome/EAYS2018DataViz
I.abeld II 25/EACData VizTool 

https :1/sos iowa, govlelecti ons/voterreg/cmmty htm I 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https:Uwww.cens11S goylprograms-surveys/decennial-censuslabOI!t/voting
dghts/cyap.20 19.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https://www.census.govlprograms-surveys/decennial
censuslabout/voting-rights/cvap.2020.html 
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The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas cmmty still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https :/ lwww.census.gov/dataltab les/time-seriesldemo/yoting-and-registration/p20-583 .htm I 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Repmter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr.syab@epochtimes nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 

·---------------------------------------------·---·-·-············------------------------------------------------------··--···········--------------------------. . . . 
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Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochtimes nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+! 917 362 2560 
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I see. 
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I) It seems to me they didn't claim it was for 2020. Headlines are usually in present tense, but the fu·st 
paragraph of their release says it was data released in 20 I 9. I give you that they didn't specify it was 20 I 8 data. 
2) They used the 20 I 7 Census. Got it. Again, would you have any complaint if they used the 20 I 8 Census 
data? As far as I see, that's the last appropriate data set. 
3) Another point of contention I see, is that you are focused on the number of counties over 100. Is that 8, 5, or 
I? They seem to basically say it doesn't matter (except it makes for a headline). It's just an indicator that Iowa 
needs to do more to clean up their rolls. So, does it matter in substance if its 100%, 105%, or 95%? Why? 
4) I get it that you need to keep inactives on for some time. JW, on the other hand, states reasons to include 
them and the inactives are, technically, still on the rolls. So I see your point, but is it "false" to include the 
inactives? It seems JW has successfully sued other states to cut inactives that have been kept on the rolls too 
long. 
5) I get the I7-year-olds, but the EAC asked you to exclude them and JW used EAC data. So did you give 
EAC correct data? 
6) We still have the discrepancy between the SOS website and EAC data. Is there a reason for it? 

rd be glad to move on fi·mn this with nothing left on the table. I appreciate your getting back to me. 

Thanks. 

Petr 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at I :22 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 
Additionally, the voter reg totals (total, active and inactive) were all pulled before our 20I9 list maintenance 
season (NCOA, no activity, multistate). 
Inactive voters are in the pipeline to be cancelled. If a voter is inactive for two successive general election 
cycles, they are sent a final mailing and cancelled. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 
1) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 1pre-registration1 program. 11 So 
your I 7-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 20 I 8 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the I 7-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over I 8 are for 20I 8, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (20I 7). If they used the 20I 8 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
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4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure if Iowa is doing that. 
5) There1s a significant mismatch between Iowa1s reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to soy that SOS overreacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW's population counts were 11greatly underestimatedn? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr.sYilh@epochtimes nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 20I4-20I8. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even ifl tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If! used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos iowa.gov> wrote: 

https·Udata cenSlJS goy/cedsci!table? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~0500000US19119&tid~ACSDP5Y20 18 DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https·//www census goy/search
results.html?searchType=weh&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rn~~mllam 

From: Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtirnes nyc> 
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Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https·/Jwww census goy/programs-suryeys!decennjal
census/about/yoting-rights/cvap 2020 html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: https:llwww.census.gov/quickfactslfactltable/lA/PST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show JD and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos jowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 1:48PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 I 7-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 
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- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

-The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbitrary since their point is they tty 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-oJds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr syab@epocbtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 I I: 18 AM 
To: Hail, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hail@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Heilo Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https·//www theepochtimes com/about-us) in New York. 

11m looking into Sec. Pate1s response to the Judicial Watch1s claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I} Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretmy data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December'2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https·llpublic tableau com/profile/n selection assistance commission#l/yizhome/EAVS2018DataYiz
I.abeld 11 25/EACDataYizTool 

https·Usos iowa govlelectionslvoterregfcm1nty html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https:Uwww.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/aboJJt/voting
rights/cyap.20 I 9.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https·Uwww.census goy/programs-surveys/decennial
censuslaboullvoting-rights/cvap 2020.html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn1t the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter roils as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
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underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters - JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 1 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https·lfwww census goy/data/tables/time-series/demolvoting-and-registration/p20-583 html 

Doesn1t this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr syah@epocbtjmes nyc 

www theepochtjmes com 

············---------------------------··················----------------------------·-············--·····-----------------------------------------------------1 
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Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr syab@epochtimes nyc 

www theepochtirnes com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr syah@epochtimes nyc 

www theepochtimes.com 

Petr Svab 
Rep otter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 917 362 2560 
pett·.svah@epochtimes.nyc 
www .theepochtimes com 

Pett· Svab 
Reporter 
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The Epoch Times 
+19173622560 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 917 362 2560 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall. Kevin fSOSl 
MW Hemingway 
Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Wednesday, February 5, 2020 3:48:25 PM 
imageOOLpnq 
image002.png 
image003.pnq 
image004.png 
image005.png 
image006.png 
Statuses and Status Reasons.docx 

You might find the attached useful. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:58:38 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Weird. They weren't working for me all day yesterday and even a short while ago ... and now 
they're working. Thank you for clearing that up. 

Best, 

Mark 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at 3:46 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 
I just looked thru every month on my phone & they work fine for me. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:42:24 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin final question -- if you go to your page for county registration data-- the links for last 
year are all broken and don't come up with anything. Is there a reason for that? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:49 PM MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> wrote: 
OK, thanks. 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the 
most current data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, 
that is the most conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 
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But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. 
We are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before 
cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is the final stop before a voter's registration 
is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11~rmsa~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwbemingway@gmail com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and npfront discrepancy! I'm asking yon point
blank, what's the number of connties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you ont here! 

On Tne, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[j]~J~_][~][[j][~l 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaty 4, 2020 2:55 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI 
Judicial Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties --they're saying the number 
of counties is 5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't 
relying on. They use their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the 
use of professional demographers -- both California and Kentucky settled federal 
lawsuits with them last year over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their 
numbers. 

Either way, I have one W aPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

.https://www.washingtonpost comlpolitics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false

.claiins-voter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid=hp_rhp-bignews3 _yoter

.fraud-J55pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

.https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fraud

.fear-mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-officiall 
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And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the 
number. Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 
8 here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need 
to address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at I :12 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we 
put out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. 
They're still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
registration or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period 
of time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in 
voter reg. totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. 
appears to have slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the 
most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% 
for Trump in 2016). 
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OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in 
a news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. 
Judicial Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger 
than the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of 
State's Office shows this infmmation is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding 
voter registration, and it's especially disconcetting they chose the day of the Iowa 
Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and 
others who have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply 
flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop 
this misinfmmation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 
voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the 
organization's claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according 
to actual data fi·om the U.S. Census Bureau. 
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The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the 
methods they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[~J[~][~][~J[~][~l 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I left a message already -- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter 
registration controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 

·····---······------------------------.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··--···· . . . . . . . . 
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······································································································································' 
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From: MW Hemingway 
Hall Kevin [5051 To: 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:20:55 PM Date: 

(And FWIW 20 or so states allow pre-registration by 17 year-olds -- other voting expe1ts have 
told me that it's usually not factored into analyses because it doesn't usually make a significant 
impact. I could be persuaded othetwise, but again this would all be easier to sott if we just 
established the number of counties here.) 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:18 PM MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> wrote: 
And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point-blank, 
what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[~]~JL~J~I ~~~] 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaty 4, 2020 2:55PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI Judicial 
Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties -- they're saying the number of counties is 
5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying on. They use 
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their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of professional 
demographers --both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with them last year 
over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

https:/lwww.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conseryatiyes-push-false-claiins
votcr-fraud-twitter- iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid-hp rhp-hi gnews3 voter-fraud-
155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo stmy saying it's five counties: 

https://www washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fraud-fear
mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-officiall 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the number. 
Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at I: 12 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put 
out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 
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-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're 
still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. 
There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration 
or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. 
totals greatly skews the numbers, and when.you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have 
slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican 
county in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES -A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible 
voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows 
this information is false. 
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"It's unfmtunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 
do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 
made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 
claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 
campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from 
the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 
they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~[!iJ~~l~]~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
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Kevin, 

I left a message already -- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration 
controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the stmy ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

ReaiCiearPolitics 

202-321-2229 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------·--··--·--··-·-·····························: 

······-·--·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--·--·------·-··-··-···································; 

:·······················-·····----·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---····--···················, 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

MW Hemingway 
Hall Kevin fSOSJ 
Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18:35 PM 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point-blank, 
what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[!!] [!!] [!!][!!] [~~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55PM 
To: Hall, IS:evin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI Judicial 
Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties-- they're saying the number of counties is 5 
according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying on. They use their 
own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of professional demographers 
-- both California and Kentucky settled federal1awsuits with them last year over excess 
voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-claims
voter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid=hp rhp-bignews3 voter-fraud-
I 55pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fraud-fear
mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-officia1/ 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the number. 
Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 1: 12 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not conunenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put out 
yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data.

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still
using old population data.
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-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. 
There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or 
population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. 
totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have 
slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county 
in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible 
voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows 
this infmmation is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do 
this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 
made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims 
erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign 
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immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from 
the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they 
use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~~~[ ~ lr!iiJ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa,gov> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 
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I left a message already --was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration 
controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 
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From: 
To: 

MW Hemingway 
Hall. Kevjn [SQSJ 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Wednesday1 February 51 2020 2:59:03 PM 
image001.pnq 

Date: 
Attachments: 

image002.pnq 
imaqeOOJ.png 
imaqe004.png 
imaqeOOS.png 
image006.png 

Weird. They weren't working for me all day yesterday and even a shmt while ago ... and now 
they're working. Thank you for clearing that up. 

Best, 

Mark 

On Wed, Feb 5, 2020 at 3:46PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 
I just looked thru every month on my phone & they work fine for me. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:42:24 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hali@sos.jowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin final question-- if you go to your page for county registration data-- the links for last 
year are all broken and don't come up with anything. Is there a reason for that? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:49PM MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> wrote: 
OK, thanks. 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the 
most current data from the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, 
that is the most conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. 
We are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before 
cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is the final stop before a voter's registration 
is cancelled. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rJLJmttsa~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point
blank, what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

U~J][lij[J [riJ[i] []~][~] 
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From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI 
Judicial Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties-- they're saying the number 
of counties is 5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't 
relying on. They use their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the 
use of professional demographers --both California and Kentucky settled federal 
lawsuits with them last year over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their 
numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

https · Uwww. washingtonpost.com/pol itics/2020/02/03/conseryatiyes-push-false
claims-yoter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itjd=hp_rhp-bignews3 _yoter
.fraud-155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https :/ /www.washingtonpost com/po litics/2020/02/0 3/judicial-watchs-voter-fi·aud
fear-mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-official/ 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifYing the 
number. Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 
8 here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need 
to address? 
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On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 1:12PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we 
put out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. 
They're still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
registration or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period 
of time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in 
voter reg. totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. 
appears to have slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the 
most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% 
for Trump in 20 16). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
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CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in 
a news release regarding voter registration infmmation in eight Iowa counties. 
Judicial Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger 
than the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of 
State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding 
voter registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa 
Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and 
others who have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply 
flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop 
this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 
voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the 
organization's claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according 
to actual data fi·om the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the 
methods they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~~[W!][_r~U~J 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaty 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

I left a message already -- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter 
registration controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the stmy ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-32I-2229 

··················---------------------------------···························---------------------------------------------················ . . . . . . . . . . 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Ethan Baron 

Iowa Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate 

media request/statement re: Judicial Watch claims 

Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:57:02 PM 

Hello Iowa SOS, 
I hope this message finds you well ... Could you please send me the statement from Secretary 
of State Pate conceming the claims by Judicial Watch that eight Iowa counties have more 
registered voters than eligible voters? Thanks! 
Ethan 

Ethan Baron Business reporter] Editorial 

ebaron@bayareanewsgroup.com 
408-920-5011 Direct 

bayareanewsgroup.com 
Over 5 million engaged readers weekly 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

MW Hemingway 
Hall Kevin [5051 
Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 2:55:10 PM 
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Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI Judicial 
Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties-- they're saying the number of counties is 5 
according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying on. They use their 
own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of professional demographers -
both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with them last year over excess voter 
registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, !"have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than voters: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-claims-voter
fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid=hp rhp-bignews3 voter-fraud-
155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fraud-fear
mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-officiall 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the number. 
Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of5 vs. 8 here? 
Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 1:12PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin,Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put out 
yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 
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-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still 
using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. 
There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or 
population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. 
These are people that most likely moved ant of state. Including them in voter reg. totals 
greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly 
more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the 
entire state, and one of the top in the country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(5I5) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news 
release regarding voter registration infmmation in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch 
claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter 
population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this 
information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
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registration, and it's especially disconcetiing they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do 
this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made 
similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode 
voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately 
and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretaty of State's website. 
They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in 
their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims 
about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. 
Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they 
use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
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Kevin, 

I left a message already-- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration 
controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the stmy ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 
, .................................................................................................................................................. . 
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Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

I see. 

Petr Svab 
Hall Kevin fSOSl 
Re: Voter registration - update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 1:48:00 PM 
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- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

-5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

-How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in cout1. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

-The fact that JW used the 100 percent as a threshold seems arbitrmy since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 
Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There m·e 
approximately 5,000 registered right now .. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period oftime. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
countty (81% for Trump in 2016). 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <pett· syab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaty 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.I-Iall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https://www.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

1) Voter registration numbers - JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https:l!public.tableau.com/profile/u.s.election.assistance.commission#!/vizhome/EAVS2018DataViz
Labeld _II_ 25/EACDataVizTool 

https://sos iowa.gov/elections/voten-eg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/abo•ttlvoting-
ri ghts/cvap.20 19 html 
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On Jan. 31, new data was released: hltps:Uwww.census goylprograms-suryeys/decennial
census/about/voting-rights/cvap.2020.html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have Februmy 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too fm· in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about I 04.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau sUI'vey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https://www.census.goy/data/tables/time-series/demo/voting-and-registration/p20-583 html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 3622560 
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petr.svab@epochtimes nyc 

www theepochtimes,com 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+1917 3622560 
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Date: 
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Additionally, the voter reg totals (total, active and inactive) were all pulled before our 20I9 list maintenance 
season (NCOA, no activity, multistate). 
Inactive voters are in the pipeline to be cancelled. If a voter is inactive for two successive general election 
cycles, they are sent a final mailing and cancelled. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrapup: 
I) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of I8 registered under a 'pre-registr·ation' program." So 
your I 7-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, tmless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of"individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 20 I 8 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 20 I 8, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the I 7-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over I8 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (2017). If they used the 20I8 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure iflowa is doing that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS ove!Teacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JW's population counts were "greatly underestimated"? 

Thank you! 

Petr· 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48 PMPetr Svab <petr.syab@epochtirnes.nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over I 8 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 20I4-2018. 
For 20 I 0-2019, I only see resident over I 8 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even ifl tr·ied to increase 
the 20 I 4-2018 eligible population munber for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registr·ation rate of 
over I 03 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. Ifl used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
IOO). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 
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Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

https://data.census.goy/cedsciltable? 
q~lyon%20county%20iowa&g~05000001JS 19119&tid~ACSDPW20 18 DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all 8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https://www.census.gov/search-
results html?searchType~web&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20pop!!lation 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.l-lall@sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Peh· Svab <petr syab@e_pochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter regish·ation- update 

What is the most current Census data? This? https-Uwww.censns.gov/programs-surveys/decennial
censns/aboutlvoting-rights/cvap 2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between2018 and 
2019: https-Uwww.census.goylquickfacts/fact/table/IA/PST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin Hall@sos iowa goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most current 
data fi·om the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
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and federal law to move them to inactive status before cance11ing their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 I :48 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent of Iowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- JW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It argues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbitrmy since their point is they try 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 
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Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
country (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Commtlllications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Pen· Svab <petr syab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Februmy 4, 2020 11:18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Voter registration - update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https-Uwww theepochtimes com/about-us) in New York. 
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I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

1) Voter registration numbers - JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretary data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that year. 

https·//pnhlic tableau com/profile/us election assistance commission#lfvizbome/EAVS20 18DataViz
Laheld 11 25/EACDalaVizTool 

https://sos iowa.gov/elections/yoteneg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers - JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-census/about/voting-
rights/cvap 2019 html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https:/lwww census.goy/programs-snryeys/decennial
census/about/yoting-rights/cvap 2020 htm I 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 couoties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have Februruy 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ fi·om the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters - JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https·//www census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/yoting-and-regisb·ation/p20-583 htrnl 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 
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I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr.syab@epochtimes.nyc 

www thee.pochtimes com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+19173622560 

petr syab@epochtimes.nyc 

www thee.pocbtimes com 
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Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1 917 362 2560 

petr svah@epochtimes nyc 
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Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+19173622560 
petr.syab@epochtimes nyc 
www theepochtimes.com 

Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+19173622560 
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f<om: 
To: 
S•bJect: 
Dalo: 
Att.<~m<llb: 

""""'"""' ~ 
RE:fff'Foct<l>ock 
T....m.y,Fel>rwl)'4,l:Ol:OI:15:WPM ------

This Is for Informational purposes, not for quoting me: 

I looked at numbers from 2019, the most current, which show only one county with more: lyon, the most Republican county in the state (81% voted for Trump In 2016). 

Dallas County Is one of the fastest growing In the Midwest, so data from two years ago would be way behind. 

Additionally, JW does not factor in the fact that 17-year-olds are eligible to register to vote In Iowa, ar!<f approxlmatelyS,OOO of them are registered. So clalml!rg those reglsl<ants as part of a pool of 
1St population is erroneotrs and s~ews the numbers. 

Additionally, we are required by law to ~eep Inactive volors on the rolls for a period of time. These are people that have most likely moved away. They would have to show Voter ID to cast a bol!ot 
again In Iowa. To indude them in the data creates a fa be impression. 

Kevin Hall 
Communication. Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Pan! D. Pate 
(515) 725·2942 
KftYjn Hollfihos jmp gor 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

fifJfmlrJDitt 

from: loul.s BAUDOIN <louls.BAUDOIN@afp.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February4, 2020 12:24 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin {SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goV> 
Subject: RE:AFP F~ctcheck 

Thank you for this. 

I have been working on this all morning. and from what I see the Judicial Watch report is wrong for several reasons. 

However, the data that I have shows that there are Indeed more registered voters than there ore residents over 181n five counties: Dallas, Johnson, Lyon, Dlc~lnson, Scott. 

To reach t!1is numbN, I used the numbers you provided and compared them with the Census' most recent 5 year estimate (2014-2018): hun:rf/www census gov!nrngmms
SIIrYfY<Iderennial-ceosuslahnnt/yQ!jnn-rj ghtslcvap 2020 htm] 

I have been told that this is normal, because the 5-yc;,r Census predictions rely on population numbers from the middle oftbe 5-year period, and therefore do not reflect current 
populations. 

Do you recognize those numbers as corre.::t7 

Timnk you, 

Louis Baudoin-l.aarman 

Louis BAUDOJN-LAARMAN 
Facl;;heching joumalisl 

1!>00 K Street- W2>st-lngl011. DC. 20005 
T<!l.:t12!J2~140584 

cp- c:::::~~~e m=de --~---------·-------·__! 
RejoigneZ·I>OtJS sur : 

[)lj]][~lc 1 

from: Hall, Kevil\ [SO$] [maJ!to·Keyjn Hall®sm iowa fOil] 

Sent: 04 February2020 12:29 
To: louis BAUDOIN <I oujs BII!IDQIN®afu com> 

Subject: RE:AFP Factche<:k 

FOR IMMF.OIII.Tf. RF.I.FII.SE 

CONTIICT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 
(51S} 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THF. IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RElEASE: Oftl<ial data rebuts false <!aims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES-II. Washington D.C.·based organl1atlon made false claims today In a news release regarding volar registration Information In elghtlowa counties. Judldal Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are la'1l"rthan the eliEib1e voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information i> false. 

"l~s unfortunate thisorgani<ation continues to put out Inaccurate data regarding voter registration, and it's espedallydisconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa Is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 
should stop lhls misinformation campaign Immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters.• 
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Iowa's voter registration statistics ate n••bl!cJy<wi!jlahleon the Secretary of Slate's website. They are updated monthly. The1e n••mhers show that the ones claimed by Judlc!al Watch In their news 

rclaasa today arc patently false. 

Alone with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about Iowa poptllatlon are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the !I 5 Cem11< B!!fea". 

The Iowa Secretary of Stale's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to provide clean and accurote voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Oflkc ofim,-a Secreta!)' of State Pm1l D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyjn Hnll'fJ'sos jowa cor 
SERVICE ·l'ARTICil'ATION ·INTEGRITY 

rn:::;Jim(ija~ 

From: louis BAUDOIN <ln!JJ< BAIIOOIN@afn com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 9:52AM 

To: Hall, Kevin (SOS[ <Kgyjn f!gll®sos 10\Yil fQV> 

Subject: AFP Factched; 

Go9{l morning, 

'"' 

I am a lad-checking journalist for AFP news ogency, and today I am looking into the Judicial Walch t(!porl according to which 81owa counties have more register(!d voters than voting-age residents. 

I have been looking at the numbers Ilia! \lie secretary of state used In his debunk of the claim: hHM-f!smlnwa gpvfelectjoosmdtNBStats!lrrh'yef?O?nKn!an21l pdf 

They differ from tlte one:o; I found on tl1e E!e.:tora! Assistance Commission websites, somelimes by several thousands: hl!ps·fldala census goylredscjl!ah[e? 
!id::ACSST5Y2018 S0101&g-05000001 !S1Q059 19119 19121 19103 1£1157 19163 1£1181 19D49&vjn[age-2018&[ayw=mmtv&hideprev!ew-ta[sel),dd::S0101 C01 001 E 

I'm guessing that your numbers and thos(! of the EAC are compiled differently? !s there anything in particular that might account for this rlifference? 

Would It~ possible to also have a statement on the Judlda! Watch report that became viral on Twitter yesterday? Why was it imporl;ml for the sccreataryofstate to react? Has anything !ike this 

happened in the past? 

Myrlearlllne Is this evening, could we maybe schedule a cal! for the end oft he morning? 

Thank you, 

Louis Baudoln·lilarman 

Louis BAUDOIN-L.AARMAN 
Fad-chBCJ<Jng jouma!isl 
1500 K Street - Washingloo. DC. 20005 
nl.: +t 202414 0564 

FP- Comprendre le monde liD -~ 

---------- - _ _j 
Rejolgnaz-!l<lus sur: 
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i data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 12:36:00 PM 
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020102/03/conservatives-push-false-claims-voter-fraud-twitter
iowans-prepare-caucus/. 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi.burhans@sos.iowa aov 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:28 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 
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registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11ClmSD~ 
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fr<>m: 
To: 
SbhJ<<t• 
Dote~ 

lltt.o<htn<n,., 

-""-"'"""" RE: Nf'focl<ho,;~ 
T..,.,.•y,F<bru"'l'4,2llllll<:Z4;)!Pf1 

Thank you for this. 

I have been working on thl> all mornine, and from who\ 1 see the Judicial Watch report is wrong for several reasons. 

However, the data that I hove shows that \here arc Indeed more registered voters than them are residents over 18 in five coun\las: Dallas, Johnson, Lyon, Dickinson, Scott. 

To re~<:h this number, I used the numbers you provided and compared them with the Census' most recen\5 year estimate (2014-2018): bttps-1/www ccmJ!S <my/pror,mms
surveys/derennjol-rcnms/ohoutlyotjng-rj phtslcy"P 2020 hhul 

I have been told that this is normal, because the 5-ycar Census predictions rely on population numbers from the middle of tho 5-year period, and therefore dono! reflect current 
popuiRiions. 

Do you recognize those numbers as correct? 

Thank you, 

l.onis Bandoin-Laarman 

Louis BAUDOIN-LAARMAN 
Facl-<:hecking journalist 
1500 K street- washington, DC, 20005 
To!!.: +1 202414 0564 

[~~ 

Lp- Com prendre le lriOmle ---~----~---_-_--___ --_-_-_--··--] 

Rejolgnez-nous sur: 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] [mallto:Kevln.Hall@sos.lowa.gov] 
Sent: 04 February 202012:29 
To: Louis BAUDOIN <loulo.BAUDOIN@afp.com> 
Subject: RE:AFP Factdmck 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CONTACT: Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY Of STATE 

MEDIA RH~ASE: Offldal data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington O.C.-bosed organl~atlon made false claims today In a news release regarding voter registration Information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 
registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data complied by the Iowa Secretary of State's omce shows this inlormatlon Is false. 

"It's unfortunate th!s organilation continues to put O\lt Inaccurate data reearding voter registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this, • Secretary Pate 
said. "My office has told this orcanllat!on, and others who have made slmilardaims, that their data regarding Iowa Is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 
should stop this mls!nforrnatlon campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registratlon statistics are puhHdy allilibhlr on the Secretary of State's website. They are updated montht>{.Thrsr numhers show that the ones dalmed by Judicio! WaLch In their news 
relea<e today are patently false. 

Along with theirfalse claims aboutthe voter reglstrat!on numbers, the oreanlU>IIon's claims about k>wa population am great)( \mderestillaLed, accordln(l to actual data from the II s Cr>nslf< B11reau 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to provide dean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secn:tmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(5!5) 725-2942 
Kn•in I !oll@ms jnwa rov 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

rn:JfmtljD~ 

from: Louis BAUDOIN <I P'li< !lhiiQO!N®afp rom> 

Sent: Tuesday, February4, 20209;52 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin (SOS} <Kevjn Jlall@ws Iowa goy> 
Subject: AFP Factcheck 

Good morning, 

""" 

I am a fact-checkingjournaliot for AfP news agency, and today I am looking Into the Judicial Wat(h report according to whlch8Jowa counties have more registered vole" than voting-age residents. 
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I have been looking at the numbers lhallhe sec rotary of slate med In hls debtmkofthe dalm: httm·llm> jm•e goylelect!nnslndfNBStatsArrhjye/?ozo/colap20 rd! 

Titey differ from the ones l found on tho Electoral Assistance Commission websites, sometimes by severn! thousands: h!!n:rl/dala mnsus govlcedsciltabje? 
!jd-ACSSJ5V2018 S0101&g::0500000l!S19Q59 1911919121 19103191571916319181 19049&vjqtage-2018&layepcouoty&hjdePreyjew-talse&rJd::S0101 COl 001E 

I'm guessing that your numbers and those of the EAC are compiled differently? Is there anything In particular that might account for this difference? 

Would It be possible to also have a statement on the Judicial Watch report that became viral on Twitter yesterday? Why was it Important for the secrealary of slate to react? Has anything like this 
happened in the past? 

My deadline Is thl> evening, could we maybe schedule a call for the end oft he morning? 

Thank you, 

louis Baudoln·l.aarman 

Louis BAUDOJN-LAARMAN 
Fac/..:hecl<ing joumalis/ 
1500 KStreat- Washington, DC. 200()5 
T"''.: +1 202 414 0564 

Re)olgnez-no\IS our; 
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Subject: 
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Attachments: 

Paul D. Pate 

Pate Paul fSOSl 
Hall Kevin fSOSl; Ross Michael fSOSJ; Burhans Heidi fSOSl; Widen Molly fSOSl 
Re; Voter registration - update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 12:20:18 PM 
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Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:30:52 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Voter registration- update 

See below. I think it's vital we respond with facts about inactive voters, leaving 17-year-olds off their 

lists, and them using, by their own admission, old data. 

What they're saying it false. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

lr.ll rr"~ .. 'Jill a~ IIIII~WJ~ ~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February4, 202011:18 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https:l/www.theepochtimes.com/abollt-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 
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1) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 

EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State Secretary 

data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the month with 

the highest number that year. 

https :/lpu bl ic. ta bl ea u .com/profile/u.s. election. assi sta nee .commission#! !viz home/EA VS2018 DataViz

Labeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https://sos.iowa.gov/elections/voterreg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released last 

year: https :1/www .census .gov /progra ms-su rveys/dece n n ia l-cens1 1s/a bout/voting

rights/cvap.2019.htm I 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https:l/www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial

cen sus/a bout/yoti ng-rights/cva p. 2 020. htm I 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 

data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 

to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 

underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 

0.44 percent? 

3} Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 

maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 

the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, Census 

Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 

percent: https: //www .cen sus.gov I data Ita bles/ti me-seri es/d emo/voti n g-a n d-registration/p2 0-

583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 

National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 
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The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 
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Hall Keyjn [SQSJ 
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No. By their own admission, after the fact, they used old data for both registration and population. And they 
used it fi·om 2 different time periods. Data that is 14 months old regarding registration and data from 2017 
regarding population. They acted like their data was current. It's not. Ours, the official data, is current. 

You can't use population data from 2017, voter registration data from 2018 and proclaim it matches what's 
going on in 2020. That's skewing the numbers and creating a false impression. 

Population data has changed dramatically since 2017, particularly in Dallas County, the fastest growing 
county in the Midwest. It also changes fi·equently in Johnson and Poweshiek counties, which are homes to 
college towns. In Johnson County's case, the University oflowa. Their population is 7,000 people higher 
than what Judicial Watch claims & Dallas County is 10,000 higher. 

You keep talking about statewide population. Look at the population of the counties being talked about. 

17 year olds are eligible to vote in primaries and caucuses in Iowa if they will be 18 by Election Day in 
November. 

Part!... 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 9:02:51 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

Kevin, 

To wrap up: 
I) EAC asks states to exclude "persons under the age of 18 registered under a 'pre-registration' program." So 
your 17-year-olds point doesn't seem to apply, unless Iowa gave wrong numbers to the EAC. 
2) EAC asks states for the counts of "individuals who were registered and eligible to vote in the 2018 
general election." The election day was on Nov. 6, 2018, and Iowa allows election day voter registration so 
SOS's Nov. 2018 data should be the same as the EAC data minus the 17-year-olds. It seems it's not. So, 
again, what kind of data did SOS give to the EAC? Can you blame JW for using fed data instead of what 
you have on your website when the two don't match? Why? 
3) JW's pop counts were slightly underestimated--the latest Census counts of citizens over 18 are for 2018, 
only 0.5% higher what JW used (2017). If they used the 2018 counts, would you blame them? Why? 
4) JW counts inactives. You disagree, saying you have to keep them for some time. They have lawsuits to 
prove that inactives should be counted because the law required they should be removed timely--it's 
important to measure if Iowa is doing that. 
5) There's a significant mismatch between Iowa's reg. rate on paper and the real reg. rate (as captured by 
Census survey) so Iowa still has a ways to go to clean up its voter rolls. 
6) Would it be fair to say that SOS oveiTeacted in its response by calling JW's numbers "patently false" and 
saying JWs population cmmts were "greatly tmderestimated"? 

Thank you! 
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Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 5:48PM Petr Svab <petr syab@epochtimes nyc> wrote: 
Ok. I don't see citizens over 18 estimates for 2019. I only see those for 2014-2018. 
For 2010-2019, I only see resident over 18 for the whole state or total population by county. 
The data does indicate 7 percent total population growth in Dallas County, but even if I tried to increase 
the 2014-2018 eligible population number for the county by 7 percent, it still shows registration rate of 
over 103 percent (using SOS's Feb. 2020 registration data. If! used SOS's July 2019 data, Dallas still over 
100). 

What do you think? 

Thanks! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:53 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

https-1/data census goy/cedsci/table? 
q~Iyon%20county%20iowa&g~0500000US 19119&tid~ACSDP5Y20 18 DP05 

This chart shows higher population in all8 counties, and significantly higher in Dallas and Johnson. In 
fact, Dallas Co. is the fastest growing county in the Midwest: https·Uwww.census.goy/search-
reSJ!Its htm]?searchType~web&cssp~SERP&q~iowa%20population 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:umlja~ 

From: Petr Svab <peb· syab@epochtimes.nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 3:43PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

What is the most current Census data? This? httpS"//www census gov/programs-surveysldecennial
census/about/yoting-rights/cyap.2020.html For Iowa, this is only 0.5 percent above what the JW used. 
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Moreover, Census says Iowa population actually dropped between 2018 and 
2019: httpS'Uwww census govlquickfacts/fact/table/IA/PST045218 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:35PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin,Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most cunent 
data fi·om the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is the most conservative 
county in the state (81% for Trump in 20 16). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have moved away, 
and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. We are required by Iowa 
and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling their voter registration. Inactive is 
the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru::nmtlla~ 

From: Pel:r Svab <petr syab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, Febmmy 4, 2020 1:48PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Voter registration- update 

I see. 

- Could you please point me to the population data SOS is using? 

- 5,000 17-year-olds is less than 0.25 percent oflowa's active registrants. Why does that matter? 

- How long does SOS need to keep inactive voters on the rolls? 

- IW doesn't consider SOS data reliable and prefers the EAC data. It m·gues it has successfully used 
the EAC data in lawsuits in other states, i.e. that was the dataset accepted in court. I mistakenly said 
the EAC data was for 2018. It's actually for 2017. Still, it doesn't match any of the monthly data SOS 
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released in 2017. What data SOS provided to EAC? Which dataset should people trust? 

- The fact that JW used the I 00 percent as a threshold seems arbitt·my since their point is they tty 
to prove non-compliance with NVRA. Census Bureau says Iowa has 70 percent reg. rate. SOS 
numbers indicate reg. rate of about 86 percent excluding inactives and excluding 5,000 17-year-olds. 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by NVRA? 

Thank you! 

Petr 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 2:17PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kcyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're still using old 
population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in Iowa. There are 
approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in registration or population data 
skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of time. These 
are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter reg. totals greatly skews the 
numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears to have slightly more than the voting age 
population. Lyon Co, is also the most Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the 
counlty (81% for Trump in 2016). 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru::um~a~ 
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From: Petr Svab <petr svab@epochtimes nyc> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 II: 18 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy> 
Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https·Uwww thee,pocbtjmes com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate1s response to the Judicial Watch1s claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

1) Voter regisn·ation numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretmy data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that yem·. 

https·//public.tableau comlprofile,/u s e,le,ction assistance,.commission#!lvizhome/EA VS2018DataViz
Labe,ld II 25/EACDataVizTool 

https:Usos.iowa goy/electionslvoterreg/county.hhnl 

Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https·Uwww cenSJIS goy/programs-stJryeys/decennial-census/about/yoting
rights/cyap.20 19.html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: bttps·//www census gov/programs-snryeys/decennia1-
census/aboutlvoting-rights/cyap.2020 html 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn1t the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have Februmy 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
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maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree? 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 
percent: https·//www cens1IS goy/data/tables/time-series/derno/yoting-and-regisb·ation/p20-583 html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Repmter 

The Epoch Times 

+I 917 362 2560 

petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc 

www thee_pochtimes com 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 
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From: 
To: 

Hall. Kevjn [5051 
MW Hemingway 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
Wednesday, February s, 2020 2:46:05 PM 
lmage001.png 

Date: 
Attachments: 
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I just looked thru every month on my phone & they work fine for me. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, February 5, 2020 2:42:24 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS) <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin final question-- if you go to your page for county registration data-- the links for last 
year are all broken and don't come up with anything. Is there a reason for that? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:49 PM MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> wrote: 
OK, thanks. 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 4:34PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> wrote: 

Based on our numbers, which are actual voter registration numbers, and based on the most 
current data fi·om the U.S. Census Bureau, there is one county, Lyon. And again, that is 
the most conservative county in the state (81% for Trump in 2016). 

But again, that's based on including inactive voters, which are mostly people that have 
moved away, and would have to show ID and proof of residency to vote again in Iowa. 
We are required by Iowa and federal law to move them to inactive status before cancelling 
their voter registration. Inactive is the final stop before a voter's registration is cancelled. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kcvin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, Febmary 4, 2020 3:18PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

And you're ignoring the far more basic and upfront discrepancy! I'm asking you point
blank, what's the number of counties here? C'mon. I'm trying to help you out here! 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 3:59PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

You seem to be ignoring the rest of what I wrote regarding 17-year-olds and inactive 
voters. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~ll~~[~]~ 

From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, Febmary 4, 2020 2:55 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: Re: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
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Thanks, but FYI some of what you're saying is possibly tendentious as well. FYI 
Judicial Watch is standing by it's count of eight counties -- they're saying the number of 
counties is 5 according to the other data you guys are using, which they aren't relying 
on. They use their own data which involves interpolating EAC data with the use of 
professional demographers -- both California and Kentucky settled federal lawsuits with 
them last year over excess voter registrations and no one disputed their numbers. 

Either way, I have one WaPo story saying only one county has more registrations than 
voters: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-claims
voter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/?itid=hp rhp-bignews3 yoter-fraud-
155pm%3Ahomepage%2Fstory-ans 

And another WaPo story saying it's five counties: 

https:Uwww.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/judicial-watchs-voter-fraud-fear
mongering-finds-new-opponent-pro-voter-id-iowa-official/ 

And you guys have issued a press release where you're not actually specifying the 
number. Starting to see the problem here? 

And if you're a law and order GOP SoS, are we really going to die on the hill of 5 vs. 8 
here? Wouldn't one county with this problem be considered an issue you guys need to 
address? 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2020 at 1:12PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy> wrote: 

Mark, 

We're not commenting officially on this story any longer. Below is the release we put 
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out yesterday. 

(For background, not attribution to me or our office, I'll add a few tidbits: 

-JW admitted they used old data. 

-First they claimed 8 counties. When that was proven wrong, they claimed 5. They're 
still using old population data. 

-I'm positive JW did not take into account that 17-year-olds can register to vote in 
Iowa. There are approximately 5,000 registered right now. Not including them in 
regish·ation or population data skews their numbers. 

Additionally, we're required by law to keep inactive voters on the rolls for a period of 
time. These are people that most likely moved out of state. Including them in voter 
reg. totals greatly skews the numbers, and when you do that, only Lyon Co. appears 
to have slightly more than the voting age population. Lyon Co, is also the most 
Republican county in the entire state, and one of the top in the counh·y (81% for 
Trump in 20 I 6). 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(5 I5) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 
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DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration infmmation in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 
eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's 
Office shows this infmmation is false. 

"It's unfmtunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcetting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus 
to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who 
have made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their 
false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinfonnation 
campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretmy of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 
from the lJ S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 
they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: MW Hemingway <mwhemingway@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 10:03 AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Interview regarding voter registration claims? 

Kevin, 

J left a message already -- was hoping you could talk to me about the voter 
registration controversy? J fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 

RealClearPolitics 

202-321-2229 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall. Kevjn [5051 
Ross Michael f5051; Burhans Heidi fsos1; Widen. Molly f505J 
Pate Paul [5051 
FW: Voter registration -update 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:30:00 AM 
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See below. I think it's vital we respond with facts about inactive voters, leaving 17-year-olds off their 

lists, and them using, by their own admission, old data. 

What they're saying it false. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

11~fm~D~ 

From: Petr Svab <petr.svab@epochtimes.nyc> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:18 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Voter registration- update 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https:l/www.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

1) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 

EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State Secretary 

data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the month with 

the highest number that year. 

h ttps ://pub I ic. tab I eau .com/p rofi I e/u .s .e I ectio n. ass ista nee. commission#! /vizho m e/EA VS 2018 Data Viz

Labeld 11 25/EACDataVizTool 

https://sos.iowa.gov/elections/voterreg/county.html 

Why the discrepancy? 
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2} Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released last 

year: https:l/www.census.gov/programs-strrveys/decenniakenstrs/aboutlvoting-

rights/cvap.2019 .html 

On Jan. 31, new data was released: https:l/www.censtrs.gov/programs-surveys/decennial

cen str s/abo ut/voti n g-ri gh ts/cvap. 2 02 0. htm I 

The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 

data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 

No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 

to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 

How come you already have February 2020 data? 

Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 

underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 

0.44 percent? 

3} Inactive voters' JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 

maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 

Do you agree 7 

Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 

Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 

the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, Census 

Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less than 70 

percent: https:l/www.census.gov/data/tables/time-series/demo/voting-and-registration/p20-

583.html 

Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 

National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 

Petr Svab 

Reporter 

The Epoch Times 

+1917 362 2560 

petr .sva b@ epochti m es. nyc 

www.theepochtimes.com 
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From: 
Te: 
Subjort: 
Dal~: 

Att.o<hmen"': 

~ 
""'-""'"'" 
ltE:/>IPF>ddt<rl: 
TtJe<.<la'{, liolwulll)'4, 2020 11:25:00 ""I ---"'""""" -"""'""" 

FOR IMMF.DIATf. RElEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin flail 
Communkatlons Director 

(515}725-2942 

OFF!Cf. OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RElEASE: DHiclal data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa vuter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washineton D.C.·based organization made false claims today in a news release regarding voter registration Information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 
registration numbers In these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of Stale's Office shows this lnformatlon Is fal~. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, and it's espedallydisconcerllng they chose the day of the Iowa caucus to do this, • Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told thi> organization, and others who have made similar dalms, that their data regarding iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in election>. Th~y 

should stop this misinformation campolgn Immediately and quit trylns to disenlran~hls<'! Iowa voters.u 

Iowa's voter resist ration statistics are nuhljcly ayailqble on the Secretary of State's websile. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the one> claimed by Judicial Walch In their news 
release today are patently folse. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the orsanization'sclaims about Iowa population are greatty underestimated, according to actual data from the I 1 S O=nsm Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to provide dean and accurate voter roll>. 

Kevin Hall 
Communic.1tions Dilt'ctor 
Office of Iowa SecrdaiJ' of Slate Paul D. Pate 
(515)725-2942 
!,"eyin Hall@sns imyo ''n" 
SERVICE ;PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IJl:llmlllD~ 

From: louis BAUDOIN <lou!>.BAUDOIN@alp.com> 

Sen!: Tuesday, February4, 2020 9:52AM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevln.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: AFP Fact check 

Good morning, 

/lUll 

1 am a lad-chec~lng)ournallsl for AFP new> agency, and today Jam looking into th<l Judicial Watch report according to which 6 lO'Na coun\los have more registered voters than votine-ase residents. 

1 have been looking at the numbCis that the secretary of state used in his debunk of the claim: h!tm•llsns Iowa eoylelectjon>fndfNB5ta!sllrrhjyelzozo/cnlln20 ndf 

They differ from tho ones J found on the Electoral Assistance Commission wobsites, sometimes by severn I thousands: httos·/ldata census gmt!rerlscillable? 
1id-ACSSI6V2018 S0101&q-0500000\ 1819059 19119 19121 19103 191571916319181 19049&yjnlage=:2018&(ayepcmmty&bldePrayjew-fa!se&r:jd=:S0101 C01 001E 
I'm guessing that yom numbers and those of the EAC arc complied differently? Is there anything in particular that might account for this difference? 

Would It be posslblo to also have a statement on the Judicial Watch report that became viral on Twitteryesterday?Whywas It Important for the secreataryol 5\ateto react? Ha> anything like this 

happ«ned In the past? 

My deadline Is this evening, wuld we maybe schedule a call for tim end of the morning? 

Thank you, 

Loul> Baudoln-laarman 

Louis BAUDOIN-LAARMAN 
Fad-checking joumalisf 

1500 K Sircat - W.s\llnglon, DC, 20005 
T<!t.; +1 202 414 0564 

Re]oignez-nous sur: 
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From: 
To: 

Ehrenberg Halayne 
Hall Kevin rSOSJ 

Subject: RE: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 2/4 
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:21:20 AM 
Attachments: 

Thanks, Kevin. 
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Halayne Ehrenberg 

Editorial Producer 

CNN 

1-212-275-9108 (Office) 

1-917-797-4883 (Cell) 

H alayn e. Eh reo berg@tu rn er. com 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 12:20 PM 

To: Ehrenberg, Halayne <Halayne.Ehrenberg@turner.com> 

Subject: RE: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 

2/4 

Hi Halayne, 

He's not available for the interview, but did issue this statement today: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official statement from Secretary Pate regarding Iowa Caucuses 

DES MOINES -Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate released the following statement today regarding 

the Iowa Caucuses: 

"The Iowa Secretary of State's Office and county auditors have no official role in the Iowa Caucuses. 
They are run by the political parties. Although the caucuses are the kickoff of the presidential 
nominating process, they are not elections. Iowans do a terrific job of vetting the candidates and I 
congratulate the tens of thousands of citizens who turned out on caucus night and made their voices 
heard. 

The accuracy of the Iowa Democratic Party's vote totals is much more important than the timeliness 
of releasing the results. I am glad to hear they have a paper trail for their votes, just as we use paper 
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ballots in all official elections in the State of Iowa. I support IDP while they take their time and 
conduct checks and balances to ensure the accuracy and integrity of the votes." 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(SIS) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

r.ll ~~!J8'M flll!llll.l~ a· ~ llld~;~WJ~ ~\ 

From: Ehrenberg, Halayne <Halayne.Ehrenberg@turner.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:47AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 

2/4 

Thank you. 

Halayne Ehrenberg 

Editorial Producer 

CNN 

1-212-275-9108 (office) 

1-917-797-4883 (cell) 

Halayne.Ehrenberg@t!Jroer.com 

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone 

--------Original message--------

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: 2/4/20 9:44AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Ehrenberg, Halayne" <Halayne.Ehrenberg@turner.com> 

Subject: RE: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 

2/4 

Halayne, 

I will ask him. I hope you and everyone and CNN understands, the Iowa Caucuses are not official 

State of Iowa elections. They run entirely by the political parties and the Secretary of State's Office 
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has no role in tabulating or reporting the results. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11cmusa~ 

From: Ehrenberg, Halayne <Halayne,Ehrenberg@turner.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:37AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.jowa.gov> 

Subject: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 2/4 

Importance: High 

Kevin, 
Wolf Blitzer would like very much to have Secretary Pate on the Situation Room tonight to discuss the 

Iowa caucus situation. 
The program is on from 5p-7p ET and we would be happy to talk with the Secretary in whichever hour 

works best for him. 
We look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible. 
Thanks very much. 

Halayne Ehrenberg 

Editorial Producer 

CNN 

1-212-275-9108 (office) 

1-917-797-4883 (cell) 

hal ayn e .eh ren be rg@tt 1 rn er.com 
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From: 
To: 

Hall Kevin rsos1 
Ehrenbero Halayne 

Subject: 
Date: 

RE; CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 2/4 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11;20:00 AM 
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Hi Halayne, 

He's not available for the interview, but did issue this statement today: 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official statement from Secretary Pate regarding Iowa Caucuses 

DES MOINES -Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate released the following statement today regarding 

the Iowa Caucuses: 

"The Iowa Secretary of State's Office and county auditors have no official role in the Iowa Caucuses. 
They are run by the political parties. Although the caucuses are the kickoff of the presidential 
nominating process, they are not elections. Iowans do a terrific job of vetting the candidates and I 
congratulate the tens of thousands of citizens who turned out on caucus night and made their voices 
heard. 

The accuracy of the Iowa Democratic Party's vote totals is much more important than the timeliness 
of releasing the results. I am glad to hear they have a paper trail for their votes, just as we use paper 
ballots in all official elections in the State of Iowa. I support IDP while they take their time and 
conduct checks and balances to ensure the accuracy and integrity of the votes." 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Ehrenberg, Halayne <Halayne.Ehrenberg@turner.com> 
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Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:47AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 

2/4 

Thank you. 

Halayne Ehrenberg 

Editorial Producer 

CNN 
1-212-275-9108 (office) 

1-917-797-4883 (cell) 

Halayne.Ehrenberg@turner.com 

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone 

--------Original message--------

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: 2/4/20 9:44AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Ehrenberg, Halayne" <Halayne.Ehrenberg@t![rner.com> 

Subject: RE: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 

2/4 

Halayne, 

I will ask him. I hope you and everyone and CNN understands, the Iowa Caucuses are not official 

State of Iowa elections. They run entirely by the political parties and the Secretary of State's Office 

has no role in tabulating or reporting the results. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Ehrenberg, Halayne <Halayne.Ehrenberg@turner.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:37AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 2/4 
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Importance: High 

Kevin, 
Wolf Blitzer would like very much to have Secretary Pate on the Situation Room tonight to discuss the 

Iowa caucus situation. 
The program is on from 5p-7p ET and we would be happy to talk with the Secretary in whichever hour 

works best for him. 
We look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible. 
Thanks very much. 

Halayne Ehrenberg 

Editorial Producer 

CNN 

1-212-275-9108 (office) 

1-917-797-4883 (cell) 

h a I ayn e. eh reo be rg@turn er.co m 
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From: 
To: Hall Kevin rsos1 
Subject: Voter registration - update 
Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:17:47 AM 

Hello Kevin. 

I write for The Epoch Times (https://www.theepochtimes.com/about-us) in New York. 

I'm looking into Sec. Pate's response to the Judicial Watch's claim of voter over-registration. 

JW has responded to the rebuttal and here are the arguments, if you could please respond to them: 

I) Voter registration numbers- JW used 2018 EAC data, which it considers more reliable. I see the 
EAC data shows Iowa had 2,193,813 registered voters in 2018. According to the Iowa State 
Secretaty data, the state had only 2,180,926 registered voters in December 2018, which was the 
month with the highest number that yem·. 
https:! /public. tableau. com/profile/u.s .election.assistance.commission#! lvizhome/EA VS20 18DataViz
Labeld II 25/EACDataVizTool 
h1 tps · //sos iowa, govfelections/voterreg/councy. html 
Why the discrepancy? 

2) Voting-age citizen population numbers- JW seems to have used the Census numbers released 
last year: https:l/www.census.gov/programs-surveys/decennial-cens!!s/abo!!tlvoting
rights/cyap.20 19 .html 
On Jan. 31, new data was released: https:llwww.census.govlprograms-smveys/decennial
census/abont/voting-rights/cvap.2020,html 
The newly released data would show 7 counties over-registered (instead of 8), based on the EAC 
data, and 5 counties over-registered based on Feb. 2020 SOS data. 
No matter how many counties, doesn't the over-registration indicate Iowa still has more work to do 
to clean up its voter rolls as required by the National Voter Registration Act? 
How come you already have February 2020 data? 
Would it be fair to say SOS went too far in calling JW Iowa population numbers "greatly 
underestimated" when the last year's Census data JW used only differ from the new Census data by 
0.44 percent? 

3) Inactive voters- JW argues that inactive voters are still counted for the purposes of voter roll 
maintenance as required by the National Voter Registration Act. 
Do you agree? 
Does SOS believe inactive voters shouldn't be counted? Why? 
Even excluding inactive voters, Dallas county still has registration rate of about 104.6 percent and 
the state has a rate of over 86 percent (Census 2014-2018, SOS Feb. 2020 data). Meanwhile, 
Census Bureau survey says Iowa registration rate is less that! 70 
percent: https · Uwww.census. gov/data/tab lesltime-series/demo/yoting-and-registration/p20-5 83 h1ml 
Doesn't this indicate Iowa still has more work to do to clean up its voter rolls as required by the 
National Voter Registration Act? 

I'm on a tight deadline. 

Thank you! 

Best, 
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Petr Svab 
Reporter 
The Epoch Times 
+I 917 362 2560 
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From: 
Bee: 

Hall Kevin fSOSJ 

jeff.ange!o®gmail.com; craig®theiowareoublican.com; lyle-muller®iowawatch.om; 
shane@caffeinatedthoughts.com; info@oskvnews.org; newsdesk®thelowastandard.com; actjon08@qmail.com; 
lta@jowaca oi!pldispatch .com; kobradovich®iowacapitaldispatch .com; pbeeman ®iowacapjtaldjspatcb .com; 
chad@iowaqop.om; aaron@iowaqop.org; josie®lat41pr.com; ina®inanews.com; Pate. Paul fSOSJ; 
NASS@sso.om; SOS-IT Help Desk; Ross Michael [5051; Aleksander Kristina fSOSl; mmoretti@electionline.org; 
keeqan®techandciviclife.oro; annie.grayer@turner.com; adam.lew@turner.com; spresnall®iowabankers.com; 
communjcatjons@iowabar.om; struyk®carneylawfrrmiowa.com; mralston®lowaabi.oro; dhildah!@jowaabi.oro; 
ncrain®iowaabi.oro; kevjn ba112010®)1ahoo.com; capitolideas®csg.org; press®csg.org; 
desmoines@courthousenews.com; lharrison@erepublic.com; albrechtiosie®gmall.com; 
mschaffer@dailyjoweqjan.com; debweiqel®oelweindailyreqister.com; news®vlntonnewspapers.com; 
nancy.newhoff®wcfcourler.com; newsroom@wcfcourier.com; !.devjne@cgrrotlsoaoer.com; 
d.burns@carrollspaper.com; news@ant-news.com; news@qlobeqazette.com; news®spencerdallyreporter.com; 
cbielema®clintonherald.com; news®clintonherald.com; jqajnes@thehawkeye.com; amy.gilllqan®thmedia.com; 
ehoqstrom®wclnet.com; mqilles®wcinet.com; dustin.kass@thmedja.com; benjamin.frsher®thmedia.com; 
editor@oelwelndailyreqister.com; news®oelweindailyregister.com; editor®charlescitvpress.com; 
editor®freemanjournal.net; news®mpnews.netj klanqmaid@newtondailynews.com; 
mmendenhall®newtondallynews.com; apelzer@newtondailynews.com; newsroom@newtondailynews.com; 
news®ff!edqer.com; dally-lowan®uiowa.edu; dqceditor@dailyqate.com; editor®dailydem.com; 
zack.kucharskl®theqazette.com; james.lynch@theqazette.com; brjan.morelli®thegazette.com; 
rod.boshart®theqazette.com; qeoroe.ford@theqazette.com; michaelchew.castranova®thegazette.com; 
katie.brumbeloe®theqazette.com; anqela®corridorbusiness.com; daye®corridorbusiness.com; 
Jbradstream®timesrepubllcan.com; news@timesrepublican.com; jonellis@arousleader.com; 
news®muscatinejournal.com; sritter®kcstar.com; paul.qoodsell®owh.com; kevjn.co!e®owh.com; 
roseann.moring®owh.com; senteditor®gmail.com; bmlller®siouxcitviournal.com; 
frontdoor@siouxcitvjournal.com; bhayworth®siouxcitviournal.com; ddreeszen@siouxcityjournal.com; 
dpjtt@ap.org; smcfetridqe®ap.orq; newsroom®bpcdm.com; perrvbeeman@bocdm.com; 
suzannebehnke®bpcdm.com; katehayden®bpcdm.com; chareby@aol.com; todd.dorman@thegazette.com; 
erin.murohy@lee.net; jon.leu@nonoareilonline.com; mike.brownlee@nonparellonline.com; 
kschmldt®qctimes.com; etibbetts@qctjmes.com; MChristensen®gctimes.com; lboardman®qctimes.com; 
avalentine®qctimes.com; emily.berch@jowastatedaily.com; annelise.wells®iowastatedaily.com; 
travis.charlson®lowastatedaily.com; mcrumb@amestrib.com; sscull®crestonnews.com; 
news®crestonnews.com; tqoldizen®ottumwacourjer.com; mmi!ner@ottumwacourier.com; pub®washjrnl.com; 
darwink®lisco.com; editor®messenqernews.net; paulscott@decorahnews.com; review@danburv-ia.com; 
news@thegazette.com; editorial®nonparellonllne.com; newsroom@press-citizen.com; kbolten®dmreq.com; 
!gnmdme®dmreq.com; online®dmreq.com; pwindsor®reqistennedia.com; rstassenbe@reqistermedia.com; 
bpfann@dmreg.com; bcrodriquez@reqistennedla.com; rachelsb®reqistermedia com; mpatane®dmreq.com; 
jaypearce®wyjk.oro; scott@kfab.com; Chris®KFAB.com; knei®knelradio.com; brand®kmqo.com; 
k985waterloo@gmail.com; jstein®nrqmedia.com; scott®165othefan.com; info®life1019.com; 
kwbqsports®kwbg.com; news®kwayradio.com; news®stormlakeradio.com; jeff@carrollbroadcastinq.com; 
kjannews®metc.net; ksomnews@mchsi.com; robert.fisher®alphamedlausa.com; bill®kcmrfm.com; 
kchenews®qmail.com; r!ong®spencerradjoqroJJQ.com; mmcwilliams®spencerradioqroup.com; 
contact®exploreokoboji.com; dave®krosradjo.com; kctn®alpinecom.net; info®kdsnradlo.com; 
info®pulse995.com; news®raccoonva!leyradio.com; rfischer®kmemfm.com; mike®kmch.com; 
mix947®kmch.com; kcps®aol.com; news®burlinqtonradjo.com; news®kuooradio.com; 
eanderson@radjodubuque.com; news®kdstradio.com; ken.pelffer®townsquaremedia.com; 
news®kdstradio.com; eanderson@rpdiodubugue.com; kilrrad!o®hotmail.com; brandon@coloffmedia.com; 
klmj®klmj.com; rmatheny@kmaland.com; news@kmaland.com; twayne®kmaland.com; 
coltranecarlson®raccoonvalleyradjo.com; kifq@iafalls.com; khbtnews®977thebolt.com; kmag®kmag.com; 
radlolnfo®alphamediausa.com; news@kilj.com; news®iowapublicradio.orq; kdjam@qmail.com; 
brianw®alqonaradlo.com; leahj®radiokeokuk.com; terrv.peters@townsquaremedla.com; 
danie!le.rodgers@townsquaremedia.com; randylee@wmtrpdio.com; georoe®kcck.org; 
carvjhahn®kmryradlo.com; randylee®wmtradio.com; eric@kzia.com; news®kboeradlo.com; 
knjakrls®kniakrls.com; news®kdao.com; kdao@kdao.com; news®trendingm.com; news®kiicradio.com; 
traffic®kiicradio.com; kcsi@kcslfm.com; mail®voiceofmuscatine com; scottv®kiwaradio.com; 
news@iowapublicradio.org; ksostaric®fowapublicradio.oro; wendypareene®iheartmedia.com; 
suedanjelson®iheartmedia.com; khenderson®radioiowa.com; production®dsmradio.com; polly933®aol.com; 
kgrnnews®alphamediausa.com; jimfrsher®iheartmedia.com; dankennedy®iheartmedia.com; 
news@woc1420.com; sive!lalanr@sau.edu; knodnews®harlannet.com; dbroek®siouxcountyradlo.com; 
mbuss®sjoJJxcountvradio.com; jslegers®dordt.edu; trentrice®1430kasi.com; trentrice®iheartmedla.com; 
news@ksjbradjo.com; news®ottumwaradio.com; qm®kwky.com; kelly.hejnen@alphamediausa.com; 
duane.mur!ey@alphamediausa.com; anqela®klow.com; angela@coloffmedja.com; aj®coloffmedia.com; 
kvik®kvikradio.com; kdec®kdecradio.net; kcotter@bottradionetwork.com; kwitnews@witcc.edu; 
josiecooper®powellbroadcastinq.com; andymichae182@yahoo.com; madsend@morninqside.edu; 
kmsc@morninqslde.edu; iayr@kinshipradio.aro; bbruce@nrqmedia.com; paul®krosradio.com; 
news®iowapublicradio.ora; news@k.fab.com; press®krui.fm; GarySadlemyer®iheartmedia.com; 
mleland®Jowapublicradio.ora; news@trendinqm.com; SimonConway®whoradio.com; ieff.anqelo@qmail.com; 
trentrice®1430kasi.com; trentrice®iheartmedia.com; kwbgnews®kwbq.com; robert.fisher®alphamediaJJSa.com; 
darren.helton®alphamediausa.com; jstein@nramedja.com; news®ksibradio.com; 
klemnews®powellbroadcasting.com; news®k.scj.com; news@kmaland.com; news®kciiradio.com; 
justinroberts@wmtradio.com; kevlnkcos®aol.com; dankennedy@jheartmedia.com; mmlckle®whbf.com; 
newsroom@whbf.com; mporter®cbs4qc.com; alan.baker@wgad.com; news@wqad.com; 
jim.mertens@wgad.com; jeff.qoldbero@foxtv.com; fox9news@foxtv.com; news®ketv.com; 
geoffrey.roth®3newsnow.com; sixonline®wowt.com; news@siouxlandnews.com; kwwlnews®kwwl.com; 
jcopleV®kimt.com; news@kimt.com; smoreland®kwwl.com; lctv®loras.edu; Lorian@loras.edu; 
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MEDIA RELEASE: Offictal statement from Secretary Pate regardmg Iowa caucuses 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 11:07:00 AM 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Office statement from Secretary Pate regarding Iowa Caucuses 

DES MOINES- Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate released the following statement today regarding 

the Iowa Caucuses: 

"The Iowa Secretary of State's Office and county auditors have no official role in the Iowa Caucuses. 
They are run by the political parties. Although the caucuses are the kickoff of the presidential 
nominating process, they are not elections. Iowans do a terrific job of vetting the candidates and I 
congratulate the tens of thousands of citizens who turned out on caucus night and made their voices 
heard. 

The accuracy of the Iowa Democratic Party's vote totals is much rnore important than the timeliness 
of releasing the results. I am glad to hear they have a paper trail for their votes, just as we use paper 
ballots in all official elections in the State of Iowa. I support IDP while they take their time and 
conduct checks and balances to ensure the accuracy and integrity of the votes." 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IF.I[\:',._~a~ 
lld~LW~ ~~ 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Kevin, 

MW Hemingway 
Hall. Kevjn [5051 
Interview regarding voter registration claims? 
TUesday, February 4, 2020 10:03:33 AM 

I left a message already --was hoping you could talk to me about the voter registration 
controversy? I fear the Post has made a hash of the story ... 

Thanks, 

Mark Hemingway 
RealClearPolitics 
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Burhans Hejdj rsoSJ 
Pate Paul fSOSl; Ross Michael fSOSJ; Hall Keyjn fSOSJ; Widen Molly fSOSJ; Gookjo Eric fSQSl 
FW: Iowa caucuses - Facebook Reporting Channel 
Tuesday, February '1, 2020 9:5"6:30 AM 
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Good news, see Amy's email below, particularly the highlighted line! 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

hejdj bqrhans@sos lowa.goy 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION • INTEGRITY 

From: Amy Cohen <acohen@nased.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 9:29AM 
To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.goV> 
Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

This is good news, thank you for sharing! 

I didn't hear back from Kevin last night, but I just spoke with Maria Benson and she let me know that she's been working closely 
with him and with Kevin Kane at Twitter and Brian Scully at DHS. This is the kind of area where Twitter's policies fail pretty badly. 

I provided that very same talking point to Senate Intel this morning, members of the media, and NASED just tweeted jt (NASS too). 

The contents of this message, together with any attachments, are confldentlal and Intended only fort he use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed. 

\f you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message, or any attachment, ls strictly 

prohibited. \f you have received this message in error, please notify the original sender immediately by email and delete this message, along with any attachments, 

from your computer. 

From: "Burhans, Heidi [SOS]" <Hejdi Burhans@sos.iowa.goy> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 at 9:45AM 

To: Amy Cohen <acoheo@oased org> 

Subject: FW: Iowa Caucuses - Facebook Reporting Channel 

In case Kevin didn't get back to you last night, looping you in. I thought below was good news, so I wanted to share a positive with you. 

Thanks Amy! Oh, and remember, 808 has D.Qthi.og_ to do with the caucuses-they are totally run by the parties *whew!* 
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Heidi L. Burlums 

Director of Elections 

Offi(:e of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

hejdj burbans@sos jowa goy 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION • INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall®sos jowa gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:33PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michgel Boss®sos jawa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Hejdj Bqrhans@sos.iowa.goV>; Widen, Molly [SOS] 

<Molly Hammer@sos jowa goy>; mbenson@sso om 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paq! pate@sos.jowa gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Facebook at least doing something. 

Get Oqtlook for iOS 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyjn Hgll®sas jowa goy>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Krjstjna A!eksander@sos iowa goy> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kevin, 
Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our third-party fact checkers have rated this 
content false, and we have applied a filter over the content warning users before they click to see it that the content has 
been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to repm1 violating content to us by emailing repmts@contcnt facehook com, and copying me 
(Rache!Hollandfalfh com), as l will be on an airplane for the next couple hours. Let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns regarding this or any other matters. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

From: "Ha!l, Kevin [505]" <Keyjn Ha!l@sos jowa goy> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19 PM 

To: Rachel Holland <rachelhollaod@fb.com>, "Aleksander, Kristina [505]" <Kristina.Aieksander@sos jowa.goy> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Rachel, 

We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story a !I day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

https· //www face book com/!1 Jdjcia!Watch/posts/10157582364851 943? 

xts [QJ-68 AROJ80fseWOrJ9RAol I1Jf] f9Yxh 161 gZn01xgR8BzREBw6jgHM¥VkEIDl JOT9zBo1 pPEaScgWq06yAs9CsPjj0JJCGG

jGKNk9NOoboAeaarvWv!K4$gyEM6mq2270019cp9J503tdk9kt88TkYM0e8GDb 

05uAiunrl Jdl JYXAjPRWOamcV81 w3Tm3ygjPep005-pvN274-

5yqyBamYX3Achwplri4tlJFhd9XISciMEOOadpSIDKj! Cdv8xsSesbc8ZAZWNkFErAdOT-

MSxg11QAVlJ bVSczEx!S q3b11hEK alclJVHPjlwBo9Djwy6lJWjy!OZ sklJBJ2ctAEZw& to -R 
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We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: bttps://sos iowa.gov/news/2020 02 02 btml 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(5 15) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11~1mt1JD~ 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51 PM 

To: Aleksander, Kr.istina [SOS] <Kristina.A!eksander@sos.iowa gov> 

Cc: Hal!, Kevin [505] <Kevjn Hall@sos jowa goy> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Face book Reporting Channel 

Hi Kris- Resending this to make sure it is on the top of your in box, and copying in Kevin too. This channel is managed 24/hours a 

day and your email addresses have been white listed for access- feel free to flag content for us this way if convenient for your 

office. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

From: Rachel Holland <rache!ho!land@fb.com> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [505]" <Krjstjna.Aieksander@sos.iowa gov> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

Hi Kris- just wanted to give you a heads up that we started our Iowa election escalations room yesterday with dozens of people 

watching closely for any content escalations through the caucuses. Just a reminder, to report any content that you believe 

violates Facebook's voter interference po!icv please: 

1. Email reports@content facebook.com and cc me (RacheiHolland@fb.com), with a link to the content you are 

reporting. 

a. Please send in as much information as you have about the content {link to content, screens hot, link oft he page 

or profile that posted the content, etc.)- but the link is the best way for us to be able to quickly identify 

something. 

And I will be on call if you have any other questions or concerns throughout this time. 

Thanks, 

FACE BOOK 
Rachel Holland 
U.S. Politics & Govemment Outreach 
E: Hac]Jelliolland@fb com 

·······················----------- ··········----- ····----------------------·--·····-···-··--··----·············································--·-

i 
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Bprhans Hejdj fSOSJ 
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RE: Iowa caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 
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THANK YOU- You're the best, Amy, simply the best! 

Heidi L. Burlums 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250,7021 Mobile 

hejdj burhans®sos.!owa gov 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION • INTEGRITY 

From: Amy Cohen <acohen@nased.org> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 9:29AM 

To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <HeidLBurhans@sos.iowa.goV> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

This is good news, thank you for sharing! 

I didn't hear back from Kevin !ast night, but I just spoke with Maria Benson and she let me know that she's been working closely 

with him and with Kevin Kane at Twitter and Brian Scully at DHS. This is the kind of area where Twitter's policies fail pretty badly. 

I provided that very same talking point to Senate Intel this morning, members of the media, and NASED just tweeted jt (NASS too). 

The contents of this message, together with any attachments, are confidential and Intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed. 

If you are not the Intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message, or any attachment, is strictly 

prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the original sender immediately by email and delete th\s message, along with any attachments, 

from your computer. 

From: 11 Burhans, Heidi [SOS]'1 <Hejdi.Burhans@sos.jowa.gov> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 at 9:45AM 

To: Amy Cohen qcoben@nased org> 

Subject: FW: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

----------------

In case Kevin didn't get back to you last night, looping you in. I thought below was good news, so J wanted to share a positive with you. 

Thanks Amy! Oh, and remember, SOS has D..Qlhing to do with the caucuses-they are totally run by the parties *whew!* 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

hejdj bqrhans@sos !owa goy 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION • INTEGRITY 

From: Hal!, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjn Ha!l@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:33 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] 
<Molly Hammer®sos jowa goy>; mbenson®sso org 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paul Pate®sos jowa goy> 

Subject: Fwd: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Facebook at least doing something. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland®fb com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Keyjn Hall®sos jowa goy>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Krjstjna Aleksaoder®sos iowa gmp 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kevin, 
Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our third-pmty fact checkers have rntcd this 
content false, and we have applied a filter over the content warning users before they click to see it that the conteut has 
been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to repmt violating content to us by emailing reporls@contcnt facebook com, and copying me 
(RachelHolland@th com), as I will be on an airplane for the next couple hours. Let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns regarding this or any other matters. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevjo Hall®sos iowa goy> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19 PM 

~~- --------------

To: Rachel Holland <rachelbolland@fb com>, "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Kristtna.Aieksander@sos iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Face book Reporting Channel 

Rachel, 

We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

bttps·//www facebqok com/!ttdjdalWatch/posts/10157582364851943? 

xts [QJ-68 ARCu80fseWOrJ98Aol h tfl f9Yxh 161 gZnOixgR8BzREBw6jgH MyVkfiDl JOI9zBo1 pPFaScgWq06yAs9CsPjjOt tCGG

jGKNk9NOobpAeaarvWv!K4SgvEM6mq2270019cP9JS03tdk9kt88TkYMOe8GDb 

OSuATunrlJdUYXAjPRWDamc\181 w3Tm3vgjPep005-pyN274-

5yoyRamYX3Achwplri4tl JEhd9XIScjMEOOadpSJOKjl Cdy8xsSeshc87AZWNkEFrAdOT 

MSxg11DAVl J bVSczEx! S q3b11hEK aldJYHPil wBo9Djwy6l JWjy! OZ sklJBI2ctAEZw& to --8 
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We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: https://sos.iowa goy/news/2020 02 02 html 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyjn Ha!l@sm; iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11l:Jimti)D~ 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51 PM 

To: A!eksander, Kristina [505] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevjn Hal!@sos iowa goy> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kris- Resending this to make sure it is on the top of your in box, and copying in Kevin too. This channel is managed 24/hours a 

day and your email addresses have been white listed for access- feel free to flag content for us this way if convenient for your 

office. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelhol!and@fb com> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krjstina.Aieksander@sos jowa goy> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

Hi Kris- just wanted to give you a heads up that we started our Iowa election escalations room yesterday with dozens of people 

watching closely for any content escalations through the caucuses. Just a reminder, to report any content that you believe 

violates Face book's yoter interference policy please: 

1. Email reports@cootent fqcebook.com, and cc me (RacheiHollaod@fb.com), with a link to the content you are 

reporting. 

a. Please send in as much information as you have about the content (link to content, screens hot, link of the page 

or profile that posted the content, etc.)- but the link is the best way for us to be able to quickly identify 

something. 

And I will be on call if you have any other questions or concerns throughout this time. 

Thanks, 

FACE BOOK 
Rachel Holland 
U.S. Politics & Government Outreach 
E: Rachc!Holland@fb com 
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Fron1: ~ 

To: ~ 
Subject: N'PF.>ctd><d: 

l>•to: T\le5dof,fEI:.rwry'l,lJllJl9;52;ZJ!>M 

Good morning, 

I am a fackhecklngjoumallst for J\FP news agency, and today I am looking into theJudlciaiWakh report according to which B Iowa counties have more registered voters than voting-age residents. 

I have baenlooklngallhe numbers that the secretary ofstate used in his debunk of the claim; bttm·f/sm jowa gpyfelerfjpns(ndfNBStJt'iArchjye/J020/cp!anJO ndf 

Titey difi"'er from the ones I found on the Electoral Assistance Commission websites, sometimes by swemlthousands: h!lns·ffda!a census goy/cedsclflable? 
!id-ACSSI5V2018 S0101&g,Q50000011S19059 19119 19121 19103 19157 19163 19181 19049&vjn!age"'2Q18&1ayepco:mty&hjdepreyjew-false&cid-SQ1Q1 C01 Q01f 
I'm guessing that your numbers and those of the EAC are compiled differentlyi'ls there anything in particular that might account for this differencei' 

Would it be possible to also have a statement on the Judicial Watch report that became viral on Twitter yestcrdayi' Why was It Important for the secrea\aryof slate to react? Has anything like this 
happened In the pasti' 

My deadline Is this evening. could we maybe schedule a call fort he end of the mornlngi' 

Thank you, 

louis Baudoln-L.aarman 

Louis BAUDOIN-LAARMAN 
Fact-checking journalist 
1500 KStreet- Wash!ngton, DC, 20005 

Tt\1.: •1 202 414 0564 

I FP Comprendre le monde 

8ejoignoz-110Us sur: 
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Attachments: 

Burhans He!dj [SQSJ 

RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 
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THANK YOU- You're the best, Amy, simply the best! 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

hejdj.bu rhans@sos.iowa .gov 

SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

From: Amy Cohen <acohen@nased.org> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 9:29AM 

To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

This is good news, thank you for sharing! 

I didn't hear back from Kevin last night, but I just spoke with Maria Benson and she let me know that she's been working closely 

with him and with Kevin Kane at Twitter and Brian Scully at DHS. This is the kind of area where Twitter's policies fail pretty badly. 

I provided that very same talking point to Senate Intel this morning, members of the media, and NASED just tweeted it (NASS too). 

The contents of this message, together with any attachments, are confidential and Intended only fort he use of the Individual or entity to which they are addressed. 

If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this message, or any attachment, is strictly 

prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify the original sender immediately by email and delete this message, along with any attachments, 

from your computer. 

From: "Burhans, Heidi (SOS]" <Hejdi.B11rhans@sos.jowa gov> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 at 9:45AM 

To: Amy Cohen qcoheo@oased org> 

Subject: FW: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

In case Kevin didn't get back to you last night, looping you in. I thought below was good news, so I wanted to share a positive with you, 

Thanks Amy! Oh, and remember, SOS has Iillthing to do with the caucuses-they are totally run by the parties *whew!* 
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Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi bwhans®sos jowa goy 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION • INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin H<JII®sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:33 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michae!.Ross@sos.iowa goy>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa gov>; Widen, Mo!ly [SOS] 

<Molly Hammer®sos iowa gov>; mbeospn@ssg org 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <PaiJ!.Pate®sos iowa goy> 

Subject: Fwd: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Facebook at least doing something. 

Get Oqtlook for jOS 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

To: Hal!, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall®sos iowa gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [505] <Kristina A!eksander®sos iowa gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kevin, 
Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our third-party fact checkers have rated this 
content false, and we have applied a filter over the content warning users before they click to see it that the content has 
been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to report violating content to us by emailing reports@contenl faccbook com, and copying me 
(RachelHolland@fb com), as I will be on an airplane for the next couple hours. Let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns l'egarding this or any other matters. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevjo Hall@sos jowa gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 

To: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb com>, "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krjstjna.Aleksander@sos.jowa.£OY> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Rachel, 

We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

https·//www facebook cqm/!tJdjda!Watcb/posts/10157582364851943? 

xts [OJ-68 ABO J80fseWOrT9BAol ltJfl f9Yxh 161 g7n01xgR8BzREBw6jgH MyVkEfOl JOT9z8o1 pPEaScgWq06yAs9CsPjj01 JCGG

jGKNk9NOobpAeaarvWviK4$gvEM6mg2270019cp9!503tdk9kt88IkYMOe8GDb-

05uATunrlJdiJYXAjPRWDamc\181 w3Tm3vgjPep005-pvN274-

5vqvBamYX3AchwplrJ4tl JFhd9XISciM EOOadpSIDKjl Cdy8xsSeshc87AZWN kE ErAdOT-

M5xg1 IQAVI J bf75czFxl S q3bJ lhEK a lcl JYHPjl wRo9Qjwy6\JWjyl 07 ski JBI2ctAE?w& tn --R 
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We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: https:l/sos jowa gov/news/2020 02 02 html 

Kevin H111l 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ru:nmtEa~ 

From: Rachel Holland qachelholland@fb com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51PM 

To: Aleksander, Kristina [50S] <Krjstjna.Aieksander@sos.jowa gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjo Hall®sos jowa gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kris- Resending this to make sure it is on the top of your in box, and copying in Kevin too. This channel is managed 24/hours a 

day and your email addresses have been whitelisted for access- feel free to flag content for us this way if convenient for your 

office. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelhollaod@fb.com> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krjstjna Aleksander@sos jowa gov> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

Hi Kris- just wanted to give you a heads up that we started our Iowa election escalations room yesterday with dozens of people 

watching closely for any content escalations through the caucuses. Just a reminder, to report any content that you believe 

violates Facebook's voter interference poljcy please: 

1. Email reports@content.facebook com, and cc me (RacheiHolland@fb com), with a link to the content you are 

reporting. 

a. Please send in as much information as you have about the content (link to content, screens hot, link of the page 

or profile that posted the content, etc.)- but the link is the best way for us to be able to quickly identify 

something. 

And I will be on call if you have any other questions or concerns throughout this time. 

Thanks, 

FACE BOOK 
Rnchel Holhmd 
U.S. Politics & Goverrunent Outreach 
E: RachelHolland@fb com 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Thank you. 

Ehrenberg. Ha!ayne 
Hall Kevin [$051 
RE: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 2/4 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:46:58 AM 
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jmageOOS.png 
jmage006.png 

Halayne Ehrenberg 
Editorial Producer 
CNN 
1-212-275-9108 (office) 
1-917-797-4883 (cell) 
Halayne.Ehrenberg@tumer.com 

Sent from my Sam sung Galaxy smartphone 

-------- Original message --------
From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Date: 2/4/20 9:44AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: "Ehrenberg, Halayne" <Halayne.Ehrenberg@turner.com> 
Subject: RE: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretmy of State Paul Pate today, 
Tuesday 2/4 

Halayne, 

I will ask him. I hope you and everyone and CNN understands, the Iowa Caucuses are not official 

State of Iowa elections. They run entirely by the political parties and the Secretary of State's Office 

has no role in tabulating or reporting the results. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

11r:Jm.1SD~ 

From: Ehrenberg, Halayne <Halayne.Ehrenberg@turner.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:37AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Subject: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 2/4 

Importance: High 

-Kevin, 
Wolf Blitzer would like very much to have Secretary Pate on the Situation Room tonight to discuss the 

Iowa caucus situation. 
The program is on from 5p-7p ET and we would be happy to talk with the Secretary in whichever hour 

works best for him. 
We look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible. 
Thanks very much. 

Halayne Ehrenberg 

Editorial Producer 

CNN 

1-212-275-9108 (office) 

1-917-797-4883 (cell) 

hal ayn e .eh ren berg@tu rn er.com 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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In case Kevin didn't get back to you last night, looping you ln. I thought below was good news, so I wanted to share a positive with you. 

Thanks Amyl Oh, and remember, SOS has n.ot.blng to do with the caucuses-they are totally run by the parties *wh81NI* 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

hejdi.burhans®sos iowa goy 

SERVICE · PARTlCIPATlON · INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:33 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michael.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.goV>; Widen, Molly [SOS} 

<Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov>; mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Pau!.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Fwd: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Face book at least doing something. 

Get Oqtlook for iOS 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland®fb com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Ha!l®sps iowa goy>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Krjstjoa Aleksaoder®sos jowa goy> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kevin, 
Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our thirdMparty fact checkers have rated this 
content false, and we have applied a filter over the content warning users before they click to see it that the content has 
been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to report violating content to us by emailing re,J)Qrts@con1ent [acebook com, and copying me 
(Rachell-lolhmd@tlJ com), as I will be on an airplane for the next couple hours. Let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns regarding this or any other matters. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



From: "Hall, Kevin [SOSr' <Keyin Ha!l@sos jowa goy> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 

To: Rachel Holland <racbelholland@fb.com>, 11Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krjstjna Aleksander@sos.iowa goy> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Rachel, 

We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

https: //www face book.co m IJ udjci a !Watch /posts /1 0 15 7 5823648 51943? 

xts (OJ 68 AR0J80fseWOrJ9RApll!lfl f9Yxhl61g7oQixgR8BzREBw6igHMyVkfml JOI9rBq1 pPfa$cgWq06yAs9CsPiiO!!CGG 

jGKNk9NOobpAeaaryWy!K4SgvFM6mq2270019cp91Sp3tdk9kt88IkYMOe8GDb-

0SuATunrl Jdt JYXAj PRWOamcV81 w3Im3vgjpeoOOS-pvN274-

SvovBamYX3AchwplrT4tUFhd9XTSciMEOOadpSIDKjLCdv8xsSeshc8ZAZWNkEErAdOT-

M5xg1 IDAVl J bf?SczFxl S q3b11hFK aldJYHPi! wBo9Djwv6l JWjyl 07 sklJBI2ctAEZw& to --R 

We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: https·//sos jowa goy/news/2020 02 02 html 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pale 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin Hall@sos jnwa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ll~lmtijD~ 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelbolland@fb com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51 PM 

To: Aleksander, Kristina [505] <Krjstjna Aleksander@sos jqwa gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin Haf!@sos.jowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kris- Resending this to make sure it is on the top of your inbox, and copying in Kevin too. This channel is managed 24/hours a 

day and your email addresses have been white!isted for access- feel free to flag content for us this way if convenient for your 

office. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

--------------------
From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krjstina.A!eksander@sos.jowa gov> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

Hi Kris- just wanted to give you a heads up that we started our Iowa election escalations room yesterday with dozens of people 

watching closely for any content escalations through the caucuses. Just a reminder, to report any content that you believe 

violates Face book's yoter interference policy please: 

1. Email reports@content facebook com, and cc me (RacheiHolland®fb com), with a link to the content you are 

reporting. 

a. Please send in as much information as you have about the content (link to content, screens hot, link of the page 

or profile that posted the content, etc.)- but the link is the best way for us to be able to quickly identify 

something. 

And I will be on call if you have any other questions or concerns throughout this time. 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Thanks, 

FACE BOOK 
Rachelllolland 
U.S. Politics & Govemmcnt Outreach 
E: RachclHolland@fu com 
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To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Halayne, 

Hall Kevin rsosJ 
Ehrenbera. Ha!ayne 
RE: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 2/4 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:44:00 AM 
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I will ask him. I hope you and everyone and CNN understands, the Iowa Caucuses are not official 

State of Iowa elections. They run entirely by the political parties and the Secretary of State's Office 

has no role in tabulating or reporting the results. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ll~tmema~ 

From: Ehrenberg, Halayne <Halayne.Ehrenberg@turner.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:37AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: CNN Wolf Blitzer interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 2/4 

Importance: High 

Kevin, 
Wolf Blitzer would like very much to have Secretary Pate on the Situation Room tonight to discuss the 

Iowa caucus situation. 
The program is on from 5p-7p ET and we would be happy to talk with the Secretary in whichever hour 
works best for him. 
We look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible. 
Thanks very much. 

Halayne Ehrenberg 

Editorial Producer 

CNN 

1-212-275-9108 (office) 

1-917-797-4883 (cell) 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



halayne.ehrenberg@turner com 
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Yes, I know -was just wondering If you had any additional insight. Looks like we mmt s!t and wait I 

Let me know If there Is anylhlng else we can do to assist today. 

·flH 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevln.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Dale: Tuesday, Februory4, 2020 at 9:32AM 

To: Rachel Holland <!Ochelholland@fb.com> 

Subject: RE: Iowa caucuses- face book Reporting channel 

Thanh Rachel. The app Is something the Iowa Democratic Party used. Theyovell'ee the caucuses, notourofflw. Cat:cu>es are not official State of Iowa elections. 

I appreciate all your help. 

Kevin llall 
Comntunications Director 
Office of iowa Secretary ofStote Paul D. Pale 
(515) 725-2942 
Knjn Hnll'(['sos jmm goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

~~!rll!i'JD~ 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@!lJ.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:02 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin (SOS] <Kevln.llall@sos.iowa.gol!> 

Cc: Alekl~nder, Kristina !SOS] <Kr!stlna.Aieksander@sos.iowa.goV> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses Facebook Reporting Channel 

HI Kevin, 

I Want to share the following 3rd Party fact Checkers' stories that have rated themntenl false this evening. The Lead Storie> article Is the one attached to content reported via the False Information filter: 

·~ 
• £!aliLiEiu;J. 

•l>l! 

We hove olso applied the Hlter on similar news stories (a few examples below]: 
• ht tpyl/www facebgo[. mm($eanHaoolty/nostsll OJ fi3509?353'Jm89? XIS (Qhj!l 8RQ3QgWB991DfofP tQC!UfO!OoQ73HQwhlH-bBEljnyVyt lgfi~ VOdmOMI • 

G GRAzm?NjdAtx7h'frKm56hlfficlt IKa(iqd!TK9vr?h8Ab2mNnytWnl 5vllrlhdxcw1xA[sNMGfitoBYtNtgQGg?5GYg·QBAx?vvi51CI$1172EPtjQ-

fiy?:@!ht9woy MBYfi9CipQtaltQ U2tO!>M?!Iwleh4Pyl B!i)/tJti-J2DiR-

c7111n7smKxFFIRXd'JqW>XXfK7913'KY'nn7!1!!t !MyfikEY77H a3whr! SjprgwQIBd! GaKaG!IJlaf¥>Bv501 'iaMli!Xy08j1 Ip& In ... n 

• https·Mwrw facrhopk comkatew;wmlndttlnps!<ll 01577691 995()5757 

xis !QI-@ AfiBX(!>mEVtmOMGX 7101 DQ51 VZ8p9khS3FXFtt1FFOg'jx5Dt05a0! M !XI'nMP<tCfawOhopl I I>IGRSmXscYel IHIFCq5pQfiplfii3QijnQfdFRhlp baSSMtpy "£B<hJ !Cin6NhGwj757[pj IN'jqfi· 

WJT45!NinMpb1 l9aBf9fiKYps1CVSfr3Y\f90n>yZOoSD21jy!mppENqylltiiNhln3J PWGhl13r!i(4sfen56YirJqiWW\{QQ9• !op004Q@T!Zgp!1mo4fYuqy.qr tmpl71 Whjll-

!t<[DD rN!lcRQxQ\•re5PIHQKNrGir7geplkpDE9wareilhqkWyNXV311& tn -.R 

hltqs·/lwww facgbpol· mmhhe!m'NIIilndaa!/nmt<I78U@125Q'19847? 

X\1 [Ol-fiS AR!!IdNqJ pqt lrfjDiKGnWMFj!NQQKD)(w\lq KM4gafXtgE8BQpOcm!NJheFpnnpiiRI'{AtfivW1Hfi55Giph tAl f?wiiXa9W¥)1 QlmXV 4pydr! !lyllc9a! I!!·I7AfiWQD(Hgmj4f14 !pC-

1 [Kn bkJQNQnluNGJmllkYf-recS575fhKIInp3c·7f51XxXrWieJCp 7 7mnml74ZyhndjyQ2HGOfiAhnzmptWqcAp! N I Ctl Rbvt xtC9QqakSAJ rkuwl rsniHj-

HK!IIQMWrfcroZhMWWI ldKjmfdl ru,bzn!8?RD<-iliiVHYfiYH5'hrSfrGnl CGeQwl Hq~<II5KVQhQ!d& to 

hltm·Myww facelmq!; com/eporhtjmg<lphnln</a 1 3542%89(55fln l 5Rl 54332214266f?type 3&theater 

h!Jpy/lwww hcgbool· mmlfpqrhllmesirepdjng(oog?I{61660246526038J 

lrllps·/lwww facebpgk mm!Opnaldn!ttop4prgsjden!lng<1<(13B&I93J91R?39%? to -B 

hi lps·l/www face boo\· mm/NIDNpw<4lQ<I</{9{15403'/1 ?55824 

Addltlonalty, the Judicial Wat[h Page'> most recent poll about the same subject that you reported (httpyllwww facpbgn!; romlludkja!Watcblnhqtosln 1015312RR7?2'il943/lQI575834575969421? 

lvne-3P.theatrt) has been enqueued lor our third party fact checkers to review as woiL 

Not related to the above content, I am ~ee!ngthls news: bunyl!www wsi comlnrt'clesldpms.!nw;..cilucm.Y!ltlnp-anp-<tjrs-semrjty.runrerns-Jl)800fi3UI and wanted to get your read on it. Are you 

familiar with the app and does your office have any thoughts/conccms? 

We will continue to monitor the above, but please feel free to reach out at anyttme-again by ema!l!ng rrpmts@content facehnpk rom and copyinG me, incase I am asleep. We have ftlll teams 

monitorinG that em all around the clod. 

From: R.achel Holland <r;wbglhplland@fh com> 

Date: Monday, february 3, 2020 at 7:59PM 

To: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Keyin Hall®sps jpwa gov> 

Cc: "AI~ksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krls!jua Alehander®sm Towg pov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucu~e~- face book fie porting channel 

Thanks for flogging- we've got a full team with eye> on this now and are applying the false filter to slm!larartkles as well. I'll send you an additional update shortly! 

Rachel Holland 1 facebook 

U.S. Politics & Government Outreach 

E: RacheiHqllaod@fb com 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 7:57PM, Hall, Kevin (SOS] <Kevin li"II@<Q< Iowa goy;> wrote; 

Thank you! They have new posts Ull, doubling down on the falso claims. 
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GetQ•IIpok!otiOS 

From: Rachel Holland <rothclholl"od@fh com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 
To: Hall, Keyjo [SOS] <Keyjo Haii®<QI Iowa goy>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOSj 4risrpa A!PI<andet@sps lmo•a PPY> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Ca~cuses- Face book Reporting Channel 

Hi Kevin, 
Cirding back wilh Hn update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our third-party fact checkers have raled !his content false, and we have applied a filter over the 
contenl waming users before they dick to sco it that the conleltl has been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

P!ciiSO con!inue to report violaling Content to us by emailing repmts@ronlcot facrhoo); rom, a11d copying mo (RprheJffulland@fl• mm), liS I ,v[[J be Ol\30 airp!llllO fur the next 
couple hours. Let me know if you have any questions or concerns regarding this or any otlter matters. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Keyjn Ha!!@sm lp"'a ppy> 

Dale: Mond~y, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 
To: Rachel Holland <rarhclholland®fb com>, "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS)" <Krjstjna AlekSiJndec®<QS jpwa gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Coucus.::s- Face book Reporting channel 

Rachel, 

We've been playing whad-a-molewith this fal1e ~tory ali day. Is there an)'thing you can do to help: httw!lwww farrhook comf!udiriaiWatch/rp<ts/JOJS75823fi4B5194J? 
XI:; ml fiB ABO !SQfseWQrJ91lAp! h til f9Y•h 161 p7nOIXeR8f\?RfRw6jpHMyVkFfQI IOT9>Ro1 pPFa$cpWgQ6vAs9[<;pHo, )CGG-

jGKNk9NflqhnAeaaryWy!K4SwfM6mn?2"/0019cp915D31 dk9k188J kyMOeSGDh.mt fAT!tnr! !d!IVXAjpRWDamrY81 w3Tm3ypjPep005-nyN274-
5ynvllam'mAchwp[rJ4tl JEbd9XISc!M fOQadpSIDKjl CdyRx:;ScshcBZAZWNkEFrfldOT • 

M5xp1 IDfWI I hU5pFxl 5 q3hl !bEK a lei IYIWil wBo9DTwy61 !Wholp ski IRPctAEZw& In _.a 

We've told them Is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our ~buttal: httgd(sps ioWJ gpy/news{?o?o 02 02 html 

Kevin Hall 
Communiculions Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of Stale Paul D. Pate 
(515)725-2!142 
K cl'in Ha!llfisos jmp ww 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION INTEGUITY 
simagrOOJ nng> 
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From: Rachel Holland qachelhg!Jand@fb com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 20203:51 PM 
T<>:Aieksander, Kristina [SOSj <)\ri<liag Alffgnrln@sm lm'@ raw 

Cc: Ha\1, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin H•II@<QS iowa gqy> 
Subject: Re: Iowa Caucu.se>- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kri>- ResendlnG !his to make sure Ills on the top of your In box, and copying in Kevin too. Tlilschonnel is managed 2~/houn; a day and your email addresses have been white listed lor 
access- feel free to nag content for us this way If convenient lor your office. 

Tllanks, 
Rachel 

From: Rachel Holland <rache!holland®fh cmp> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 
To: "Alehander, Kristina [505]" <Kristina Ald:;ander@sos iowa gnv> 
Subject: Iowa Caucmes Touching Ba.>e 

--------

HI Kris- just wanted to give you a heads up that we .>tarted our Iowa election escalations morn ycsterdoy with dozens of people watching closely for any content escalations through the 
caucuses. Jmt a reminder, to report any content that you b~lieveviolates Facebook'syoterjnterferencr nolky plea.se: 

1. Email rrpprts@contenl facrhogk com and cc me (BpcheiHoUapd®[b com), with a link to the content you a~ reporting. 
a. Please send in as much information as you have about the content (link to content, screenshot, link of the page or profile that posted the content, etc.)- but the link 

Is the best way for us to be able to quickly Identify something. 

And I will be on call if you have any otherqu~stions or conterm throughout this lime. 

Thonks, 

<image007.glf> 
Rnchcl HQIIand 
U.S. Politics & GO\·cmment Outreach 
E: Bochr!l!o!hnd@-lh rom 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Kevin, 

Ehrenberg Halayne 
Hall Kevin rsosJ 
CNN Wolf Blitzer Interview request for Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate today, Tuesday 2/4 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:36:39 AM 

Wolf Blitzer would like very much to have Secretary Pate on the Situation Room tonight to discuss the 
Iowa caucus situation. 
The program is on from 5p-7p ET and we would be happy to talk with the Secretary in whichever hour 

works best for him. 
We look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible. 
Thanks very much. 

Halayne Ehrenberg 

Editorial Producer 

CNN 

1-212-275-9108 (office) 

1-917-797-4883 (cell) 

h a I ayn e. eh ren berg@tu rn er.co m 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall. Kevjn fSOSJ 
Maria Benson 
Kevin Kane; gov@twjtter com 
RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:34:00 AM 
lmageOOl.png 
lmage002.png 
lmage003.ong 
lmage004.png 
lmageOOS.png 
jmaqe006.pnq 

Facebook, thankfully, was helpful. I would suggest perhaps reviewing your policies at Twitter and 

putting them more in line with what Facebook is doing to counter election misinformation. 

Here are 3 prominent fact checkers that examined the claims and rated them false: 

• Lead Stories 

• PolitiFact 

•A£ 

And the message from Rachel at Facebook below: 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] 

<Kristin a. AI eksa n der@ sos. iowa. gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kevin, 

Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our third-party fact 

checkers have rated this content false, and we have applied a filter over the content warning users 

before they click to see it that the content has been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to report violating content to us by emailing reports@content.facebook.com, and 

copying me (RacheiHolland@fb.com), as I will be on an airplane for the next couple hours. Let me 

know if you have any questions or concerns regarding this or any other matters. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Maria Benson <mbenson @sso.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:37PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Kevin Kane <kkane@twitter.com>; gov@twitter.com 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Hi Kevin, 

I echo Kevin Hall's concern, particularly as more states gear up for their respective primaries. 

Maria Benson 

NASS Director of Communications 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 5:36PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Kevin, 

When a group is falsely claiming there are more voters than there are actual people in 

the county, that IS voter suppression. It leads people to believe their vote is invalid or 

won't count. It absolutely does rise to the level of voter suppression. 

Their claims are false, we've proven their false, mainstream media like the Washington 

Post have proven their false. What more do you guys need? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos,iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<imageOOI.png> 
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From: Kevin Kane <kkane@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:23 PM 

To: mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; gov@twitter com 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_ OODAOKOA8._ 5004A1sUCPJ :ref] 

Thanks Maria-

This was reviewed by our team and is not in violation of our election integrity policy 

as it does not suppress voter turnout or mislead people about when, where, or 
how to vote. I understand this is not the outcome you are seeking and 
appreciate you continuing to report Tweets to our team. 

Best, 

Kevin 

On Man, Feb 3, 2020 at 4:36PM Maria Benson <mbenson@sso.org> wrote: 

Hi Kevin, 

Iowa Secretary of State has reported the below election misinformation, but Twitter 

has declined to take it down. As you can see from facts the tweets are clearly wrong. 

I wanted to bring this to your attention to hopefully remedy the situation. 

I've cc'd Kevin Hall, their Communicators Director. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 

To: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 
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Subject: RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

https: //twitte r.com IT om Fitton /status/12 2 43 628011389 50146 

https: 1/twitter.com/T om Fitton/status/12 2 438 76 7 4888339456 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release 

this afternoon. Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false 

claims: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives

pus h-fa I se-cl aims-voter-fraud twitter -iowa ns-prepare-cau cus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa 

voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims 

today in a news release regarding voter registration information in 

eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registration 

numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. 

Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this 

information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data 

regarding voter registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose 

the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office 

has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, 

that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims 

erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this 

misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise 

Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the 

Secretary of State's website. They are updated monthly.~ 

numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 
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Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the 

organization's claims about Iowa population are greatly 

underestimated, according to actual data from the US. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's OfAce stands with its county auditors and 

the methods they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gQY 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~]_[~][~~][~[~ 

From: Twitter Support <support@twjtter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 
ret:_OODAOKOA8._ 5004AlsUCP J:ref] 

Hello, 

Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help 
from you, and we'd be grateful if you could answer the 
following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? 
(Please include l.ink!i, not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful 
for us to know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting 

anyone else? 
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Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another 
look and we'll get back to you as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

ref:_ DODADKOA8._ 5004Alsl!CP J :ref 
, ••.. cc: ................... :-: .................................................................................. , 

, ............................................................................................................... , 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is 
Intended solely for use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not 
the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking 
actlon in relation of the contents of this information ls strictly prohibited and may be 
unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malwareT and may have been automatically 
archived by Mimecast Ltd, an Innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. 
Providing a safer and more useful place for your human generated data. Speclalizlng in; 
Security, archiving and compliance. To find out more CJJ.t.kJ:I.ere. 

<imoge007.png> 

Kevin Kane 
Twitter Public Policy 
703.304.6911 
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Disclaimer 

The information contained In this communication from the sender [s confidential, 1t is intended solely for use 
by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the reciplent1 you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copyfng, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawfuL 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archlved by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out 
more Click Here. 

, ......................................................................................................................................................... . 

, ...................................................................................................................................................... ,, 
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From: 
To: 
Subject' 
Date: 

Iowa_,Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate 

~ 
FW: Disputing fact-check of Judidal Watch press release on our Faccbook page 
Tuesday1 February 41 2020 8:33:44 AM 

From: Alan Duke <alan@leadstories.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:04 PM 

To: Jim Haft <midwestjim@charter.net> 

Cc: Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com>; Eliza.vaughn13@gmail.com; Appeals 

<appeals@leadstories.com>; cruz_press@cruz.senate.gov; info@judicialwatch.org; press@fb.com; 

Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.gov>; Wayne Drash <wayne@leadstories.com>; 

zuck@fb.com 

Subject: Re: Disputing fact-check of Judicial Watch press release on our Facebook page 

Jim1 

I have revised the rating for theGatewayPundit.com article, as well as the post on your facebook 

page. 

Alan Duke 

Lead Stories 

On Man, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:49 PM Jim Hoft <midw('stiim@charter.ne!> wrote: 

Dear Alan. 

We updated our report at The Gateway Pundit per your request. 

We are asking that you remove this strike against The Gateway Pundit Facebook page. 

Please let us know your decision. 

Thank you. 

I Jim Hoft 

i https://ww~ewaypundit.com/2020/02/eigbt-iowa-counties-have-total-registration
lrates-larger-than-e] i gi hie-voter-population-more-tban-1 8600-extra-names-on-voter-rolls/ 

On 2/3/2020 10:22 PM, Alan Duke wrote: 

We have lifted the false rating. Thank YOU for your professionalism and fast reaction. 

Alan Duke 

Lead Stories 
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On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:10PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Alan, 

Thank you for your prompt response. This is our first positive interaction with a 

fact-checker and we appreciate it. We have made the changes and updated the 

article on our website. Should we resubmit the article since Face book won't let us 

change it? I don't want to delete the original since your website said that once it's 

deleted, you can't change a fact-check. Can you please let us know how to 

proceed and if the fact-check was removed? 

http://redstatewatcher.com /article. asp ?id=1603 75 

Thank you, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:54PM Alan Duke <alan@leadstories.com> wrote: 

We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement from the Iowa 

Secretary of State and include a statement at the top of the story noting the 

update. You should also revise your headline to make it clear that there is a 

dispute over the claim made by Judicial Watch. 

Alan Duke 

Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oriyavong <orjyavong@gmail.com> 

wrote: 

To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: Eight 

Iowa Counties Have Total Registration Rates Larger than Eligible Voter 

Population- at Least 18,658 Extra Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Face book fact-check be removed (Feb 3, 

2020) because they are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is 

fact-checking the fact-checker because: 

1) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check 
links to is about Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our article links back to the Judicial Watch press release 
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4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for 
actual voting whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census 
data does not collect information on voters. 

Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source 

Face book linked to for this fact-check. When the fact-checker created 

this fact-check, he clearly avoided actually fact-checking Judicial Watch 

(which is our source) demonstrated by his use of a Newsguard link that 

takes you to the information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data from 

Judicial Watch, they are standing by their data according to a statement 

from the Judicial Watch president Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans 
and Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on 
official voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election 
Assistance Commission (EAC) for publication in 2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local o,fficials need to clean up the 
election rolls and reassure voters that its election process is being 
administered in compliance with federal law and common sense." 

Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard 
and their success in the Supreme Coutt dealing with errors in voter rolls 
shows that they are capable in pulling the correct data. Judicial Watch is 
a tJusted source, that is why we used Judicial Watch as our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Facebook page, 
this potentially reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also 
affect a websites financial viability. I recommend that this fact-check be 
conected or we will need to consider legal options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-cheeks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

oriyavong@gmail.com 

916-599-1144 

https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump4President 
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Jim Hoft 
Fqunder -Editor 
The Gateway P.uridit 
!Jtfps://www.tilegatewaypundit.com/ 
midwestjim@charter.net· 

GP 
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From: 
TO! 

Subject: 
Date: 

Dawson. Emily fSQS] on behalf of loy@ Ser:rctarv of State Paul D. Pilte 
Hall. Kevin [SQSJ 

FW: Disputing fact-check of Judldal Watch press release on our Facebook page 
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 8:33:00 AM 

From: Alan Duke <alan@leadstories.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:04 PM 

To: Jim Hoft <midwestjim@charter.net> 

Cc: Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com>; Eliza.vaughn13@gmail.com; Appeals 

<appeals@leadstories.com>; cruz __ press@cruz.senate.gov; info@judicialwatch.org; press@fb.com; 

Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.gov>; Wayne Drash <wayne@leadstories.com>; 

zuck@fb.com 

Subject: Re: Disputing fact-check of Judicial Watch press release on our Facebook page 

Jim, 

I have revised the rating for theGatewayPundit.com article, as well as the post on your facebook 

page. 
Alan Duke 

Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:49 PM Jim Haft <midwestjim@cbarter,net> wrote: 

Dear Alan. 

We updated our report at The Gateway Pundit per your request. 

We are asking that you remove this strike against The Gateway Pundit Facebook page. 

Please let us !mow your decision. 

Thank you. 

Jim Hoft 

https:l/~thegatewaypundit.com/2020/02/eight-iowa-counties-have-tota.l::J:!lgistmli= 
rates-larger-than-eligible-voter-population-more-thao-18600-extra-names-on-yoter-rolls/ 

On 2/3/2020 10:22 PM, Alan Duke wrote: 

We have lifted the false rating. Thank YOU for your professionalism and fast reaction. 

Alan Duke 

Lead Stories 
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On Man, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:10PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Alan, 

Thank you for your prompt response. This is our first positive interaction with a 
fact-checker and we appreciate it. We have made the changes and updated the 

article on our website. Should we resubmit the article since Facebook won't let us 

change it71 don't want to delete the original since your website said that once it's 

deleted, you can't change a fact-check. Can you please let us know how to 

proceed and if the fact-check was removed? 

http: Ured statewatche r.com/ article .asp ?i d~ 1603 75 

Thank you, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

On Man, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:54PM Alan Duke <alan@leadstor:es,com> wrote: 

We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement tram the Iowa 

Secretary of State and include a statement at the top of the story noting the 

update. You should also revise your headline to make it clear that there is a 

dispute over the claim made by Judicial Watch. 

Alan Duke 

lead Stories 

On Man, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oriyavong <orjyavom;:@gmajl,com> 

wrote: 

I To all concerned parties: 

' I Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: Eight 

Iowa Counties Have Total Registration Rates larger than Eligible Voter 

population- at I east 18.658 Extra Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

II highly recommend our recent Facebook fact-check be removed {Feb 3, 
1 2020) because they are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is dear that nobody is 

fact-checking the fact-checker because: 

I) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check 
links to is about Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our arl.ick links back to the Judicial Watch press release 
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4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for 
actual voting whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census 
data does not collect information on voters. 

Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source 

Facebook linked to for this fact-check. When the fact-checker created 

this fact-check, he clearly avoided actually fact-checking Judicial Watch 

(which is our source) demonstrated by his use of a Newsguard link that 

takes you to the information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data from 

Judicial Watch, they are standing by their data according to a statement 

from the Judicial Watch president Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans 
and Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on 
official voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election 
Assistance Commission (EAC)for publication in 2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the 
election rolls and reassure voters that its election process is being 
administered in compliance with federal law and common sense." 

Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard 
and their success in the Supreme Couti dealing with errors in voter rolls 
shows that they are capable in pulling the correct data. Judicial Watch is 
a trusted source, that is why we used Judicial Watch as our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Facebook page, 
this potentially reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also 
affect a websites financial viability. I recommend that this fact-check be 
conected or we will need to consider legal options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

orjyavong@gmail.com 

916-599-1144 
https://www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump4President 
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JimHoft 
Founder-Editor 

The Gateway Pundit 
!Jttps:l/www.t!JegateWaypundit.com/ 
midwestjim@charter.net 

GP 
·---··-·--··-----------·-----·--------······------------·--·-··------------···--------------·-····-------------····-----------·-'""'"""""""""""""""""'"""' 
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tel me ~How •fthere is a~\'fhlro;:elrevre. un :!<:> to:>%si>! today. 
~eH 

fttnn; ''Haft, KeOO [SCS]" <~t'vinJJ;~U@ro.dowa !lmt?

DJte: T!:t:-s<by, f<Cbruory4, 202(! ilt 9:32AM 
To~ lh•:~.c.l HoliJ!l(! <n<:hclhnlilnd@lb,;:mr.> 
Subjed: RE; !nwa Oll.lnllt'S- Fat<'J>()Ok RepDfliroU rhmmel 

Ke,·in JJnH 
('omm-~nklllioo~ Dire(l!Jf 
ONi~of!>:wt.l S~trdlll}·ofSt~le l'wl D. Pate 
(515}725-2941 
}\ryrin Hnl!ftw<i~ 
S£RVICE • PARTJ(;II'ATION • JNU:GRITY 

11l::Jill.'lli'JD~ 

rrom: f\<1~hd Pal land <JM!willttlln::l@f~.(Qm> 
Sent: ~!ln:hy, f<:!bru;;>y 3, ?(1;010:02 PM 
im ~~~-:t. Min (50S)<Kc¥111-Holl@hm.l(b'J,;1VJY'>-
o:-:Afuksal14or, ~ristlna [SOSI <~t>!:l!n~Akl>al)dl,r@sm.kil'ta.gov> 
subject: Re: tow~reutum$ -f~U!bou~ ftnpnrtingChann~l 

fit K<>v)n, 

I w~nllo >lwethe folluwing 3nl P~rty f..,;t~' >l<llll'!~ rho\ ~ave ratci:l ;h?wntem Mhethh evenlrJS, l1w·t<J<.rl ~o<l<J$MikW rs the one atWtltM tD wntwt f(jl(lft~ via the Fa;$e 'nft:rmJtkm fllhc: 

·~ 
• BiiliEatl . "' 

Wah~veal><:> 3Jlp'.OC :'-lo:! fl1l'ii!r(ln \mlbr tww:> ~111(11'!> {~ fc-,y e:l(amp!eshelrmj: 
• ~fiW treMnf rnm/]p;mHapnliw't!IJJIJ/)Ulfi3~0?2Wjlfll89? XI< 'fh@ Aflf1Wgj0o/l9jGfpf>Jt QQITf01!!11D?;HQy·hB.f-hHflhyMioffi jT)dmf}/),1!. 

~irJAhOMf!:J!!56Wfry:j'1Kfi!'JpdOJNyOh!fA_'-l?rrfJtl\'t.yfll'irll•lhd!rV'd"AbNMC,hk'fthbOO(l%Yn-OM.)(?w!'jlr!Sj!7't£1!0-

m IDI=fBAR!l)(()ttrfVtrQttM 7!!J1FD51yljjp'llib9BF![!fillr&5!ltO'j;;l)lM1'QjQMPNCawf'!np!!!tfW;mX<fYrJfHtlfp5pQ"V\II(!Oltu(}!;jf[!;bh lwfi!!MtPV wft•~"•fhi{NbnwFS~ 

iU',if4SWI!JMQht 19o0£9AK!J)j4mftWFIIJlJ1v?flo<O 'l!v!!Z¥mf!Juy!!r!!Nhl!l11 pW0blj1fliC4--..fAASfiijr1ql'f.WYrffl j)QQQ1fffl7)1lf:f!Qm;4f\:)lq\'·91 JmPIJ! W'x71· 

!wOD <NMRQrJ!w§O!Wfi-1\o·et},rlpgn'ltrlflf?w,iltdAlliWlttJt?lU& W --R 

o hl!nrlfwwwf¥ebrlcqltllejrnya<f!fu.:fJulimy:<l]j!Wjlll250798J'I? 

-!b ... Jfl>ta AB!!}rytffl 1 Pnj'r'jfiWCr\VMfniJrJbioXwV(J Kh,f4qafXWU!lfi!:Qtt\lMhet'pq-p!l6wAtr~N"<UV6'\!QuA! tlrl'jHV<>vOI o !mXY 4l'u:'f110$&So! ltJ '1116Wq WHgc"14f N jt( 

'!!ill h\dPNOTiflpllfjfr\Mkw,:%j3fht!hu!Je]f5JbXrWIQ'}fll l ?mCi!mJZ,:!Jvlpj'lj!PfJCf!f!A!!OZOl£tWJ!fA£ U. J( t! Bp.j yll''l[)nok5a 1 'bV'! rui!Ji-

BKt! JD'yl<Ygfrm71l•1'YWII·tt:!rufd! Riz;,ln)$!f!Qs.b! hl'yf.y!@!u5ft0ji({;::Q,yJHwdi'KYfl'WI!. !fl --k 

hnns·f!y:ww bttlty,t mmfM-Q(hllmg<lnhol!da 11'j,j 19.181){,<;/lp !58" 54 H??' 4?Ff,Grypg 1&!!·¢W'' 

• b!lp\•lbn'd"@mhooJtt~mlfrwrlillmesiremllw!/M<h'?!}\f'M?~ 

• h!!n>-flwww farehntk rt.m/npnoldimnmJprg:.!rhn!lu(I>J'i/Ba8443J91!9l9Wl7 tg "-'·II 

• h!tp> flra.-.yfw•bqqk MIJ!l!:IXOiipW)fmtt:;'i"'?l~JQUJ ?'Mf1 

N:ldf.!vnaUy, th\'l JIJdki.l! WaWl !'Jgif'' -;<;~\ f~CI!ni!'OII abmrt 1M >ame-~ub;eu that yoo ~portcl!~•MhMk co•·•li•.Jdil!WMfb!®qlm/a Hll5347M7V"'J 'M)f!Q '5'1Jit~151)%94Jfi' 

l~pes3& '~eater} ha$ ~e enqwuM fer our th'r4puty;,.. t tlmtleh t<> review a$ weU, 

Nul r<Jiated tc t.~e ab<>~C content, ! an\ srtJeg !hh nll'l'lt: hliny IJyww W\1 trnu/ppklr>lrlfln\-low-u·aw• '\·VOti•w-smM'iK·Y''I";'Hr-cgro<- 1 l")!fl05J?ll and Yiill11<£1 to !tel your r-ead oo l!:" A'e W" 

iam11bt ~~~ tlleapp ~r.d doeo ¥0«' ullkell;we ijflY lhougl!l$/ccmrerro? 

Wew\11 toatlnu~ tu nmtll!<:ll til<"~buve, but pi,;.a"' feeHtoot<J rN<h u;t: au~ytlm~ -;J,gd'r: tr{lliMJinE <p;)[Jr!•@ronrent btpb(!ol:Mffi aml COpJ-1!\11 me, In wro !a;n m!ef:-p. Wt;J LoNe full INtm 
mcnllm1~g !hat eu<aU 1f¢11H:IIhe dock. 

Fmm: Rad¢11-l::Jii<>lld .:,-,dre!hol!~pdtE!f-? ~om> 

Olilte:M~e:hy,Febru~rv 3,20:Wa17:59PM 

ru."!-h>I,Kevin\SO$]"<~~ 

C(; 'Ak:ks~nder, Krhtl!H fSOSJ" ~Kdctino Aleham1ertilsus ity&1 fff!)'> 

SubjOO:Re: lowa Lwcw•e> "Fambaok f\~porling Channe' 

Rathel Ho11atld I f~ubook 
U.S. Po!iFcs & Governme{1t OOlredth 

[, R)~be!Hqllard@fb rem 

On Feb 3, lll;>O, 11\ 7:57PM, fbi~ kevin {SOS] ~ Htt!!@sm !ym ~my;> wrote: 

Ti>Jnkyoul111efhW new po~; up, d<.mh5ng d<:Wll ill! th~ blsedalml. 
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GctO!rllmt rmrQS 

From: Rachel Holland <rach~lholland®!h com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyjn Haii@<QS Iowa gop; Aleksander, Kristina (SOS[ <Krl5!ina 6lekmdet@\Q< iowa gop 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook ReportinE Channel 

IIi Kevin, 

------

Circling back 1vith an update regarding tho content posted by Judicial Watch. Our third-party fact checkers have rated this wntent false, and we have applied a filter over the 
content warning users before they click to see it that the content h"-S been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to report violating ron tent to us by emailing reporJs®mntent farehook com, BJld oopying me Qbche{ffulland@!b mm), as I 1vill be 011 BJl airplane for the next 
couple hours. Let me know if you have any q1rcstions or concerns regarding this or any other matters. 

Timnks, 
Rachel 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevjo Hal!®sgs jm•1a rov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 
To: Rachel Holland <rachplhp\land®!b corn>, "Aieksander, Kristina [SOSj" <Krjstlna A!ehander®sm lp•'H gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses~ facebool: Reporting Channel 

Rachel, 

We've been playing whad·a-mole with this folse story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: bttm•lfwww farehork romf!rJdjc!aMiiJtrb/rostsflOl575R23fi48519437 

xis [ffi 68 ARCp80fseWOrJ9BAql lr If! f9Yxb 161 gZnDIXqB86z!lFBw6jgl !MVVHfO! 1QI9rRpl ppEaScqWp06vlls9Cspj"01 JCGG 

jGKNk9NOqbpAr:aarvWyiK4SgyFM5mq227001 9cp9 15D3tdk9kt88IkYMDc8GQh·OS! ri\TjJnrl ldi!VXAjPRWDamc\181 w3Im3ygjpepD05·QYN2"}~ 

5vovBamVX~Achwni04ttlfhd9XTScjMEOOadp5illt;)! Ql '8•<$eshrSZI\1WNkEErAdOT-

M5vel lpiiV!I hf75uFlll 5 q3h11hfK ate! @Pjl w6n9Djwy61 !Wb1! OZ skl1812ctA[7w£ to -R 

We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: httpy//sns iowa gmdoewsf2020 02 02 him I 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Di,..c[or 
Office ofJowa Secretary·ofSt~tc Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kryjn fu!Fipsm; jmp goy 
SI<:RVICE ·PARTICIPATION ·INTJ.:GRITY 
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from: Rachel Holland <wrbrJ!mll;md@fb mm> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 20203:51 PM 
To:Aieksonder, Kristina (SOS] <Krjltjna lllehander@<m imora gQIP" 
Cc: Hall, Kevin (SOS] <Keyip Hall@scs lmya rny> 
Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

HI Krls. Resending this to make sure It Is on !he top of your In box, and copying In Kevin too. Thl>channel is managed 24/hours a day and yom email addresses have been whitel!sted for 
access-feel free to flag content for us this way if convenient for your office. 

Thanh, 
Rachel 

--:-~~-···-·· 
From: Rachel Holland <gchrlhol!ancJ®Ib mm> 

Date: sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 
To: "Aieksander, Kristlna jSOS]" <Kristina Afr~saoder®sQ< lo•va ppv> 

SubJect: Iowa caucuses Touching Base 

HI Krls -just wanted to give you a heads up that vte started our Iowa election escalations room yesterday with dozens of people watch!n~ closely for anymntent escalations through the 
caucuses. Ju.1t a reminder, to reportatly content that you believe violates Facebook'syp!rr interference wiley please: 

1. Email regnrjs®content facrhpnk com and cc me (Bache!Holland@fb rom), with a link to the content you are reporting. 

a. Please send in as much information as you have about the content (link to content, screenshot, link of the page or profile that posted the content, etc.) -but the link 
is th~ best way lor us to be able to quickly identify something. 

And I will be on call if you have aoyotherquesltonsor concerns throughout !hi> time. 

Thanks, 

<lmage007.gif> 
RRchelllollnnd 
U,S. Politics & G<Jnmlltlcnl Outo:ad1 
Jl: l!orb£1Ho!Jand'rl!b rpm 
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From: 
To: 
sobj(u:t: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Paw &ml f:illSl 
BUrh[!ns He!dllSC!Sj; 1-!?U Kevln fSQSJ; ~i WIOOn .'"lolly fSQSJ; mbengn@moro 

Re: !OIYZI G'IJWSe>. • Fat<!book Reportlo;J Channel 
Tuesday, Febfwl)' 4, 2020 12:40:59 AM 
lmaooQQ1 pog -lmageOOJ QM 

11:llil!m~ 
!maqeOOS QM 
fn1iwf:OO!) png 

Should share with Twitter 

Paul D. Pate 
Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Burhans, Heidi{SOSj <Heldi.Burhans@sos,lowa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:48:15 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin.Hal!@sos.klwa.gov>; Ross, Michael [SOSJ <Michaei.Ross@sos,lowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] 
<Mofly.Hammer@sosJowa.gov>; mbenson@sso.org <mbenson@sso.org> 
Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Pau!.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 
Sub jed: Re: Iowa Caucuses Facebook Reporling Channel 

Wonderful, Very encouraging! 

Get Outlook for jQS 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOSi <Kevln.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:33:26 PM 
To: Ross, Mic-hael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOSI <Heldi.Burhans@sos:Jowa,gov>; Widcn1 Molly [SOSj 
<Molly.Hammer@sosJowa.gov>; mbenson@sso.org <mbem.on@sso.org> 
Cc:: Pate, Paul (SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.lowa.gov> 
Subject: fwd: Iowa Caucuses· facebook Reporting Channel 

Face book at least doing something, 

Get Outlook for jOS 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 202:0 6:11:21 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevln.Hall@sos,iowa.gov>; A!eksander1 Kristlna (SOSJ <Kristlna.A!eksander@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses~ Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kevin, 
Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our third-purty fact chcckem have rated this 
content false, and we have applied a filtel' over 1he content warning users bcfom they click to see it that the content has 
been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to report violating content to us by cmaiHng reports@content.facebook.com, and copying me 
(Rache!Holiand@fu com), as I will be on an airplane for the next couple hours. Let me know if you ha'r'C any questions or 
concerns regarding this or any other matters. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

From: ~Hall~ Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.lowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19 PM 

To: Rachel Holfand <rachelholland@fb.com>, "Aieksander, Kristina [SOSjl' <Kristina.A!eksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- FacebookReport!ng Channel 
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We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story all day. fs there anything you can do to help: 

https~;acebook comfludkjalWatch/posts/JQJ 575823648519437 

.._xts [Ql"'68,ARCtJ80fseWOrT9BAoll! dLf9Yxh !61g?nO!xgR8BzREBw6jgH MyVkFfOUOT9zBo1 pPFa$(gWq06yAs9CsPj'Ot!CGG

jGKNk9NOobpAeaarvWviK4SgvFM6mq2270019cP91c.D3tdk9kt88IkYMOe8GQb-

OS! 1A'T tmrl Jdt lYXAiPRWDamcVBI~w3Tm 3ygjPep005-pyN274-

5yovBamYX3AcbwplrT 4tl JEbd9XTScJMEOOadpSIDK!I Cdv8xsSesbc8ZAZWNkfErA.dDI:: 

MSxgJIDAVlJ bf?SczfxLS o3b1JhEK alciJYHPilwBo9Di\w6t/WjvLCIZ sktlB!2ctAEZw& to ~ R 

We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: https'//so"s.,!owa qpv/or;ws/2020 02 02 btml 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of Stale Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevjn HnU@sns jowa gm: 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

E~lmtZDIJ 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.corn> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51 PM 
To: Aleksander, Kristina [SOSJ <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.goV> 

Cc: Hall. Kevin [SOS] <KevinJlall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hl Kris- Resending this to make sure lt is on the top of your lnbox, and copying in Kevin too, This channel is managed 24/hours a 

day and your emaif addresses have been whltellsted for access~feel free to flag content for us thls way if convenient for your 

office. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelho!lanC@fb corn> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: 11Aieksander, Krlstlna [SOSf' <J';r!st!oq Aleksander@sos.iowg gov> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touchlng Base 

Hi Kris- just wanted to give you a heads up that we started our Iowa election escalations room yesterday With dozens ot people 

watching closely tor any content escalations through the caucuses. Just a reminder, to report any content that you believe 

violates Face book's voter Interference poliQt please: 
1. Email reports®contert faceboqk com. and cc me {~fb •. oJm). with a link to the content you are 

reporting. 

a. Please send ln as much infonnatior as you have about the content {link to mntent, screenshot !lnk of the page 

or profife that posted the content, etc.)- but the llnl< ls the best way for us to be able to quickly ide-:-~tify 

something. 

And I wHJ be on call If you have any :::tner questions or concerns throughout this time, 

Thanks, 

FACE BOOK 
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Rachcli-Io11nnd 
U.S. Politics & Govcmment Outreach 
E: RachelHo\\and@fh com 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Jim, 

Alan Duko 
limHoft: 
~~ Biza.vaugtmH@gmail.com; ~ £ll!Loress@cruz sgnate.gov; lofo@judicjalwateh.oro; 
press@fb.._Qlffi; ~State Paul D.~; Wayne Drash; zqck@fb.com 

Re: Dlsputlng fact-check of Judldal Watch press release on our Faceboof< page 
Monday, February 3, 2020 11:04:14 PM 

I have revised the rating for theGatewayPundit.com article, as well as the post on your· 
face book page. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:49 PM Jim Haft <midwestjim@charter.net> wrote: 

1 Dear Alan. 

We updated our report at The Gateway Pundit per your request. 

We are asking that you remove this strike against 'The Gateway Pundit Facehook page. 

' Please let us know your decision. 

Thank you. 

Jim Haft 

~www.thc;gatew~pundit.com/2020/02/eight-iowa-counties-haye-total-registration

' rates-larger-than-eligible-voter-population-more-than-18600-extra-names-on-v oter-rolls/ 
i 

On 2/3/2020 10:22 PM, Alan Duke wrote: 

We have lifted the false rating. Thank YOU for your professionalism and fast 
reaction. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:10PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com> 
wrote: 

Hi Alan, 

Thank you for your prompt response. This is our first positive interaction with 
a fact-checker and we appreciate it. We have made the changes and updated 
the article on our website. Should we resubmit the article since Facebook 
won't let us change it? I don't want to delete the original since your website 
said that once it's deleted, you can't change a fact-check. Can you please let us 
know l10w to proceed and if the fact-check was removed? 
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http :Uredstatewatcher. com/atticle.asp ?id= 1603 75 

Thank you, 
Sanh Oriyavong 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:54PM Alan Duke <alan@leadstories.com> wrote: 
We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement from the 
Iowa Secretary of State and include a statement at the top of the story 
noting the update. You should also revise your headline to make it clear that 
there is a dispute over the claim made by Judicial Watch. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oriyavong 
<oriyavong@gmail.com> wrote: 

To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: £jght 

Iowa Counties Have Total Registration Rates Larger than Eligible Voter 

Population- at Least 18 658 Extra Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Face book fact-check be removed (Feb 3, 

2020) because they are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is 

fact-checking the fact-checker because: 

1) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check 

links to is about Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our article links back to the Judicial Watch press release 

4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for 

actual voting whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census 

data does not collect information on voters. 

Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source Facebook 

linked to for this fact-check. When the fact-checker created this fact

check, he clearly avoided actually fact-checking Judicial Watch (which is 

our source) demonstrated by his use of a Newsguard link that takes you 

to the information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data from Judicial 

Watch, they are standing by their data according to a statement from the 

Judicial Watch president Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and 

Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 
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Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on 

official voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election 

Assistance Commission (EAC) for publication in 2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election 

rolls and reassure voters that its election process is being administered in 
compliance with federal law and common sense." 

· Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard 

and their success in the Supreme Court dealing with errors in voter rolls 

shows that they are capable in pulling the correct data. Judicial Watch is a 

trusted source, that is why we used Judicial Watch as our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Facebook page, 

this potentially reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also 

affect a websites financial viability. I recommend that this fact-check be 

. corrected or we will need to consider legal options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

oriyavong@gmail.com 

916·599-1144 

bllps://www.facebook com/DonaldTrump4Presjdent 

Jim Hoft 
FOUI)!,Ier'Edltor 
The Gateway Punllit 
!J.!tp$:1/www.tf!egatewaypundit.com/ 
mldwestiim@c/wrtet.net . . 

GP 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

lim Hoft 
Alan puke; Sanh Oriyavong 
Eliza.vauqhn13®gmail.com; ~;cruz press@quz.senate.gov; info®judicialwatch.oraj press@fb.com; Iowa 
Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate; Wayne Drash; zuck®fb.com 

Subject: Re: Disputing fact-check of Judicial Watch press release on our Facebook page 
Monday, February 3, 2020 10:49:40 PM Date: 

Dear Alan. 

We updated our repott at The Gateway Pundit per your request. 

We are asking that you remove this strike against The Gateway Pundit Face book page. 

Please Jet us know your decision. 

Thank you. 

Jim Haft 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/02/eight-iowa-counties-have-total-registTation-rates
Jarger-than-eligib le-yoter-populati on-more-than-18600-extra-n ames-on-voter-ro I Is/ 

On 2/3/2020 10:22 PM, Alan Duke wrote: 

We have lifted the false rating. Thank YOU for your professionalism and fast 
reaction. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:10PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com> 
wrote: 

Hi Alan, 

Thank you for your prompt response. This is our first positive interaction with a 
fact-checker and we appreciate it. We have made the changes and updated the 
article on our website. Should we resubmit the mticle since Facebook won't let 
us change it? I don't want to delete the original since your website said that once 
it's deleted, you can't change a fact-check. Can you please Jet us know how to 
proceed and if the fact-check was removed? 

http:Uredstatewatcher.comlatticle.asp?id=160375 

Thank you, 
Sanh Oriyavong 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:54PM Alan Duke <alan@leadstories.com> wrote: 
I We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement from the Iowa 
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Secretmy of State and include a statement at the top of the story noting the 
update. You should also revise your headline to make it clear that there is a 
dispute over the claim made by Judicial Watch. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com> 
wrote: 

To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: .Eigbj; 

Iowa Counties Have Total Registration Rates Larger than Eligible Voter 

Population- at Least 18 658 Extra Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Facebook fact-check be removed (Feb 3, 

2020) because they are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is 

fact-checking the fact-checker because: 

1) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check links 

to is about Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our article links back to the Judicial Watch press release 

4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for 

actual voting whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census 

data does not collect information on voters. 

Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source Face book 

linked to for this fact-check. When the fact-checker created this fact-check, 

he clearly avoided actually fact-checking Judicial Watch (which is our 

source) demonstrated by his use of a Newsguard link that takes you to the 

information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data from Judicial Watch, they 

are standing by their data according to a statement from the Judicial Watch 

president Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and 

Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official 

voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance 

Commission (EAC} for publication in 2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election 
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i rolls and reassure voters that its election process is being administered in 
compliance with federal law and common sense." 

1 Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard and 

their success in the Supreme Court dealing with errors in voter rolls shows 

that they are capable in pulling the correct data. Judicial Watch is a trusted 

source, that is why we used Judicial Watch as our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Facebook page, 

this potentially reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also 

affect a websites financial viability. I recommend that this fact-check be 

corrected or we will need to consider legal options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

oriyayong@gmail.com 

916-599-1144 

https:/{www.facebook.com/DonaldTrump4Presjdent 

JlmHoft 
Foul)<;ler-Editor 
:rhe Gateway pundit 
fittp$:1/www.tlJegatewaypundit.com! 
midwestilm@charter.net 

GP 
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From: Alan~ 

To: 
Cc: 

Sanh Otiyal'Ong 
Eijza.vaughot3@gmall comi Jm.l:iQD;; ~;cruz prer,s@cruz.senate,apy; lnfo@iudicla!watdl..ruy; 
press@fb com; Iow Secretary of State Paul D Pate: Wavne Drash; zuck@fu rom 

Subject: Re: Dlsputlng fact-check of Judidal Watch press release on our Facebook page 
Date: t4onday1 February 3, 2020 10:22:21 PM 

We have lifted the false rating. 'Thank YOU for your professionalism and fast reaction. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 8:10PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com> wrote: 
Hi Alan, 

Thank you for your prompt response. This is our first positive interaction with a fact-checker 
and we appreciate it. We have made the changes and updated the article on out• website. 
Should we resubmit the article since Facebook won't let us change it? I don't want to delete 
the original since your website said that once it's deleted, you can't change a fact-check. Can 
you please let us know how to proceed and if the fact-check was removed? 

http://redstatewatcher .com/ article.asp ?jd= 160375 

I Thankyou, 
· Sanh Oriyavong 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:54PM Alan Duke <alan@leadstorieU<OO!> wrote: 
We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement from the Iowa Secretary 
of State and include a statement at the top of the story noting the update. You should also 
revise your headline to make it clear that there is a dispute over the claim made by Judicial 
Watch. 

, Alan Duke 
I Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oiiyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com> wrote: 
To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: .Eight Iowa Counties 

Have Total RegistratjQn Rates I arger than Eligible Voter PQpulation- at Least 18 658 

Extra Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Facebook fact··check be removed (Feb 3, 2020) because 

they are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is fact-checking the fact-checker 

because: 

1) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact·check links to is about 

Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) llu.L.ar.!:klf: links back to the Judicial Watch press release 
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4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for actual voting 

whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census data does not collect 

information on voters. 

Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source Facebook linked to for 

this fact-check. When the fact-checker created this fact-check, he clearly avoided 

actually fact-checking Judicial Watch (which is our source) demonstrated by his use of a 

Newsguard link that takes you to the information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data 

from Judicial Watch, they are standing by their data according to a statement from the 

Judicial Watch president Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and Americans 
· about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official voter 
registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance Commission {EAC) 
for publication in 2019 . 

. Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election rolls and 
reassure voters that its election process is being administered in compliance with federal 
law and common sense." 

Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard and their 

success in the Supreme Court dealing with errors in voter rolls shows that they are 

capable in pulling the correct data. Judicial Watch is a trusted source, that is why we 

used Judicial Watch as our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Face book page, this potentially 

reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also affect a websites financial 

viability. I recommend that this fact-check be corrected or we will need to consider legal 

options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

orjyavong@gmail.com 

916-599-1144 

l 
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From: Sanh Oriyayong 
Alan puke To: 

Cc: Eliza.vaughnl3®gmail.com; .!im..Hoft; appeals@leadstories.com; cruz press@cruz.senate.gov; 
jnfo@judicialwatch.org; press@fb.com; Iowa Seqetarv of State Paul D. Pate; wayne®leadstories.com; 
ZIICk@fb.COOO 

Subject: Re: Disputing fact-check of Judicial Watch press release on our Facebook page 
Monday, February 3, 2020 10:10:40 PM Date: 

Hi Alan, 

Thank you for your prompt response. This is our first positive interaction with a fact-checker 
and we appreciate it. We have made the changes and updated the atticle on our website. 
Should we resubmit the article since Facebook won't let us change it? I don't want to delete the 
original since yom· website said that once it's deleted, you can't change a fact-check. Can you 
please let us know how to proceed and if the fact-check was removed? 

http://reds ta tewatcher. com/ article.asp ?id= 1603 75 

Thank you, 
Sanh Oriyavong 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:54PM Alan Duke <alan@leadstories com> wrote: 
We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement from the Iowa Secretary of 
State and include a statement at the top of the sto1y noting the update. You should also 
revise your headline to make it clear that there is a dispute over the claim made by Judicial 
Watch. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyavong@gmail.com> wrote: 
To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: Eight Iowa Counties 

Have Total Registration Rates Larger than Eligible Voter Population- at Least 18 658 Extra 

Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Face book fact-check be removed (Feb 3, 2020) because 

they are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is fact-checking the fact-checker 

because: 

1) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check links to is about 

Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our article links back to the Judicial Watch press release 

4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for actual voting 

whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census data does not collect 

information on voters. 
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Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source Facebook linked to for 

this fact-check. When the fact-checker created this fact-check, he clearly avoided actually 

fact-checking Judicial Watch (which is our source) demonstrated by his use of a 

Newsguard link that takes you to the information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data from 

Judicial Watch, they are standing by their data according to a statement from the Judicial 

Watch president Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and Americans about 

the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official voter 

registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance Commission (EAC} for 

publication in 2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election rolls and reassure 

voters that its election process is being administered in compliance with federal law and 

common sense. 11 

Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard and their success 

in the Supreme Court dealing with errors in voter rolls shows that they are capable in 

pulling the correct data. Judicial Watch is a trusted source, that is why we used Judicial 

Watch as our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Face book page, this potentially 

reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also affect a websites financial viability. 

I recommend that this fact-check be corrected or we will need to consider legal options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

oriyavong@gmail.com 

916-599-1144 
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FrQm: 
To: 
Subject: VDter reglstmt!on 
Date: Monday1 February 3, 2020 10:10:0:5 PM 

Mr. Paul Pate, Secretary of State 

Please be fair to the state and get our voter registration roles cleaned for a more accurate election. 

Thank you! 

Judicjal.:l!llW;h 

BREAKING: Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton made the following statement regarding Iowa secretary 
of state misleading Americans and st•te residents about the accuracy of Iowa's registration rolls: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state oflowa would mislead Iowans and Americans about the accuracy of 
the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis oflowa's state registration rolls is based on official voter registration data 
provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance Commission (EAC) for publication in 2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election rolls and reassure voters that its 
election process is being administered in compliance with federal law and common sense." 

READ: http://jwatch.us/l DUMFe 
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We've told them 1$ fa~e. They have It I'!NNWW !he top of lb.:.ir I)J((e. 
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To: "Al.,k£nder, Kri>l"'-" {SOSJ" <Kri<tina 4!nh;m:fer€om, jnwa p(;\1.~ 

Subject; Iowa CU!tu~e> Touchk-.g lmse 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Alan puke 
Sanh Oriyavong 
Eliza.vauqhn13@gmail.com; Jim Haft; apoeals®leadstories.com; cn1z press®cruz.senate.gov; 
info@judiclalwatch.om; press®fb.com; Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate; wayne@leadstorles.com; 
zuck@fb.com 
Re: Disputing fact-check of Judicial Watch press release on our Facebook page 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:54:12 PM 

We will revise your rating if you add to you story the statement from the Iowa Secretary of 
State and include a statement at the top of the story noting the update. You should also revise 
your headline to make it clear that there is a dispute over the claim made by Judicial Watch. 
Alan Duke 
Lead Stories 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 7:07PM Sanh Oriyavong <oriyayong@gmail.com> wrote: 
To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: Eight Iowa Counties 

Have Total Registration Rates Larger than Eligible Voter Population- at Least 18.658 Extra 

Names on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Face book fact-check be removed (Feb 3, 2020) because they 

are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is fact-checking the fact-checker because: 

1) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check links to is about 

Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our article links back to the Judicial Watch press release 

4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for actual votin·g 

whereas the fact-checker used census data. Census data does not collect 

information on voters. 

Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source Face book linked to for this 

fact-check. When the fact-checker created this fact-check, he clearly avoided actually fact· 

checking ludicial Watch (which is our source) demonstrated by his use of a Newsguard link 

that takes you to the information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data from Judicial Watch, 

they are standing by their data according to a statement from the Judicial Watch president 

Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state af lawa would mislead Iowans and Americans about 

the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official voter 

registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance Commission {EAC) for 

publication in 2019. 
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Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election rolls and reassure 

voters that its election process is being administered in compliance with federal/ow and 

common sense. 11 

Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard and their success in 

the Supreme Court dealing with errors in voter rolls shows that they are capable in pulling 

the correct data. Judicial Watch is a trusted source, that is why we used Judicial Watch as 

our source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Face book page, this potentially 

reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also affect a websites financial viability. I 

recommend that this fact-check be corrected or we will need to consider legal options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

oriyavong@gmail.com 

916-599-1144 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Scully Brian 
Hall. Kevin [5051; mbenson®sso.ora 
Reynolds Leslie; Lindsey Forson; Masterson Matthew 
RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:53:19 PM 
!mageQQLpng 
lmage002.png 
lmage003.png 
lmage004.png 
imageOOS.png 
image006.png 

Ok. Thanks Kevin. 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:50 PM 

To: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov>; mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson <lforson@sso.org>; Masterson, Matthew 

<Matthew.Masterson@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

CAUTION: This email Originated from outside of DHS. DO NOT click links or open 'attachments _uniE;!ss you recognize 
and/or trust the serider. Contact your component SOC with questions or concerns. 

Nope. Facebook flagged it as misleading. Twitter flatly rejected any actions. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:46:21 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; mbenson@sso.org <mbenson@sso.org> 

Cc: Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson <lforson@sso.org>; Masterson, Matthew 

<Matthew.Masterson@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Subject: RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Thanks for the update Kevin. Will let you all know when I hear back. Know you're busy, so 

understand if you can't answer, but what was the rationale from Twitter? And did they take any 

actions short of removing? 

Regards, 

Brian 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:39 PM 

To: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov>; mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson <lforson@sso.org> 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

!cAUTION: This email originated from outside of DHS. DO NOT click links or open attachffients uri less you recognize I 
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land/or trust the sender. Contact your component SOC with questions or concerns. 

They refused to remove. 

Get Outlook for i05 

From: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:07:43 PM 

To: mbenson@sso.org <mbenson@sso.org> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey 

Forson <lforson@sso.org> 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Sorry ... been out of pocket a bit. Will reach out to Twitter. Let me know if you get something. 

Brian Scully 

DHS Countering Foreign Interference Task Force 

National Risk Management Center 

(202) 450-8046 

brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov 

From: Maria Benson <mbenson@sso.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:26:29 PM 

To: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Cc: Kevin Hall <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson 

<lforson@sso.org> 

Subject: Fwd: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref 

l 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of DHS. DO NOT click links or open attachments Unless.vou recognize 
and/or trust the sender. Contact your component SOC with questions or concerns. 

Hey Brian, 

Can you report this as well? Hannity is now retweeting and Twitter isn't playing ball with us. I've cc'd 

Kevin Hall who you met Saturday. He's lA 50S's Communications Director. He's been reporting and 

playing wack a mole by trying to reply to misleading tweets. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 
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From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 

To: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Subject: RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 
ref:_OODAOKOA8._S004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

https:l/twjtter.com/TomHtton/status/122436280113895Q1.:1Q 

https·ljtwitter,com/J'omFittoo/statrrs/1224387674888339456 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this afternoon. 

Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

htiDs://www washingtonDostcom/poljtics/2020/02/03/conservatives~push~false~ 

claims~votedraud~twjtter~iowaos~prepare~caucus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE · 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725~2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES A Washington D.C.~based organization made false claims today in a 

news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 

Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 

eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 

shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 

do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 

made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 

claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 

campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 

claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 

from the U.S. Census Bureau. 
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The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 

they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

nc~m~a~ 

From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_ OODAOKOA8._ 5004A1sUCPJ :ref] 

Hello, 

Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and 
we'd be grateful if you could answer the following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please 
include links, not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to 
know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and we'll 
'get back to you as soon as we can. 
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Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street. Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

t______j 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for USf# 

by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and mahvare, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business, Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archlving and compliance. To find out 
more Click Here, 

• u•••••" • • • • •~H• •••• •• • •••••••• • • n•••••••••• o • • o •~••••"' o o ''""""uno • • •••••••u • • •••• .. uuu • '"' OULO••: 
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From: 
To: 
CC: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

HaiL Keyin fSOSJ 
Marla Benson 
Kevlo Kane; gov®t\yltter.com 
RE: We need a little mote Info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8.~5004AlsUCPJ:ref} 
Tuesday, februaty 4, 2020 8:34:00 AM 
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Face book, thankfully, was helpfuL I would suggest perhaps reviewing your policies at Twitter and 

putting them more in line with what Facebook is doing to counter election misinformation, 

Here are 3 prominent fact checkers that examined the claims and rated them false: 

• Lead Stories 

• PolitiFact 

•8£ 

And the message from Rachel at Facebook below: 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos,iowa gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] 

<Krjstina,Aieksander@sos iowa,~ov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kevin, 

Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch, Our third-party fact 

checkers have rated this content false, and we have applied a filter over the content warning users 

before they click to see it that the content has been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to report violating content to us by emailing reports@content.facebook,com. and 

copying me (RacheiHolland@fb,com), as I will be on an airplane for the next couple hours. Let me 

know if you have any questions or concerns regarding this or any other matters. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@s~ 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Maria Benson <mbenson@sso.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:37PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Kevin Kane <kkane@twitter.com>; gov@twitter.com 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Hi Kevin, 

I echo Kevin Hall's concern, particularly as more states gear up for their respective primaries. 

Maria Benson 
NASS Director of Communications 

Sent from my i Phone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 5:36PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjn.Hall@sos iowa,g.Q:;'> wrote: 

Kevin, 

When a group is falsely claiming there are more voters than there are actual people in 

the county, that IS voter suppression. It leads people to believe their vote is invalid or 
won't count. It absolutely does rise to the level of voter suppression. 

Their claims are false, we've proven their false, mainstream media like the Washington 

Post have proven their false. What more do you guys need? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin,Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<imageOOI.png> 
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From: Kevin Kane <kkane@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:23 PM 

To: rnbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS) <~in.Hall@sos.jowa.gov>; gm{@twitter.com 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_OODAOKOAB._5004AlsUCPJ:ref) 

Thanks Maria· 

This was reviewed by our team and is not in violation of our election integril)l policy 

as it does not suppress voter turnout or mislead people about when, where, or 
how to vote. I understand this is not the outcome you are seeking and 
appreciate you continuing to report Tweets to our team. 

Best, 

Kevin 

On Moo, Feb 3, 2020 at4:36 PM Maria Benson <mbenson@sso.ou;:> wrote: 

Hi Kevin, 

Iowa Secretary of State has reported the below election misinformation, but Twitter 

has declined to take it down. As you can see from facts the tweets are clearly wrong. 

I wanted to bring this to your attention to hopefully remedy the situation. 

I've cc'd Kevin Hall, their Communicators Director. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my !Phone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: february 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 

To: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 
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Subject: RE: We need a little more info about @ 0141236122 
ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

https ://twitter .com /Tom Fitton /status/12 2 436 2801138950146 

https://twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1224387674888339456 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release 

this afternoon. Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false 

claims: 

https:!/www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives

push-false-claims-voter fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare caucus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa 

voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims 

today in a news release regarding voter registration information in 

eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registration 

numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. 

Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this 

information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data 

regarding voter registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose 

the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office 

has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, 

that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims 

erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this 

misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise 

Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the 

Secretary of State's website. They are updated monthly. These 

numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 
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Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the 
organization's claims about Iowa population are greatly 
underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and 
the methods they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[~][~][~J[~][_~][i] 

From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 
ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

l~ 
' 

'Hello, 
' 

!Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help 
' ,from you, and we'd be grateful if you could answer the 
'following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? 
(Please include links, not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful 
for us to know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting 

anyone else? 
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Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another 
look and we'll get back to you as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter. Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

Rl 
ref:_ OODAOKOA8 ._ 5004AlsU CP J: ref 
·············-··-······---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------' 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is 
intended solely for use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not 
the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking 
action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be 
unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and mal ware, and may have been automatically 
archived by Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. 
Providing a safer and more useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; 
Security, archiving and compliance. To find out more Click Here. 

<image007 .png> 

Kevin Kane 
Twitter Public Policy 
703.304.6911 
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'---·--·····.-- ---- ....... -........................ -....................... -.......... -------···· ...... -............................ .i 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use 
by the reclpient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosuret copylnf1 1 distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this lnforrnatfon is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware1 and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd1 an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful p!ace for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out 
more Click Here, 

'----· .......... -- -- ................ -----.............................. -- .............. -- ... --........ ---······· ....... --...... --····· .......... -..... --·' 
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From: Bnth;m He!di [SQSl 

To: 

"'' 
Hal Keyin rsosJ· Boss Mkhte! fsPSJ ~ ~ 
,Me paq! fSOSJ 

Subjm:tr 
Date: 

Re: Iowa OitiCUses- Fl'lcd:»ok Repl)rllog Ch<'nnel 
MOl'lday, February 3, 2020 9:~8:18 PM 

Attachments: --lruaoePO? voo 
imag"POJ •m 
rmwwoo1 ooa 
!=tm?e005 png 
tmagen!l6 pna 

Wonderful, Very encouraging! 

Get Oul look for iQS 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOSj <Kevin.Hal!@so.s.iowa.gov> 
Sent; Monday, Febwary 3, 2020 6:33:26 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOSj <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.goV>; Burhans, Heid! [SOS] <He:idi.Burhans@t;osJowa.gov>; Widen, Molly !SOS] 
<Molty.Hammer@sos,lowa _gov>; rnbenson@sso.org <mbenson@sso.olg> 

Cc: Pate, P.aul [SO$} <PauLPate@sosJowa.gov> 
Subject: Fwd: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channet 

Facebook at ieast doing something. 

Get On1look for iOS 
----··-------
From: Rachel Holland <rachelhot!and@fb.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

··--··-----·---

To: Hall. Kevin lSOS] <Kev1n.Hall@sos.1ow<~.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Krlstina.Aieksander@sosJowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses· Facebook Re;lDrtlng Channel 

Hi Kcvjn~ 
Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our thi.rd~patty fact checkers have rated this 
content false, and we have applied a filter over the content waming users before they dick to see it that the content has 
been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to report violating content to us by emaUing rcports@content.facebook.com, and copying me 
(Racbe!HnUand@fb com), as 1 wiH be on an airpJanc for the next couple hours. Let me know if you have any questions or 
conceriL~ regarding this or any other matters. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

From: 11Ha!t Kevin [SOS]u <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, FebnJary 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 
To: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com>, "Aieksander, Kristina [50S]" <Krlstina.Aieksander@sos.iawa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Rachel, 

We've been plaving whack-a-mole with this false story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: 
https·/lwww facebook com/ludtdalWatcb/posts/1 0157582364851943'? 

~xts [QJ-68ARCu80fseWQr:I9.i!8Q~~Jllilr;l£Ea~~~ 

JGK.~S€vFM6mq22700J9cP91503tdk9kt88TkYMOe8GDb

OSuATunrtJdlJYXA_i~3Im3ygjP~~ 

5ywBarnYX3AchwplrT4tUFbd9XTScJMFOOadpSIDKjl Q1v8xsSesbcB7AZWNkEErAdOT-

M5xg11DAVlJ bf75czFx! S g3b1lbEK aldJYHpj! wBo9Diwy6!JWiv! 07 skUBI?ctAFZw& to =-R 
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We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: https·//sos jowa goy/news/2020 02 02 html 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyjn T-Iall@sos jowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11Ellmt'ID~ 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51PM 

To: Aleksander, Kristina [50S] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Face book Reporting Channel 

Hi Kris- Resending this to make sure it is on the top of your in box, and copying in Kevin too. This channel is managed 24/hours a 

day and your email addresses have been white listed for access -feel free to flag content for us this way if convenient for your 

office. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

From: Rachel Holland <rache!hol!and®fb com> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krjstjna Aleksander@sos.jowa.goy> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

Hi Kris- just wanted to give you a heads up that we started our Iowa election escalations room yesterday with dozens of people 

watching closely for any content escalations through the caucuses. Just a reminder, to report any content that you believe 

violates Facebook's voter interference policy please: 

1. Email reports@content facebook com. and cc me {RacheiHollaod@fb com), with a link to the content you are 

reporting. 

a. Please send in as much information as you have about the content {link to content, screenshot, link of the page 

or profile that posted the content, etc.)- but the !ink is the best way for us to be able to quickly identify 

something. 

And I will be on call if you have any other questions or concerns throughout this time. 

Thanks, 

FACE BOOK 
Rachel Holland 
U.S. Politics & Government Outreach 
E: RachelT-Iollend@fh com 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Scully Brian 
Hall Kevin [SQSJ; mbenson@sso.org 
Revnolds Leslie; Lindsey Forson; Masterson. Matthew 
RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:46:30 PM 
jmaqeOOl.pnq 
jmaqe002.pnq 
imaqe003.pnq 
imaqe004.pnq 
imaqeOOS.pnq 
lmaqe006.pnq 

Thanks for the update Kevin. Will let you all know when I hear back. Know you're busy, so 

understand if you can't answer, but what was the rationale from Twitter? And did they take any 

actions short of removing? 

Regards, 

Brian 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:39 PM 

To: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov>; mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson <lforson@sso.org> 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of DHS. DO NOT click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
and/or trust the sender. Contact your component SOC with questions or concerns. 

They refused to remove. 

Get OtJtlook for iOS 

From: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:07:43 PM 

To: mbenson@sso.org <mbenson@sso.org> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey 

Forson <lforson @sso.org> 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Sorry ... been out of pocket a bit. Will reach out to Twitter. Let me know if you get something. 

Brian Scully 

DHS Countering Foreign Interference Task Force 

National Risk Management Center 

(202) 450·8046 

brian .scu lly 1@ cis a .d h s.gov 

From: Maria Benson <mbenson@sso.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:26:29 PM 
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To: Scully, Brian <brian.scullyl@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Cc: Kevin Hall <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson 

<lforson@sso.org> 

Subject: Fwd: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref: _ _QODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref 

l 

CAUTION: This email orlgin;lted from outside of DHS. DO NOT click. links or open attachments unless you recognize 
and/or trust_the sender. Contact your component SOC with questions or concerns. 

Hey Brian, 

Can you report this as well? Hannity is now retweeting and Twitter isn't playing ball with us. I've cc'd 

Kevin Hall who you met Saturday. He's lA SOS's Communications Director. He's been reporting and 

playing wack a mole by trying to reply to misleading tweets. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my !Phone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 

To: Twitter Support <support@ltwitter.com> 

Subject: RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 I 
ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref l 

https://twitter com/TomFitton/statu s/J 22 436 2801138950146 

https:Utwitter.com/TomHtton/status/1224387674888339456 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this afternoon. 

Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

bttps:l/www.washjngtonpost.com/politjcs/2020/02/03/conservatjyes push-false 

s;laims vo'er fraud-twitter-jowans-prepare-caucus/ 

OFFICE 01' THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515} 725-2942 
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MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 

news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 

Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 

eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 

shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 

do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 

made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 

claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 

campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These n11mbers show that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 

claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 

from the U.S. CenstJs Brneau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 

they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

liLllmllDB! 

From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 
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Hello, 

Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and 
we'd be grateful if you could answer the following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please 
include~. not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to 
know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and we'll 
get back to you as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Disclaimer 

The information contatned ln this communlcatfon from the sender Is confidential. It !s intended solely for use 
by the recipient and others authorized to receive lt. If you are not the redpfent, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for v1ruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator 1n Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and mote 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing ln; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out 
more .Click Here, 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Scully Brian 
Hall Kevin fSOSJ; mbenson@sso.org 
Reynplds Leslie; Lindsey Forson; Masterson Matthew 
RE: We need a little more Info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:53:19 PM 
imageOOl.ong 
image002.ong 
image003.ong 
image004.ong 
imageOOS.ong 
lmage006.ong 

Ok. Thanks Kevin. 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:50 PM 

To: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov>; mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson <lforson@sso.org>; Masterson, Matthew 

<Matthew.Masterson@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

CAUTION: This ernail originated from out~ ide of DHS. DO NOT click links or Open attachments unless you recognize 
and/or trust the sender. Contact your component SOC with questions or concerns. 

Nope. Facebook flagged it as misleading. Twitter flatly rejected any actions. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:46:21 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; mbenson@sso.org <mbenson@sso.org> 

Cc: Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson <lforson@sso.org>; Masterson, Matthew 

<Matthew.Masterson@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Subject: RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Thanks for the update Kevin. Will let you all know when I hear back. Know you're busy, so 

understand if you can't answer, but what was the rationale from Twitter? And did they take any 

actions short of removing? 

Regards, 

Brian 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:39 PM 

To: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov>; mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson <lforson@sso.org> 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

[cAUTION: This email Originated from outside of DHS. DO NOT click links or open attachments unless you recognize I 
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land/or trust the sender. Contact your component SOC with quest.~o.._n.._s_o'-r c...;.o.._n'-ce.._rn-"s'-. ----------' 

They refused to remove. 

Get Outlook for iOS 
~····--··--··-----·--··-·- ·--·· 

From: Scully, Brian <brian.scullyl@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:07:43 PM 

To: mbenson@sso.org <mbenson@sso.org> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey 

Forson <lforson@sso.org> 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref I 

Sorry ... been out of pocket a bit Will reach out to Twitter. Let me know if you get something. 

Brian Scully 

DHS Countering Foreign Interference Task Force 

National Risk Management Center 

(202) 450-8046 

brian .scullyl@ cis a. d hs.gov 

From: Maria Benson <mbenson@sso.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:26:29 PM 

To: Scully, Brian <brian.scullyl@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Cc: Kevin Hall <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson 

<lforson@sso.org> 

Subject: Fwd: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref 

l 

- ·--···--··--··· -·;::-:-;:=--::-77.'7-·----c;.,---,~-,-

CAUTION: This emailoriginated from outside ofDHS. DO NOT click links or open attachrnents.unless you recognize 

and/or trust the sender. Contact your component SOC with queStions or toncerns, 

Hey Brian, 

Can you report this as well? Hannity is now retweeting and Twitter isn't playing ball with us. I've cc'd 

Kevin Hall who you met Saturday. He's lA 50S's Communications Director. He's been reporting and 

playing wack a mole by trying to reply to misleading tweets. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 
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From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 

To: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Subject: RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 

ref:_ OODAOKOAS._ 5004A1sUCP J: ref ] 

https: I /twitter .com/Tom F itton/status/122 43628011389 50146 

https: //twitter.com IT om Fitton/status/12 2438 7 67 488833 94 56 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this afternoon. 

Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

https://www.washingtonpostcom/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-

cl aims-voter-fraud-twitter -iowan s-prepa re-ca u cus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C-based organization made false claims today in a 

news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 

Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 

eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 

shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 

do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 

made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 

claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 

campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 

claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 

from the U.S. CenstJs Bureau. 
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The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 

they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office of Iowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

nrJrm•alf 
From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_ OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCP J:ref] 

.Hello, 

Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and 
we'd be grateful if you could answer the following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please 
include li.nks, not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to 
know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

:once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and we'll 
get back to you as soon as we can. 
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Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

........................................................................................................................................ 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use 
by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking actlon in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an Innovator in Software as a Service {SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archlving and compliance, To find out 
more Click Here, 

: ..................................................... ························ ..... """. ···················· ... "" ....... '"' ................ ········." ...... . 
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From: priffio. Jane!te: 
To: Hal! Kevin fSOSl 
Subject:: Re: CNN IntervieW Request: Paul Pate 

Monday, February 3, 2020 9:33:05 PM Date: 

No problem- thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 10:28 PM, Hall, Kevin (SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Sure. Use only for deadline emergency plz. 515-306-4255 

Get Qllliook for iOS 

From: Griffin1 Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:22:45 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin (SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

That's too bad, but I appreciate you getting back to me. 

May I have your cell number for my records? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 10:09 PM, Hal~ Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
wrote: 

Hey Janelle, tomorrow morning is not going to work. Sony. I'm sure youll have 
loads of caucus stu!fto cover. 

Feel fi·ee to reach out in the future. 

Get Outlook foLiOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:57:29 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Totally get it, we'd love to make it work, so please keep me posted 

May I have your cell number for my records? 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 7:57PM 

To: Griffin, Janelle <Jane!le.Griffin@turner.com> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

I'm checking. We're in the middle of caucus night so might be a bit before I can get back 
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to you. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <lanelle.Griffjo@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:39:46 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [50S] <Kevjn Hal!@sos.iowa gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Hi Kevin, 

Just checking in- any chance we can make something work? 

From: Griffin, Janelle 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:06PM 

To: Kevin Hal!@sos.iowa.gov 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom wfPoppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto 
hoping Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 

Is Mr. Pate avallable to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 
9:45a et OR 10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns 
over viral misinformation about voter registration and related political 
news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me 
know. 

Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin·Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 
Email: janelle griffin® turner com I Twitter: @janellegCNN 
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From: 
To: 

Hal! Keyjn rsosJ 

Griffin. Janelle 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:28:02 PM Date: 

Sure. Use only for deadline emergency plz. 515-306-4255 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:22:45 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

That's too bad, but I appreciate you getting back to me. 

May I have your cell number for my records? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 10:09 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.[owa.gov> wrote: 

Hey Janelle, tomorrow moming is not going to work. Sorry. I'm sure youll have loads of 
caucus stuff to cover. 

Feel free to reach out in tbe future. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:57:29 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Totally get it- we'd love to make it work, so please keep me posted 

May I have your cell number for my records? 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 7:57 PM 

To: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

I'm checking. We're in the middle of caucus night so might be a bit before I can get back to you. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <lanelle.Grjffjn@turner com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:39:46 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
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Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Hi Kevin, 

Just checking in- any chance we can make something work? 

From: Griffin, Janelle 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:06PM 
To: Kevjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 
Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom w /Poppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping 
Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 

Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 9:45a 
et OR 10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over 
viral misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 

Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin-Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 
Email: janelle.griffin@turner.com I Twitter: @janellegCNN 

.................................................................................................................................................. , 
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From: 
To: 

Grjffin lane!!e 

Hall Kevin fSOSJ 
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Monday, February 3, 2020 9:22:52 PM Date: 

That's too bad, but I appreciate you getting back to me. 

May I have your cell number for my records? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at I 0:09PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS) <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Hey Janelle, tomorrow morning is not going to work. Sorry. I'm sure youll have loads of 
caucus stuff to cover. 

Feel free to reach out in the future. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:57:29 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Totally get it- we'd love to make it work, so please keep me posted 

May I have your cell number for my records? 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 7:57 PM 

To: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

I'm checking. We're in the middle of caucus night so might be a bit before I can get back to you. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:39:46 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Hi Kevin, 

Just checking in- any chance we can make something work? 

From: Griffin, Janelle 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:06PM 
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To: Keyin Ha!!@sos jowa.goy 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

fm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom wfPoppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping 
Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an intetview. 
Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4ih in tbe 9:45a 
et OR 10:45a et? 
This would be live. for about 5~ 7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over 
viral misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452~7769 to let me know. 

Thanks for your time~ I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffln·Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 
Emait; !anelle.gdffin@tnmer.com f Twitter: @janeHegCNN 
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from: 
To: 
Subje<t: 
Date: 

Hall~~ 
Griffin Janelle 
Re: CNN Interview Request Paul Pate 
Monday, February 31 2020 9:09:47 PM 

Hey Janelle, tomorrow morning is not going to work SoJTy. I'm sure you !I have loads of caucus 
stuff to cover. 

Feel free to reach out in the future. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.corn> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:57:29 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Hequest: Paul Pate 

Totally get it- we'd love to make it work, so please keep me posted 

May I have your cell number for my records? 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS) <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 7:57PM 

To: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

I'm checking. We're in the middle of caucus night so might be a bit before I can get back to you. 

Get Outlook for lOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffjn@turoer corn> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:39:46 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos jowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Hi Kevin, 

Just checking in- any chance we can make something work? 

From: Griffin, Janelle 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:06PM 

To: Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 
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I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom w /Poppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping Iowa 
Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 

Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 9:45a et OR 
10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral 
misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 

Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin-Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 
Email: janelle.griffin@turner.com I Twitter: @janellcgCNN 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Altachmentst 

Scully. 6.tlim. 
Hall Kevin fSOSl; mbenson®s,~ 
Reynolds,.. leslie; UOO:rev Forson; Mysterson, .. Matthew 
RE: We need a little more Info about@ 014123612.2: [ ref:,_OODAOKOA8.~5004AlsUCPJ:ref I 
Monday, Februilly 3, 2020 9:46:30 PM 
lmaQtOOLpno 
lmage002.png 
lmage003,png 
lmage004.pog 
ltmme005.png 
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Thanks for the update Kevin. Will let you all know when I hear back. Know you're busy, so 

understand if you can't answer, but what was the rationale from Twitter? And did they take any 

actions short of removing? 

Regards, 

Brian 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:39 PM 

To: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov>; mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson <lforson@sso.org> 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of PHS. DO NOT ciick links or open attachments unless you recognize 
an.~/ or trust .. the sender, Contact your component SOC wlth questions or concerns. 

They refused to remove. 

Get Qutlook for jCJS 

From: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 202.0 9:07:43 PM 

To: mbenson@sso.org <mbenson@sso.org> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SCJS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Reynolds, leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; lindsey 

Forson <lforson@sso.org> 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Sorry ... been out of pocket a bit Will reach out to Twitter. Let me know if you get something. 

Brian Scully 

DHS Countering Foreign Interference Task Force 

National Risk Management Center 

(202) 450-8046 

brian.scullyl@cisa.dhs.gov 

From: Maria Benson <mbenson@sso.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:26:29 PM 
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To: Scully, Brian <brian.scully1@cisa.dhs.gov> 

Cc: Kevin Hall <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Reynolds, Leslie <reynolds@sso.org>; Lindsey Forson 

<lforso n@ sso .org> 

Subject: Fwd: We need a little more info about@ 01.41236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref 

l 

CAUTION: This email ori~inated from outside of DH$. DO NOT dick links or open attachments unless you recognize 
and/or trust the sender. Contact your component SOC with questions or Concerns. 

Hey Brian, 

Can you report this as well? Hannity is now retweeting and Twitter isn't playing ball with us. I've cc'd 

Kevin Hall who you met Saturday. He's lA SOS's Communications Director. He's been reporting and 

playing wack a mole by trying to reply to misleading tweets. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 

To: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Subject: RE: We need a little more info about @ 0141236122 

ref:_ OODAOKOA8._ 5004A1sUCP J: ref ] 

https://twit.!:fJ:J;,Qm/TomFitton/status/1224362801138950146 

h!:nl~er.com/TomFitton/<;tatus/1224387674888339456 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this afternoon. 

Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

htJ:i;lD'}www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatjves-pusb-false

claims-voter-fratJd-twittPr-iowanr;-preparP~caucus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 
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MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES~ A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 

news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 

Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 

eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 

shows thIs information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 

do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 

made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 

claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 

campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are p!J.blli::.!lLil.\!.illl.iilllf. on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 

claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 

from the U.S Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 

they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D, Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos,jowa.goy 
SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IJ £mljD" 
From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about @ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref] 
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Hello, 

Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and 
we'd be grateful if you could answer the following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please 
include J.i.DM, not screens hots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to 
know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and we'll 
get back to you as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

ref:_ OODAOKOA8._ 5004AlsUCP J :ref 
··~---········ ..................................................... -- ........... -···········-----·· -- .. ··---- ·········-----· ..... . 
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Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidenttal. It Is intended solely for use 
by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying~ distribution or taking actlon in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and rnalware1 and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data, Specraliztng in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out 
more Click Here. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Date: 

Sanh Oriyavonq 
wayne®leadstories.com; appeals®leadstorjes.com 
alan@leadstories.com; info@judicialwatch.om; Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate; Jim Hoft; 
Ellza.vauqhn13®gmail.com; zuck@fb.com; oress®fb.com; cruz press@cruz.senate.qov 
Disputing fact-check of Judicial Watch press release on our Facebook page 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:07:19 PM 

To all concerned parties: 

Concerning press release article taken directly from Judicial Watch: Eight Iowa Counties Have 

Total Registration Rates Larger than Eligible Voter Population- at Least 18.658 Extra Names 

on Iowa Voting Rolls 

I highly recommend our recent Facebook fact-check be removed (Feb 3, 2020) because they 

are wrong. Flat out wrong. It is clear that nobody is fact-checking the fact-checker because: 

1) Our source was Judicial Watch yet the page the fact-check links to is about 

Gateway Pundit. 

2) We used the same title as Judicial Watch's press release 

3) Our article links back to the Judicial Watch press release 

4) Judicial Watch's data source is the one that will be used for actual voting whereas 

the fact-checker used census data. Census data does not collect information on voters. 

Wayne Drasher with Leadstories.com was the fact-check source Face book linked to for this 

fact-check. When the fact-checker created this fact-check, he clearly avoided actually fact

checking Judicial Watch (which is our source) demonstrated by his use of a Newsguard link 

that takes you to the information on Gateway Pundit. As for the data from Judicial Watch, 

they are standing by their data according to a statement from the Judicial Watch president 

Tom Fitton: 

"It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and Americans about the 

accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official voter registration 

data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance Commission {EAC) for publication in 

2019. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election rolls and reassure 

voters that its election process is being administered in compliance with federal/ow and 

common sense." 

Judicial Watch is a foundation that holds themselves to a high standard and their success in 

the Supreme Court dealing with errors in voter rolls shows that they are capable in pulling the 

correct data. Judicial Watch is a trusted source, that is why we used Judicial Watch as our 
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source. 

When a fact-checker places an incorrect fact-check on a Facebook page, this potentially 

reduces reach and reduces our credibility. This can also affect a websites financial viability. I 

recommend that this fact-check be corrected or we will need to consider legal options. 

Thank you from a person who is fed up with fake fact-checks, 

Sanh Oriyavong 

Redstatewatcher.com editor 

oriyavong@gmail.com 

916-599-1144 
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From: Michael Hohenbrlnk 

To: ~ 
Subject: 
Date: 

Re: MEDIA RElEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 7:11:23 PM 
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We got this. 

Thank you. 

Mike Hohenbrink 
Editor 
Calmar Courier 
563-562-3488 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:29:26 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515)725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES··· A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voterS. 11 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publidv available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers sho111 that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 
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release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
E&l'inlil:!JJ@llilli.i~o.Y 

II## 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

nLJr:mtsa~ 
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From: 
l'o: 

~i'Ulll 
em1 Keylp rm 

"'' Subject: 
A!~ 
Re: Iowa Glocuses • Focebook Reprnbng Chan~el 
Monday, Febrlliily l, 20ZO 6:W:Sli PM Date: 

Attatbm@.liisl '!'tJ!f!eQ91 ptllj --im;wg!ll'f3 QOQ 

jwgt001 poo 
fru?.gt'()f!5noo 
1mageOOfi mn 

Timflks for flagging- we've got a full team wltb eyes on this now Md are Applying the false filter to similar articles as well. I'll 
send you an additional update shortly! 

Rachel Holland I facebook 
U.S. Politics & Government Outl'cach 
E: RachelHolland@th com 

On feb 3~ 2020, at 7:57PM, Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin.HaH@sos.iowa.gov> \Vrote: 

Thank you! They have new posts up, doubting down on (be false claims. 

Get Outlook fotiQS 

From: Rache! Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <l(evjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristlna.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kevin, 
Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch, Our third-party fact checkers have rated 
this content fafse, and we have applied a filter over the content warning users before they click to see it that the 
content has been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to report violating content to us by emailing repor!s@contenL£'1cehook.com, and copyJng me 
(RaclJdHqllanrl@fb comh as I will be on an airp]ane for the next couple hours. Let me know ifyuu have any 
questions or conccnlS regarding this or any other matters. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOST' <Kevin.Hall@sosJowa.gov> 
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 
To; Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com>1 r Aleksander. Kristina !SOSJ" <Kristina.A!eksander@sos.iowa,gov> 
Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses Facebook Reporting Channel 

We've been playing whack~a-mole with th!sfalse story all day. lsthere anything you car: do tc help: 
bttp~~ook rorn/l!!djdq1WaWl{-P-QS1.sLlOJ.515.a~.1943l 

~~fl988Qj llifif9Yxhl61g2n__fJ.JxgBafi~GjgtlMyJLkEfQU.QI9zflQ.lpPEaScgWaQ6~·:jOuCGG

~~.aa!YWY.IK4SgyfM6mq221D.Ql9cP9.!SD3tdk9kt88IkYMDe8GDb: 

OSuAIJ•nrtJdU'fXAWRWOa~~gjPepQQS-pvN274-

Svov8amvX3Achwplri4tlJFhd9XTScjMEOOadp5"iiDKjl CdvBxsSeshr.BZAZWNkEErAdOI

MSxaJIOAVIJ bf75czfxi S q3b1JhEK ale! JYHpl! wBo9Piwy6! !Wiy! 07 sktJBI2ctAFZw&~ 

We've told them is fake. They have it PINNEO to the top of their page. 

Here'~ our rebuttal: https·//sos iowa govlneys/2020 02 02 html 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. P<lte 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyjn Hall@'<OS jowa gov 
SERVICE • PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51PM 

To: Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] <Kristlna.Aieksander@sos.iowa gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin,Ha!!@sosJowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Krls • Resend!ng this to make sure it ls on the top of your inbox, and copylng ln Kevln too. Thls channel is managed 

24/hours a day and yout email addresses have been white!tsted for access ··feel free to flag content tor us this way lf 
convenient for your office. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

~--·----. -------------·---------------
From: Rachel Holland <~hol!and~Wfi:M;Qm> 

Date: Sunday1 February 21 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aleksander, Kristina [SOS] 0 <Kristina A!eksaoder@sos iqwe gQV> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

Hi Kr!s -·just wanted to give you a hea\ls up that we started our Iowa election escalatlons room yesterday with dozens of 

people watching dose!y for any content escalations through the caucuses. Just a reminder, to report any content that you 

believe violates Facebook's voter lrJ:erference policy please: 
1. Email reportsfiilcootent faCBbooi< com. and cc me {Rache!Ho!land@fb rom), with a link to the content you are 

reporting, 
a. Please send ln as much inforr1ation as you have about the content (!ink to content, screenshot, link of 

the page or profrle that posted the content, etc)- but the link is the best way for us to be able to quickly 

identify something. 

And! will be on caillfyou have any other questions or concerns throughout this tlrne. 

Thanks, 

<imllge607.gif> 

Rachel HoUand 
U.S. Politics & Gov"Crnment Outreach 
E: RachcJHo!land@fb cmn 
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From: 
To: 

Griffin Janelle 

Hall Kevin rsosi 
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Monday, February 3, 2020 9:33:05 PM Date: 

No problem- thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 10:28 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Sure. Use only for deadline emergency plz. 515-306-4255 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:22:45 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

That's too bad, but I appreciate you getting back to me. 

May l have your cell number for my records? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 10:09 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.!-lall@sos.iowa.gov> 
wrote: 

Hey Janelle, tomorrow mmning is not going to work. Sorry. I'm sure you II have 
loads of caucus stuff to cover. 

Feel fi·ee to reach out in the future. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:57:29 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Totally get it- we'd love to malce it work, so please keep me posted 

May I have your cell number for my records? 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS} <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 7:57PM 

To: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

I'm checking. We're in the middle of caucus night so might be a bit before I can get back 
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to you. 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle Grjffio@tJJroer.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:39:46 PM 
To: Hat!, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Ha!l@sos.jowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Hi Kevin, 

Just checking in- any chance we can make something work? 

From: Griffin, Janelle 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:06PM 
To: Kevin.Ha!!@sos.iowa gov 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom wjPoppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto 
hoping Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 

Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 
9:45a et OR 10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns 
over viral misinformation about voter registration and related political 
news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me 
know. 

Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin-Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 
Email: janel\e griffin®h1rner.com [Twitter: @janellegCNN 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

~~ 
S2Jjffin. lane!!~ 

Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 
Monday, February 3, ::!02:0 6:56:4"1 PM 

I'm checking. We're in the middle of caucus night so might be a bit befure I can get back to you. 

Get Outlook fm iOS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <lanelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:39:46 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Hi Kevin, 

Just checking in- any chance we can make something work? 

From: Griffin, Janelle 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:06 PM 

To: Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom w /Poppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping Iowa 
Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 

Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4111 in the 9:45a et OR 
10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral 
misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 

Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin-Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin fSOSJ 

Rachel Holland· Aleksaodec KrJstiQi! fSOSJ 

Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 
Monday, February 3, 2020 6:55:49 PM 
jmaqe001 nnq 
jmaqe002 nno 
jmaqe003 nag 
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Thank you! They have new posts up, doubling down on the false claims. 

Get Outlook for jOS 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 

To: Hal!, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina [505] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kevin, 
Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our third-party fact checkers have rated this 
content false, and we have applied a filter over the content warning users before they click to see it that the content has 
been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to report violating content to us by emailing repmts@content.facebook.com, and copying me 
(RachclHolland@fh com), os I will be on an airplane for the next couple hours. Let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns regarding this or any other matters. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

From: 11 Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 

To: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com>, "Aieksander, Kristina [505]" <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Rachel, 

We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

https·/fwww face book com/IJJdjdaiWatch/posts/1 0157582364851 943? 

xts [OJ-68 AROJ80fseWOrJ9BAol ltlfl f9Yxh !61 g?n01xgR8BzREBw6jgH MyVkffOl JOT9zBo1 pPEaScgWq06yAs9CsPjj0J JCGG

jGKNk9NOobpAeaarvWv!K4$gvFM6mq2270019cp915p3tdk9kt88TkYM0e8GOb-

OStJATJJnrUdUYXAjPRWDamcV81 w3Tm3vgjPep005-pvN274-

Svoy8amYX3AchwplrT4tlJEhd9XISdMEOOadpSIOKjLCdv8xsSeshc8ZAZWNkEErAdOT-
MSxgJ!pAVlJ bf?SczEx!S q3bllhFK alclJYHPHwBo9pjwv6lJWjy!OZ sklJBI2ctAf7w& tn --R 

We've told them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top oftheir page. 

Here's our rebuttal: https·//sos jowa gov/news/2020 02 02 html 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary ofStatc Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin HaJI@sos iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rn:Jmtlja~ 
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From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51PM 

To: Aleksander, Kristina [505] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hi Kris- Resending this to make sure it is on the top of your in box, and copying in Kevin too. This channel is managed 24/hours a 

day and your email addresses have been whitelisted for access -feel free to flag content for us this way if convenient for your 

office. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelhollaod@fb com> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "A!eksander, Kristina [Sosr1 <Kristjna.A!eksander@sos jowa goy> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

Hi Kris- just wanted to give you a heads up that we started our Iowa election escalations room yesterday with dozens of people 

watching closely for any content escalations through the caucuses. Just a reminder, to report any content that you believe 

violates Facebook's yoter interference policy please: 

1. Email reports@cootent facebqqk com. and cc me {RacheiHqlland@fb com), with a !ink to the content you are 

reporting. 

a. Please send in as much information as you have about the content (link to content, screen shot, link of the page 

or profile that posted the content, etc.)- but the link is the best way for us to be able to quickly identify 

something. 

And I will be on call if you have any other questions or concerns throughout this time. 

Thanks, 

FACE BOOK 
Rachel llolhmd 
U.S. Politics & Govcmmcnt Outreach 
E: Bache!I-Tolland@fh com 
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From: 
To: 

J:iall Keyto rSQS] 

~.clfu 
Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Monday, February 3, 2020 9:28:02 PM Date: 

Sure. Use only for deadline emergency plz. 5!5-306-4255 

Get ilirtlook for jQS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:22:45 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

That's too bad, but I appreciate you getting back to me. 

May I have your cell number for my records? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 10:09 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

Hey Janelle, tomorrow morning is not going to work. Son-y. I'm sure youll have loads of 
caucus stuff to cover·. 

Feelli·ee to reach out in the future. 

Get Outlook foriQS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:5'1:29 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [$05] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa,goV> 

Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Totally get it- we'd love to make it work, so please keep me posted 

May I have your cell number for my records? 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 7:57PM 

To: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle,Griffin@turner.com> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

I'm checking. We're in the middle of caucus night so might be a bit before I can get back to you. 

Get Outlook for iQS 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Jane!le,Griffin@turner corn> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:39:46 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kfllin.Hall@sos.iowa,gQY> 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Subject: RE: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Hi Kevin, 

Just checking in- any chance we can make something work? 

From: Griffin, Janelle 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:06PM 

To: Kevin.Ha!l®sos.iowa.gov 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom w /Poppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping 
Iowa Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 

Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 9:45a 
et OR 10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over 
viral misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 

Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin· Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 
Email: janelle griffin@tnmer com I Twitter: @janellegCNN 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 

Mlria flrnsqn 
fkd Kg.ip f$051 

Subject: Re: Iowa cauc:u!l"s • FOCetx;ok Reporting c~ 
~1o.'"lday, Febwary ~ 202{1 iY-37:02 PM Date: 

Attachments: jmpqe!XH pug 

Good! 

!trtw1m) !l!lQ --!mage004 nog 
!tnageQQS png 
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Sent from tny iPhonc 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 7:33 PM, Hall, Kevin fSOS] <Kevin.Hull@sos.iowa.go-v:> wrote: 

Facebook at least doing something, 

Get Outlook for jOS 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholiand@fh.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6;11:21 PM 

To; Hal!, Kevin [SOS] <Kevln.i-lal!@sa.<;.lowa.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina fSOS] <Kristlna.Afeksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject; Re: Iowa Caucuses Facebook Reporting Channel 

I-Ii Kevin. 
Circling back wilh an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our third~party filet checkers have rated 
this content false, and we have applied a filter over the content waming users before they click tn see it that the 
content has: been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to report violating content to us by tlnailing rcports@oontentfucebook.com, and copying me 
(Rache!Ho!!and1fl1h com), as I will be on an airplane for the next couple hours. Let tne know if you have any 
questions or eoncems regarding this or uny other matters. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin,Hal!@so.s.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19 PM 
To: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com>, "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krlstlna.Aleksa:nder@sos.lowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: !owa Caucuses- FacelxiDk Reportirlg Channel 

Rachel, 

We've been playing whack-:a-rnolev/1th this false story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

https·//www facebook com(!•Jd)da!Watch/posts/101575823643519437 

xts (0},68 ABCu8QfseWOrJ9BAoU! 1ft f9'1xhJ6J gZn0lxgR8BzREBw6igHMyVkEfQI JOT9zBoJ pPEaScgWq06yAs9CsPi i01 1CGG~ 

jGKNk9NOobpAeaaryWylK4$gvFM6mg2270019cP91503tdk9kt88JkYMOe8GDb-

OSuAT!Inr: Jdl JYXAiPRWOamcV8! w3Jm3vgjEep00t; pvN2l!k 

5vovBamYX3Achwplri4tUFhd9XISdMEOOadpSIDKil CdySxsSe;;hcBZAZWNkEfrAdaf:: 

Ml1xgJ IQAV\J bf75qEx! S q3b 1 !hFK alctJYHPjl wBo9Diwv6!JWjyl OZ sklJBI2_ctAEZw& to -- B 

We've told them ls fake. They have It PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: 111msjlsos jowg,goy/neyys/2020 02 02 html 

l(evin Hall 
Communications Dirct::tor 
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Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos jowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 
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From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51PM 

To: Aleksander, Kristina [505] <Kristina.Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Hall, Kevin fSOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Face book Reporting Channel 

Hi Kris- Resending this to make sure it is on the top of your inbox, and copying in Kevin too. This channel is managed 

24/hours a day and your email addresses have been white listed for access -feel free to flag content for us this way if 

convenient for your office. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krjstjna Aleksander@sos.jowa.gov> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

Hi Kris- just wanted to give you a heads up that we started our Iowa election escalations room yesterday with dozens of 

people watching closely for any content escalations through the caucuses. Just a reminder, to report any content that you 

believe violates Face book's voter interference policy please: 

1. Email reports@content facebook.com and cc me (RacheiHolland@fb com), with a link to the content you are 

reporting. 

a. Please send in as much information as you have about the content (link to content, screens hot, link of 

the page or profile that posted the content, etc.)- but the link is the best way for us to be able to quickly 

identify something. 

And I will be on call if you have any other questions or concerns throughout this time. 

Thanks, 

<image007.gil> 

Rachel Holland 
U.S. Politics & Government Outreach 
E: Rache!Holland@lb com 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Disclaimer 

The Information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient and others authorized to 
receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of 
this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This emall has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by Mimecast Ltd, an Innovator in Software as a 
Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more useful place for your human generated data. Specializing In; Security, archiving and 
compliance. To find out more~. 
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facebook fit least doing something. 

Get Outlook f~tr 10S 

From: Rachel Holland <rache!nol!and@fb,com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:11:21 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin (SOSj <Kevih.Hall@so.s.lowa.gov>; Aleksander, Kristina (SOS] <Krlstina.A!eksarder@sos.lowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

HiKevjn, 
Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicia[ Watch. Ourthird~party fact checkers have rated lhis 
content false~ and we have applied a filter over the content warning users before they click to see it that the content ha.<; 
been rated false by independent fact checkers. 

Please continue to report violating content to us by emailing reports@content.facebook.com, and copying me 
(Rache!Holland@fh com); as I wHI be on an airplane for ilie next couple hours. Let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns regarding this or any other matters. 

Thanks, 
Rachel 

From: jjHall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevln.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:19PM 

To: Rachel Holland <rachelhol!and@fb.com>, 11Aieksander, Kristina [SOS] 11 <Krlstina.Aieksander@sos.lowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa CaucLses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Rathel, 

We've been playing \Nhack-a~mole with this fdlse story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

bttps:/lwww fucebook comlltu:lir!aiWatch/p_Qilll.lQl5.758236485~ 

xts fOJ~68 ARCq80fseWOrT9BAol fqfl f9Yxb 161 g7nO!X?R8RzRFBw6jgHMyVkEfQUOT9zBo1 ppfaScyWgOGyAs9CsPj!Dt 1CGG~ 

iGKNk9NOobpAeaarvWv!K4SgvEM6mq2270019cP9J5D3tdk9ktZ8TkYMOei\GDb-
OSuAiunr!JdtJYXAiPRWDamc\/81 w3Tm3vgipepOOS-ovN274-

5yoyBamYX3Achwp[rT4ttJfhd9XfSdMEOOadpSipK)lCdy8xsSesbc8ZAZWNkEErAdOT-

~AVU bflSo:fxiS JJ3bJihFK_aJd!YHPjlwBo90jwv6\JWjviOZ skiJBj2ctAEZW& to --B 

We've told them is fake. They have tt PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here's our rebuttal: .ht.trls·/fsos jowa gov/oew<;/2020 02 02Jllinl 

Kevin Hall 
Comnmnications Dir~tor 
Ofhcc ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
~ll_Hal!tg)sosJowa gov 
SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRJTY 

11EMfl'lljD~ 
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From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, :?020 3:51PM 
To: Aleksander, Klistina [SOS] <Kristina,Aieksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: HaiL Kevin [SOSj <Kevln.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses~ Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hl Kris Resending this to make sure it is on tt',e top of your inbox, and copying ln Kevln too. This channel is managed 24/hours a 

day and your email addresses have been white listed for access~feel free to flag content for us this way lf convenient for your 
office. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

From: Rachel Holland <racbelhollaod@fb mm> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10;19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina (SOS]'' <Krlstina Aleksao~~\!> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses T ouchlng Base 

Hl Kris~ just wanted to give you a hf'..ads up that we started our Iowa election escaiatlons room yesterday wlth dozens of people 

watching closely for any content escalations through the caucuses, Just a reminder, to report any content that you be!ieve 

violates Facebook's voter joterferenre policy please: 

1. Email reports@cooten~-' faq;bookm and cc me {Rache!Ho!land@fb com), with a link to ~he content you are 

reporting. 

a. Please send in as much Information as you have about the content (Hnk to content, screenshol, link of the page 

or profile that posted the content, etc.)- but the link is the best way for us to be able to quickly iaentify 

something, 

And I wl!l be on call if you have any other queslions or concerns throughout this time. 

Thanks, 

FACE BOOK 
Rachel Holbmd 
U.S. Politics & Government Outteach 
E: RachelHnlland@fh mm 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



From: Hall Kevin fSOSl 
To: Pate. paul fSOSJ 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:32:05 PM 
Attachments: !mageOOl .pnq 
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Its in the email: "to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral misinformation about voter 
registration and related political news." 

Get Outlook for iOS 

From: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:16:31 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

For what topic? 

Paul D. Pate 
Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:07:18 PM 

To: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

CNN wants you tomorrow morning. Interested? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

nr!JfmljD~ 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:06 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom wJPoppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping Iowa 
Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 

Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 9:45a et OR 
10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral 
misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 

Thanks for your time- !look forward'to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Gt•iffin-Butts 
Editorial Pmducer1 CNN 
Email: jane!Je.griffin@tJirner.corn I Twitter: @janellegCNN 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Paul D. Pate 

Pate Paul [5051 

Hall Kevin [5051; Ross. Michael fSOSJ; Wjden Molly [5051; Burhans Heidi [5051 

Re: Can you please? 

Monday, February 3, 2020 6:22:09 PM 
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Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:18:09 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [505] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [505] 

<Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [505] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [S05] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Can you please? 

Judicial Watch now escalating it: 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11t~rMIIPID~ t1i,Ai LWl&J ~~ 

From: Rood, Lee <lrood@registermedia.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:17PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Can you please? 

Have Pate call me about this Judicial Watch press release? 515-778-6670 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton made the following statement 

regarding the Iowa secretary of state misleading Americans and state 

residents about the accuracy of Iowa's registration rolls: 

It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and 

Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official 

voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance 

Commission (EAC) for publication in 2019. Data concerning such 

registrations must be reported to the EAC by law under federal regulation 11 

C.F.R. § 9428.7. 

Based on this federal data, Judicial Watch found eight counties with 

registration rates over 100% of the voting age population. The next reliable 

report on Iowa's registration rolls won't occur until after the November 

election, as the EAC's next report will be released in 2021. 

The Iowa secretary of state's release of interim voter registration data 

further confirms our concerns and shows that five of the eight counties we 

listed are still over 1 00%. Nearly three dozen counties have a registration 

rate over 95% of the voter age population, which is extraordinarily high. Our 

data has proven to be a strong indicator of voter registration issues and a 

basis for further inquiry. Based on lawsuits alleging the same voter 

registration issues, Judicial Watch has obtained three statewide settlement 

agreements, including a consent decree in the Commonwealth of Kentucky 

in 2018 and a settlement with Los Angeles County and the State of 

California in 2019. 

California last year began the process of removing up to 1.5 million 

"inactive" names from Los Angeles County voter rolls. Kentucky also began 

a cleanup of up to 150,000 names last yearo In 2018, the Supreme Court 

upheld a voter roll clean up in Ohio that resulted from a Judicial Watch 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



settlement. A federal court ordered the State of Maryland to produce voter 

list data for its largest county based on the work of Judicial Watch. Our 

approach has survived federal court scrutiny in four states. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election 

rolls and reassure voters that the state's election process is being 

administered in compliance with federal law and common sense. 

Lee Rood 

Des Moines Register 
515·284·8549 

515· 778··6670 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



From: 
To: 
Subject 
Date: 
Attachments: 

For what topic? 

Paul D. Pate 

Pate. Paul rso~ 

~ 
Re: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 
Mondayr February 3r 2020 6:16:32 PM 
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Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 20204:07:18 PM 

To: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

CNN wants you tomorrow morning. Interested"/ 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secrelat"y of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.jowa.g:oy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

llt':lfiDSD~ 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffln@turner.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:06 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 

Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom w/Poppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping Iowa 
Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 
Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in tbe 9:45a et OR 
10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral 
misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 
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Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin-Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 
Email: janelle.griffin@turner.com I Twitter: @janellegCNN 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Pate Paul [5051 
Hall Kevin [5051; Ross Michael [5051; Burhans Heidi [5051; Widen Molly [5051 
Re: Washington Post Request 
Monday, February 3, 2020 6:16:01 PM 
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Obviously I think they should take down the false and incorrect information. This just shows 
once again that the social media is not being responsible. 

Paul D. Pate 
Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:12:06 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [505] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Washington Post Request 

See below. 

I've been trying all day to get Twitter to take these down. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11CimSD~ 

From: Zakrzewski, Cat <Cat.Zakrzewski@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:10 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Washington Post Request 

Hey Kevin, 

I'm a reporter with the Washington Post, where I cover tech policy. I wanted to reach out 

today to see if you had any comment on Twitter and Facebook's decision to allow the posts 

your office debunked to remain their service. Does the secretary think the services should take 

down the Judicial Watch posts that claim the total number of registration numbers in 8 Iowa 
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counties are larger than the eligible voter population? 

Thanks, 

Cat 
-----------------------·--··--------------------------··------------·-------------·---------------··-----------···-----------··------------···--------·--: 

'-·--·----------·-·---------------------------···----------····---------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------·-·------' 
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From: 
To! 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Pate Paul fSOSl 
Hall Kevin {SOSl 
Re: Can you please? 
Monday, February 3, 2020 6:15:19 PM 
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Maybe we need to have A G sue them ... 

Paul D. Pate 
Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:18:09 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS) <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] 
<Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.goV> 

Subject: FW: Can you please? 

Judicial Watch now escalating it: 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11[!JfmtllD~ 

From: Rood, Lee <lrood@registermedia.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:17 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Can you please? 

Have Pate call me about this Judicial Watch press release? 515-778-6670 

Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton made the following statement 

regarding the Iowa secretary of state misleading Americans and state 

residents about the accuracy of Iowa's registration rolls: 

It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and 
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Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official 

voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance 

Commission (EAC) for publication in 2019. Data concerning such 

registrations must be reported to the EAC by law under federal regulation 11 

C.F.R. § 9428.7. 

Based on this federal data, Judicial Watch found eight counties with 

registration rates over 100% of the voting age population. The next reliable 

report on Iowa's registration rolls won't occur until after the November 

election, as the EAC's next report will be released in 2021. 

The Iowa secretary of state's release of interim voter registration data 

further confirms our concerns and shows that five of the eight counties we 

listed are still over 100%. Nearly three dozen counties have a registration 

rate over 95% of the voter age population, which is extraordinarily high. Our 

data has proven to be a strong indicator of voter registration issues and a 

basis for further inquiry. Based on lawsuits alleging the same voter 

registration issues, Judicial Watch has obtained three statewide settlement 

agreements, including a consent decree in the Commonwealth of Kentucky 

in 2018 and a settlement with Los Angeles County and the State of 

California in 2019. 

California last year began the process of removing up to 1 .5 million 

"inactive" names from Los Angeles County voter rolls. Kentucky also began 

a cleanup of up to 150,000 names last year. In 2018, the Supreme Court 

upheld a voter roll clean up in Ohio that resulted from a Judicial Watch 

settlement. A federal court ordered the State of Maryland to produce voter 

list data for its largest county based on the work of Judicial Watch. Our 

approach has survived federal court scrutiny in four states. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election 
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rolls and reassure voters that the state's election process is being 

administered in compliance with federal law and common sense. 

Lee Rood 

Des Moines Register 

515-284-8549 
515-778-6670 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

"'"" Attachments: 

Hi Kevin} 

Rarhe! Ho!acd 

Hill! !<win (SQS)· A!"'k:iander Krl~ 
Re; Iowa C3Lu:ws- F.>rebook Reporting 01armel 
M:mday, Febroaty 3, 20ZO 6:H::p PM 
l!llilw;OOLnnq 
~l.l.02.J:!.ag 
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j!WQ!1Q04 pug 
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Circling back with an update regarding the content posted by Judicial Watch. Our third-party fact checkers have rated this 
content false, and we have applied a 111ter over the content warning users before they click to see it that the content has 
been rated false by independent fact checkei'S. 

Plea'le continue to rcpoJt violating content to us by emailing reports@conte-nt.facebook.com, and copying me 
(RachetHolland@th com), as 1 will be on an airplane for the next couple hours. Let me know if you have any questions or 
concerns regarding this or any other matters. 

'lllanks, 
Rachel 

From: "Hall, Kevi'1 rsos]" <Kevln.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, Febroa:y 3, 2020 at 5:19 PM 

To: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com>, "Aieksander1 Kristina {SOS]" <Krlstlna.A!eksander@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Iowa Caucuses- Facebook Reporting Channel 

Rachel, 

We've been playing whack-a-mole with this false story all day. Is there anything you can do to help: 

https·//www facebook com!Judjda!Watch/po;;ts/10157582364851943'( 

xts fOJ,;ofi8 ARCuROfseWOrJ98Ao! l!Jf! f9Yxhl61 g7n01XffR8BzREBw6jgH MyVkffOUOT9zBo1 pPEaScgWq06yAs9CspljO:!CGG 

iGKNk9NOobpAeaarvWylK4SgvEM6mg2270019cP9JSD3tdk9kt88TkYMOe8GDb 

OStJATIJor!JdlJYXAjPRWDamcV81 w3Tm3vgiPep005:pvN2?4-

~QVBamYX3Achwpi•T4tUfhd9XTSdMEOOadpSTOKj l Cdv&sSeshc8ZAZWNkEErAdOT-

M5xg11DAV! J bf75czFx! S_ q3b1 !bFK a JdJYHPH wBq9Diwyp! lWjyJ OZ skjJBI2ctAFZW&: tn =~R 

We've toiC them is fake. They have it PINNED to the top of their page. 

Here1s our rebuttal: httr:s·l/sos jowa gov/os;ws/2020 __ 02_J)2 html 

Kevin HaJJ 
Communications Director 
Office of!owa Sccrettuy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-29·t2 
Kevin Hall@soa iowa tiDY 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

I'U!Jim~D~ 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelholland@fb.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:51 PM 

To: Alek:sander, Kristina [SOS] <Krist[na.Aieksander@sos.iowa.goV> 
Cc: Halt Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Re: Iowa Caucuses~ Facebook Reporting Channel 

Hl Krls- Resendlng this to make sure it Is on the top of your inbox, and copying in Kevin too. This channel is managed 24/hours a 
day and your email addresses have been whitellsted for access- feel free to flag content for us this way If convenient for your 
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office. 

Thanks, 

Rachel 

From: Rachel Holland <rachelho!land@fb.com> 

Date: Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 10:19 AM 

To: "Aieksander, Kristina [SOS]" <Krjstjna.Aieksander®sos jowa gov> 

Subject: Iowa Caucuses Touching Base 

Hi Kris- just wanted to give you a heads up that we started our Iowa election escalations room yesterday with dozens of people 

watching closely for any content escalations through the caucuses. Just a reminder, to report any content that you believe 

violates Face book's yoter interference policy please: 

1. Email reports@cootent.facebook com and cc me (RacheiHolland@fb com), with a link to the content you are 

reporting. 

a. Please send in as much information as you have about the content (link to content, screenshot, link of the page 

or profile that posted the content, etc.}- but the link is the best way for us to be able to quickly identify 

something. 

And I will be on call if you have any other questions or concerns throughout this time. 

Thanks, 

FACE BOOK 
Rachel Holland 
U.S. Politics & Government Outreach 
E: RHchelHolland@fb com 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Maria Benson 
Hall Kevin [$051 
Kevin Kane; gov@twitter.com 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_00DAOK0A8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:37:06 PM 
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Hi Kevin, 

I echo Kevin Hall's concern, particularly as more states gear up for their respective primaries. 

Maria Benson 
NASS Director of Communications 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 5:36PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
wrote: 

Kevin, 

When a group is falsely claiming there are more voters than there are actual people in 

the county, that IS voter suppression. It leads people to believe their vote is invalid or 

won't count. It absolutely does rise to the level of voter suppression. 

Their claims are false, we've proven their false, mainstream media like the Washington 

Post have proven their false. What more do you guys need? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<imageOO l.png> 

<image002.png> 
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From: Kevin Kane <kkane@twitter.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:23 PM 
To: mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; gov@twitter.com 
Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 
ref:_ OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Thanks Maria · 

This was reviewed by our team and is not in violation of our electiJ:lll..inj;flgrity poJim! 
as it does not suppress voter turnout or mislead people about when, where, or 
how to vote. I understand this is not the outcome you are seeking and 
appreciate you continuing to report Tweets to our team. 

Best, 

Kevin 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 4:36 PM Maria Benson <J:lJ.lls:n~.Q.QJ:!l.> wrote: 

Hi Kevin, 

Iowa Secretary of State has reported the below election misinformation, but Twitter 

has declined to take it down. As you can see from facts the tweets are clearly wrong. 

I wanted to bring this to your attention to hopefully remedy the situation. 

I've cc'd Kevin Hall, their Communicators Director. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [50S]" <Kmdll.JJall@sos.iowa,gov> 

Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 

To: Twitter Support <support@twitter corn> 

Subject: RE: We need a little more info about @ 0141236122 
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ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref] 

https://twit te r.com!I om Fitton lsi atus/l 2 24362801138950146 

https ://twjtter.com!Iom Fitton /status/ 12 2438767 48883 3 945.6. 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release 

this afternoon. Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false 

claims: 

https·Uwww.~~$.L2.Q2Q/Jl2LQ;ljmr~: 
prJsh-false-clajms-voter-fraud-twitter-jowans-prepare--caucus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa 
voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.Cbased organization made false claims 

today in a news release regarding voter registration information in 

eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registration 

numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. 

Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this 

information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data 

regarding voter registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose 

the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office 

has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, 

that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims 

erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this 

misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise 

Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are pJ.!blil;jy~ on the 

Secretary of State's website. They are updated monthly.~ 

numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the 
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organization's claims about Iowa population are greatly 

underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and 

the methods they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 

~~..i' 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

C~JL~Jli][~[!fi][~J 

From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos jowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCP J:ref I 

Hello, 

Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help 
;from you, and we'd be grateful if you could answer the 
following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? 
(Please include links, not screens hots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful 
for us to know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting 

anyone else? 
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Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another 
look and we'll get back to you as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

Ill 
ref:_ OODAOKOA8._ 5004AlsUCP J: ref 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is 
intended solely for use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not 
the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking 
action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be 
unlawfuL 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically 
archived by Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service {SaaS) for business. 
Providing a safer and more useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; 
Security, archiving and compliance. To find out more Click Here, 

<image007.png> 

Kevin Kane 
Twitter Public Policy 
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703.304.6911 

................................................................................................................................... , 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use 
by the recipient and others authorized to receive ·it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out 
more Cljck Here. 
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Date: 
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Re: Washington Post Request 
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Thanks for sharing this Kevin. 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 6:12 PM 

To: Zakrzewski, Cat <Cat.Zakrzewski@washpost.com> 

Subject: RE: Washington Post Request 

I cAUTION: EXTERNAL SENDER 

Cat, 

Here's the email chain with Twitter. Their response is disappointing (I misspelled "they're" in the 

original reply to Kevin Kane. Fixed it below). 

Kevin, 

When a group is falsely claiming there are more voters than there are actual people in the county, 

that IS voter suppression. It leads people to believe their vote is invalid or won't count. It absolutely 

does rise to the level of voter suppression. 

Their claims are false, we've proven they're false, mainstream media like the Washington Post have 

proven they're false. What more do you guys need? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(SIS) 72S-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY n [facebook.coml ~J [twitter.comllm 

[linkedin.coml ell [instagram.coml a [youtlJbe.coml 

~ fgoo.gl] 
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From: Kevin Kane <kkane@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:23PM 

To: mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; gov@twitter.com 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Thanks Maria-

This was reviewed by our team and is not in violation of our election integrity policy 

[help.twitter.com] as it does not suppress voter turnout or mislead people about when, 

where, or how to vote. I understand this is not the outcome you are seeking and appreciate 
you continuing to report Tweets to our team. 

Best, 

Kevin 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 4:36PM Maria Benson <mbenson@sso.org> wrote: 

Hi Kevin, 

Iowa Secretary of State has reported the below election misinformation, but Twitter has declined to 

take it down. As you can see from facts the tweets are clearly wrong. I wanted to bring this to your 

attention to hopefully remedy the situation. 

I've cc'd Kevin Hall, their Communicators Director. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~ [facebook.com] ~:J [twitter. com] Em 
rlinkedin.com] ti) [instagram.com] a [youtube.coml 

~ lgoo.gll 
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From: Zakrzewski, Cat <Cat.Zakrzewski@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:10PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Washington Post Request 

Hey Kevin, 

I'm a reporter with the Washington Post, where I cover tech policy. I wanted to reach out 

today to see if you had any comment on Twitter and Facebook's decision to allow the posts 

your office debunked to remain their service. Does the secretary think the services should take 

down the Judicial Watch posts that claim the total number of registration numbers in 8 Iowa 

counties are larger than the eligible voter population? 

Thanks, 

Cat 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin fSOSJ 
Ross Michael fSOSJ; Widen Molly fSOSJ; Burhans Hejdi fSOSl 
Pate Paul fSOSJ 
FW; Can you please? 

Monday, February 3, 2020 5:18:00 PM 
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Judicial Watch now escalating it: 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa. goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

llllr.lli!~ ... a • IIIIIIIULW~ ~ 

From: Rood, Lee <lrood@registermedia.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:17 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Can you please? 

Have Pate call me about this Judicial Watch press release? 515-778-6670 

Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton made the following statement 

regarding the Iowa secretary of state misleading Americans and state 

residents about the accuracy of Iowa's registration rolls: 

It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and 

Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official 

voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance 

Commission (EAC) for publication in 2019. Data concerning such 

registrations must be reported to the EAC by law under federal regulation 11 

C.F.R. § 9428.7. 
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Based on this federal data, Judicial Watch found eight counties with 

registration rates over 100% of the voting age population. The next reliable 

report on Iowa's registration rolls won't occur until after the November 

election, as the EAC's next report will be released in 2021. 

The Iowa secretary of state's release of interim voter registration data 

further confirms our concerns and shows that five of the eight counties we 

listed are still over 100%. Nearly three dozen counties have a registration 

rate over 95% of the voter age population, which is extraordinarily high. Our 

data has proven to be a strong indicator of voter registration issues and a 

basis for further inquiry. Based on lawsuits alleging the same voter 

registration issues, Judicial Watch has obtained three statewide settlement 

agreements, including a consent decree in the Commonwealth of Kentucky 

in 2018 and a settlement with Los Angeles County and the State of 

California in 2019. 

California last year began the process of removing up to 1.5 million 

"inactive" names from Los Angeles County voter rolls. Kentucky also began 

a cleanup of up to 150,000 names last year. In 2018, the Supreme Court 

upheld a voter roll clean up in Ohio that resulted from a Judicial Watch 

settlement A federal court ordered the State of Maryland to produce voter 

list data for its largest county based on the work of Judicial Watch. Our 

approach has survived federal court scrutiny in four states. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election 

rolls and reassure voters that the state's election process is being 

administered in compliance with federal law and common sense. 

Lee Rood 

Des Moines Register 

515-284-8549 

515-778-6670 
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From: Rood I ee 

To: Hall Kevin (SQSJ 
Subject: Can you please? 
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 5:17:19 PM 

Have Pate call me about this Judicial Watch press release? 515-778-6670 

Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton made the following statement 

regarding the Iowa secretary of state misleading Americans and state 

residents about the accuracy of Iowa's registration rolls: 

It is shameful that the secretary state of Iowa would mislead Iowans and 

Americans about the accuracy of the state's registration rolls. 

Judicial Watch's analysis of Iowa's state registration rolls is based on official 

voter registration data provided by Iowa to the federal Election Assistance 

Commission (EAC) for publication in 2019. Data concerning such 

registrations must be reported to the EAC by law under federal regulation 11 

C.F.R. § 9428.7. 

Based on this federal data, Judicial Watch found eight counties with 

registration rates over 100% of the voting age population. The next reliable 

report on Iowa's registration rolls won't occur until after the November 

election, as the EAC's next report will be released in 2021. 

The Iowa secretary of state's release of interim voter registration data 

further confirms our concerns and shows that five of the eight counties we 

listed are still over 100%. Nearly three dozen counties have a registration 

rate over 95% of the voter age population, which is extraordinarily high. Our 

data has proven to be a strong indicator of voter registration issues and a 

basis for further inquiry. Based on lawsuits alleging the same voter 

registration issues, Judicial Watch has obtained three statewide settlement 

agreements, including a consent decree in the Commonwealth of Kentucky 

in 2018 and a settlement with Los Angeles County and the State of 

California in 2019. 
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California last year began the process of removing up to 1.5 million 

"inactive" names from Los Angeles County voter rolls. Kentucky also began 

a cleanup of up to 150,000 names last year. In 2018, the Supreme Court 

upheld a voter roll clean up in Ohio that resulted from a Judicial Watch 

settlement. A federal court ordered the State of Maryland to produce voter 

list data for its largest county based on the work of Judicial Watch. Our 

approach has survived federal court scrutiny in four states. 

Iowa's Secretary of State and local officials need to clean up the election 

rolls and reassure voters that the state's election process is being 

administered in compliance with federal law and common sense. 

Lee Rood 

Des Moines Register 

515-284-8549 

515-778-6670 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Pate Paul fSOSl 
Hall Kevin fSOSl; Ross Michael fSOSJ; Burhans Heidi fSOSl; Widen. Molly fSOSl 
Re: Washington Post Request 
Monday, February 3, 2020 6:16:01 PM 
lmage001.png 
lmage002.png 
lmage003.png 
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Obviously I think they should take down the false and incorrect infonnation. This just shows 
once again that the social media is not being responsible. 

Paul D. Pate 
Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:12:06 PM 
To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 
<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 
Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: FW: Washington Post Request 

See below. 

I've been trying all day to get Twitter to take these down. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE ·PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n~llt'ISD~ 

From: Zakrzewski, Cat <Cat.Zakrzewski@washpost.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:10 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Washington Post Request 

Hey Kevin, 

I'm a reporter with the Washington Post, where I cover tech policy. I wanted to reach out 

today to see if you had any comment on Twitter and Facebook's decision to allow the posts 

your office debunked to remain their service. Does the secretary think the services should take 

down the Judicial Watch posts that claim the total number of registration numbers in 8 Iowa 
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counties are larger than the eligible voter population? 

Thanks, 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Amy Cohen 
Burhans Held! fSOSJ 

Hall Kevin rsos1 
Re: Washington Post Request 
Monday, February 3, 2020 4:41:38 PM 
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I can try, but this is going to be a little tricky because they're misusing and misinterpreting data 
which isn't quite the same as "Election Day is on Wednesday." 

Kevin, I take from your email below that you've reported these tweets via the Twitter portal, is that 
correct? If not, can you tell me what actions you've taken; or if you have, what other interactions 
you've had with Twitter on this today? 

The contents of this message, together with any attachments, are confidential and intended only for the use of the individual 

or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 

distribution, or copying of this message, or any attachment, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

please notify the original sender immediately by email and delete this message, along with any attachments, from your 

computer. 

From: "Burhans, Heidi [505]" <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 5:29 PM 

To: Amy Cohen <acohen@nased.org> 

Cc: "Hall, Kevin [505]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Washington Post Request 

Hi Amy: 

As a follow-up to what I sent you earlier about the misinformation we've been battling in Iowa today, please see 
emails below. 

Is there any possibility that you can help our Communications Director, Kevin Hall (copied on this email)? 

Thank you, 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
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515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi.burhans@sos. iowa .gov 

SERVICE · PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

sos.iowa.gov 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:12PM 

To: Ross, Michael [505] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [505] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [505] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [505] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Washington Post Request 

See below. 

I've been trying all day to get Twitter to take these down. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin,Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

1111'::11 fi.''W"'Ii"'.·ii·· mq. •.. ..·•· a •... 
lluiiiUWJ~ ~ 

From: Zakrzewski, Cat <CatZakrzewski@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:10 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.jowa.gov> 

Subject: Washington Post Request 

Hey Kevin, 

I'm a reporter with the Washington Post, where I cover tech policy. I wanted to reach out 

today to see if you had any comment on Twitter and Facebook's decision to allow the posts 

your office debunked to remain their service. Does the secretary think the services should take 

down the Judicial Watch posts that claim the total number of registration numbers in 8 Iowa 

counties are larger than the eligible voter population? 
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Thanks, 

Cat 
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From: 

To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin ESOSJ 
Ross Michael CSOS]; Burhans. Heidi fSOSl; Aleksander Kristina fSOSJ 
Pate Paul ESOSJ; Widen Molly ESOSJ; Gookin Eric CSOSJ; Hicok Wes rSOSl; Burhans Heidi [SOSl; Merrick Joel 
ESOSJ; Kramer. Lance fSOSl; Cole. Dale [5051; Antle Kendall [SQSJ; Phillips Kyle ESOSJ; mbenson@sso.org 

Monday dips 

Monday, February 3, 2020 4:37:54 PM 
jmageOOl.png 
jmage002.png 
jmage003.ong 
jmage004.png 
JmageOOS.png 
image006.png 

I've been playing whack-a-mole on social media all day with the false Judicial Watch claims, and 

haven't had time for anything else, so this isn't even close to all the media clips. Consider it Monday 

pt. 1. To be continued ... 

Also, lVNews, where we get the video clips from, was hit with a ransomware attack last week, so we 

don't have any clips from them available right now. 

Judicial Watch 

DMR: The misinformation campaign: Iowa SOS blasts Judicial Watch for insinuating voter fraud 

Media from NASS 

Fox News: Iowa's secretary of state concerned about 'misinformation' days ahead of caucuses 

AP: Election officials get training before 2020 voting 

Wa Po: Election officials confident about securitY days before first contests of 2020 

VoteShield 

Clarksville Star: VoteShield helps protect integrity of elections 

Sigourney News-Review: Iowa's partnership with VoteShield helps protect integrity of elections 

Voter reg 

StateScoop: Securing elections starts with securing voter registration (claims with "teamed up with 

CIO" for Vote Shield) 

Felons 
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KGLO Radio in Mason City: Governor clears backlog 400 ex-felons get voting rights in time for 

Caucuses 

WOI-TV in West Des Moines: Iowa governor approves over 400 applications from felons for voting 

rights restoration 

Elected official residence 

Iowa Public Radio: Woodbury County Supervisor resigns a week after voter registration canceled 

Youth Straw Poll 

KYOU-TV in Ottumwa: Mock caucus held for OHS students 

KTIV-TV in Sioux City: Sioux City East High participates in Iowa Youth Straw Poll 

Council Bluffs Daily Nonpareil: Students pick Yang. Trump in statewide straw poll 

Cedar Rapids Gazette: Youth Straw Poll Jan. 28 

Mason City Globe Gazette: Iowa Youth Straw Poll: Clear Lake Mason City students on opposite sides 

USMCA signing 

Spencer Daily Reporter: Iowa contingent on hand for USMCA signing 

Other states 

Illinois: Election officials reveal more issues with automatic voter registration- this time with info 

from 16-year-olds being forwarded 

National 

Huff Po: Twitter rolls out new tool to report voting misinformation 

McClatchy: Jason Kander's voting rights group to merge with anti-Citizens United PAC 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

m1r~~~a... ~WJLI!J ~· 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Maria Benson 
Hall. Kevin fSOSl 
Kevin Kane; gov@twitter.com 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOAB._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 
Monday, February 3, 2020 5:37:06 PM Date: 

Attachments: imageOOLong 

Hi Kevin, 

image002.ong 
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I echo Kevin Hall's concern, particularly as more states gear up for their respective primaries. 

Maria Benson 
NASS Director of Communications 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 5:36PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
wrote: 

When a group is falsely claiming there are more voters than there are actual people in 

the county, that IS voter suppression. It leads people to believe their vote is invalid or 

won't count. It absolutely does rise to the level of voter suppression. 

Their claims are false, we've proven their false, mainstream media like the Washington 

Post have proven their false. What more do you guys need? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<imageOO l.png> 
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From: Kevin Kane <kkane@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:23 PM 

To: mbenson@sso.org 

Cc: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; gov@twitter.com 

Subject: Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_ OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCP J :ref] 

Thanks Maria-

This was reviewed by our team and is not in violation of our election integrity policy 

as it does not suppress voter turnout or mislead people about when, where, or 
how to vote. I understand this is not the outcome you are seeking and 
appreciate you continuing to report Tweets to our team. 

Best, 

Kevin 

On Man, Feb 3, 2020 at 4:36PM Maria Benson <mbenson@sso.org> wrote: 

Hi Kevin, 

Iowa Secretary of State has reported the below election misinformation, but Twitter 

has declined to take it down. As you can see from facts the tweets are clearly wrong. 

I wanted to bring this to your attention to hopefully remedy the situation. 

I've cc'd Kevin Hall, their Communicators Director. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 

To: Twitter Support <sllpport@twitter.com> 

Subject: RE: We need a little more info about @ 0141236122 
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ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref] 

https: //twitter. com ITo m Fittonlstatusl12 2 43 6280113 8950146 

https: //twitter.co mIT om Fitton /statusl12 2 438 767488833945 6 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release 

this afternoon. Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false 

claims: 

https :/lwww.wash i ngton post. co mlpo I iticsl2 0201021031con se rvatives

pu sh-false-claims-voter-fraud-twitter -iowa ns-p repare-caucusl 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTAU: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa 
voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims 

today in a news release regarding voter registration information in 

eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registration 

numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. 

Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this 

information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data 

regarding voter registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose 

the day ofthe Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office 

has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, 

that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims 

erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this 

misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise 

Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the 

Secretary of State's website. They are updated monthly. These 

n11mbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the 
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organization's claims about Iowa population are greatly 

underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and 

the methods they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin. Hall@sos. iowa. goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

[~[~][~]~][~[~] 

From: Twitter Support <sllpport@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Hello, 

,Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help 
from you, and we'd be grateful if you could answer the 
,following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? 
(Please include links, not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful 

for us to know? 
• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting 

anyone else? 
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Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another 
look and we'll get back to you as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

fill 
ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref 
···········------·········--------········--------·········------·········--------·····--------······· 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is 
intended solely for use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not 
the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking 
action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be 
unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically 
archived by Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. 
Providing a safer and more useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; 
Security, archiving and compliance. To find out more Click Here. 

<image007.png> 

Kevin l<ane 
Twitter Public Policy 
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703.304.6911 

-----········-------·······--------········---------······---------·······-------·-·····----------······-------·········--------······: 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use 
by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mirnecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing.in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out 
more Click Here. 
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From: 
To: 
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Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hi Amy: 
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Hall Kevin [$051 
FW: Washington Post Request 
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As a follow-up to what I sent you earlier about the misinformation we've been battling in Iowa today, please see 
emails below. 

Is there any possibility that you can help our Communications Director, Kevin Hall (copied on this email)? 

Thank you, 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi. b u rh a ns@sos. iowa. gov 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

sos.iowa.gov 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:12PM 
To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Washington Post Request 

See below. 

I've been trying all day to get Twitter to take these down. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11~ImSD~ 

From: Zakrzewski, Cat <Cat.Zakrzewski@washpost com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:10 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Washington Post Request 

Hey Kevin, 

I'm a reporter with the Washington Post, where I cover tech policy. I wanted to reach out 

today to see if you had any comment on Twitter and Face book's decision to allow the posts 

your office debunked to remain their service, Does the secretary think the services should take 

down the Judicial Watch posts that claim the total number of registration numbers in 8 Iowa 

counties are larger than the eligible voter population? 

Thanks, 

Cat 

.............................................................................................................................................................. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Kevin Kane 
mbenson®sso.ora 
Hall Kevin [5051; gov@twitter.com 
Re: We need a little more Info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODA0KOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 
Monday, February 3, 2020 4:23:25 PM 

Attachments: jmage.pnq 

Thanks Maria -

This was reviewed by our team and is not in violation of our election integrity policy as it 
does not suppress voter turnout or mislead people about when, where, or how to 
vote. I understand this is not the outcome you are seeking and appreciate you 
continuing to report Tweets to our team. 

Best, 

Kevin 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 4:36PM Maria Benson <mbenson@sso org> wrote: 
I-Ii Kevin, 

Iowa Secretary of State has reported the below election misinformation, but Twitter has 
declined to take it down. As you can see from facts the tweets are clearly wrong. I wanted to 
bring this to your attention to hopefully remedy the situation. 

I've cc'd Kevin Hall, their Communicators Director. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 
To: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 
Subject: RE: We need a little more info abont@ 0141236122 
ref:_OODAOKOA8._ 5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

https://twitter,comffomFitton/status/ 122436280113 8950 146 

https ://twitter com/TomFitton/status/12243 87 67 4 8 883 3 94 56 
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We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this 
afternoon. Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

https :/ /www.washingtonpost.com/po Jitics/2020/02/03/conseryatives-push-false
claims-yoter-fraud-twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims 
today in a news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa 
counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties 
are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa 
Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding 
voter registration, and it's especially disconce1ting they chose the day of the 
Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretmy Pate said. "My office has told this 
organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data regarding 
Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. 
They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to 
disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of 
State's website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones 
claimed by Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 
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Along with their false claims about the voter regish·ation numbers, the 
organization's claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, 
according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the 
methods they use to provide clean and accmate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

~~~~][_~~ 

From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 
Sent: Monday, Februmy 3, 2020 2:51PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 
Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 
ref:_ OODAOKOA8._5004Al sUCP J:ref] 

Hello, 
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Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and 
we'd be grateful if you could answer the following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please 
include links, not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to 
know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and 
We'll get back to you as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

ref: OODAOKOA8._5004A I sUCPJ:ref 
................................................................................................................................ , 

' . ' . ' . ···----------------------------······------------·······-----------·······------------------------------------------------------· 

Disclaimer 
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The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for 
use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this 
information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find 
out more Click Here. 

'!11 
Kevin Kane 
Twitter Public Policy 
703.304.6911 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

See below. 

Hall Kevjn [5051 
Ross Michael [5051; Burhans Heidi [5051; Widen Molly [5051 
Pate Paul rsoSJ 
FW: Washington Post Request 
Monday, February 3, 2020 4:12:00 PM 
imaqe001.pnq 
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I've been trying all day to get Twitter to take these down. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(51 S) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY ... ~--~a·_·., lui U LWIJIIJ ~ 

From: Zakrzewski, Cat <Cat.Zakrzewski@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:10 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Washington Post Request 

Hey Kevin, 

I'm a reporter with the Washington Post, where I cover tech policy. I wanted to reach out 

today to see if you had any comment on Twitter and Facebook's decision to allow the posts 

your office debunked to remain their service. Does the secretary think the services should take 

down the Judicial Watch posts that claim the total number of registration numbers in 8 Iowa 

counties are larger than the eligible voter population? 

Thanks, 

Cat ·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------, 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hey Kevin, 

Zakrzewski Cat 
Hall Kevin [SQSJ 
Washington Post Request 
Monday, February 3, 2020 4:09:47 PM 

I'm a reporter with the Washington Post, where I cover tech policy. I wanted to reach out 

today to see if you had any comment on Twitter and Facebook's decision to allow the posts 

your office debunked to remain their service. Does the secretary think the services should take 

down the Judicial Watch posts that claim the total number of registration numbers in 8 Iowa 

counties are larger than the eligible voter population? 

Thanks, 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin fSOSJ 
Pate Paul fSOSJ 
FW: CNN lnteiView Request: Paul Pate 
Monday, February 3, 2020 4:07:00 PM 
!maqe001.pnq 
image002.pnq 
imaqe003.pnq 
imaqe004.pnq 
imaqeOOS.pnq 
Jmaqe006.pnq 

CNN wants you tomorrow morning. Interested? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11LJHDED~ 

From: Griffin, Janelle <Janelle.Griffin@turner.com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 4:06 PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 
Importance: High 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom w /Poppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping Iowa 
Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 

ls Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 9:45a et OR 
10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral 
misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 

Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin-Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 
Email: janelle.griffin@turner.com I Twitter: @janellegCNN 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hi Kevin, 

Griffin Janelle 
Hall Keyjn fSOSl 

CNN Interview Request: Paul Pate 
Monday, February 3, 2020 4:05:50 PM 

I hope your Monday is going well. 

I'm reaching out on behalf of Newsroom w /Poppy Harlow & Jim Sciutto hoping Iowa 
Secretary of State Paul Pate can join for an interview. 

Is Mr. Pate available to join CNN tomorrow, Tuesday February 4th in the 9:45a et OR 
10:45a et? 
This would be live, for about 5-7 minutes, to discuss Mr. Pate's concerns over viral 
misinformation about voter registration and related political news. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at (404) 452-7769 to let me know. 

Thanks for your time- I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Janelle Griffin-Butts 
Editorial Producer, CNN 
Email: janelle.griffin@turner.com I Twitter: @janellegCNN 
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From: Widen. Molly [5051 
To: 
Subject: RE: Voter registration in Iowa 
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:58:00 PM 

Good Afternoon-' 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office publishes voter registration totals for every county at the 

beginning of each month. You can find totals for January 2020 on our website using this link: 

h ttps :1/sos. iowa .gov /election s/pdfNRS tatsArch iye/2020/CoJ an 20. pdf 

Historical data from the last two decades is available on our website. 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Sincerely, 

Molly M. Widen 
Legal Counsel 
Office of the Iowa Secretary of State 
Office: (515) 281-5864 
Mobile: (515) 210-4634 
Email: molly.widen@sos.iowa gov 

From: 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:07PM 

To: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Voter registration in Iowa 

I understand Iowa Secretary of State Pate is concerned about information published by Judicial 

Watch voter registration in eight counties and states the information is not correct. The SOS can 

immediately put this allegation to rest by publishing total registration of eligible voters for those 

counties versus the population of eligible voters in those counties. Problem solved. Unless JW is 

correct! 
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From: Jili!<!:; 
To: Hall. Kevin fSOSl 
Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Monday, February 3, 2020 3:40:48 PM Date: 

You have been awesome. Thank you. 
Mari 
On Feb 3, 2020, at 3:29PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

Iowa Code §48A.30 covers the reasons why a voter's registration may be cancelled. 

A voter can move directly from active to cancelled for the following reasons: 

1. The registered voter dies. 

2. The registered voter registers to vote in another jurisdiction, and the County 

Auditor (typically via the SoS) receives notice of the registration from the 

registration official in the other jurisdiction. 

3. The registered voter requires the cancellation in writing. 

4. A verified felony conviction. 

5. The registered voter is adjudged mentally incompetent to vote. 

6. The registered voter declares that they are not a United States citizen on a jury 

form. 

A voter moves from active to inactive for the following reasons: 

If one of the following mailings is sent and it is returned as undeliverable by the post 

office, the voter's status must be changed to "Inactive": 

• Voter registration acknowledgement mailing 

• NCOA card 

• No Activity in 4 Years card 

• Countywide mailing postcard for counties that do not use NCOA 

• Absentee Ballot 

"lnactive"status also includes the following: 

• Voters who have been identified in the NCOA process as having moved outside 

the county. 

• Voters who are mailed an NCOA, a countywide mailing, or a No Activity notice 

and a third party responds to the notice indicating the voter does not live at that 

address anymore. This is the only time you can take action on a voter's record 
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based on a third party notice. 

• Voters identified by county registrars during the multi-state match process as 

having more recent voter registration activity in another state. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:41 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 

registration 

What ways are inactive voters removed from the list? 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 1:35PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

Here are the November 2016 numbers by county: 

bttps://sos.iowa.gov/elections/pdUVRStatsArchive/2016/CoNov16.pdf 

An inactive voter is one who has not voted in at least two consecutive 

general elections and failed to respond to official mailings. Usually, these 

are people who have moved. The active voter registration totals are more 

accurate. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 
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Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:14 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding 

Iowa voter registration 

Forgive me again, please. I am looking at the 2016 November numbers. 

How does the SoS office define active vs. inactive voter and how to you 

get that information? 

Thanks again. 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 12:29 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding 

Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made 

false claims today in a news release regarding voter 

registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 

Watch claims that total registration numbers in these 

counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official 

data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows 

this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out 

inaccurate data regarding voter registration, and it's 

especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa 

Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told 

this organization, and others who have made similar claims, 

that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their 

false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should 

stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit 

trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publiclY available on 

the Secretary of State's website. They are updated monthly. 

These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial 

Watch in their news release today are patently false. 
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Along with their false claims about the voter registration 

numbers, the organization's claims about Iowa population 

are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from 

the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county 

auditors and the methods they use to provide clean and 

accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos iowa. goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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................................................................................................................. , 

................................................................................................................. , 

....................................................................................................................................... , 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Marja Benson 
Kevin Kane 
Hall. Keyin rSOSl; goy@twitter.com 

Subject: Fwd: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOAB._5004AlsUCPJ:ref] 
Monday, February 3, 2020 3:36:43 PM Date: 
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Hi Kevin, 

Iowa Secretaty of State has reported the below election misinformation, but Twitter has 
declined to take it down. As you can see from facts the tweets are clearly wrong. I wanted to 
bring this to your attention to hopefully remedy the situation. 

I've cc'd Kevin Hall, their Communicators Director. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fmwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 
To: Twitter Suppott <support@twitter.com> 
Subject: RE: We need a little more iufo about@ 0141236122 
ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref] 

https ://twitter. com /Tom Fitton /statu s/12 2 4362 801138950146 

https :1/twitter.com /Tom Fitton /status/122 43 8 767 4888339456 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this afternoon. 

Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-

cl aims-voter-fraud-twitter -iowa ns-pre pare-caucus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 
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(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 

news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 

Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 

eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 

shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 

do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 

made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 

claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 

campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 

claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 

from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 

they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ni:Jtme~am 

From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
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Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

Hello, 

Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and 
we'd be grateful if you could answer the following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please 
include links, not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to 
know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and we'll 
get back to you as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

ref:_ OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ :ref ..................................................................................................................................... , 
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Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use 
by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out 
more Click Here. 
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From: 
To: 

Michael Hohenbrink 
Hall Keyin CSOSJ 

Subject: 
Date: 

Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 7:11:23 PM 
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We got this. 

Thank you. 

Mike Hohenbrink 
Editor 
Calmar Courier 
563-562-3488 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:29:26 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters. 11 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These n11mbers showthatthe ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 
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release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa goy 

### 

SERVICE o PARTICIPATION o INTEGRITY 

11CftlUED~ 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Thanks! 

Burhans Heidi fSOSJ 
Hall. Kevin fSOSJ 
RE: Response to Judicial Watch"s false claims 
Monday, February 3, 2020 3:26:52 PM 
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Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi,burhans@sos. iowa .qov 

SERVICE · PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:46 PM 

To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: Response to Judicial Watch's false claims 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:30PM 

Subject: Response to Judicial Watch's false claims 

Dear County Auditor, 

Secretary Pate asked me to share this information with you. Judicial Watch issued this news release 

!lli!a¥, claiming 8 Iowa counties have total registration rates larger than eligible voter population. 

In response, we sent out this media release: 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voterS. 11 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These n11mbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the li.S. CenstJS Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 

Additionally, the Washington Post already has a story up, also debunking their claims: 

https: 1/www. washington post.co m /pol itics/2020/02/03/co nse rvatives-p 11sh-fa I se-clai ms-vote r -fraud

twitter -iowans-prepare-ca1 Jcl 1s/ 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 

Maria Benson 
Brian Sc!!l!y 

Hall Kevin [SOSJ; Reynolds Leslie; Lindsey Forson 
Subject: Fwd: We need a little more Info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref] 
Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 3:26:37 PM 
Attachments: imageOOLpng 
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Hey Brian, 

Can you report this as well? Hannity is now retweeting and Twitter isn't playing ball with us. 
I've cc'd Kevin Hall who you met Saturday. He's lA SOS's Communications Director. He's 
been reporting and playing wack a mole by trying to reply to misleading tweets. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fmwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Date: February 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 
To: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 
Subject: RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 
ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

https :/ltwitte r.com/T om Fitton /status/122 43 6 2801138950146 

https :1/twitte r. com/Tom Fitton /status/12 243 8767 48883 3 9456 

We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this afternoon. 

Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

https :II www. washington post. com/poI itics/2020/02 /03/con servatives-push-fa Is e

el aims-voter-fraud-twitter -iowa n s-prepa re-ca ucus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 
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MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 

news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 

Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 

eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 

shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 

do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 

made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 

claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 

campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 

claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 

from the IJ.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 

they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11urmt:~a~ 

From: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 

ref:_OODAOKOA8._ 5004A1sUCPJ :ref] 
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Hello, 

Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and 
we'd be grateful if you could answer the following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please 
include links., not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to 
know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and we'll • 
get back to you as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

Ill 
ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004AlsUCPJ:ref ........................................................................................................................................ , 

~-----------------·-··········---------········--------···········---------··········----------------------------······----------·· 
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Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use 
by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out 
more Click Here. 
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From: ptads 
To: Hall Kevin [5051 
Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Monday, February 3, 2020 3:40:48 PM Date: 

You have been awesome. Thank you. 
Mari 
On Feb 3, 2020, at 3:29PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

Iowa Code §48A.30 covers the reasons why a voter's registration may be cancelled. 

A voter can move directly from active to cancelled for the following reasons: 

1. The registered voter dies. 

2. The registered voter registers to vote in another jurisdiction, and the County 

Auditor (typically via the SoS) receives notice of the registration from the 

registration official in the other jurisdiction. 

3. The registered voter requires the cancellation in writing. 

4. A verified felony conviction. 

5. The registered voter is adjudged mentally incompetent to vote. 

6. The registered voter declares that they are not a United States citizen on a jury 

form. 

A voter moves from active to inactive for the following reasons: 

If one of the following mailings is sent and it is returned as undeliverable by the post 

office, the voter's status must be changed to "Inactive": 

• Voter registration acknowledgement mailing 

• NCOA card 

• No Activity in 4 Years card 

• Countywide mailing postcard for counties that do not use NCOA 

• Absentee Ballot 

"Inactive" status also includes the following: 

• Voters who have been identified in the NCOA process as having moved outside 

the county. 

• Voters who are mailed an NCOA, a countywide mailing, or a No Activity notice 

and a third party responds to the notice indicating the voter does not live at that 

address anymore. This is the only time you can take action on a voter's record 
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based on a third party notice. 

• Voters identified by county registrars during the multi-state match process as 

having more recent voter registration activity in another state. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(51 5) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<imageOOI.png> <image002.png> <image003 png> 
<image004.png> <imageOOS.png> <image006.png> 

From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:41 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 

registration 

What ways are inactive voters removed from the list? 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 1:35PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

Here are the November 2016 numbers by county: 

https://sos.iowa.gov/elections/pdf/VRStatsArchive/2016/CoNov16.pdf 

An inactive voter is one who has not voted in at least two consecutive 

general elections and failed to respond to official mailings. Usually, these 

are people who have moved. The active voter registration totals are more 

accurate. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of! ow a Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(SIS) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<imageOO l.png> <image002.png> <image003 .png> 
<image004.png> <imageOOS.png> <image006.png> 

From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 
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Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:14PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding 

Iowa voter registration 

Forgive me again, please. I am looking at the 2016 November numbers. 

How does the SoS office define active vs. inactive voter and how to you 

get that information? 

Thanks again. 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 12:29 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding 

Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made 

false claims today in a news release regarding voter 

registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 

Watch claims that total registration numbers in these 

counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official 

data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows 

this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out 

inaccurate data regarding voter registration, and it's 

especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa 

Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told 

this organization, and others who have made similar claims, 

that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their 

false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should 

stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit 

trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on 

the Secretary of State's website. They are updated monthly. 

These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial 

Watch in their news release today are patently false. 
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Along with their false claims about the voter registration 

numbers, the organization's claims about Iowa population 

are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from 

the l! S Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county 

auditors and the methods they use to provide clean and 

accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyjn.Hall@sos.iowa.~ov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Kevin Kane 
mbenson@sso.ara 
Hall Kevin [SOSJ; gov@twitter.com 
Re: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 
Monday, February 3, 2020 4:23:25 PM 

Attachments: jmaqe nng 

Thanks Maria -

This was reviewed by our team and is not in violation of our election integrity policy as it 
does not suppress voter turnout or rnislead people about when, where, or how to 
vote. I understand this is not the outcorne you are seeking and appreciate you 
continuing to report Tweets to our learn. 

Best, 

Kevin 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 4:36PM Maria Benson <mbenson@sso org> wrote: 
I-Ii Kevin, 

Iowa Secretary of State has reported the below election misinformation, but Twitter has 
declined to take it down. As you can see from facts the tweets are clearly wrong. I wanted to 
bring this to your attention to hopefully remedy the situation. 

I've cc' d Kevin Hall, their Communicators Director. 

Thanks, 

Maria 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hall, Kevin [SOS]" <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Date: Februmy 3, 2020 at 3:54:30 PM EST 
To: Twitter Support <support@twitter.com> 
Subject: RE: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 
ref:_OODAOKOA8._5004A1sUCPJ:ref] 

https:/ /twitter.com/IomFitton/status/122436280 1138950146 

hltps ://twitter .com/I om F itton/status/1224 3 87 67 48883 3 94 56 
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We responded directly to these tweets, and sent out this news release this 
afternoon. Also, the Washington Post has reported on the false claims: 

https:Uwww washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false
c !aims-voter-fraud- twitter-i owans-prepare-caucus/ 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 
registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims 
today in a news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa 
counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties 
are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa 
Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding 
voter registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the 
Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this 
organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data regarding 
Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. 
They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to 
disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of 
State's website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones 
claimed by Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 
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Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the 
organization's claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, 
according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the 
methods they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office of Iowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Twitter Suppmt <support@twitter com> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:51PM 
To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov> 
Subject: We need a little more info about@ 0141236122 [ 
ref: OODAOKOA8. 5004AlsUCPJ:ref] - -

Hello, 
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.Thanks again for your report. We need a little more help from you, and 
we'd be grateful if you could answer the following questions: 

• Are there specific Tweets you can share with us? (Please 
include .!.inkl:i., not screenshots.) 

• Are there any other details you think would be helpful for us to 
know? 

• When did the harassment from this account start? 
• Do you happen to know if this account is targeting anyone else? 

Once you've had a chance to reply to us, we'll take another look and 
,we'll get back to you as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

Twitter 

Twitter, Inc. 1355 Market Street, Suite 900 San Francisco, CA 94103 

ref: OODAOK.OA8. 5004A lsUCPJ:ref - -
, ............................................................................................................................... . 

' 

................................................................................................................................ ~ 

Disclaimer 
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The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for 
use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this 
information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by 
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more 
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find 
out more Click Here. 

'!!if 
Kevin l<a ne 
Twitter Public Policy 
703.304.6911 
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From: 
To: 

Hall. Kevin rsos1 
Burhans Heidi fSOSJ 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

FW: Response to Judicial Watch"s false claims 
Monday, February 3, 2020 2:45:00 PM 
imaqe001.ong 
imaqe002.ong 
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From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:30 PM 

Subject: Response to Judicial Watch's false claims 

Dear County Auditor, 

Secretary Pate asked me to share this information with you. Judicial Watch issued this news release 

J:Q.c:i.Q't, claiming 8 Iowa counties have total registration rates larger than eligible voter population. 

In response, we sent out this media release: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 
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Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 
Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bu[eau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 
provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 

Additionally, the Washington Post already has a story up, also debunking their claims: 
https:{/www.washingtonpost com/~2m.QLQ2LD.3Ll;~tives·pusb-false-claims-voter·fraud-
1Y:Iil;ter -iowa ns-prepare-ca ucus/ 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
E&Y.in.Hall@sos.jowa.goy 
SERVICil; ·PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

OLllmfllD~ 
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From: 
To: 

Hall. Kevjn fSOSJ 
Emily Birnbaum 

Subject: 
Date: 

RE: The Hill newspaper inquiry- Countering Iowa caucus-related misinformation? 
Monday, February 3, 2020 2:29:00 PM 

Attachments: imageOOl.png 
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I'm following the social media channels for this sort of thing as it relates to Iowa elections. It's 

important to remember the Iowa Caucuses are run by the political parties. They are not official State 

of Iowa elections. 

Twitter, Facebook and Google have been helpful in partnering with secretaries of state on the NASS' 

#Trustedlnfo2020 initiative. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rn:nm~a~t 

From: Emily Birnbaum <ebirnbaum@thehill.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:45 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: The Hill newspaper inquiry- Countering Iowa caucus-related misinformation? 

Thanks, Kevin. For my reporting: do you have anyone monitoring for this kind of social media 

misinformation in your office? 

On Man, Feb 3, 2020 at 1:33PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 
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registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false, 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," 

, Secretary Pate said, "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar 

I claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter 
I 

confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit 

trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publiclv ;wail able on the Secretary of State's website. They 

are updated monthly. These numbers Sh_lllll that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the lJ,S Census 

Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secrelai'Y of State Paul D. Pate 
(51 5) 725-2942 
Kevin,Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

II## 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11 rmtma~ 

From: Emily Birnbaum <ebirnbaum@thehill.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 202012:31 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin,Hall@sos iowa ~ov> 

I Subject: The Hill newspaper inquiry- Countering Iowa caucus-related misinformation? 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is Emily Birnbaum and I'm a tech policy reporter with 

The Hill newspaper. 

I'm working on an article right now about social media misinformation around the Iowa caucus. 

And I'm wondering what the Iowa secretary of state's office is doing to counter any viral 
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falsehoods and conspiracy theories bubbling up online. 

Is anyone with the secretary of state's office available to chat sometime today or tomorrow about 

your approach, the challenges you're facing and what you're seeing on the platforms? 

I know this is a crazy time, to say the least. But if you're able to make someone available or share a 

statement about what you're doing to counter misinformation, I'd appreciate it immensely. 

Thanks so much for any input you could provide! My number is 301-525-4563 if that's any easier. 

Emily Birnbaum 
The Hill, Technology Policy Reporter 
c: 301-525-4563 
ebirnbaum@thehill.com 

~-~!~?~~-~~-~~-!~~!~.t-~~·.®.~~~·~~~-~~=~·-····----·····----················-·-····-----------··-·······-·······-------··-----------------: 

Emily Birnbaum 
The 1-Iill, Technology Policy Reporter 
c: 301-525-4563 
ehirnhaum@thehill.com 

!~!~~~~-~~~-~~-!~~~~~~~·.@.~~~~~~-'!~=~----·······-········---····-···----····--·····--··-··-··--------------········-··-----------------------: 

---- -- ---- ------------ ---- -- ------ ------------------ -- -- -------- -------- ------ ---- -- -- ---- -- -- ------------------ -------- -- ---- ----- ----- -------- ----- __ , 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Denise Beyer 
Hall Kevin fSOSl 
RE: Response to Judicial Watch"s false claims 
Monday, February 3, 2020 2:17:05 PM 
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Thank you!! I cannot believe, after Eric Churchwell himself CAME HERE to Allamakee County to visit, 

and Dawn Williams asked him why they include "all" statuses in their voter numbers and they said to 

be consistent, and Dawn explained our practices for keeping voter rolls as clean as possible and how 

their practice creates false results, and he left here seemingly satisfied and we never heard from him 

again -I cannot believe they continue with this "garbage" information!! 

Thank you for following up with me! 

Denise 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:30PM 

Subject: Response to Judicial Watch's false claims 

Dear County Auditor, 

Secretary Pate asked me to share this information with you. Judicial Watch issued this news release 

today. claiming 8 Iowa counties have total registration rates larger than eligible voter population. 

In response, we sent out this media release: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

[515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 
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regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters.N 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S Census Bur.Jm.!.!. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 

Additionally, the Washington Post already has a story up, also debunking their claims: 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/cooservatives~push~false~claims~voter~fraud~ 

twitter ~iowans~~prepa re~ caucus/ 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Dit·ector 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(5 15) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos. iowa.Ji:.QY 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

11~1!1SDilt 
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From: 
To: 

Hall. Kevin [5051 
Daniel Funke 

Subject: 
Date: 

RE: Quick Information request from PolitiFact (Deadline: 4:30 p.m. EST) 
Monday, February 3, 2020 2:09:00 PM 
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Daniel, 

Here's the full news release. Let me know if you need anything else. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.l-lall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Daniel Funke <dfunke@poynter.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 20201:52 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Quick information request from Politi Fact (Deadline: 4:30p.m. EST) 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope you're doing welL I'm a reporter for Politi Fact and I'm reaching out for your office's recent 

statement about a Judicial Watch report. 

Here is part of the statement, which was posted on Twitter and 

elsewhere: ~tter.com/JessjcaHuseman/status/l22440528404457472.ll 

Would you mind sending me this statement for use in my fact-check? I expect my story will publish 

today around 4:30 p.m. EST. 

Thanks so much! 

Daniel Funke 
Reporter, PolitiFact 

politifact.com 

727-553-4336 (office) 

770.298-7796 (cell+ messaging apps) 

Newslell.f:J: ProtonM<illl EG£ 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Dallas 

Johnson 

Lyon 

Madison 

Poweshiek 

Dickinson 

Scott 

Warren. 

Not yours. 

Hall Keyin fSOSl 
Shell¥ llllillllr 
RE: Response to Judki~ Watch"s false c!atms 
Monday1 FeDruary 31 2020 2:08:00 PM 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hllll@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11urmtsa~ 

From: Shelly Barber <sbarber@henrycountyiowa.us> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 2:04PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Response to Judicial Watch's false claims 

What counties are they supposedly to be? 

S'heU.y 'Bcwbev 
Henry County Auditor& 
Commissioner of Elections 
100 E Washington St, Ste 202 
Mt Pleasant, lA 52 641 
.s.biuber@henrvcountyioffi!.Jl.:i 
Phone: 319-385-0756 
Fax: 319-385-3601 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Keyjn.Hall@sos.jowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:30PM 
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Subject: Response to Judicial Watch's false claims 

Dear County Auditor, 

Secretary Pate asked me to share this information with you. Judicial Watch issued this news release 

l:lli:!.a',!, claiming 8 Iowa counties have total registration rates larger than eligible voter population. 

In response, we sent out this media release: 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding low0 is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publiclv available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 

Additionally, the Washington Post already has a story up, also debunking their claims: 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 
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From: 
To: 

Shelf~ 

Hall Kevin fSOSl 
Subject: 
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Attachments: 

RE: Response to Judldal Watch"s false claims 
Monday, February 31 2020 2:03:43 PM 
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What counties are they supposedly to be? 

Shelly 13cwbe¥ 
Henry County Auditor& 
Commissioner of Elections 
100 E Washington St, Ste 202 
Mt Pleasant, lA 52641 
~arber@henrvcoJmtyiowa.us 
Phone: 319-385-0756 
Fax: 319-385-3601 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOSj <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:30PM 

Subject: Response to Judicial Watch's false claims 

Dear County Auditor, 

Secretary Pate asked me to share this information with you. Judicial Watch issued this news release 

.tlliiall. claiming 8 Iowa counties have total registration rates larger than eligible voter population. 

In response, we sent out this media release: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

{515)725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties, Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 
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said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters.11 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly availabl" on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly.~ numbers~ that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the ll S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 

Additionally, the Washington Post already has a story up, also debunking their claims: 

https://www washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives~push~false-clairns~voter~fLilll.d: 

twitter -iowans-prepare-ca ucrl!iL 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.l:lall@sos.iowa.go_y 
SERVICE· PAIUICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

ncr:me~a~ 
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From: ~vers t:1ike fSQS) 

To: !::!illL Kevin fSOSJ; SQS-IT Help Desk 
Subject! 
Date: 

RE: MEDIA RELEASE: Offidal data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 31 2020 1:59:38 PM 
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This is posted. 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:41PM 

To: SOS-IT Help Desk <helpdesk@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Can we get this posted ASAP? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.jowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rn:Jtmtsalt 
From: Hall, Kevin [SOS) 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:32 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRlTARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D. C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 
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and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 
said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 
regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 
should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 
voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly availab.le. on the Secretary of State's website. They are 
updated monthly. These' numbers show that the ones claimed by .Judicial Watch in their news 
release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 
Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census .Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 
provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
win.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

ncrmsa~ 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Hi Kevin, 

Daniel Funke 
Hall Kevin rsos1 
Quick information request from PolitlFact (Deadline: 4:30 p.m. EST) 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:51:46 PM 

I hope you're doing well. I'm a repot1er for PolitiFact and I'm reaching out for your office's 
recent statement about a Judicial Watch repm1. 

Here is pat1 of the statement, which was posted on Twitter and 
elsewhere: https :1/twjtter .com/ JessicaHusem an/status/12244 05 284044 57 4 720 

Would you mind sending me this statement for use in my fact-check? I expect my story will 
publish today around 4:30 p.m. EST. 

Thanks so much! 

Daniel Funke 
Reporter, PolitiFact 
politifact com 
727-553-4336 (office) 
770-298-7796 (cell+ messaging apps) 
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From: 
To: 

Hall Kevin [5051 
Wjden Molly [5051 

Subject: FW: MEDIA RELEASE: OffiCial data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Monday, February 3, 2020 1:<12:00 PM Date: 
Attachments: lmage001 png 

lmage002 png 
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Can you help with this one please? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n~fmljD~ 

From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:41PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

What ways are inactive voters removed from the list? 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 1:35PM, Hall, Kevin [505] wrote: 

Here are the November 2016 numbers by 

county: https: 1/sos. iowa . gov I election s/pd!IV R5 tatsArch ive/20 16/ CoNov16. pdf 

An inactive voter is one who has not voted in at least two consecutive general elections and failed to 

respond to official mailings. Usually, these are people who have moved. The active voter registration 

totals are more accurate. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos igwa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
<imageOOI png> <image002 png> <jmage003 png> <image004 png> <imageOOS png> <image006 png> 

From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 20201:14 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Forgive me again, please. I am looking at the 2016 November numbers. How does the SoS office define 

active vs. inactive voter and how to you get that information? 
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Thanks again. 
On Feb3, 2020, at 12:29 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

OFFICE OF THE IOWASECRETARYOF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CONTACT: Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
1515)725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news 
release regarding voter reglstratfon information in eight Iowa counties. Judlclal Watch 
claims that total registration numbersln these counties are larger than the ellgible voter 
population. Official data complied by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this 
information ls false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and 1fs especially disconcerting they chose the day of the lowa Caucus to do 
this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made 
similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false dalms erode 
voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately 
and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters,!! 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are ~avaitable on the Secretary of State's website. 
They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in 
their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the orgar:ization's 
clai"Tls about Iowa population are greatly underestlmated1 according to actual data from 
the ..LLS..J:~;;nsus Bumau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they 
use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hallr@sos imva.gov 
SERVICE· PARTrCIPATION ·INTEGRITY 
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·-· ................. ···--~·-··· .................................... "" ..................................................................... ······ ........... . 
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From: Sievers. Mike fSOSJ 

To: Hall Keyin fSOSJ; SOS-IT Help Desk 
Subject: 
Date: 

RE: MEDIA RElEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter regl'>tnrtion 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:59:38 PM 
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This is posted. 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:41PM 

To: SOS-IT Help Desk <helpdesk@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Can we get this posted ASAP? 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTJ<:GRITY 

11LlErl'lfllD~ 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:32 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 
(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OFTHE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES~ A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 
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and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are pllblicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
K evin.Ha ll@sos.iowa. goy 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

I'JrJimSD~ 
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From: 
To: 

Hal! Keyjn rsosl 

ptads 

Subject: 
Date: 

RE: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:35:00 PM 
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Here are the November 2016 numbers by county: 

https:llsos.iowa.gov/electjons/pdf!VRStatsArchive/2016/CoNov16.pdf 

An inactive voter is one who has not voted in at least two consecutive general elections and failed to respond 

to official mailings. Usually, these are people who have moved. The active voter registration totals are more 

accurate. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rn:nmlja~ 

From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:14PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Forgive me again, please. I am looking at the 2016 November numbers. How does the SoS office define active 

vs. inactive voter and how to you get that information? 

Thanks again. 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 12:29 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 
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compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false, 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," 

Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar 

claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter 

confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit 

trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are ~ailable on the Secretary of State's website. They 

are updated monthly. These aumbe~ that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the JLS.~ 

~. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide dean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of Slate Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
~~_x 

111111 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Hall Key[O (SQSJ 

~ To: 
subject~ 

Date: 
RE~ NEDIA RE1£ASE: Official data rebuts false dafms regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:35:00 PM 
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Here are the November 2016 numbers by county: 

https:l/sos.iowa goy/electjons/pdljVRStatsArthive/2016/CoNovlfiJidf 

An inactive voter is one who has not voted in at least two consecutive general elections and failed to respond 

to official mailings. Usually, these are people who have moved. The active voter registration totals are more 

accurate, 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
.IS&vin.Hall@sos.iowa.gQY 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n~mnma~ 

From: ptads <ptads@tcaexpress.net> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:14PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Forgive me again, please. I am looking at the 2016 November numbers, How does the SoS office define active 

vs. inactive voter and how to you get that information? 

Thanks again. 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 12:29 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS) wrote: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties, Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 
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compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," 

Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar 

claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter 

confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit 

trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They 

are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the Us. Cens11s 

.Bl!r=. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin fSOSl 
Marks. Joseph 
RE: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday1 February 3, 2020 1:32:00 PM 
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Nothing like that planned as of now. Important to remember the political parties run the caucuses. 

They are not official State of Iowa elections. Will let you guys know if anything else pops up. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11~musa~ 

From: Marks, Joseph <Joseph.Marks@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:50 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Hi Kevin, 

Nice meeting you in person on Thursday! Here's the story ICYMI. Do you know yet about plans 

to report out any issues during the caucuses tonight? Is Secretary Pate planning on putting out 

a statement or doing a call if there are/ aren't issues? 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Joseph Marks 

Staff Writer, Washington Post 

(Cybersecurity 202 newsletter author, subscribe here) 

(202) 334-6431 (desk) 

(202) 664-7910 (cell) 

Joseph.marks@washpost.com 

@Joseph_ Marks_ 
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(I typically work Sunday to Thursday. If you email me on Friday, l'lllikely get back to you 

Monday). 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Keyjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:32 PM 

··-~··--.. ·--·--

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

CA.UTION: EXTERNAL SENDER 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confldence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters./J 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available fsos,jowa.eov] on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. The£.e..llil!llbers sh~.iowa.gov] that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau 

[cens~). 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods tihey use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secreta1y of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: 
ace: 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall. Kevin [5051 
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gtoyd@byrountv!owa.com; auditqr®btJ!:ferrolowa.org; rbatzCiilcalhotmQ}(!nMgwa com; 
kirlheck®carmllcouotyiowa.cra; Q~n@casscofa..us:; cdauber@cedarrounty orq; 
aw@ore@mcounty.ora; kglfenke@rn.cherokfle.la.us; j.kncH®ch~~ 
.l!Yhite®darlsecountyiowa.ora; mpjtts@co c!ay.ia.us; jmqarms@deytoncountyia.gey; van!ancker@.clintoncountv
.@,gQy; imart:ens@crawfordcountv.m:.g; iulia.hefm@dallasrountyiowa.gov; auditor@dayisrountylowa.omi 
dauaud®gnn.oet: cbecker@co.delawqre.ia.u,s; johnsont@dmcourrty.com; lpedersen®ro dickinson ia.us; 
denise.do!an@dubuquecouoty us: asathoff®emmetcountvla com; lmoel!ers@~.ia.us; 
gcatr@flovdcoia.om: auditor@co franklin ja.us: d~fremont.la,.!J5; aud!tor@co.greene.ia.us; 
~; m!mcdellan@guthriecountv.om; kg:haa@hamiltonoouo.t.y,Qrg; 
hanaudme@hanc~a&rQ.i Jmr.a®hardlnCQUnMa.goy; aud!tor@harrtsoncounMa.ora; 
sbarber@henrycounMowa.us; ~~; price@bumboldtcounMa.om: 
~~@~; istQh!mann®co!Qwa.ia.us; asmlth®m.iack~; ~~; 
auditor@ieffexson_county@ com; ~ert@ro.iOhnson ia us; aud!tor@co iones.ia.us: 
aud!tor@keokukmuntvia.com; illm!!llil!l~~i ~fralse@!eecouoty ora; igel.mil!er@linocounty.org; 
sel!iott@llouisaco·l?.....ru:g; D::J.a~i jsmit@ro.lyon.ia.usj ~~ISQ!Jcola us; 
auditor@mahaskacrumty.ora; iQrandla@co marlou~; llb,enson@marshallcouotyia.gov; 
crobertsoo@mlllsroja.us; ltesch®mltdlelfcoia us; mornaud11dlmonona~; ~mooroecoia.us: 
sburke@mootgomerycoia us; audttor@co.mugatlne.la.!Js; ~rlenm.!!!Jit,J!ru; bedith!~J~i 
mwet!hausen@co.page.ia.us; cmoser@co.palo~a!to,ia us; sfeldman@co.plvmoiJth.la.u<j; 
kfepsen@nocahootascola.!!Si jamje.fitroerq!d@po!kcrumtviowa nov· e!ections@oottcounty-la.gov; 
~@poweshlekcmmty orgj ~ke@r!oogoldcoJmty us; sacoaud@saccounty.orn; 
rmoritz@srottmuntviowa.com; mmaxwe!l@sbm org; eyand@slouxcounty.org; uYlartln@strnyrpuotvlowa,aoy; 
!kopsa!ffitamacountv.om; audltor@tay!orcountviowa om; shysel!@uo!onco.~QUJ; !Wecker@ybro!a,ora; 
auditpr@wapellocountv.org; tradvtalwarrencountvla.om; dwldmer@co.washingtoo ia.usi 
mdoo!ey@waynecou nMa.om; audltor®webstercouotyia,ora: Karta. weiss@win nebagocountyillwa.g ov; 
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Dear County Auditor, 

Secretary Pate asked me to share this information with you. Judicial Watch issued this news release 

l.ll.!:tl\(, claiming 8 Iowa counties have total registration rates larger than eligible voter population. 

In response, we sent out this media release: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES-A Washington D.C.~based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 

Additionally, the Washington Post already has a story up, also debunking their claims: 

https ://www. washington post. com/pol jtjcs/2 020/02/03/co nservatives-pl J sh-false-clai ms-voter -fraud

twjtter -iowans-prepare-ca t J ct J s/ 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(SIS) 72S-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

rJutmsa~ 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

RQQd.....!_gg 
Hall. Kevin rsos1 
Can you call me? 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:21:53 PM 

About Judicial Watch? Thanks 

Lee Rood 

Des Moines Register 

515-284-8549 

515-778-6670 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin [5051 
Marks Joseph 
RE: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:32:00 PM 
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Nothing like that planned as of now. Important to remember the political parties run the caucuses. 

They are not official State of Iowa elections. Will let you guys know if anything else pops up. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

m~w,~. ~a~ 
I111IULW~ ~ 

From: Marks, Joseph <Joseph.Marks@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:50 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Hi Kevin, 

Nice meeting you in person on Thursday! Here's the story ICYMI. Do you know yet about plans 

to report out any issues during the caucuses tonight? Is Secretary Pate planning on putting out 

a statement or doing a call if there are/ aren't issues? 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Joseph Marks 

Staff Writer, Washington Post 

(Cybersecurity 202 newsletter author, subscribe here) 

(202) 334-6431 (desk) 

(202) 664-7910 (cell) 

Joseph.marks@washpost.com 

@Joseph_Marks_ 
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(I typically work Sunday to Thursday. If you email me on Friday, l'lllikely get back to you 

Monday). 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Ha!l@sos.iowa gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:32PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

CAUTION: EXTERNAL SENDER 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES -A Washington D. C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters.'/ 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available fsos.iowa govl on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show fsos.iowa.goyl that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S, Census Bureau 

[census.flovl. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

tl## 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IJrfacebook.coml r::J [twitter.comllm [linkedin.coml 

tl:) finstagram.coml a [youtube.coml ~ [goo.gll 
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From: ptads 
To: Hall Kevin rsos1 
Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

Monday, February 31 2020 1:11:34 PM Date: 

Thank you. This is good information from a good source. Thanks for doing the footwork. 

As an aside, Judicial Watch is a far right think tank supported largely by Republicans. When is 
enough enough fi·om Iowa Republican elected officials? Sheesh. 
Thank you, 
Mari Radtke 
On Feb 3, 2020, at 12:29 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CONTACT: Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 
eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 
shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 
do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 
made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 
claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 
campaign immediately and quittrying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These nllmbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 
from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 
they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Burhans Heidi fSOSl 
To: 
Cc: 

Hall. Kevin fSOSl; Ross Michael fSOSJ; Widen Molly [$051 
Pate. paul rsos1 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

RE: Media reports already 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:09:26 PM 
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If you need help convincing Twitter to remove false posts, reach out to Amy Cohen, executive director of 
NASED. She has direct contacts to whom she can explain and convince to remove false posts. Her contact 
details: acohen@nased.org, phone 240.801.6029, and mobile 203.536.3660. 

Heidi L. Bm·hans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi.burhans@sos.iowa.goy 

SERVICE · PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

sos.iowa.gov 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:37 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [505] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [505] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [505] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [505] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Media reports already 

Washington Post story: https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push

false claims-voter-fraud twitter-iowans-prepare-caucus/ 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
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(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos iowa goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11 ~=;gr:.~a·.···, ~IW~ ~ 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Lucky you! 

Amy Cohen 

Burhans Heidi [5051 

Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:08:47 PM 
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Judicial Watch has gone after many of your colleagues recently, but nice of them to capitalize on the 
caucus attention. I believe I spoke to Clay Helms in Alabama about this a few months ago, but I also 
know they've gone after Maryland. 

It was great to see you! I hope you enjoyed the conference and that the rest of today goes 
smoothly! 

The contents of this message, together with any attachments, are confidential and intended only for the use of the individual 

or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 

distribution, or copying of this message, or any attachment, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

please notify the original sender immediately by email and delete this message, along with any attachments, from your 

computer. 

From: "Burhans, Heidi [SOS]" <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Date: Monday, February 3, 2020 at 2:04 PM 

To: Amy Cohen <acohen@nased.org> 

Subject: FW: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter 

registration 

Here's what we're dealing with in social media today: 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conseJVatives-push-false-claims-voter-fraud-twitter
iowans-prepare-caucus/. 

See our press release below. At least WaPo called us for comment and actually listened. 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 
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515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi. bu rhans@sos. Iowa .gov 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gav> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:28 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRErARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES A Washington D. C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers In these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are pub~ailable on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the iLS~>llill!JLe.ill.!. 

The Iowa Secretary of State':; Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 
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provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

mr~ .. ~a r;1'J IIII~LWlatJ -~: 
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From: 
To: 

Burhans Heidi [5051 
Amy Cohen 

Subject: 
Date: 

FW: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:04:00 PM 
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Here's what we're dealing with in social media today: 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push-false-claims-voter-fraud-twitter
iowans-prepare-caucus/. 

See our press release below. At least WaPo called us for comment and actually listened. 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi.burhans@sos.iowa gov 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION • INTEGRITY 

sos.iowa.gov 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:28 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515]725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 
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regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11r:lfmSD~ 
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From: Jl]ads 
To: Hall. Kevin fSOSl 

Subject: Re: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 1:11:34 PM Date: 

Thank you. This is good information fi·om a good source. Thanks for doing the footwork. 

As an aside, Judicial Watch is a far right think tank supported largely by Republicans. When is 
enough enough from Iowa Republican elected officials? Sheesh. 
Thank you, 
Mari Radtke 
On Feb 3, 2020, at 12:29 PM, Hall, Kevin [SOS] wrote: 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CONTACT: Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a 
news release regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial 
Watch claims that total registration numbers in these counties are larger than the 
eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office 
shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 
registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to 
do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have 
made similar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false 
claims erode voter confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation 
campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's 
website. They are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by 
Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's 
claims about Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data 
from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods 
they use to provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 

### 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: 
To: 

pate Paul [5051 

"paul Pate" 
Subject: 
Date: 

Fwd: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 12:51:51 PM 

Attachments: lmageOOl.pnq 
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Paul D. Pate 
Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:28:09 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretaty of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: 
To: 

Marks Joseph 

Hall. Kevin fSOSJ 

Subject: 
Date: 

Re; MEDIA REtEASE: Official data rebuts false claim.<> regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 12:50:36 PM 
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Hi Kevin, 

Nice meeting you in person on Thursday! Here's the slllr\1 ICYMI. Do you know yet about plans 

to report out any issues during the caucuses tonight? Is Secretary Pate planning on putting out 

a statement or doing a call if there are/ aren't issues? 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Joseph Marks 

Staff Writer, Washington Post 

(Cybersecurity 202 newsletter author, subscribe .b.e.!:ll) 
(202) 334-6431 (desk) 

(202)664-7910 (cell) 

J.os.eW:Lmarks~.Qill 

@Joseph_Marks_ 

(I typically work Sunday to Thursday. If you email me on Friday, l'lllikely get back to you 

Monday). 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:32 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

@i0'10N: EXTERNAL SENDER 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 
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DES MOINES·- A Washington D. C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters.~~ 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly avaj~os.iowo.Jl.Q.\1] on the Secretary of State's 

website. They are updated monthly. Ihese numbers show [sos.iowa.sovl that the ones claimed by 

Judicial Watch in their news release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau 

[census gov]. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 

### 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: Pate, Baul rsoSJ 
To: "Paul Pate" 
Subject: 
Date: 

Fwd; MEDIA RElEASE: Otfldal data rebuts false daims regarding Iowa voter registration 
Monday, February 3, 2020 12:49:15 PM 
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Paul D. Pate 
Iowa Secretary of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:28:09 PM 

Subject: MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

FOR IMMEDIATE RElEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725 2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day ofthe Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign Immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are llJ.lbJk.i¥..av.i!l!.able on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. Ih!:.>e..ill!ill~Q.I'l that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 
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I'm following the social media channels for this sort of thing as it relates to Iowa elections. It's 

important to remember the Iowa Caucuses are run by the political parties. They are not official State 

of Iowa elections. 

Twitter, Facebook and Google have been helpful in partnering with secretaries of state on the NASS' 

#Trustedlnfo2020 initiative. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
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From: Emily Birnbaum <ebirnbaum@thehill.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:45 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: The Hill newspaper inquiry- Countering Iowa caucus-related misinformation? 

Thanks, Kevin. For my reporting: do you have anyone monitoring for this kind of social media 

misinformation in your office? 

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 1:33 PM Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> wrote: 

I FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

i CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

i Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES-·· A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 
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registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter 

registration, and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," 

Secretary Pate said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar 

claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter 

confidence in elections. They should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit 

trying to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They 

are updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census 

Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
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From: Emily Birnbaum <ebirnbaum@thehill.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:31 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: The Hill newspaper inquiry- Countering Iowa caucus-related misinformation? 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is Emily Birnbaum and I'm a tech policy reporter with 

The Hill newspaper. 

I'm working on an article right now about social media misinformation around the Iowa caucus. 

And I'm wondering what the Iowa secretary of state's office is doing to counter any viral 
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falsehoods and conspiracy theories bubbling up online. 

Is anyone with the secretary of state's office available to chat sometime today or tomorrow about 

your approach, the challenges you're facing and what you're seeing on the platforms? 

I know this is a crazy time, to say the least. But if you're able to make someone available or share a 

statement about what you're doing to counter misinformation, I'd appreciate it immensely. 

Thanks so much for any input you could provide! My number is 301-525-4563 if that's any easier. 

Emily Birnbaum 
The Hill, Technology Policy Reporter 
c: 301-525-4563 
ebirnbanm@thehill.com 

~-~~!?~~-~~-~~-~!~~-t-~~·.@~!~-~~~~-':1-~=~----------··················------···················--·-········-·································: 

........................................................................................................................................................ , 

Emily Birnbaum 
The Hill, Technology Policy Reporter 
c: 301-525-4563 
ebirnhaum@thehill.com 

:t:~~?~~-~~~-~~~-~!~~~~~-.@~!~!!~~.':1~=~----··················----·---····················--·--············---------- ............................. , 

.............................................................................................................................................................. , 
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Iowa Secretmy of State 

From: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:37:26 PM 

To: Ross, Michael [505] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [505] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [505] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [505] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Media reports already 

Washington Post story: https://www,washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/02/03/conservatives-push

fa lse-cla i ms-voter-fraud-twitter -iowans-prepa re-caucu s/ 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(SIS) 72S-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
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Washington Post story: https ://www. washington post. com /pol itics/2020/02/03 /conservatives-push

false-claims voter-fraud-twitter-iowans prepare-caucus/ 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
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OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTAG: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters.'/ 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publiclv available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These Ollmbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 

##It 
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From: Emily Birnbaum <ebirnbaum@thehill.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 12:31 PM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: The Hill newspaper inquiry- Countering Iowa caucus-related misinformation? 

Hi Kevin, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is Emily Birnbaum and I'm a tech policy reporter with The 

Hill newspaper. 

I'm working on an article right now about social media misinformation around the Iowa caucus. And 

I'm wondering what the Iowa secretary of state's office is doing to counter any viral falsehoods and 

conspiracy theories bubbling up online. 

Is anyone with the secretary of state's office available to chat sometime today or tomorrow a bout 

your approach, the challenges you're facing and what you're seeing on the platforms? 

I know this is a crazy time, to say the least. But if you're able to make someone available or share a 

statement about what you're doing to counter misinformation, I'd appreciate it immensely. 

Thanks so much for any input you could provide! My number is 301-525-4563 if that's any easier. 

Emily Birnbaum 
The Hill, Technology Policy Reporter 
c: 301-525-4563 
ebirnhaum@thehill.com 

~~!!?~~ .. -~~-~!!-~~~~~~~·.@~~~·~~~-~!~~~---······-----··--···--··················-··----·--···-··-························------------·--------: 

............................................................................................................................................................. 
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OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D. C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 
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Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa goy 
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OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D. C.-based organization made false claims today in a news release 

regarding voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total 

registration numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data 

compiled by the Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's voter registration statistics are J2l,!.blli;~i'.!b.l.e on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bureau. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county auditors and the methods they use to 

provide dean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 
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Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
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Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
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The issue is that they are using numbers that include inactive voters. Many list malntenance procedures require a voter 

to move from active 7 Inactive ~to cancelled, 
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From: Burhans, Heidi (SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:43 AM 
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To; Hall, Kevfn [SOS] <Kevln,Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Ross, Michael {SOSJ <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly 

[50$) <Moii•{-Hamrner@sos.iowa.gov> 
Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS) <Paui.Pa!e@sos.iowa_gov> 

Subject: RE; Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

In addition to noting !hat our VR numbers are updated monthly to the website, should we point out !hat their population count Is 
wrong as well and direct people to census numbers? 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
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515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi burbans@sos.iowa.gQv 
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From: Hal!, Kevin [SOS] <Kevir:.Ha!l@sos.lowg.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:34AM 
To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <HeidLBurhaos@sos jowUQP; Ross, Michael [SOS] <Mkh.ae.L.Russ.~~>; Widen, 
Molly [SO$) <MQII¥J:l=er@sos.i.owa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <En~@sos iowa.wv> 
Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

Here~s what l have so far. Michael and Paul have approved: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 
(515) 725-2942 

OFfiCE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES-A Washington D.C. organization made false clanr.s today in a news release regarding voter registration 
information in elght Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registrat:on numbers In these counties are larger 
than the eligible voter population. Official data complied by the lov;a Secretary of State's Office shows this information 

is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, and it's especially 
disconcerting they chose the day of the Jowa caucus to do this," Secretary Pate said. "My office has toid thls 

organization, and others who have made simllar claims, that their data regarding Iowa is deeply tlawed and their false 

claims erode voter confidence in elections, They should stop th!s misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying 

to disenfranchise Iowa voters." 

Iowa's' voter registration statistlcs are P.U.bll~ on the Secretary of State's website. They are updated monthly, 
Ihe_se numh<>rs s~ that the or.es claimed by Judicial Watch in their news release today are patent!yfalse. 

Kevin Holl 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
~I~s imva.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



From: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <!:1~ 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 202011:01 AM 

To: HaiL Kevin [SOSJ <i(ev!o.Ha!ICWsos io~>; Ross, Michael fSOS] <Mi(;;.tl.acl...Sms@sos.towg.goy>; Widen, Molly 
[SOS] <Molly Ham~~y> 
Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <l'allLEare@~il4lQJl> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release 

We need to alert these counties immediately. Please craft what you want me to tell them. 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725,0067 Direct line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi bttrbaos@sos j~ 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <~> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:54 AM 

To: Ross, Michael (SOS] <Michael Ross@sos j~>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <~L~-Q~gmt>; Widen, 

Molly [SOS] <.MlliJ¥,J:Iiurl~~OP 
Cc: Pate, Pau' [SOS] <Paui.P~s iowa.goJ[> 

Subject: Judicial Watch press release 
Importance: High 

https://www.,iudlcialwatch.or_g/press--ce/easesljudiclal--watch-ei_gbt-iowa::OOUnties_-have-tQtal.::re.gistration-rates-largr;r: 

t~~.~.tiQrollJ.~.58-extracllilffi~li:.Qll=i1!WiL~oting-rolli=Ul 

lJtm SOIIrCe"-'facebook&\Jtil:l,...me_d~iaL&JJ!rn~~&f.bdi.d::::~ 

lioPmNzfD~S.If!lO.nillEXQ BQ!kHm~oll!!l.!:lz.Z5.c_!ljQJAQ 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of State Paul D, Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall11ij$Os.imya goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

DCHfttljD~ 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



From: Hall. Kevin £50$1 

To: 
C.;:: 

Burhans. Hejdi fSOSJ; Ross. Michael fSQ$]; Widen Molly [$051 

Pate. Paul fSOSl 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

RE: Judldal Watch press release DRAFT 
Monday, February 3, 2020 11:50:00 AM 
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OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C. organization made false claims today in a news release regarding 

voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registration 

numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the 

Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's' voter registration statistics are oublicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly.~ that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Along with their false claims about the voter registration numbers, the organization's claims about 

Iowa population are greatly underestimated, according to actual data from the U.S. Census Bun'au. 

The Iowa Secretary of State's Office stands with its county acditors and the methods they use to 

provide clean and accurate voter rolls. 

### 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretmy of Slate Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
.Kmn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11 fm-D~ 

From: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <HeidLBurhans@sos.iowa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:43 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; 

Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 
Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

In addition to noting that our VR numbers are updated monthly to the website, should we point out thattheir 
population count is wrong as well and direct people to census numbers? 

Heidi L. Burha11s 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

hejdi.burhans@sos.iowa.goy 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:34 AM 

To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.8.l.!Ibilos®sos.iQllli!Jl.Qv>; Ross, Michael [SOS] 

<Ml!;h9ei.Ross@sos.~>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly Hammer@Jsos.iowaJi!Q)L> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

Here's what I have so far. Michael and Paul have approved: 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515) 725-2942 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C. organization made false claims today in a news release regarding 

voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registration 

numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the 

Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters.'' 

Iowa's' voter registration statistics are publicly available on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.iowa.gQY 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11 lmt'IDI! 

From: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <l:leldi.Burhans@sos jowa.vov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:01 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjn.Hall@sos jowa.gov>; Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos iowa.£ov>; 

Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release 

We need to alert these counties immediately. Please craft what you want me to tell them. 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

hfidi burhans@sos.jowa.gmr 

SERVICE · PARTICIPATION · INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos iowa gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:54 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Mkbaei.Ross@s~>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos iowa goV>; Widen, Molly [SOSJ <Molly.Hammer@sos jowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <~~gmr> 

Subject: Judicial Watch press release 

Importance: High 

hJ.1t;l.>://www.judj~mLJ;u:.ess-rPie_~l.!l!i.i.;ia~h-eight-iowa-cm!nties-have-total

~atioo-rates-larger-thao-eligible-vo\er::pQprJiation-at-lea;;1J.8.65llextra-names-.Ql]j_Qwa-vql.in!l::. 

~e~facebook&utm_rnedirJrn~socjal&utm campaign~press release&fbclid~lwAR2-

GoPrnNilll.li'LdPCZ8TEpOrr0fPXD B9jkHmOyKPnbrnynHz75c BjoiAQ 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICif'ATION ·INTEGRITY 

liLJmt~a~ 
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From; 
To: 

Burhans Heidi fSOSJ 

Cc; 
HaiL Kevin fSOSl; Ross t-1lchae! [SQSJ; ~.QSJ 
!'ate. raul fSOSJ 

Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

RE: Judidal Watch press release DRAFT 
Monday, February 3, 2020 11:43:25 At4 
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In addition to noting that our VR numbers are updated monthly to the website, should we point out that their 
population count is wrong as well and direct people to census numbers? 

IIeidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D, Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi.burhaos@sos.iqwa.gov 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goV> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:34 AM 
To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Ross, Michael [SOS] 

<Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.goV> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFT 

Here's what I have so far. Michael and Paul have approved: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 
(515} 725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES-· A Washington D.C. organization made false claims today in a news release regarding 

voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registration 

numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the 

Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters.# 

Iowa's' voter registration statistics are publicly avail<lhle on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hali@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11i:JfmtED~ 

From: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <!:!cidi.Burhaos@sosjowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:01 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <KeviaJiilll@sos.iowa.€ov>; Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michael Ross@sos.iowa.gol'>; 

Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <~te@sosjowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release 

We need to alert these counties immediately. Please craft what you want me 1o tell them. 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



515.250.7021 Mobile 

kLeidi.burhans@sos.iowa.gov 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

sos.jowa.gov 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <~Hall@sos.iowa.~ov> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:54 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michael Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 

<Heidi.Burhans@sos iow!l.goy>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Moli.;:ll.arnmer@lsos iowa gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <!'.;;ui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Judicial Watch press release 

Importance: High 

https:l/www.iudicialwatch.org/press-releases{judicjal-watch-eight-iowa-counties-havetotal

[!;'gistratjoo-rates-large r· tban-el igible-voter -popu I ation-at -least 18658-extra-names-on-iowa-votiog

rolls-2/?otm source=fur&QQ.Qk&otm medjum-s.Qcial&utm campaign-press release&fbclid·lwAR2· 

.G.QEmNzfD1jYdPCZ8TEpOrrOfPXD B9jkHmOyKPnbrnvnHz75c BjoiAO 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretaiy of State Paul D. Pate 
(5 I 5) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gQv 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

DCfmllD~ 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



from: HaiL Kevin fSQS]' 
To: 
Cc: 

Burhans Heidi 1$0$.1; Ross. Mkhae1 f50Sl: Wfden Moi!y fSOSl 

!lll!l..f~ 
Subject: 
Date: 

RE: Judicial Watch press release DRAFf 
Monday, February 3, 2020 11:33:00 AM 
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Here's what I have so far. Michael and Paul tlave approved: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 

Communications Director 

(515)725-2942 

OFFICE OF THE IOWA SECRETARY OF STATE 

MEDIA RELEASE: Official data rebuts false claims regarding Iowa voter registration 

DES MOINES- A Washington D.C. organization made false claims today in a news release regarding 

voter registration information in eight Iowa counties. Judicial Watch claims that total registration 

numbers in these counties are larger than the eligible voter population. Official data compiled by the 

Iowa Secretary of State's Office shows this information is false. 

"It's unfortunate this organization continues to put out inaccurate data regarding voter registration, 

and it's especially disconcerting they chose the day of the Iowa Caucus to do this," Secretary Pate 

said. "My office has told this organization, and others who have made similar claims, that their data 

regarding Iowa is deeply flawed and their false claims erode voter confidence in elections. They 

should stop this misinformation campaign immediately and quit trying to disenfranchise Iowa 

voters." 

Iowa's' voter registration statistics are ;;illbli~latll.e on the Secretary of State's website. They are 

updated monthly. These numbers show that the ones claimed by Judicial Watch in their news 

release today are patently false. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa,goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IJ[!llm~D~ 

From: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@.sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:01 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; 

Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: Judicial Watch press release 

We need to alert these counties immediately. Please craft what you want me to tell them. 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Offlce of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725,0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi burhaos@sos.jowa.goy 

SERVICE · PARTICIPATION • INTEGRrTY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjn.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:54 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Mlchaei.Ro~.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 
<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov.>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Harnrner@sos.io\111iWWl(> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <J'aui.Pate@sos.jowa.gov> 

Subject: Judicial Watch press release 

Importance: High 

bllps://www.judjcjalwatch org/press~releases/judidal~watch-eightiowa~couoties-have-total~ 

Iflli:,tr:.aJ:ill.n::l'ates~lacg er~ than-eligible-vote r-po pr rlatjoo-at-1 east -18658-extra-names-on-iowa~votjng~ 

~/?utm source~facebQQk&illm. medium-social&utrn campaign~ press release&fbclid-lwAR2~ 

ful!?J:nilli'fD1iYdPCZ81Ep0rrOfPXD B9jkHmOyKPnbmvnHz75c BjoiAO 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments! 

Hall. Kevin [SOSJ 

Ross MichaeU:5Q.8; ~ Heldi fSQS]; Widen Molly fSQS] 

~ 
RE; Judldal Watch press release 
Monday, Febtuaty 3, 2020 11:20:00 AM 
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~ Jamie Dupree "" 
-~ @jamiedupree 

The newest figures (released today) 
by the Iowa Secretary of State have 
much lower voter registration 
numbers than charged by Judicial 
Watch. 

sos.iowa.gov/elections/pdf/. .. 
twitter.com/TomFitton/stat. .. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Directm 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
J(evin,Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ncrm~a~ 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:54 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [505] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 
<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.goV>; Widen, Molly [505] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: Judicial Watch press release 

Importance: High 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE o PARTICIPATION o INTEGRITY 

11 rr~"']l=l!llllll•a• UWJ~ • ~ 
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From: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject~ 

Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall. Keyln fSOSl 
Ross. Michael fSOSJ; Byrhans Heidi fSQSJ~ W!deo. Molly [SOSJ 
Pate Paul fSOSl 
RE: Judicirn Watdl press release 
Monday, February 3, 2020 11:10:00 AM 
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Jamie Dupree A 

@jamiedupree: 

The newest figures (released today) 
by the Iowa Secretary of State have 
much lower voter registration 
numbers than charged by Judicial 
Watch. 

sos.iowa.gov/elections/pdf/ ... 
twitter.com/TomFitton/stat .. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin,Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ncrm12a~ 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:54 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 
<HeidLBurhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Judicial Watch press release 

Importance: High 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevjo.Hall@sos.iowa gov 
SICRVICE ·PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

11 lmfED~ 
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To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Burhans. Heidi fSOSJ 
Hall Kevin fSOSl; Ross Michael fSOSJ: Widen Moi'Y fSOSJ 
Pate Paul [SQSJ 

RE: Judicial Watch press release 
Monday1 February 3, 2020 11:01:30 AM 
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We need to alert these counties immediately. Please craft what you want me to tell them. 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heidi.burhans@sos.jowa.gov 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION • INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:54 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <MichaeLRoss@sos.iowa.gov>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 
<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <PauLPate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Judicial Watch press release 
Importance: High 

htl:Il.:J.;LLwww j u dicja lwatch .org/press~re!easesfj <Jdicial ~watch~ejght ~lowa~counties~h a ve-tota I~~ 
registration-rates-/a rger -tha n~eligi ble~votet:.:llQW) lation~at~least ~ 18658-extra-n ames-on ·iowa-voti og
rolls-2/?utm ~source~facebook&utm_medium~social&utm campaign-press release&fbclid-!wAR2~ 

GoPmNzfD1jYdPCZ8TEp0rrOfPXD B9jkHmOyKPnbmvnHz75c BjoiAO 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
~in.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

liall Keyln fSOSl 
Ross Mk;bael fSOSli Burhans Heidt fSOSJ; Wjden Molly ESOSl 
Pate. Paul fSO.Sl 
Judicial Watch press release 
Monday, February 3, 2020 10:54:00 AM 
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GoE1nl::!zfD1jYdPCZ8TEpOrrOIPXD B9jkHmOyKPobmvnHz75c BjoiAO 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Oll:1ce ofiowa Seeretai'Y of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyjn.Hall@sos.io~ 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

nctmsa~ 
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Journalist seems to be agreeing with us that Mr. Fitton's claims are false. Wouldn't it be good to ensure 
journalist has the best information we can provide on this topic? 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heldi.burhans@sos.iowa.gov 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

inb..,; 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:27 AM 

To: Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.goV>; Burhans, Heidi [SOS] 
<Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <MollyJlammer@sos.iowa.goV> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

See below. Their claims are false. Asking again for a statement. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Seeretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyjn.Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n fmlja~ 
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From: Klepper, David <DKiepper@ap.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:24 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOSJ <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowilJIDY> 

Subject: RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

Kevin, 

I inquired with Mr. Fitton's organization and was given the eight counties he mentioned- Dallas, 

Johnson, Lyon, Dickinson, Scott, Warren, Madison and Poweshiek- and indeed, it appears the 

number of people he is claiming are on the voter rolls is inaccurate. For instance, in Dallas County 

Mr. Fitton claims there are more than 91,000 people registered to vote, when the SOS database 

shows 63,000 total voters, active and inactive. 

The other seven follow a similar pattern. 

Mr. Fitton is also using inaccurate population totals for several of the counties: For instance, he 

claims there are 80,000 people in Dallas County, when the US Census Bureau shows there to be 

more than 90,000. 

The AP will be writing a story evaluating Mr. Fitton's claim. I'm happy to include the information 

you've already provided me, but I wanted to see if you or SOS Pate wanted to send me a statement 

(or, if he's bored on Caucus Day, a telephone call) to talk about the veracity of Mr. Fitton's claim of a 

serious problem In the state's voter rolls. 

David Klepper 

The Associated Press 

dklepper@ap.org 

(518) 269-2.290 

@davidklepper 

From: Hall. Kevin [SQSJ 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:34AM 

To: Klepper. David 

Subject: RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

This Is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

ht!ps:/lsos.iowa.gov/elec!jons/voterre~:/couoty,html 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Ha!l@sos.iowa.gpv 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

m~.-~a· IIIJI~WJ~ ~· 

From: Klepper, David <.DKiepper@ao.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:16AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kl;vin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 

Subject: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

Good morning. We're obviously watching tor online claims relating to Iowa elections today, and 

though this isn't specific to today's Caucus, we're seeing a claim made by Tom Fitton of Judicial 

Watch is getting traction today: 

bttps:Utvtitter com/charliekjrklllstatus/12 2406891406;:329024 

Basically, he's alleging that thanks to non-active voters {dead, moved away, etc) the rolls in eight 

counties outnumber the voting population. 

Do you have a minute to talk about this today? We'll want to include whatever perspective the 505 

has on this claim. Happy to discuss more what I'm looking for. I'm sure you're busy today, so happy 

to correspond on email too. 

Best, 

David Klepper 

The Associated Press 

dklepoer@o~ 

{518) 269~22.90 

@davidklepper 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 

recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are 

hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone 

at +1-212-621·1500 and delete this email. Thank you. 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 

recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are 

hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone 

at+ 1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you. 

--·····---······---·····-----·····----······--·······-········--······-----·-···----·---------------------······------------! 
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From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hat! Kevin fSOSl 
Ro$$ Michael fSOSJ; f!!!!:.hans Heidi CSQSJ; Widen. Mo!!y fSQSJ 
Pate. Paul fSOS1 
FW; AP Inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 
Monday, February 31 2020 l0:26:00 AM 

5 ~5~~" 

See below. Their claims are false. Asking again for a statement. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Keyin.Hall@sos.~ 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 

n fmSD~ 
From: Klepper, David <DK!epper@ap.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:24 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS) <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

Kevin, 

I inquired with Mr. Fitton's organization and was given the eight counties he mentioned-- Dallas, 

Johnson, Lyon, Dickinson, Scott, Warren, Madison and Poweshiek and indeed, it appears the 

number of people he is claiming are on the voter rolls is inaccurate. For instance, in Dallas County 

Mr. Fitton claims there are more than 91,000 people registered to vote, when the SOS database 

shows 63,000 total voters, active and inactive. 

The other seven follow a similar pattern. 

Mr. Fitton is also using inaccurate population totals for several of the counties: For instance, he 
claims there are 80,000 people in Dallas County, when the US Census Bureau shows there to be 

more than 90,000. 

The AP will be writing a story evaluating Mr. Fitton's claim. I'm happy to include the informatiun 

you've already provided me, but I wanted to see if you or SOS Pate wanted to send me a statement 

(or, if he's bored on caucus Day, a telephone call) to talk about the veracity of Mr. Fitton's claim of a 
serious problem in the state's voter rolls. 

Best, 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



David Klepper 

The Associated Press 

dklepper@ ap.ru:g 

(518) 269~2290 

@davidk/epper 

From: J:tllL Kevin [SOS] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:34AM 

To: Klepner David 

Subject: RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

h ttps.J.iztJJQY:liV!,Qv/el ections/voterreg/co~m] 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.io~ 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

llCfmllD~ 

From: Klepper, David <DK/eoper@ap org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:16AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hali@sos iowa.go;p 

Subject: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

Kevin, 

Good morning. We're obviously watching for online claims relating to Iowa elections today, and 

though this isn't specific to today's Caucus, we're seeing a claim made by Tom Fitton of Judicial 

Watch is getting traction today: 

https:/ /twitter.com/charliekirWLlli!iJJs/1224068914067329024 

Basically, he's alleging that thanks to non-active voters (dead, moved away, etc) the rolls in eight 

counties outnumber the voting population. 

Do you have a minute to talk about this today? We'll want to include whatever perspective the SOS 

has on this claim. Happy to discuss more what I'm looking for. I'm sure you're busy today, so happy 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



to correspond on email too. 

Best, 

David Klepper 

The Associated Press 

dklepper@ap,org 

(518) 269-2290 

@davidklepper 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 

recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are 

hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone 

at+ 1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you. 

The information contained In this communication is intended for the use of the designated 

recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are 

hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or mpying of this communication Is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone 

at+ 1-212~621~ 1500 and delete this email. Thank you. 

, ....................... --- -···------·------ ............................ ···--- ........................................ -- ............................... . 
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Date: 
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I'm good with your response, I don't see a need to additional information. 

Michael Ross 

Deputy Secretary of State 

Chief of Staff 

Direct: (515) 725-2874 

mir;hael~'ross@Sios.iowa,gov 

From: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:43 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov>; Ross, Michael [SOS] <Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; 
Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 
Subject: RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

Yes, non-active voters are on the rolls, per Iowa Code directing our list maintenance. 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

he~ 

SERVICE· PARTICIPATION ·INTEGRITY 
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From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.goy> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:35AM 

To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Ross, Michael [SOS] 

<MLchaei.Ross@sos.jowa.gol!>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly Harnmer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iow~ 

Subject: FW: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

FYI. 

See below. 

I've been shooting thls down on Twitter as well. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Ha!l@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IJLJim12Dflt 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:34AM 

To: Klepper, David <~er@ap.oqp 

Subject: RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

This is a false claim. The actual data Is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here Is the direct link: 

hltps:/!sos iowa gov/electjons(voterreg/county.html 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

n rmrsa~ 
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From: Klepper, David <DKiepper@aD.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:16AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjn.Hall@sos iowa.goy> 

Subject: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

Kevin, 

Good morning. We're obviously watching for online claims relating to Iowa elections today, and 

though this isn't specific to today's Caucus, we're seeing a claim made by Torn Fitton of Judicial 

Watch is getting traction today: 

https·//twitter.com/charliekirk11/stat!Js/1224068914067329024 

Basically, he's alleging that thanks to non-active voters (dead, moved away, etc) the rolls in eight 

counties outnumber the voting population. 

Do you have a minute to talk about this today? We'll want to include whatever perspective the SOS 

has on this claim. Happy to discuss more what I'm looking for. I'm sure you're busy today, so happy 

to correspond on email too. 

Best, 

David Kiepper 

The Associated Press 

dklepper@ap.org 

(518) 269-2290 

@davidklepper 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 

recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are 

hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify The ASsociated Press immediately by telephone 

at+ 1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you. 

, __ . -·· .... '." .. "" .. ''" .. "". '"" ... , ........ "'" "'" ,. " . '". '" ... , """" ,, ... ' ... '. '"" "'"'"""""""'. ' .. """ '".'""'""" .. 
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from: 
To: 

Kl£pper, David 
Hall. Keyln rsos·l 

Subject: 
Date: 

RE: AP inqulry on 110tlng rolls in Iowa 
Monday, February 3, 2020 10:24:06 AM 

Attachments: 

c 

Kevin, 

I inquired with Mr. Fitton's organization and was given th.e eight counties he mentioned- Dallas, 

Johnson, Lyon, Dickinson, Scott, Warren, Madison and Poweshiek -·and indeed, it appears the 

number of people he is claiming are on the voter rolls is inaccurate. For instance, in Dallas County 

Mr. Fitton claims there are more than 91,000 people registered to vote, when the SOS database 

shows 63,000 total voters, active and inactive. 

The other seven follow a similar pattern. 

Mr. Fitton is also using inaccurate population totals for several of the counties: For instance, he 

claims there are 80,000 people in Dallas County, when the US Census Bureau shows there to be 

more than 90,000. 

The AP will be writing a story evaluating Mr. Fitton's claim. I'm happy to include the information 

you've already provided me, but I wanted to see if you or SOS Pate wanted to send me a statement 

(or, if he's bored on Caucus Day, a telephone call) to talk about the veracity of Mr. Fitton's claim of a 
serious problem in the state's voter rolls. 

Best, 

David Klepper 

The Associated Press 

dklepper@aQ.m:g 

(518) 269~2290 

@davidklepper 

From:~ 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:34AM 

To: Klepper. Dilllld 

Subject: RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

https:/lsos.jowa,gov/elections!voterreg/countv.html 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office offowa Seeretmy of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin. Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

m~, .. flllla• 
aii~LW~ ~ 

From: Klepper, David <DKlepper@ap.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:16AM 

To: Hall, kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

Kevin, 

Good morning. We're obviously watching for online claims relating to Iowa elections today, and 

though this isn't specific to today's Caucus, we're seeing a claim made by Tom Fitton of Judicial 

Watch is getting traction today: 

https ·/ftwjtter.com I charliekirkl 1 /status/122 406891406732 9024 

Basically, he's alleging that thanks to non-active voters (dead, moved away, etc) the rolls in eight 

counties outnumber the voting population. 

Do you have a minute to talk about this today? We'll want to include whatever perspective the SOS 

has on this claim. Happy to discuss more what I'm looking for. I'm sure you're busy today, so happy 

to correspond on email too. 

Best, 

David Klepper 

The Associated Press 

~er@ap,orn 

(518)269-2290 

@davidklepper 

The infocmation contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 

recipients named above. Jfthe reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are 

hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone 

at+ 1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you. 
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The infmmation contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 
recipients named above. If the reader of this ecmmunication is not the intended recipient, you 
are hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this ecmmunication is strictly prohibited. If you have 

1is,cornlll!tlPiC~\U• :la.;1!1f'l!i;:tL>~!;if!":;flj~ 11i:W,SS1!11l''tea Press immediately by 
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Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 
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Does Secretary Pate want to say any more about how dangerous this is? The false tweets have 

more than 100,000 interactions. And the platform seems to be letting them be. His 

perspective would be much appreciated. 

From: Stanley-Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:04 AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: Re: Responding to you call 

Many thanks. 
~---------------· 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:02 AM 

---··------.. --·----

To: Stanley .. Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 

Subject: Responding to you call 

jCAUT!ON: EXTERNAL SENDER 

Isaac, 

Regarding the Twitter post: 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

bttps://=l\l'liiWlQv/electjooslvoten eg/Qllillty.htmllsos io~o.vl 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

let me know if you need more info. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(5 J 5) 725-2942 
KJ::II.in.}lall@sos. iowa ,goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IJ [facebook com] [J [twitter com] 1m 
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From: 
'To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Iowa Secretarv of State Paul D. Pate 
Hall. KeYJo fSOSJ 
FW: WashPost inquiry: Twltter and caucus misinfo 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:22:15 AM 

From: Romm, Tony<Tony.Romm@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:21AM 
To: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: WashPost inquiry: Twitter and caucus misinfo 

Hey all, hope you're well. Tony Romm here from the Post 

I saw this tweet from the secretary of state, trying to rebut false information about the caucus 

that had gone viral on Twitter: https,://twitter.com/lowaSOS/status/1224336592891936771? 

E2Q 

Would love to talk with him (and I recognize today is a tough day for that) about the challenge 

in combatting this kind of misinformation. Have y'all been in touch with the company? Have 

you had trouble with this elsewhere 7 

215.779.9597. Many thanks. 

TonyRomm 

Tech policy reporter 

The Washington Post 

tony.romm@washpost.= 

215.779.9597 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Dawson Emily fSOSl on behalf of Iowa Secretary of State paul p Pate 
~Q!i] 
fW: WashPost Inquiry: Twitter and caucus mis!nfo 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:22:00 AM 

From: Romm, Tony <Tony.Romrn@washpost.com> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:21AM 

To: Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate <SOS@sos.iowa.goV> 

Subject: WashPost inquiry: Twitter and caucus rnisinfo 

Hey all, hope you're well. Tony Romm here from the Post. 

I saw this tweet from the secretary of state, trying to rebut false information about the caucus 

that had gone viral on Twitter: https:/ltwjtter.com/I~Q.S/:ililtus/1224336592891936771? 

:2.2Q 

Would love to talk with him (and I recognize today is a tough day for that) about the challenge 

in combatting this kind of misinformation. Have y'all been in touch with the company? Have 

you had trouble with this elsewhere? 

215.779.9597. Many thanks. 

TonyRomm 

Tech policy reporter 

The Washington Post 

.!Qll,)'.J:Qillm@washpost.com 

215.779.9597 

•••••••ooo•-~-----•••••••••••· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••owoo••••••••••••••oOMM•••••MMM······--·······----············: 
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From: 
To~ 

Subject: 
Date: 

Romm. TolJ¥ 
Iowa Secretarv of State Paul Q, Pate 
WashPost inquiry: Twltter and caurus mlslnfo 
Monday, February 31 2020 9:20:57 AM 

Hey all, hope you're well. Tony Romm here from the Post. 

I saw this tweet from the secretary of state, trying to rebut false information about the caucus 

that had gone viral on Twitter: https://twitter.com/lowaSOSLililtJ,Js/1224336592891936771? 

s~20 

Would love to talk with him (and I recognize today is a tough day for that) about the challenge 

in combatting this kind of misinformation. Have y'all been in touch with the company? Have 

you had trouble with this elsewhere? 

215.779.9597. Many thanks. 

Tony Romm 

Tech policy reporter 

The Washington Post 

tony.romm@washpost.com 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Dater 
Attachments: 

Many thanks. 

Stanley-Becker Isaac 
Hall. Kevin fS.QSl 
Re: Responding to you call 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:04:14 AM 
lmageOOt.oog 
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From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 10:02 AM 

To: Stanley-Becker, Isaac <lsaac.Stanley-Becker@washpost.com> 
Subject: Responding to you call 

!CAUTION: EXTERNAL SENDER 

Isaac, 

Regarding the Twitter post: 

This is" false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 
see.lt's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 
bttps://sos.iowa.goy/electjons/voterreg/couoty,htrnl !sos.jowa.gov] 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Let me know if you need more info. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin Hall@sos.iowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGIUTY 

n..l.fug:.!:J.o.!.lk.!lillll LJ (twjtter.com]lm 

Jlinkedin com] tiJjjostagram.cQJll} ajyoutube.com] 

~jg.QQ£]1 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Isaac, 

!:JQII. Kevin [SOSJ 
isaac.stanlev-bedser@washnost.com 
Responding to you call 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:02:00 AM 
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Regarding the Twitter post: 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website tor anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

https ;//sos. iowa. gov I elect I ons/voterreglcounty. htm I 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Let me know if you need more info. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos,jowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

ncr:msalt 
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From: 

To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Merrick Joel fSOSJ 
Hall Kevin [$051 

Washington Post Call 
Monday, February 3, 2020 9:00:40 AM 
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Isaac Becker- Washington Post 

- 773-480-2423 

Saw on Twitter: 

8 Counties have more adults registered than population. 

Joel Merrick 

Cybersecurity Coordinator 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

(515) 242-5071 

ioel.merrick@sos.iowa.gov sos.iowa.gov 

SERVICE • PARTICIPATION • INTEGRITY 
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from: 
To; 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Burhans. Held! ISOSJ 
Hall. Kevin [SOSJ; ~.Ml&!li!.GllSQ.SJi Wjden. Mql!y [SQSJ 

eate. Paul fSQSJ 
RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls In Iowa 
Monday, February 3, 2020 8:43;27 AM 
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Yes, non-active voters are on the rolls, per Iowa Code directing our list maintenance. 

Heidi L. Burhans 

Director of Elections 

Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 

515.725.0067 Direct Line 

515.250.7021 Mobile 

heil:l1bu rhan s@sos. Iowa. QOV 

SERVXCE • PARTXCIPATION •INTEGRITY 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:35AM 

To: Burhans, Heidi [SOS] <Heidi.Burhans@sos.iowa.gov>; Ross, Michael [SOS] 
<Michaei.Ross@sos.iowa.gov>; Widen, Molly [SOS] <Molly.Hammer@sos.iowa.gov> 

Cc: Pate, Paul [SOS] <Paui.Pate@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: FW: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

FYI. 

See below. 

I've been shooting this down on Twitter as well. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office ofiowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
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Keyin.Hall@sos.jowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGIUTY 

11 fmtljD~ 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:34AM 

To: Klepper, David <DKiepper@~> 

Subject: RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls In Iowa 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary ot State's website for anyone to 

see, It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

https://sos.iowa.gov/elections/voterreg/couoty,htrn1 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office offowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gpv 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

llLJfmtljD~ 

From: Klepper, David <DKiepper@ao.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:16AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevjo.Hall@sos.iowa gov> 

Subject: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

Good morning. We're obviously watching for online claims relating to Iowa elections today, and 

though this isn't specific to today's Caucus, we're seeing a claim made by Tom Fitton of Judicial 

Watch is getting traction today: 

https ·/!twitter. com/charliekirklllstatus/12 2 40689140673 29074 

Basically, he's alleging that thanks to non-active voters (dead, moved away, etc) the rolls in eight 

counties outnumber the voting population. 

Do you have a minute to talk about this today? We'll want to include whatever perspective the SOS 

has on this claim. Happy to discuss more what I'm looking for. I'm sure you're busy today, so happy 

to correspond on email too. 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



Best, 

David Klepper 

The Associated Press 

~ 
(518) 269~2290 

@davidklepper 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 

recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are 

hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone 

at+ 1~212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you. 

< ..................................................................................................................................................... .. 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

~:Jlggs~jj!; 
Iow-a Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
Washington Post question about voter registratlon 
Monday1 February 3, 2020 8:41:28 AM 

Good morning. I'm wondering if there's even a shred of evidence to support these claims? 

https://twjtter.com/Tomfitton/status/1224014216782340096 

https: //twitter. comlcha rlie l<irk11 /status/12 2406891406 732902 4 

Many thanks, 
Isaac 

Isaac Stanley-Becker 
The WashingtDn Post 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Kleoper DayiQ 
Hall. Kevin fSOSJ 
RE: AP inquiry en voting rolls 1n Iowa 
Monday, Fellrtmry 3, 2020 8:35:28 AM 
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Great. This is very helpful. And thank you for alerting me to SOS Pate's response as well. 

David Klepper 

The Associated Press 

dklepper@ilJl.QJ:g 

(518) 269-2290 

@davidklepper 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 9:34:29 AM 

To: Klepper, David <DKiepper@ap.org> 

Subject: RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

https://sos.jowa,gov/electjons/voterreg/county.btml 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Directm· 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin, Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRffY 

11 rmsa~ 

From: Klepper, David <DKiepper@ap.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:16AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

Good morning. We're obviously watching for online claims relating to Iowa elections today, and 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



though this isn't specific to today's Caucus, we're seeing a claim made by Tom Fitton of Judicial 

Watch is getting traction today: 

https://twjtter.com/charliekirklllstatus/1224068914067329024 

Basically, he's alleging that thanks to non-active voters (dead, moved away, etc) the rolls in eight 

counties outnumber the voting population. 

Do you have a minute to talk about this today? We'll want to include whatever perspective the SOS 

has on this claim. Happy to discuss more what I'm looking for. I'm sure you're busy today, so happy 

to correspond on email too. 

Best, 

David Klepper 

The Associated Press 

dklepper@ap.org 

(518) 269-2290 

@davidklepper 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 

recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are 

hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone 

at+ 1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you. 

The infonnation contained in this.coiiiiii~iiication.i!i'fntend~(j'[(;j. the·ii~e-ofth~·(iesigii~ted .... 
recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you 
are hereby notified that you have received this communication in etTor, and that any review, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 
··~c.P.i''"fl I)lis c<llnm~~ipatifl_ij Press itmnediately by 
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From: 
To: 
cc: 
Subjectt 
Date: 
Attachments: 

FYI. 

See below. 

HelL Kevin fSQS] 
Burllans Heidi rsosJ; Ross Mkhael fSOSJ; Widen. Mollv (SQSJ 
pate Paul [SOSJ 
FW: AP Jnqully on voting rolls in Iowa 
Monday, February 3, 2020 8:35:00 AM 
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I've been shooting this down on Twitter as well. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(51 S) 725-2942 
K;;vin.Hall@sos.jowa.goy 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

nrJmtsa~ 

From: Hall, Kevin [SOS] 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:34AM 
To: Klepper, David <DKiepper@ap.org> 
Subject: RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 
see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 
https://sos.jowa.gov/elec~unty.htrn! 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office of Iowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(515) 725-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.jo~£ 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

IJ tmfiJD~ 
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From: Klepper, David <DKiepper@ap.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:16AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [505] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

Good morning. We're obviously watching for online claims relating to Iowa elections today, and 

though this isn't specific to today's Caucus, we're seeing a claim made by Tom Fitton of Judicial 

Watch is getting traction today: 

https: //twitter. com/ch arl ieki rk 11 /status/12 2 4068914067 3 2902 4 

Basically, he's alleging that thanks to non-active voters (dead, moved away, etc) the rolls in eight 

counties outnumber the voting population. 

Do you have a minute to talk about this today? We'll want to include whatever perspective the 505 

has on this claim. Happy to discuss more what I'm looking for. I'm sure you're busy today, so happy 

to correspond on email too. 

Best, 

David Klepper 

The Associated Press 

dklepper@ap.org 

(518) 269-2290 

@davidklepper 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 

recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you are 

hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone 

at +1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you. 

'····························································································································································' 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

Hall Kevin rsos1 
Kleoper David 
RE: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 
Monday, February 3, 2020 8:34:00 AM 
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This is a false claim. The actual data is available on the Secretary of State's website for anyone to 

see. It's broken down by county and updated every month. Here is the direct link: 

https :1/sos. iowa .gov /e I ections/voterreg/cou nty. htm I 

Secretary Pate has responded directly to this Twitter post as well. 

Kevin Hall 
Communications Director 
Office oflowa Secretary of State Paul D. Pate 
(SIS) 72S-2942 
Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov 
SERVICE· PARTICIPATION· INTEGRITY 

fiLJimtsD~ 

From: Klepper, David <DKiepper@ap.org> 

Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 8:16AM 

To: Hall, Kevin [SOS] <Kevin.Hall@sos.iowa.gov> 

Subject: AP inquiry on voting rolls in Iowa 

Kevin, 

Good morning. We're obviously watching for online claims relating to Iowa elections today, and 

though this isn't specific to today's Caucus, we're seeing a claim made by Tom Fitton of Judicial 

Watch is getting traction today: 

https://twitter.com/charliekirkll/status/1224068914067329024 

Basically, he's alleging that thanks to non-active voters (dead, moved away, etc) the rolls in eight 

counties outnumber the voting population. 

Do you have a minute to talk about this today? We'll want to include whatever perspective the SOS 

has on this claim. Happy to discuss more what I'm looking for. I'm sure you're busy today, so happy 

to correspond on email too. 

Best, 

Obtained via FOIA by Judicial Watch Inc. 



David Klepper 

The Associated Press 

dklepper@ap.org 

(518) 269-2290 

@davidklepper 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 

recipients named above. If the reader of this communication is notthe intended recipient, you are 

hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this communication in error, please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone 

at +1-212-621-1500 and delete this email. Thank you . 

........................................................................................................................................................... 
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From: 
To: 
Subject! 
Date: 

Ktepper. Davjd 
l:lil!h Kevin rsosJ 
AP tnqully on voting rolls in Iowa 
14onday, February 3, 2020 8:16:20 AM 

Good morning. We're obviously watching for online claims relating to Iowa elections today, and 

though this isn't specific to today's Caucus, we're seeing a claim made by Torn Fitton of Judicial 

Watch is getting traction today: 

https ·/ltwitler~lillit!Jill224068914Qlillz:m21 

Basically, he's alleging that thanks to non·active voters (dead, moved away, etc) the rolls in eight 

counties outnumber the voting population. 

Do you have a minute to talk about this today? We'll want to include whatever perspective the SOS 

has on this claim. Happy to discuss more what I'm looking for. I'm sure you're busy today, so happy 
to correspond on email too. 

Best, 

David Klepper 

The Associated Press 
dklepper@ap.org 

(518) 269-2290 

@davidklepper 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use of the designated 
recipient~ named above. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, you 
are hereby notified that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 
dissemination, distribution or copying ofthis communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this communication in error, please notifY TI1e Associated Press immediately hv . . . 
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